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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK | Tom Beer

“reads like a 19th- century novel”
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H E R B E RT S I M O N
President & Publisher
M A RC W I N K E L M A N

John Paraskevas

Literary trends may come and go (autofiction, anyone?), but the
sprawling social novel never loses its appeal. I’ve noticed variations on
the phrase “reads like a classic 19th-century novel” on many an advanced
reading copy in recent months. The referent here is most likely a whopper by Charles Dickens, Anthony Trollope, or George Eliot—one with a
large cast of vividly rendered characters and a panoramic view of society.
My favorite exemplar of the genre might be Thackeray’s Vanity Fair, with
its deliciously wicked antihero, Becky Sharp, and its pitiless examination of middle-class money troubles. Whatever the antecedent, the contemporary novel touted as “19th century” is bound to be long, harkening
back to the serialization of such narratives over months, and sometimes
years, in newspapers.
I’m currently in the midst of reading one such doorstop. Fellowship Point (Marysue Rucci
Books/Scribner, July 5) is the first book from author Alice Elliott Dark (In
the Gloaming, Think of England) in two decades, and it’s a welcome return
from a gifted novelist. Fellowship Point tells the story of Agnes Lee and Polly
Wister, two lifelong friends, one an unmarried children’s book author and
pseudonymous novelist, the other a woman franticly devoted to her professor husband. Both now face the twilight years of their 80s caught up in
the drama of what will happen to the insular Maine peninsula of the title—
where their families have owned summer homes for generations—after
their deaths. Dark writes with a gloriously sure touch and a knowing gaze;
the novel feels intimate as the reader gets to know these women, but larger
social concerns are never far from view. “Elegantly structured, beautifully
written, and altogether diverting,” says our reviewer of Fellowship Point, “with a powerful message about land ownership in America.”
If class and property are two enduring themes of the big social novel, the
romantic and familial conundrum of marriage is another. Monica Ali’s Love
Marriage (Scribner, May 3) brings this very 19th-century preoccupation into
our own century with the story of Yasmin Ghorami, a young London doctor
whose parents immigrated to England from India, and Joe Sangster, a fellow
physician whose mother is an opinionated Germaine Greer–like figure on
the city’s intellectual scene. The union of these two characters—and their
respective clans—promises a collision of cultures and values, but Ali also
tackles a theme—sex—with a frankness that would have been impossible
for 19th-century novelists. Its primacy is established in the novel’s irresistible opening line: “In the Ghorami household sex was never mentioned.”
Kirkus’ reviewer called Love Marriage, Ali’s first book in 11 years, a “keen look at London life,
relationships (especially interracial ones)—and a return to Ali’s most celebrated territory.”
In Lan Samantha Chang’s latest, The Family Chao (Norton, Feb. 1), the inspiration is 19th century—but this time Russian, not English. The author explains that she patterned her novel after
The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoyevsky’s masterpiece about family and morality. Chang transfers
the drama to Wisconsin, where the imperious Chao patriarch runs a Chinese restaurant and his
offspring struggle to understand him, in life and death. But Chang’s narrative is also a perceptive exploration of the immigrant experience in a largely White Midwestern town; our reviewer
called it a “disruptive, sardonic take on the assimilation story.”
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THEY COME AT KNIGHT

Angoe, Yasmin
Thomas & Mercer (364 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-6625-0007-7

A second round of action-packed,
high-casualty intrigue for professional
assassin Nena Knight.
Happy families may be all alike, but
the family of Noble Knight, who took
Nena in after her birth father was killed,
is something else. Noble plays a prominent role in the African Tribal Council; Nena herself, trained as a warrior, heads a
Dispatch team of professional assassins targeting anyone who
threatens the Council; and Noble’s birth daughter, Elin, is
pregnant with the baby of Oliver Douglas, whom Nena killed
in Her Name Is Knight (2021). Now new threats seem to have
reached a boiling point. Not only has someone been embezzling from the Council; rumors that someone has infiltrated
its ranks and passed information to one of its many enemies
are confirmed when the planned assassination of Gen. Konate
goes south, leaving most of Nena’s Dispatch team dead and
Nena herself grieving and struggling to figure out who she
can and can’t trust. After a mission from Ghana to Gabon to
strengthen a crucial alliance leads to more explosive violence,
Nena thinks she’s plumbed the depths of treachery, but she’s
only tasted its first fruits. Angoe, who seems to draw inspiration from a combination of Black Panther and Black Widow,
keeps the betrayals coming as allies closer and closer to Nena
show their true colors through their attempts to bend the
Council to their own nefarious ends. Although Nena’s surprised by every single one of these betrayals, savvy readers will
wise up sooner than she does.
A lethal tale of an all-but-superhero whose author promises that “in this story, there are no heroes.”

THE BOOK OF GOOSE

Li, Yiyun
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-374-60634-3

WATER OVER STONES

Atxaga, Bernardo
Trans. by Margaret Jull Costa &
Thomas Bunstead
Graywolf (400 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-64445-095-6
Deep slices of life from the Basque
Country evoke the beauty and banality
of the world.
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Elías hasn’t spoken since returning from college to the village of Ugarte, spending his time carving a toy boat alongside
local twins Luis and Martín. Bakery employees Donato and
Eliseo serve in Franco’s army barracks, secretly sheltering a
magpie while they await their discharge. A coal mine engineer
named Antoine blames Eliseo for his dog’s death and suspects
Martín of sabotaging his lab in the name of Maoism.These are
just some details of the plot—somehow both expansive and
intimate, straightforward and elliptical—described by Atxaga
in languid, unadorned prose. Scenes have room to breathe and
often conclude without fanfare; conversational dialogue, poetic
imagery, and small gestures rather than propulsive conflict
advance the story. Particular attention is paid to pedestrian
scenic metadata such as the date, time of day, and weather.
Atxaga helped translate his book from the original Basque to
Spanish, and the crisp Spanish-to-English translation is courtesy of longtime Atxaga collaborators Jull Costa and Bunstead.
The language teems with repetition; each character frequently
returns to different topics of fixation: Antoine thinks his therapist resembles Raisa Gorbacheva; Luis hears the soundtrack

to The Good, The Bad and the Ugly in his head. The undramatic
innocuousness of the story is eerie, as though anything could
happen. So, what is the point? What are these sections—almost
interconnected novellas—building toward? As Luis asks himself: “Was there anything significant about that coincidence?
Who knows?” Atxaga inspires trust from the reader through his
authorial command. There is indeed a method to the madness
and an unexpected payoff that meaningfully reframes the entire
book.
A quietly remarkable offering from the first name in
Basque literature.

y o u n g a d u lt
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

literary connections
If there’s one thing sure to enthrall a lot of readers, it’s a book set
in the literary world—books about
writers, books about editors, books
about bookstores, books about Jane
Austen characters. Here are some
new entries for your book-world
shelf.
Book Lovers by Emily Henry
(Berkley, May 3): In Henry’s first novel for adults, Beach Read (2020), two
novelists fall in love, while her second, People We Meet on
Vacation (2021), features a travel writer. Her latest moves
into the business side of publishing as Nora Stephens,
a high-powered literary agent (is there any other kind?)
tries to figure out her own happy-ever-after with Charlie Lastra, an editor who rejected her biggest client’s last
book. According to our starred review, “Henry creates
a warm, sparkling romance brimming with laugh-outloud banter, lovable characters, and tons of sexual tension.”
Jackie & Me by Louis Bayard (Algonquin, June 14):
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis did have a link to the literary world as an editor at Doubleday for the last 19 years of her
life, but Bayard is writing about
an earlier period, when she was a
young woman courted by a man
with political ambitions and the
need for an appropriate wife. The
me of the title is Lem Billings, a
real friend of the Kennedys who’s
turned into a fictional observer of
Jack and Jackie’s courtship. “The
result is a meditation on the definitions, possibilities, and failures of friendship,” according to our starred review. “Romance with bite: the
perfect escapism for today’s anxious times.”
Joan by Katherine J. Chen (Random House, July
5): Chen’s first novel, Mary B. (2018), reimagined Pride
and Prejudice from the perspective of Mary Bennet, the
plain middle sister. Now Chen has approached a figure
who’s more literary symbol than person: Joan of Arc.
“Making her real requires imagination and empathy,
and Chen brings both to the task of putting solid flesh
on the charred bones of a legendary figure,” says our
6
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starred review. “The Joan we meet here is not a saint.
She’s a savant, and her genius is for violence.…An elegant and engaging work of historical fiction.”
Voices in the Dead House by Norman Lock (Bellevue
Literary Press, July 5): Every year since 2014, Lock has
published a book in the series
he calls the American Novels,
delving into 19th-century U.S.
history through the lives of real
and imagined literary figures,
including Emily Dickinson, Edgar Allan Poe, and Huckleberry
Finn (who’s projected forward
to 2077). This latest installment
focuses on Walt Whitman and
Louisa May Alcott as they’re
both working with wounded
Civil War soldiers. “Through the writers’ proximity to
the effects of war, Lock depicts both as grappling with
their feelings on racial equality and the legacy of slavery in the United States,” according to our starred review. “A haunting novel that offers candid portraits of
literary legends.”
Briefly, A Delicious Life by Nell Stevens (Scribner,
July 19): Stevens’ previous two books have combined
literary analysis with memoir: First she traveled to the
Falkland Islands on a fellowship
and wrote Bleaker House (2017),
about how the novel she was
working on was turning out to be
terrible, and then she wrote The
Victorian and the Romantic (2018),
which combined a study of Victorian writer Elizabeth Gaskell
with a look at her own life and
the parallels between them. Now
she’s written a novel, and it’s also
based on the life of a writer—this
time, George Sand. The narrator is a ghost, a girl who’s
been 14 years old for almost four centuries and who
falls in love with Sand as the French writer is staying on
Mallorca with her family. “An entrancing and singular
exploration of a fascinating historical footnote and a
queer life after death,” according to our starred review.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

THE 6:20 MAN

Baldacci, David
Grand Central Publishing
(432 pp.)
$26.10 | July 12, 2022
978-1-5387-1984-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A complex, high-powered thriller
that will keep the reader guessing.
Former U.S. Army Ranger Travis
Devine regularly takes the 6:20 commuter train to a job he hates at Cowl and
Comely, the New York firm where he is an investment analyst.
He’s one of many “Burners,” or interns, who slave 80 hours a
week and more for low pay in hopes of not being fired at the end
of the year. Devine works there to appease his father, who had
despised his son’s choice to serve his country instead of immediately going out and getting rich like his two older siblings. The
morning train passes by the home of Cowl, whom the Burners
are making richer and richer. Passengers get daily unfettered
views of a gorgeous bikinied woman at Cowl’s swimming pool.
She seems oblivious to the yearning gazes of the male commuters. Then, one morning at work, Devine receives an anonymous,
untraceable text saying, “She is dead.” None of his fellow Burners received it. “She” is Sara Ewes, a colleague with whom he
had once had sex. How could anyone know? It was a secret
because dating within the company was a fireable offense.
Apparently, she had hanged herself in the building. At home,
Devine has interesting roommates, including a pizza-loving,
Russia-born male computer hacker; a woman who’s building a
dating website with phenomenal potential; and another woman
who has recently graduated from law school. The Russian tries
and fails to track the source of the text for Devine. More people
die at the company, naturally freaking everyone out. Devine is
a suspect, but a retired Army general protects him—for a price.
Devine must help them unravel a secret at the company, and if
he refuses, they will “send my ass right to USDB” (United States
Disciplinary Barracks) for an act he had committed while in the
Army. Readers will suspect nearly everyone in this fast-moving
whodunit. Clues abound, like the color of a bathing suit and
mysterious references to Waiting for Godot. A great line states
that diversity in the high finance world looks like “a jar of Miracle Whip all the way to the bottom.”
What fun! This is a winner from a pro.

Henrietta occupies center stage in the first three stories.
“Wonders of the Shore” takes her to an island off the New
Hampshire coast for an 1885 summer vacation with her friend
Daphne. Barrett delicately contrasts Henrietta’s life as a high
school biology teacher in Crooked Lake, her central New
York hometown, with Daphne’s profitable career as a science
writer and pseudonymous cookbook author; she plumbs the
women’s complex relationship and provides a surprise ending
that reveals Henrietta making an unexpected decision about
herself and her future. In “The Regimental History,” she is a
bright, inquisitive 10-year-old fascinated by the letters of a
Union soldier, later learning of the soldier’s sad decline from his
nephew, who’s one of her students. In fewer than 50 pages, Barrett considers the cost of war, the duplicity of leaders, and the
nurturing bond between a young person and an inspired teacher.
“Henrietta and Her Moths” also ranges through time to trace
Henrietta’s efforts to help her sister, Hester, through pregnancy
and motherhood and to provide a vivid glimpse of Henrietta’s
ability to convey the excitement of scientific observation to her
charges, including Caroline, her tempestuous niece. Caroline

NATURAL HISTORY

Barrett, Andrea
Norton (208 pp.)
$26.95 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-324-03519-0

Henrietta Atkins and one Marburg
sister return from Ship Fever (1996),
Barrett’s National Book Award winner,
in interlinked stories ranging across
half a century.
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has become an aviator in “The Accident,” which captures both
the joy of flight and the cruelty of class privilege with Barrett’s
characteristic subtlety and cleareyed compassion. In “Open
House,” another of Henrietta’s students faces a conflict that
underpins the entire collection: The bonds that tie people to
family and community are challenged by the ambition to find
a place in the larger world. That theme becomes explicit in the
title story, which finds Rose Marburg in 2018 reflecting on her
choice to abandon scientific work that led others to a Nobel
Prize. As always, Barrett depicts the natural world and the
human heart with wonder, tenderness, and deep understanding.
More superb work from an American master.
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THE DEAL GOES DOWN

Beinhart, Larry
Melville House (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-61219-990-0

In his latest appearance, aging ex–
private eye Tony Cassella is drawn into a
murder-for-hire scheme that puts him in
the crosshairs of a thuggish Russian oligarch called God.
A man of many guises, the 70-yearold Tony is in a depressed state when he encounters an expensively dressed woman with a dangerous plan on an Amtrak train.
He’s headed to the funeral of an old friend, his daughter wants
nothing to do with him following the death of his wife and son,
and his prized home in Woodstock, New York, is about to be
foreclosed. The wealthy woman, Maddie, who knows he used to
be a detective, offers him $100,000 to kill her abusive and philandering husband. She is backed by Elizabeth, a financier who

“Boyle continues to have fun and make literary
mischief with his latest story collection.”
i walk between the raindrops

invests in “good causes.” The husband, dosed with LSD, gets
what’s coming. (“Is it possible to have a satirical hallucination?”
asks a chapter heading.) Tony, while being pursued by his former
partner for a share of the big payoff, is pressured into traveling to an Austrian resort to rescue an American woman and her
young son from the nasty clutches of her billionaire Russian husband, Grigor God Voloshin. Guns get pulled, people get killed,
and Tony survives to spin out tough-guy witticisms and random
thoughts, dropping cultural references ranging from Nietzsche
to The Mickey Mouse Club to The Maltese Falcon. Determinedly
offbeat, the book has as one of its characters a well-connected
novelist named Larry Beinhart. The riffing can at times be a bit
much. But the enjoyment the real Beinhart derives from his
spritzing, free-wheeling approach lifts the book, which at its
best is a cross between Stanley Elkin and Raymond Chandler.
A comic noir with a voice all its own.

THE DECEPTIONS

Boyle, T.C.
Ecco/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-06-305288-8
The prolific Boyle continues to have
fun and make literary mischief with his
latest story collection.
There’s no reason why these 13 stories should seem so funny, as most of
them confront individual mortality and some sort of cultural
collapse. They run the gamut from the subversively real to the
surreal in such a way that they blur the distinction between the
implausible and the inevitable. The epigraph quotes the promise/threat in Willie Dixon’s “I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man”:
“I’m goin’ to mess with you.” And mess with you these stories do,
whether it’s removing the blinders from a series of privileged and
deluded narrators or messing with the reader’s understanding

y o u n g a d u lt

Bialosky, Jill
Counterpoint (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-64009-024-8

I WALK BETWEEN
THE RAINDROPS

A middle-aged Manhattanite uses
ancient art as a respite from her tumultuous personal and professional life.
The narrator of Bialosky’s latest novel tells us on the opening page:
“Something terrible has happened and I
don’t know what to do.” The “something” is revealed only gradually, but there are many things in the woman’s life going wrong:
her son’s flailing first year at a fancy liberal arts college in Maine,
the passionless marriage she endures, a career as a teacher and
poet that has always seemed to hover on the brink of Major Literary Figure without ever quite getting there. The only people
who ever seem to truly understand her plight are her neighbor’s
daughter, an intellectual girl who turns to the narrator for mentorship, and the Visiting Poet, a man who has recently blown
through the narrator’s life, leaving her reeling in the aftermath.
To cope, she obsessively visits the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
turning to ancient art and its myths, finding solace even in the
face of unthinkable betrayals. Bialosky’s premise here—that
female artists are subjected to artistic, emotional, psychological, and physical ravages that have prevented their full blooming—is admirable; one feels that Bialosky, the author of five
collections of poetry as well as a memoir about poetry, among
other works, is speaking at least partly for herself. But the novel
goes lightly over scenes that have dramatic potential, such as
the narrator’s son being assaulted at school, and pours a great
deal of energy into detailed recountings of the Met’s holdings,
complete with photos. The result reads more like a guidebook
written by an earnest docent than the page-turning suspense
novel, or even the meditative volume of lyric poems, it might
have been.
A well-intentioned but didactic paean to the life of the
imagination.
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of where the author might be located in this artistic dynamic.
“Key to the Kingdom” invites the reader to see the protagonist
as the author, though there’s always peril in doing so with this
trickster. Now branded as F.X. Riley, he’s returned to his alma
mater—where he was known as Frank—to give a reading, and
he is given something of a celebrity’s welcome. “Not that he was
a celebrity himself, or not especially—books were too obscure
in this age to register to that degree on the social scale, especially literary books. Like his.” It’s a story that cuts close to the
bone on themes of alcoholism, paternity, and academic suicide,
making a strong case that its truth has nothing to do with how
factual it might be. The title story doesn’t tempt the reader to
confuse author and narrator, though it rings every bit as true
and is very funny in the darkest sort of way, as complacency provides little protection in the face of “something like a billion
and a half stinking people all hurtling toward the grave. Like
everybody else in the world. Like her. Like him.” There’s a futurism running through much of the collection, whether it’s trying
to avoid omnipresent facial recognition (“SCS 750”) or submitting to the tyranny of vehicles that take you where they want

you to go (“Asleep at the Wheel”), but it seems like we’ve already
turned the corner into that future.
A playful virtuoso with a deadly seriousness of purpose.

HAS ANYONE SEEN
MY TOES?

Buckley, Christopher
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-9821-9804-6
Humorist Buckley looks at one man’s
increasingly strange behavior during the
pandemic.
In a South Carolina coastal town, a
screenwriter confronts the bathroom
scale after a year of pandemic overeating. His belly blocks any
view of his toes; thus the title. He tells his agent, “I’ve put on
so much weight people are calling me Bubba the Hutt.” And
when his prescribed appetite suppressants don’t keep him from
ordering burger combos at the Hippo King takeout window, his
doctor adds another pill. Soon he finds ideas starting to flow
for a movie about a Nazi plot to kidnap FDR from Bernard
Baruch’s South Carolina estate. At the same time, he somehow
gets involved in the local election for coroner. He’s not sure how,
because he has been easily distracted in recent days and slips
into odd fantasies or down rabbit holes doing impulsive web
research. And he’s starting to forget things. Buckley delights in
exploring the intersections of plausible and absurd as they arise
in an off-kilter mind that resembles the author’s for all its allusive gymnastics and silliness. The minisaga of his hero’s stumbling into local politics via the coroner’s election—it appears
Putin is interfering in the race—resonates with memories of the
movie The Russians Are Coming, while an ancient ruse of Hannibal’s becomes a stampede of flaming feral Hungarian pigs in the
Nazi screenplay. All this brings our hero to a point where he is
sitting on a beach, naked but for a string of sausages wrapped
around his torso, “hoping that baby turtles don’t hatch and mistake our testicles for turtle num-nums.”
This is Buckley at his comic, mischievous best.

THE HOUSE OF FORTUNE

Burton, Jessie
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-63557-974-1

Hemmed in by long-kept silences
and problematic histories, a complicated
family in 18th-century Amsterdam struggles to find its future.
Burton’s sequel to her bestselling
debut, The Miniaturist (2014), picks up a
generation later, in 1705, in a world riddled with secrets. Nella
Brandt, the challenged wife of the previous book, now returns
10
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“In these debut stories, whose author is 80,
growing old isn’t for the faint of heart.”
cat brushing

pandemic, the over-70s have the option of turning over their
memories in order to receive a weekly visit from a fantasm, a
temporary balm. Campbell’s reserved, formal tone, which
reflects women shaped by conservative gender norms, and her
bleak endings combine to make devastating stories. Sometimes,
though, these very same qualities keep the stories from achieving their emotional punch. The final piece, “On Being Alone,”
which is actually about finding connection, is like a sunny day
after a month of rain.
An affecting collection about the many indignities of being
old.

y o u n g a d u lt

as aunt to 18-year-old Thea, the illegitimate daughter of her sister-in-law Marin and Otto, the African manservant who worked
for Nella’s late husband. As the story opens, Thea, conducting
a forbidden love affair with a scene painter at the Schouwburg
Theatre, still yearns to understand the circumstances of her
secret conception and to know more about the mother who
died giving birth to her. Moreover, what are the details of Otto’s
background in Surinam and Nella’s choice never to return to
her now-derelict family home, Assendelft? The Brandts are also
keeping secret from society at large the fact that they have no
savings left and that Otto has lost his job. And there’s one more
family enigma that may have resurfaced, as perfect, small, dolllike crafted objects start appearing on their doorstep. Has the
strangely prescient miniaturist who haunted Nella’s marriage
returned? Despite this welter of intrigues, there’s a static feel
to the novel’s first half, scarcely alleviated by the introduction
of Jacob van Loos, a wealthy possible suitor for Thea who might
be the solution to the family’s financial distress. While two dramatic turning points eventually jolt the narrative forward, the
story’s plotting is limited and its mood dominated by introspection, reminiscence, and unhappiness. Among a cast of isolated
characters, it falls to Nella to act as the lynchpin once again,
enabling a resolution which arrives sweetly but without answers
to many of the preceding questions.
The magic is missing in this intense yet less-well-consolidated return trip.

CAT BRUSHING

Campbell, Jane
Grove (192 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-8021-6002-7
In these debut stories, whose author
is 80, growing old isn’t for the faint of
heart.
“The lust of an old man is disgusting,”
according to Susan, the protagonist of
the opening story, “but the lust of an old
woman is worse.” Raised to be “ladylike” and “proper,” Susan
finds herself suddenly gripped by desire for Miffy, her nurse at
the care home where she lives. Miffy recognizes Susan’s need for
human touch, giving her a manicure and then, the day before
Susan dies, even kissing her. That’s not the end, though. Miffy’s
boyfriend is disgusted by her affection for the old woman; Miffy
decides she’s not suited for nursing; and Susan’s sons react indifferently to their mother’s death. Several stories follow this pattern: elderly female characters finally do what they want, which
feels cathartic and empowering but only briefly, as the stories
close with the judgment of others. In “Cat Brushing,” the narrator’s connection to a cat gives her great pleasure but is also
an ominous reminder of her limited independence as a guest
in her son’s house. Elsewhere, Campbell, who’s British, imagines too-close-to-reality dystopic futures in which older people
are stripped of their independence and given high-tech companions. In “Lockdown Fantasms,” an obvious allusion to the
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PEOPLE PERSON

Carty-Williams, Candice
Gallery/Scout Press (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5011-9604-1
The five children of Cyril Pennington learn they have something more in
common than their father’s DNA.
The many fans of Carty-Williams’
debut, Queenie (2019), will have lots of
fun with her sophomore effort, another
high-spirited, socially conscious novel set in South London. Of
the five Pennington offspring, only the eldest and the youngest,
Nikisha and Prynce, have the same mother (Cyril stopped by
to drop off a card for Nikisha’s 10th birthday; Prynce was born
nine months later). The second oldest is Danny, whose mother
is White, then Dimple and Lizzie, only a few weeks apart in age,
with Indian Jamaican and Yoruba mothers, respectively. Kudos
to Carty-Williams for defining each of these many characters
so clearly that you can easily keep track of who’s who. Cyril
would proudly claim the same, his interpretation of fatherhood
entailing being “generally aware that he had five children (and
possibly more, but he wasn’t going to go looking), remembering
their names and sometimes their birthdays, and asking them
for money when times were hard.” As the book opens, the kids
range in age from 9 to 19, and Cyril has decided it’s time for
them to meet. He drives around and picks them all up in his
gold Jeep, which he loves “more than anything else in his life and
he [doesn’t] see a problem with that”—but the meeting doesn’t
go all that well. Nobody smiles except him, Nikisha fat-shames
Dimple, Lizzie just wants to go home and “tell her mum that
Cyril had basically kidnapped her and forced her to spend time
with a group of Jamaicans.” They don’t see each other again for
16 years, when Dimple accidentally murders her boyfriend and
calls on her siblings for help. This unfolding mishap is the main
narrative line around which the characters transform into a
family, also coping with racism, toxic relationships, social media
crises, and intergenerational trauma along the way.
This way-out combination of family drama, madcap plot,
and political edge ends up being quite endearing.

GALLOWS HILL

Coates, Darcy
Poisoned Pen (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-72822-024-6
The newly orphaned owner of Australia’s Gallows Hill Winery discovers
that she’s inherited a lot more than a
business—and that the ownership works
both ways.
As far as anyone can tell, Hugh and
Maria Hull died of heart attacks the same night. Margot Hull
certainly can’t add any details: Brought up by Hugh’s mother,
12
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she hasn’t seen her parents since she was a small child. The
news that she’s their sole legatee is a decidedly mixed blessing. She’s never understood why they sent her away so long ago.
She doesn’t know anything about running the business that’s
suddenly dropped in her lap. She can’t even drink wine, which
makes her sick despite her tolerance for all sorts of other spirits. Hardly has Margot bedded down at her late parents’ house
with the help of Kant, the winery’s business manager, when
eerie portents begin. She hears nocturnal cries and moans. She
finds six nooses strung up outside the house, and Kant informs
her that similar nooses have regularly appeared throughout the
30 years he’s worked there. An ancient videotape her parents
made for her looks more creepy than reassuring. And her fear
of underground spaces is severely tested. Clearly the place is
haunted, with every indication that no one who settles on Gallows Hill, which fully deserves its name, can ever leave. As the
250th anniversary of the disappearance of Ezra Hull, the winery’s original owner, along with his wife and their four children,
approaches, Coates, dispensing with any opening pretense of
normalcy, ratchets up the ghostly manifestations till you can’t
imagine there are any more stops to pull out—though of course
there are.
Catnip for fans of things that go bump in the night, and
eventually the day.

HOW NOT TO DROWN IN A
GLASS OF WATER

Cruz, Angie
Flatiron Books (208 pp.)
$27.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-250-20845-3

A Dominican woman in her mid-50s
living in Washington Heights must find
a job while facing the forces of gentrification, globalization, and the Great
Recession.
It’s 2009, and while “El Obama” works to piece together a
shattered economy, Cara Romero, at age 56, must find a job of
her own. She’s been unemployed for two years, since the factory where she worked for most of her life in the United States
moved abroad. As part of a Senior Workforce Program in New
York, she sits down with a city employee, a younger Dominican
American woman, for 12 sessions during which they will work
together to find Cara a job that matches her skills and interests.
Throughout the sessions, with wit and warmth, author Cruz
explores Cara’s upbringing in the Dominican Republic, journey
to the United States, estrangement from her only child, relationship to her sister and extended family, and commitment
to her Washington Heights community. The potency of Cara’s
first-person voice as she speaks to the job counselor is undeniable, including some delicious multilingual turns of phrase.
Cruz intersperses the 12 sessions with documents like rent
notices from Cara’s building and job application materials she
must complete, including a “Career Skills Matcher,” all of which
work together to demonstrate both the power of bureaucracy

ON THE COVER

Hilary Mantel
Written over 20 years, the stories in Learning To Talk offer penetrating
glimpses of the author’s childhood
BY LAURIE MUCHNICK
Els Zweerink

and let’s have them straight. And there’s another part of me that says,
You know that’s never going to happen, don’t you? I’m trying to make
the relationship between those two parts a creative one.

You say in your preface that you’d call these stories
autoscopic rather than autobiographical. What did you
mean by that?
Imagine me with a double walking by my side, with a big shadowy
overlap. These are stories that have a strong element that’s as true
as I can make it but with a slight intensification of parts, an occasional rearrangement of chronology. I suppose that it’s a book
of questions rather than answers. The stories are puzzles; they’re
me trying to puzzle something out. Usually, why did the adults
act in a certain way? What did they mean, as opposed to what did
If you know Hilary Mantel only from Wolf Hall (2009) and
its sequels, you might be surprised by Learning To Talk (Holt,
June 21), a slim collection of loosely autobiographical short sto-

seemed good to have a shadow self. So they’re all potential selves,
and they’re all potential truths.

ing in a working-class town with her parents and younger broth-

You wrote these stories over a long period of time, and
they were first published as a book in Britain 20 years
ago. Rereading them today, were there things you noticed that you might not have noticed before?

er, her mother moved a lover into their home, and young Hil-

I suppose that, as the years went by, they became flatter and simpler

ary lived with two fathers for four years—until her mother, her

in my mind. So when I reread them, I was surprised at their com-

mother’s lover, and the children moved out, to a more middle-

plexity and ambiguity, which I think is the product of long evolution

class town. Mantel, 69, recently sat down for a Zoom conversa-

in the mind and on the page. They didn’t all take as long as “King Bil-

tion, which has been edited for length and clarity.

ly,” which took me 12 years. But what I didn’t know at the time was

ries about her childhood in northwest England. But if you’ve
read her memoir, Giving Up the Ghost (2003), you’ll be familiar
with the outlines of her unusual tale: When she was about 7, liv-

that “King Billy” was in itself a sort of study for—a rehearsal for—my

I’m curious how your large historical novels relate to
your small autobiographical stories.

story “The Assassination of Margaret Thatcher,” which was another

Oh, I think everything’s connected. It’s the same self who sits down
to write, but there are two different wells to draw on, if I may put
it like that. What they’re both driven by is my obsession with getting at the truth. And an appreciation that the truth is multiple, that

14

they say? And because I can never settle on one interpretation, it

story that seemed like half a lifetime in the gestation. But those two
stories are definitely linked. And what I have a sense of now is all
sorts of little echoes and pickups and transfers, preoccupations that
I see running throughout my work.

it’s complex, it’s nuanced. It’s sometimes obtainable, sometimes not.

Such as?

But it’s never pure, and it’s never simple. I think that obsession un-

It’s difficult to say, because it’s on a linguistic level, but I’ve always

derlies all the work. There’s a part of me that says, Let’s have the facts

been intensely intertextual. I was noticing, when I was working
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on the stories again, how there’s the Shakespeare line [from Ham
let] about the sheeted dead shrieking and gibbering in the Roman

She could sing, she could dance, she could act. She could decorate
cakes and arrange flowers. All the decorative arts were at her finger-

streets—I probably haven’t got it quite right—and I noticed that

tips; she was an ornamental creature and she could ornament things.

half of it’s referenced in one story, and half of it’s referenced in anoth-

But at the same time she was a seething mass of resentment, ambi-

er. Now the stories were written way, way apart, but this is the kind

tions thwarted. She could have been capable of so much, but she left

of unconscious linguistic thread that you carry from one enterprise

school at 14 because that was what people did in the place we came

to another. It’s always good when you pick up on those little things.

from. And she didn’t really try to remedy that in later life. Rather,

It makes you think—you know, there’s a temptation to keep the un-

she fell into a posture of resentment and it being other people’s fault.

conscious in its box, to keep suppressing because of the painfulness
of memory sometimes. But you’re conscious at such times that it’s
not a question of keeping it in a box, because these memories are
not objects; they’re a flowing stream. And they connect, and there is
a string that can’t be stopped. They’re always there, and you may not
be conscious of them, but the flow goes on. So I think, as a writer,
you have a complex relationship with material that’s painful and you
keep out of sight. So if you come across something that’s a product
of that flow, but it actually takes you unawares and makes you smile,
that’s a lovely bonus.

One of the big events of your childhood is that you moved
from one town to another with your mother and stepfather,
leaving your father behind. And at the same time, you were
moving from the working class into the middle class.
you, and life was very communal, in a sense. People walked in and out
of each other’s front doors freely. There were no places to hide except the confessional box, and I’m not even sure that was secure. In
fact, I very much think it wasn’t. And then we moved to this pleasant
town in the next county where people made a fetish of privacy and
formality and correctness. And I used to walk around the streets like
an anthropologist, but with a mental notebook, looking at the size
of people’s houses and wondering whether it changed your perception of life to look out through those square bay windows or round
bay windows.

The title story, “Learning To Talk,” is about taking elocution lessons.

Yes, and I never knew what happened to him until quite recently. He
married again, and he didn’t have any more children, but he became
stepfather to a family of six, five of whom were daughters. And he
was dead by the time I found this out. But the eldest of the stepdaughters, who was my own age, kindly got in touch with me and
she gave me back some of the things that I most associated with him.
One of them was this little traveling chess set he had. And she gave
me his army papers, death certificate, and a few little photographs.
It wasn’t much, but it certainly meant a lot, because he had been a
shadowy presence, vivid in my early childhood and then gradually
fading out entirely.

y o u n g a d u lt

It was a huge change, because in Hadfield, everybody knew all about

Your stepfather, Jack, has a bigger presence in the
book than your father. Did your father disappear from
your life after you moved?

That seems sad.
It is sad. And of course, you become aware of how much of yourself is him. You know, I’m a much more introverted character, much
more bookish and withdrawn than my mother. And I realized that
that comes from my father. Because my mother was such an influence on me, it might seem to the world that I had no father, but of
course I know I did. And when I got his army papers back, it said
that Cpl. Thompson went about his work diligently with little or no
supervision and was fit to be trusted with confidential matters. And
I thought, yes, that’s me.
Learning To Talk received a starred review in the April 15, 2022, issue.

I came from a village where there was a very heavy accent. This was a
source of mirth to the children at my new school. But I didn’t care; I
was very defiant. The lessons were my mother’s idea, but she needed
to do it on the cheap, and she was also far too shy to go and meet my
teacher. If she had, she might have recognized that the teacher herself had an accent that she’d obviously never been able to lose. So the
whole thing was rather fertile territory. Of course, it was also very
funny but more in retrospect.

Your mother is such a vivid character. What was it like
growing up with her?
She was a very powerful character—she wasn’t someone you forgot.
She was a very beautiful woman, and she had a number of talents.
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to complicate a person’s life and the ability of paperwork to tell
one version of a person’s story while often hiding what makes a
life truly rich.
A poignant portrait of one fallible, wise woman and a corner of one of New York’s most vibrant immigrant communities.

SUGAR STREET

Dee, Jonathan
Grove Press (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-8021-6000-3
A mystery man on the run alights in a
grim and unwelcoming new world.
“$168,048. That’s a lot, though it
doesn’t really matter how much it is once
you’ve accepted that there will never
be any more of it, only less.” Exactly
how much cash he has left in the manila envelope under his

car seat, later under his mattress, is one of the only things we
ever know for sure about the unnamed White male narrator
of Dee’s eighth novel, and it’s an element of the furious tension that drives the book to its brutal conclusion. The narrator tosses out a number of provisional backstories—he has a
“nifty law degree,” he’s some kind of terrorist, he had a daughter with a terminal illness—which don’t seem to necessarily be
true, though every once in a while he does make a claim on the
reader’s credulity: “I think it’s important to note that I didn’t
ruin anybody. I just want that on the record, even though, of
course, there must be no record.” Having cut every connection to his past life, he goes to ground in an unnamed decaying
city, renting a room from an unfriendly tattooed woman named
Autumn. She tells him there’s a middle school nearby—because,
she explains, he looks like a sex offender, so maybe he should
rent somewhere else. His relationship with her becomes the
center of his weird new life, but it, and every other interaction
he has with the people he meets, seethes with mistrust and violence. He is acutely aware of the diseases plaguing his country,
and his narration bristles with minimanifestoes. “Democracy,
capitalism, liberalism: all in the lurid end-stages of their own
failure, yet we won’t even try to imagine anything different, any
other principle around which life might be organized: we would
sooner choke each other to death, which is basically what we’re
doing.” “If white people had a tombstone, it would read, ‘They
Stopped at Nothing.’ ” This pronouncement will be borne out
by his own story.
Nothing sweet on Sugar Street: It’s creeps all the way down.
An unsettling, propulsive, sometimes acidly funny book.

THE ENIGMA OF ROOM 622

Dicker, Joël
Trans. by Robert Bononno
HarperVia (592 pp.)
$29.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-06-309881-7

Swiss writer Dicker’s latest thriller
concerns a corpse in a hotel room and a
fight for the top job at a private Geneva
bank.
As in his breakout novel, The Truth
About the Harry Quebert Affair (2014), Dicker has a framing story
here about a writer. Only this one is named Joël, and he refers
frequently to his beloved publisher, Bernard de Fallois, the
name of the real author’s publisher, who shepherded Quebert
and died in 2018. Whatever tribute was intended, though, it
seems a dubious one given the novel’s problems. In the framing story, the writer stumbles on an unsolved murder and
investigates while using the material to write his latest thriller,
which is—you guessed it. As for the corpse, the crime occurred
when a new bank president was about to be named. The likeliest candidate, the former bank chief ’s son, may be sidelined
because 15 years earlier he traded his shares to a shady financier in exchange for something outside the banking world (the
potential for spoilers makes it hard to be more precise). The
16
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“A collection of linked stories focused on one family’s
tempest-tossed journeys in Jamaica and Florida.”
if i survive you

heart of the story concerns a love triangle as well as the love/
hate between fathers, or father surrogates, and sons. But that
worthy heart is smothered in layers of adipose backstory, and
the tortuous plot proves nearly impossible to follow given the
constant shifts among, and fuzziness of, the three main time
frames. Fast readers may get the most enjoyment from all this
if they can fly lightly over the clunky dialogue, flat characters,
improbable behavior (“Sagamore, swallowing the last slice of
pizza, stood up”), repetitions, and clichés, and so quickly motor
past the first 400 pages to the point where the investigation
finally picks up some speed. But that pleasure is short-lived, for
the plot twists soon take over and quickly evolve from surprising to utterly implausible.
A flawed outing that may disappoint even Dicker’s fans.

IF I SURVIVE YOU

Escoffery, Jonathan
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-374-60598-8
A collection of linked stories focused
on one family’s tempest-tossed journeys
in Jamaica and Florida.
Escoffery’s sharp and inventive
debut largely focuses on Trelawny, the
bookish son of Jamaican parents whose place in the world is
complex both physically (he’s homeless for a time) and ethnically. In Jamaica, his light-skinned, mixed-race parents feel
superior to those with darker skin; growing up in Miami,
he’s mistaken as Dominican; in college in the Midwest, he
becomes “unquestionably Black.” In the finely tuned opening story, “In Flux,” Trelawny’s efforts to nail down an identity frustrates both himself and others; he’s at the center of a
question he has a hard time answering and few others want to
face. That uncertainty follows him throughout the book as he
squabbles with his father and older brother for their esteem.
He’s also forced to take peculiar and/or degrading jobs to make
ends meet: He answers Craigslist ads for a woman who wants
a black eye and a couple who want a stereotypically Black
man to watch them having sex. Not that the rest of his family
has it much better—his older brother, Delano, is a struggling
musician working on the side in a shady landscape business,
and the much-fought-for family home in Miami is sinking
through its foundation. (Delano’s thoughts capture the mood
of futility: “You try to make a situation better, only to make it
worse. Better to do nothing.”) But if Escoffery’s characters are
ambivalent, his writing is clever, commanding, and flexible—
he’s comfortable in first and second person, standard English
and Jamaican patois, Miami ethnic enclaves and white-bread
high rises. And he writes thoughtfully about how the exterior
forces that have knocked Trelawny’s family sideways—Hurricane Andrew, poverty, racism—intersect with and stoke interior fears and bouts of self-loathing.
A fine debut that looks at the complexities of cultural identity with humor, savvy, and a rich sense of place.

STORIES FROM THE
TENANTS DOWNSTAIRS

Fofana, Sidik
Scribner (192 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-982145-81-1

Eight interconnected stories set in a
low-income Harlem high rise give faces,
voices, and meaning to lives otherwise
neglected or marginalized.
The Banneker Terrace housing complex doesn’t actually exist at present-day 129th Street and Frederick
18
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Douglass Avenue in Harlem. But the stories assembled in this captivating debut collection feel vividly and desperately authentic
in chronicling diverse African American residents of Banneker
poised at crossroads in their overburdened, economically constrained lives. In “The Okiedoke,” a 25-year-old man named
Swan is excited about the release of his friend Boons from
prison; maybe too excited given that an illegal scheme they’re
hatching could endanger the fragile but peaceful life he’s established with Mimi, the mother of his child, who’s been struggling to balance waitressing at Roscoe’s restaurant with doing
hair on the side. Helping her learn the hairdressing trade is
Dary, the “gay dude” in apartment 12H, who, in “Camaraderie,”
goes over-the-top in his obsession with a pop diva by getting
too close to her for her comfort. “Ms. Dallas” may well be the
collection’s most caustically observant and poignantly tender
story; the title character, Verona Dallas, besides being Swan’s
mother, works as a paraprofessional at the neighborhood’s middle school while working nights “at the airport doin’ security.”
Her testimony focuses mostly on the exasperating dynamics
of her day job and the compounding misperceptions between

the White Harvard-educated English teacher to whom she’s
been assigned and the unruly class he’s vainly trying to interest in Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men. (The keen perceptions and
complex characterizations in this story may be attributed to the
fact that its author works as a teacher in New York City’s public
schools.) All these stories are told in the first-person voices of
their protagonists and thus rely on urban Black dialect that may
put off some readers at first, with the frequent colloquial use of
the N-word and other idiomatic expressions. But those willing
to use their ears more than their eyes to read along will find a
rich, ribald, and engagingly funny vein of verbal music, as up-tothe-minute as hip-hop but as rooted in human verities as Elizabethan dialogue. The publisher compares this book to Gloria
Naylor’s The Women of Brewster Place and Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
In the Heights. One could also invoke James Joyce’s Dubliners in
the stories’ collective and multilayered evocation of place, time,
and people.
A potentially significant voice in African American fiction
asserts itself with wit and compassion.
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REAL BAD THINGS

Ford, Kelly J.
Thomas & Mercer (333 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Sept. 1, 2022
978-1-6625-0009-1
A confessed killer’s return home
brings long-buried secrets to life with a
series of seismic jolts.
A lot of water has passed under the
bridge in the 25 years since Jane Mooney
told the police in Maud, Arkansas, that
she killed her stepfather, Warren Ingram, by pushing him off a
boat. Arrested but released in the absence of a body, she shook
off the dust of Maud Proper and its aspiring neighbor Maud
Bottoms and left for Boston, where queer androgynous folks
like Jane faced less social ostracism. Now the discovery of a
skeleton in the river locks brings Jane back to Maud to accept
legal responsibility for the crime that ended whatever relationship she had with her mother, Diane Ingram. As the Facebook
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group Let’s Talk About Maud, spiced with inside information from somebody dubbed Lovelace, buzzes with scathing
opinions about the return of “Lezzie Borden,” Det. Benjamin
Hampton, who’s Black and gay, takes charge of the case. But
Jane is soon sidelined by her ex-girlfriend Georgia Lee Lane and
her stepbrother, Jason Tran, both of whom also confess to the
murder. When Hampton reacts with bewilderment, Jane comments, “I’ve never met a police department less interested in
solving crimes.” You have to feel for both the cops and Jane’s
intimates, since Ford seems determined to throw shock after
shock into the mix until readers may find themselves looking
ahead to see how many pages are left that might accommodate
more surprises. The last couple of twists are the most likely to
be predicted by anyone who’s made it that far.
A real lot of things.

THE LAST SENTINEL

Gervais, Simon
Thomas & Mercer (287 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-5420-3892-8

y o u n g a d u lt

Years after a heroic tour of duty in
Iraq, vengeance comes calling for an ex–
Secret Service agent.
Eight years ago in Iraq, Maj. Gen.
Mohsen Ashtari and his son Reza, a
Quds Force officer, were on their way
to greenlight an attack against American diplomats when their
SUV was hit by a drone strike. Arriving at the vehicle, Air Force
Capt. Clayton White decided for strategic reasons to rescue
rather than execute the injured terrorist general. But Mohsen’s
injuries were so severe that the decision was taken out of Clayton’s hands. Reza, viewing the incident from a distance, misread
Clayton’s ministrations to his father as murder. The present-day
narrative finds Reza in Florida and Clayton on his “personal
kill list.” Clayton, having served a stint in the Secret Service, is
now theoretically out of the danger zone and working for the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration with love
interest Veronica aboard the NOAA ship Surveyor when they
suffer an unforeseen machine gun attack from Reza. The terrorist doesn’t stop there but rains fire on a nearby boat that carries
Veronica’s father, Alexander Hammond, now the vice president
of the United States, and his wife, Heather, who’s killed. The
explanation of Hammond’s shameful role in this tragedy and
Clayton’s subsequent turmoil merely marks time as the reader
waits for the coup de grace, a masterfully modulated cat-andmouse game that plays out in London. The numerous action
scenes are depicted with precision and authority, including
technical details of armaments and vehicles.
Gervais’ action-packed odyssey of a righteous American
Everyman continues in fine fashion.

that, in this alternate reality, the law assumes that such women
are malevolent sorceresses in league with the devil. Jo’s mother
taught her both that she was descended from a witch who was
burned and that witchcraft isn’t real—that it’s just an excuse
to persecute troublesome women. But her mother’s unbelief is
not enough to protect Jo—then 14—from accusations of being
a witch herself when her mother disappears. And the discovery,
years later, that Jo can only claim her inheritance if she collects
magical apples from a mysterious island forces her to reexamine
everything she thinks she knows about herself. In her first novel,
Giddings used tropes from horror and science fiction to explore
race and class and generational trauma. Here, she uses fantasy
in a similar fashion. And, again, she is particularly interested in
what free will means in systems designed to constrain choice.
Magic makes women vulnerable. It also empowers them with
radical autonomy, and Giddings’ descriptions of magic at work
are wonderfully evocative. But the pacing, structure, and worldbuilding leave a lot to be desired. The first half of the narrative
moves very slowly, and readers who are here for enchantment
are likely to be disappointed. The second half, on the other

THE WOMEN COULD FLY

Giddings, Megan
Amistad/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-06-311699-3
An imaginative, lyrical, and—unfortunately—timely parable about structural injustice from the author of
Lakewood (2020).
Josephine Thomas is single, but she
regularly hooks up with a man named
Preston. She and her best friend, Angie, write comedy together,
but Jo’s day job is at the Museum of Cursed Art. She’s about
to turn 28, which means that—unless she marries soon—she’ll
have to start reporting to the Bureau of Witchcraft for quarterly testing. The world Jo lives in looks very much like our
own, right down to the fact that women who choose to have
neither husbands nor children are suspect. The difference is
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“Arthur Less is on the road again, this time stateside.”
less is lost

hand, flies by, leaving many nagging questions unanswered. Also,
these two halves seem to take place in different universes. At
the start of the story, Jo works, enjoys casual sex, goes out for
drinks with friends, gets high, and generally lives a life that will
be recognizable to many contemporary women. But the Bureau
of Witchcraft as it emerges toward the end only makes sense
as part of a government and society defined by fundamentalist
Christian views that would make such license impossible, and
Giddings does nothing to resolve this conflict.
Commendably ambitious but only partially successful.

THE KINGDOMS OF
SAVANNAH

Green, George Dawes
Celadon Books (272 pp.)
$26.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-250-76744-8

In the wake of a tragic death and a
kidnapping, a dysfunctional family at
the center of Georgia high society discovers painful truths in the shadows just
beyond Savannah’s historic gas lamps

and gazebos.
When ruthless land developer Archibald Guzman is
arrested for the arson death of a local drunk, he attempts to buy
the support of the Musgrove family, a crumbling yet still influential cornerstone of the Savannah elite. Morgana, the headstrong matriarch and, now that her husband is dead, proprietor
of the investigation agency that is one of the family’s businesses,
accepts the controversial case in return for the promise of a
windfall she hopes will slow their eroding finances. She knows
the accompanying scandal will further strain her already embattled family, and soon they are all working at cross purposes. Ransom, her rebellious vagabond-by-choice son, sees Guzman as an
enemy of the homeless, and Jaq, her aspiring filmmaker granddaughter, wants social justice for her immolated friend. The
rest of the family is pulled along reluctantly, steeling themselves
for the impending social fallout. Anonymous threats evolve
into acts of actual violence as the amateur sleuths get closer
to uncovering ugly truths about Savannah’s racially charged
present and past, some far too close to home. The family must
decide whether to band together against their desperate adversaries or agree to dangerous compromises that could tear them
apart. In his first novel in more than a decade, Edgar Award winner Green delivers a gripping and expertly researched Southern
literary thriller that is anything but cozy. Most powerful is the
novel’s exploration of contemporary social issues like homelessness, privilege, and familial legacies built from slavery. Through
masterful storytelling, Green turns the quaint and eclectic tourist town of Savannah into a character as conflicted and complex
as the rest of the novel’s ensemble.
Green’s novels may not come around often, but when they
do, they hit hard and stay with you long after the end.
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LESS IS LOST

Greer, Andrew Sean
Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$29.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-316-49890-6
The notorious “middle-aged gay
white novelist” Arthur Less is on the
road again, this time stateside.
It feels churlish to dislike this book,
which deploys all the tropes and tricks
and brings back many of the characters
that won its predecessor, Less, the Pulitzer Prize for fiction in
2018. The narrator/puppet master, Freddy Pelu, whose identity
was concealed until the end of the first book, has now spent
a decade living in bliss with Less in San Francisco in a lovely
home they call the Shack. Freddy gets back in the narration
biz to tell the story of Less’ abrupt departure on a cross-country tour to raise desperately needed funds, as the estate of his
old lover, the freshly dead poet Robert Brownburn, has presented him with a bill for 10 years of back rent for the Shack.
And off he goes, this time through the American Southwest,
South, and Middle Atlantic, driving a camper van named Rosina with a black pug named Dolly, affecting baseball caps and
other Walmart-wear in hopes of appearing less Dutch. (“You
from the Netherlands?” is one of the many ways people present their suspicion that he’s gay.) As in Book 1, we get plenty
of inside humor about all aspects of the writer’s life—prize
committees, foundation grants, literary agents (Less’ is known
as “Hello-I-have-Peter-Hunt-on-the-line-please-hold”), and
writers with the same name. Yes, there is another Arthur Less,
but unlike ours, who is shelved in Queer Authors, the other is
shelved in Black Authors. Both are too small-time for General Fiction. Greer does sometimes write beautifully about
life (a touching moment occurs when Less realizes he has to
go through Robert’s death without Robert) and about fiction.
“Robbery: friends mined for stories; lovers for sentiment; history for structure; family for secrets; small talk for sorrow; sorrow for comedy; comedy for gold.” “It’s protagonists all the
way down.” And, of novelists: “For are we not that fraction of
old magic that remains?” Best case scenario, yes, but it’s getting a little fractional this time.
If you loved the first one, you might love this, though it is a
bit less fresh and a tad slow.

DIDN’T NOBODY GIVE
A SHIT WHAT HAPPENED
TO CARLOTTA

Hannaham, James
Little, Brown (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-316-28527-8

A trans woman returns home after
spending half her life in a men’s prison.
She has a lot to say.

The title character of Hannaham’s superb third novel is a
Black Colombian woman who’s just been paroled after spending nearly 22 years in prison. She was an accomplice in her cousin’s robbery of a Brooklyn liquor store that led to a shopkeeper’s
murder; she transitioned during her incarceration, leading to
routine abuses by inmates and correctional officers, including
serial rape in solitary confinement. Upon her release, though,
her demeanor is undefeated and stubbornly irrepressible: Hannaham often starts paragraphs with omniscient third-person
descriptions followed by abrupt, unpunctuated interruptions
by Carlotta. (“Carlotta turned on her heel and rushed back to
the subway Yo this shit’s too much a too much!”) It’s an effective
rhetorical technique, showing her urge to take control of the
narrative while counteracting the kinds of “official” narratives
that get the story wrong about women like her. It also simply
makes Carlotta’s story engrossing reading. Carlotta’s travels
through Fort Greene, Brooklyn, during the day or so the novel
tracks are only moderately eventful—finding her parole officer, applying for a job, visiting family, attempting to drive a car,
attending a wake—but all of it is enlivened with her commentary. Much of her sass is a survival instinct—eventually we learn
just how traumatized she is, and she’s enduring what proves to
be a difficult reentry into society. In parts the book reads like
a time-travel story, as Carlotta observes changes in technology,
manners, and her old stomping grounds. And in its day-in-thelife framing, hyperlocality, and rhetorical invention, it’s also an
homage to Ulysses, whose ending is flagrantly echoed here. Carlotta deserves a lot of things society rarely provides to women
like her—among them, a role in great fiction. Hannaham gives
Carlotta her due.
A brash, ambitious novel carried by an unforgettable
narrator.

EMERGENCY
A Pastoral Novel

Hildyard, Daisy
Astra House (224 pp.)
$23.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-66260-147-7

A woman weathering quarantine
isolation in her urban home reinhabits a
childhood spent in the fields and woods
of North Yorkshire.
This unusual novel of minute, lush
observation opens on a spring day in the narrator’s distant
childhood. Looking down into the quarry at the edge of her
small village, the narrator sees a sheet of the clay wall drop away
and expose the interior of a vole’s burrow to a kestrel floating
on an air current high above the quarry’s flooded floor. As the
narrator follows, the vole flees from its ruined home and out
into the open, where it freezes in full view of the now interested
kestrel, who tilts in her flight to hover above the creature, ready
to drop. The narrator’s attention to the two animals—meticulous, alert, and mature—“draw[s] a direct line between them,
like a lift between two floors of a building,” and she feels “a
24
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sense of love arise inside me, as huge and widespread as the vole
was small and specific, and it occurred to me that I could rescue him.” This small emergency tilts the narrator into a spill of
memories that flow from the intimate and particular character
of the space and time she has inhabited—the fields, tamed forests, pastures, paddocks, and quiet, seemingly eternal springs of
the North Yorkshire countryside. However, as the title suggests,
this is not a novel of rugged, wild individualism but rather a pastoral in which the landscape reflects at every turn the imprint of
the human world in its management, exploitation, or collaborative reimagining. As an unnamed, but familiar, pandemic rages
through the city outside her window, the adult author of these
childhood remembrances ponders the interconnectedness of
all worlds, from the minute wisps of spiders’ webs that break
as she passes to the line of ancient hollies planted to mark out
a path for winter travelers in the century past to the bundle of
wires that dangle exposed on the wall outside her window that
form literal lines of connection between all the isolated boxes
of her neighbors’ own pandemic-stunted lives. The world that
is crafted in this novel is like our own world: filled with joys and
sorrows, death and renewal, the sublime and the literal filth that
turns to soil beneath our feet. Stunning in its intimacy and the
precise quality of its recall, the book nevertheless manages to
make its primary business the act of inclusion, bringing us into
the sense of our separate lives as being “formed and renewed by
many minds and mindless forces…the space itself degraded and
vanished when these connections failed.”
A stunning book—a balm for our times—containing the
incredible gift of the everyday.

DARK MUSIC

Lagercrantz, David
Trans. by Ian Giles
Knopf (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-31921-5
This dark murder mystery by the
bestselling Swedish author who continued Stieg Larsson’s Millennium series
plumbs the depths of Taliban depravity.
In 2003, youth soccer coach and
Afghan refugee Jamal Kabir is murdered in Stockholm, his
skull crushed by a rock. Once police realize that an enraged
soccer dad did not commit the crime, they begin to dig—and
to discover the killer, they must learn more about the victim.
Was Kabir “some sort of terrorist”? Why had he smashed a
woman’s clarinet in Kabul? Women musicians had been banned
from practicing their craft since 1992, but once the Taliban
took power, “what had previously been prohibited became
downright dangerous.” Police officer Micaela Vargas is part of
the investigating task force, which hires renowned Stanford
psychology professor Hans Rekke to assist. Vargas is an honest,
hardworking young cop who happens to have a lowlife brother
with criminal ties, while Rekke takes homicide investigation
to a whole new level. The esteemed “specialist in interrogation

“A daughter tells the grim story of the
effects of her mother’s mental illness.”
mother in the dark

techniques” is a pill-popping wreck who can hardly keep himself and his family together, but his observational powers rival
those of Sherlock Holmes. He looks at a cop’s hand and deduces
that he’d been at the firing range that day, that he has tennis
elbow but doesn’t play tennis, and that the crown of his watch is
about to fall off because of movements caused by his suppressed
neurosis. Remarkable snap observations, Micaela observes.
Not really, Rekke replies. It’s just one of many from this gem
of a character. The complex plot includes the CIA with references to Abu Ghraib and the Salt Pit prison, but that’s not the
main focus. The ending hints at a Rekke-Vargas sequel, and that
would be most welcome.
Kudos to Lagercrantz and translator Giles for a compelling read.

THE BOOK OF GOOSE

A daughter tells the grim story of the
effects of her mother’s mental illness.
Most of this debut novel takes place
during the childhood of its narrator,
Anna, with occasional chapters set when
she is in her 20s; her mother, Diana, is at
the center of the book. When Anna and her two younger sisters,
Lia and Sofia, are small, their family lives in the working-class
neighborhood near Boston that Diana grew up in and where she
has the support of family and friends. But when her husband
moves them to a raw new suburb where she knows no one, she
spirals into mental illness. The author writes insightfully about
a child’s perceptions of growing up amid neglect and conflict,
and she depicts those conditions vividly. But for long stretches

y o u n g a d u lt

Li, Yiyun
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-374-60634-3

MOTHER IN THE DARK

Maiuri, Kayla
Riverhead (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-59308-6-421

Who lives, who dies, who tells your
story—and is it your story to tell? (Apologies to Lin-Manuel Miranda.)
Inseparable young teens Agnès and
Fabienne share a world they’ve created
for themselves in rural, ruined, post–World War II France. Fabienne is unschooled and rebellious, while the more passive Agnès
is disenfranchised from her schoolmates and family members.
A “game” concocted by the girls—that of writing stories so the
world will (ostensibly) know how they lived—launches a series
of events that propels Agnès to Paris and London and into the
publishing world and a finishing school, while Fabienne remains
at home in their rural village, tending to farm animals. The arc
of their intense adolescent friendship comes under Agnès’ critical lens when she learns of Fabienne’s death after years of emotional and geographic distance between the two. Now freed to
write her own story, Agnès narrates the course of events which
thrust her into the world as a teen prodigy at the same time she
was removed, reluctantly, from Fabienne’s orbit. Li’s measured
and exquisite delivery of Agnès’ revelations conveys the balance and rebalance of the girls’ relationship over time but also
illuminates the motivations of writers (fame, revenge, escape)
and how power within a relationship mutates and exploits. The
combination the girls bring to their intimate relationship and
endeavors (one seeking to experience things she could not
achieve alone, the other providing the experiences) leads Agnès
first to believe they were two halves of a whole. Knives, minerals, oranges, and the game of Rock Paper Scissors sneak into
Agnès’ narrative as she relates the trajectory of a once-unbreakable union. The relative hardness of those substances is a clue to
understanding it all.
Stunners: Li’s memorable duo, their lives, their losses.
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those details take over the story and become repetitious: She
puts in every long-unwashed nightgown, every sink full of slimy
water and crusty dishes, every meal scrounged by the kids from
empty cupboards, every embarrassing public incident, every
insult from Diana’s lips—but never an attempt on anyone’s part
to seek help. The girls’ father undergoes his own deterioration,
drinking heavily. As children, the sisters cling together, but as
they become teens they sometimes turn on each other. The one
positive constant in young Anna’s life is her best friend, Vera.
They move to New York and live together while going to college,
but even though Anna cuts off contact with her family, the past
pushes its way in. For all of the family’s members, it seems the
truly crushing force is not mental illness itself but the urge to
keep it secret.
A bleakly effective narrative.

BOOK OF EXTRAORDINARY
TRAGEDIES

Meno, Joe
Akashic (352 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-63614-061-2

One-time musical prodigy Aleks
begins to lose his hearing at age 10, and
by 20 he’s trying to keep his family of five
off the streets, out of jail, and alive.
Wolfgang Amadeus Aleksandar Fa,
aka Aleks, lives on the South Side of Chicago with his ailing
mother; his older sister, Isobel; her daughter, Jazz; and his younger
brother, Daniel. Aleks tries to hold down odd jobs to pay the bills,
but he’s equally as liable to walk away from one as to show up to
work at it. He’s expelled from community college for plagiarism.
Isobel drinks, smokes, does drugs, dates the wrong sorts of men,
and generally might not be paying enough attention to 3-year-old
Jazz. Jazz is biting classmates in preschool. Daniel, 13, is stealing luggage from unsuspecting travelers at the airport, dressing like a ghost, and taking a bow and arrows to school. To add
fuel to the fire, “kuzyn” Benny and Aleks’ absentee father take
turns entangling Aleks in criminal activities. If these maladies
of choice weren’t enough, there are a litany of circumstances
beyond the characters’ control, all setting them further down
the path to failure, not the least of which is the looming financial crisis that comes to be known as the Great Recession. Readers have an inherent desire to see talent recognized and to see
it overcome adversity. Nothing drives the compulsion to follow
Aleks and company to their literary conclusion more than this.
At heart, these are good people, in tough circumstances, making
the same mistakes that many of us make. Will they allow themselves the chance to obtain happiness?
A family of gifted individuals can’t seem to stop sabotaging
their own lives, but you’ll want them to.
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LET NO ONE SLEEP

Millás, Juan José
Trans. by Thomas Bunstead
Bellevue Literary Press (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-942658-93-1
A woman’s change in careers leads to
a bizarre series of obsessions.
The protagonist of Millás’ novel
wrangles with driving a taxi, the nature
of desire, and the opera Turandot. That
would be Lucía, who begins the book working in an office but
soon takes a test to become a taxi driver and embraces her new
line of work—and occasionally has assignations with her passengers. That summary doesn’t entirely convey how strange this
novel can get, however. Lucía views a number of the people she
encounters as bird people, noting of one man that “his nose was
an eagle’s beak.” Later, she asks one of her passengers if he’s
“never cheated on [his] wife with a Mama Bird before?” The
other surreal strand in this book is Lucía’s obsession with Turan
dot, a Puccini opera about a Chinese princess whose suitors face
the prospect of death while attempting to win her hand. Occasionally, Lucía blurs the lines between herself and the fictional
character, donning makeup and telling one passenger, “I’m a
Chinese princess. Haven’t you looked at my eyes? My name’s
Turandot.” Lucía has a fascination with an actor named Braulio Botas, who also has an interest in the overlap of life and art;
late in the book, he tells her, “I’ve been looking for a door that
connects with reality, and you opened that door with the story
of your life.” It’s heady stuff which takes a deeply visceral turn
at novel’s end. It doesn’t always click perfectly—and there are
fascinating implications of its premise that the novel doesn’t
address—but the bizarre assemblage of elements Millás brings
together here makes for a memorable read.
A strange and often transgressive exploration of art and
intimacy.

THE LAST TO VANISH

Miranda, Megan
Marysue Rucci Books/Scribner (352 pp.)
$27.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-982147-31-0
When a man arrives at a North Carolina mountain hotel looking for clues to
his journalist brother’s recent disappearance, the trail that he and the inn’s young
manager start to follow leads them back
to a sequence of unsolved cases, decades
apart, that involve other missing hikers and that may be rooted
in the town’s deepest secrets.
Labeled by the national press as “the most dangerous town
in North Carolina,” Cutter’s Pass is a pretty place in which
hikers have over the years had a tendency to vanish. There
were the Fraternity Four, as a group of students came to be

“A searing work of slow-burning domestic noir.”
babysitter

called, who disappeared in 1997; Alice Kelly in 2012; Farrah
Jordan in 2019; and Landon West in 2022. To Abby Lovett,
however, Cutter’s Pass, and in particular the town’s hotel, the
Passage Inn, has become her adopted home and her refuge
from a troubled past. As manager of the inn, Abby has come
to know everybody, to love the wild mountain trails, and to
learn that appearances can be deceptive. “Things here were
designed to appear more fragile than they were,” she notes of
the inn’s folksy touches, “but reinforced, because they had to
be. We lived in the mountains, on the edge of the woods, subject to the whims of weather and the forces of nature.” In economical yet elegant descriptions, author Miranda repeatedly
conjures up this untamed natural world even as she unspools a
labyrinthine plot that has its roots in the distant past but that
originates in the present when Trey West appears one stormy
night at the Passage Inn. “He believed he could find them all,”
Abby realizes when she and Trey, drawn to each other and into
the quest for Trey’s missing brother, find a clue that links the
most recent mystery to each of the ones that went before. The
novel’s characters are deftly sketched and its suspense is nicely

tightened, though the plot finally loses itself somewhat in a
tangle of strained connections.
A richly atmospheric thriller with a plucky heroine.

BABYSITTER

Oates, Joyce Carol
Knopf (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-53517-2
In 1977 Detroit, a serial killer stalks
the streets while an insecure housewife
commits adultery with a dangerous
stranger.
Hannah Jarrett, 39, appears to want
for nothing. Her husband, Wes, is an
investment banker from a prominent local family. The couple
has two young children, an impressive house in an affluent community, and a live-in housekeeper. However, Hannah believes
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that “if a woman is not desired, a woman does not exist,” and
since Wes has largely lost interest, it’s a thrill when a man
touches her wrist at a charity gala and asks, “Which one are
you?” He reveals only his initials—Y.K.—and suggests they
meet when he returns to town on business. Hannah assents
but assumes Y.K. will forget her. Then, two weeks later, he
telephones. She visits his hotel intending harmless flirtation;
instead, he assaults her. Still, Hannah delights in the notion of
having a lover, and the next time Y.K. calls, she comes running—
a decision whose ripple effects prove cataclysmic. Meanwhile,
a predator dubbed Babysitter terrorizes the county, abducting,
raping, and murdering White kids and then publicly displaying
their naked bodies. Though Wes believes Babysitter is a Black
city-dweller and buys a gun in anticipation of a race war, Hannah fears Babysitter is someone closer to home. The book’s languorous pacing feels at odds with its pulp underpinnings, but
on the balance, Oates paints an unflinching portrait of 1970s
upper-middle-class America, touching on issues of racism, classism, and institutional abuse while exploring society’s tendency
to value women solely in relation to the role they fill—be it wife,
mother, or sexual object.
A searing work of slow-burning domestic noir.

ON JAVA ROAD

Osborne, Lawrence
Hogarth (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-593-24232-2
An atmospheric thriller set in a Hong
Kong convulsed by student protests and
China’s heavy-handed response to them
circa 2019.
Adrian Gyle is a veteran British
reporter, a 20-year resident of Hong
Kong who has access to the city’s elites thanks to the charming,
reckless Jimmy Tang, his old university friend. The plot revolves
around the disappearance of a young woman Adrian meets
through Jimmy; she’s both a child of wealth and influence and a
fearless frontline street protester (her legs bear splotches from
the blue dye authorities fire from water cannons to disperse
and identify activists). But to call this a mystery may mislead
a bit. The book is like a whodunit turned inside out, with what
might usually be background—the precisely and evocatively
drawn setting, especially—at center and the plot mostly crowding in around the edges. Hong Kong comes fiercely alive on the
page, and Osborne’s command of complex history, geography,
and politics (and poetry) is nuanced and sure-handed. He captures, too, Gyle’s feeling of wistful alienhood, the jadedness
that approaches but never quite gets to cynicism. Some of the
detail—especially about fashion, food, and drink—does pall a
bit, but Osborne’s strategy is mostly successful: The reader
senses early on that the disappearance, like the larger mystery
it’s embedded in, the case of Hong Kong’s fate, won’t—can’t—
have a simple solution. Decisive conclusions, it seems implied,
require an arrogance like that Tacitus referred to (Osborne
28
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quotes it here) when he wrote about invaders who “make a
desert and call it peace.” Solutions belong only to those who
can ruthlessly enforce them, and the reader—like the batteredfrom-all-sides Gyle and like the ordinary residents of Hong
Kong—can have no illusions about that.
Moody and compelling.

ROOM AND BOARD

Parker, Miriam
Dutton (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-5247-4450-2
A disgraced publicist seeks a new
beginning by agreeing to be a dorm
mother at her old boarding school.
Gillian Brodie never imagined herself returning to her sleepy Sonoma
boarding school at age 38, but then again,
this past year was full of surprises. After she erroneously trusted
a client who’d been accused of sexual abuse, Gillian’s successful
career as a celebrity publicist shattered. Dubbed “the playboy’s
publicist” and approached by other sexual harassers wanting her to represent them, she decided to close her New York
City firm and take an offer to be a dorm mother at Glen Ellen
Academy—trying to see it “not as an admission of defeat, but
as a new beginning.” While Gillian is grateful for the opportunity to return to Glen Ellen, she remains haunted by an older
betrayal, this one involving her best friend from school days,
Miranda. Gillian and Miranda had both vowed never to act
on their romantic feelings for the final member of their trio,
Aiden, but then Gillian discovered that her two friends had
been secretly dating for months. Despite Gillian’s subsequent
Yale education and glamorous career, Aiden was “a kind of bittersweet reminder of the one thing that she’d never gotten to
have.” That is, until Gillian learns she’s dorm mother to a girl
named Rainbow, whose single father is none other than Aiden.
As Gillian navigates being a guardian to several needy teenagers and beginning a new relationship with Aiden, her return to
Glen Ellen helps unravel years of trust issues and missed opportunities. Parker’s novel explores second chances in a beautiful
setting—the picturesque academy and delectable wine country
scenery bring out the best in her writing. Beyond depictions
of Sonoma, however, Parker’s novel is disappointing. Gillian’s
character never feels fully explained, and when compared to
students like pathological liar Bunny or eccentric twins Farrah
and Freddy, her personality is dry.
An interesting concept lacks a compelling main character.

“A compulsively readable look at female ambition.”
carrie soto is back

CARRIE SOTO IS BACK

Reid, Taylor Jenkins
Ballantine (384 pp.)
$19.69 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-15868-5

A retired tennis player returns to the
game to defend her Grand Slam record.
Carrie Soto is the best tennis player
in the world, and she knows it. Her father,
Javier, is a former tennis champion himself, and he’s dedicated his life to coaching her. By the time she retires in 1989, she holds the record for
winning 20 Grand Slam singles titles. But then, in 1994, Nicki
Chan comes along. Nicki is on the verge of breaking Carrie’s
record, and Carrie decides she can’t let that happen: She’s coming out of retirement, with her father coaching her, to defend
her record…and her reputation. Carrie was never a friendly
player, preferring to focus on both a brutal game and brutal honesty, and now the media has a field day with her return to the

sport as a 37-year-old. At times, it seems like everyone is waiting
for her to fail, but when Carrie wants something, she doesn’t
give up easily. Along the way, she reconnects with Bowe Huntley,
a 39-year-old tennis player she once had a fling with. Now they
need to help each other train, but Carrie quickly realizes she
might need him for more than just tennis—if she can let herself
be vulnerable for the first time in her life. Reid writes about the
game with suspense, transforming a tennis match into a pageturner even for readers who don’t care about sports. Will Carrie win? And, more importantly, will she finally make time for
a life outside of winning? Reid has scored another victory and
created another memorable heroine with Carrie Soto, a brash,
often unlikable character whose complexity makes her leap off
the page. Sports commentators may call her “The Battle Axe”
or worse, but readers will root for her both on and off the court.
A compulsively readable look at female ambition.
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“This poignant, richly colorful novel is
based on the life of artist Chaim Soutine.”
the village idiot

MY PHANTOMS

Riley, Gwendoline
New York Review Books (208 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-68137-681-3
Short and sour (and grimly comic),
this is a portrait of toxic parents, the
mother in particular, as narrated by their
daughter, a woman inevitably shaped by
lifelong proximity to manipulative elders.
In her seventh book, noted British writer Riley once again applies her meticulous method to
intimate relationships, working with pinpoint precise dialogue
and close focus to convey an immersive, intense sense of character (generally flawed). In this new book, the territory is a family foursome: father Lee Grant, his wife, Helen, and their two
daughters, Michelle and Bridget. Bridget narrates, dwelling first
on weekends spent with her father, whom Helen left after seven
years of marriage. A vainglorious, unpleasant bully—mocking,
cruel, infantile—Lee is a father whose presence is at best to be
endured, as both girls learn. Helen’s self-absorption is based
on a different, less boastful, but equally problematic presentation: a kind of indignant, disappointed expectation that life
has not delivered the normality she deserved. Her exhausting
world of self-delusion is sad and false, and adult Bridget makes
it her business to stay away from it. But the novel’s larger part is
devoted to interactions between Helen and Bridget, at dreadful
annual meals and then a longer visit Bridget must make to her
mother’s apartment while Helen recuperates from an operation.
Constant humoring is Bridget’s preferred mode, interspersed
with occasional teasing, hedged in by high barriers, like never
introducing her mother to her flat or her live-in boyfriend. “Do
you want me to tell you why, Mum? Why I have to keep things
separate? How many sentences do you think you can take on
that subject?” This unspeakable, unbreakable connection continues even as circumstances change and worsen, and Riley
tracks matters to their quietly lacerating conclusion.
A supremely discomfiting parent-child horror story delivered in pointillist style.

THE LOST TICKET

Sampson, Freya
Berkley (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-20140-4

Three intertwined stories—one set
in 1962 and two in 2022—are linked to
rides on London’s bus route 88.
In 1962, 22-year-old Frank’s life
changed forever. He met a woman on the
bus, she sketched a picture of him, wrote
her phone number on her bus ticket, and advised him to go for
his dream of being an actor. But their prospective date at the
National Gallery was never to be, because he lost the ticket on
30
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his way home. Now in his 80s, Frank has been diagnosed with
dementia after a 50-year career in the theater, and he rides the
same route searching for the lost woman, chatting with strangers, and learning about everyone around him. Libby is turning 30
and has recently been unceremoniously dumped by Simon, her
partner of 8 years. Without a home or a job—she did accounting work for Simon’s gardening business—she lands at her sister
Rebecca’s London home and begins looking after her 4-yearold nephew, whose nanny had a family emergency. Libby meets
Frank on the bus on the way to Rebecca’s house and decides to
begin helping him track down his long-lost girl. Frank’s carer—
a mohawked punk named Dylan—joins her efforts. Someone
named Peggy (could she be Frank’s girl?) narrates the third story,
describing what she sees on the same route. Author Sampson
has done a masterful job of misdirection, offering tidbits of
information that seem to lead one way but then are shown to
have been leading somewhere else altogether. This is an engaging read that touches on aging and the physical incapacities it
brings, lost and misplaced love, the power of accepting people
as they truly are, finding the reliance to build a life on one’s own,
and the family that can be forged in friendships.
A warming story of love and happiness found despite hardships, difficulties, and the passage of time.

THE VILLAGE IDIOT

Stern, Steve
Melville House (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-61219-982-5

This poignant, richly colorful novel is
based on the life of artist Chaim Soutine.
Soutine (1893-1943) first appears in
a diving suit, walking along the riverbed of the Seine in 1917. He’s part of a
scheme concocted by his friend Modigliani, who has organized a race of makeshift boats, including Modi’s own bathtub, which Soutine is secretly towing to
victory. Stern uses the episode as a quasi-mystical, somewhat
forced device in which Soutine is able to “[walk] through the
years at the bottom of the Seine,” seeing both his past and
future. His childhood in a Russian shtetl is marked by terrible
beatings brought on by his compulsion to sketch human figures, contrary to orthodox Jewish law. Drawn, like so many
artists of the time, to Paris, Soutine does day labor and paints,
eventually gaining financial support from American collector
Albert C. Barnes. He abandons a wife and child, loses another
partner to the antisemitism of occupied France, and then navigates wartime years of struggle, hiding, and flight with MarieBerthe Aurenche, ex-wife of Max Ernst. Soutine’s is a nasty,
brutish 50 years of life in which Stern focuses on the genius
and drive of creativity, the strange force that is touched by and
persists through years of trials and pain. He adds the historical
context, the artists and musicians and patrons, as necessary
and deftly, with writing that is by turns lush, almost magical, or
starkly realistic. Known for his many novels on Jewish culture,

Stern chooses here to depict Soutine as a man who fled his
grim shtetl life, remained nonobservant for decades, but in
Vichy Paris realizes, “I’m a Yid again. The tribe he thought
he’d left so far behind has caught up with him once more”—
something as inescapable as genius.
An outstanding portrait by a writer at the top of his form.

LUCY BY THE SEA

Strout, Elizabeth
Random House (272 pp.)
$24.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-593-44606-5
Lucy Barton flees pandemic-stricken
New York City for Maine with ex-husband William.
This is the third time Lucy has
chronicled the events and emotions that
shape her life, and the voice that was

so fresh and specific in My Name Is Lucy Barton (2016), already
sounding rather tired in Oh, William! (2021), is positively worn
out here. Fatigue and disorientation are natural responses to
a cataclysmic upheaval like the coronavirus, but unfortunately,
it’s Strout’s imagination that seems exhausted in this meandering tale, which follows Lucy and William to Maine, relates their
experiences there in haphazard fashion, and closes with their
return to New York. Within this broad story arc, Lucy’s narration rambles from topic to topic: her newfound closeness with
William; his unfaithfulness when they were married; their two
daughters’ marital and health issues; her growing friendship
with Bob Burgess; the surprise reappearance of William’s half
sister, Lois; and memories of Lucy’s impoverished childhood,
troubled relations with her parents, and ongoing difficulties
with her sister, Vicky. To readers of Strout’s previous books, it’s
all unduly familiar, indeed stale, an impression reinforced when
the author takes a searing emotional turning point from The
Burgess Boys (2013) and a painful refusal of connection in Oh Wil
liam! and recycles them as peripheral plot points. The novel’s
early pages do nicely capture the sense of disbelief so many felt
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“A riotous, breathless, winking, strangely feel-good romp.”
amy among the serial killers

in the pandemic’s early days, but Lucy’s view from rural safety
of the havoc wrought in New York feels superficial and possibly
offensive. Strout’s characteristic acuity about complex human
relationships returns in a final scene between Lucy and her
daughters, but from a writer of such abundant gifts and past
accomplishments, this has to be rated a disappointment.
Not the kind of deep, resonant fiction we expect from the
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Olive Kitteridge.

THE SECOND HUSBAND

White, Kate
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$16.99 paper | June 28, 2022
978-0-06-294-545-7

A woman’s second marriage is thrown
into question when the investigation of
her first husband’s murder is reopened.
Emma Hawke is happily married to
Tom, a handsome widower and entrepreneur, when detectives show up at their
Connecticut home to tell her they’re reopening the unsolved
murder investigation of her first husband, Derrick, who was
killed a few months before she met Tom. As more details
emerge about what might have happened to Derrick the night
he was killed, the police, and even Emma, start to question
Tom, who, she quickly discovers, had actually seen her from afar
several times at various speaking engagements before they’d
officially met. Between a possibly murderous new husband, a
villainous former brother-in-law, an overeager lovesick assistant
who attempts to lead Emma astray, an embezzlement scheme
that begets yet another (unrelated) murder, and yet another
attempted murder following that, either Emma is very unlucky
or the plot is very much over-the-top. Because the characters
are so flat as to feel like clip-art graphics, it’s hard not to go for
the second explanation. The dialogue is wooden and unnatural,
as if it’s being used to give readers information and not portray
actual people talking. Emma is a tedious character, as is Tom,
which makes the idea that he might be a murderer hard to buy.
And for all the drama, the book moves slowly, with the tension
only picking up in the final third. By the time the reader has
learned what happened and why, it’s a letdown because it’s so
hard to invest in any of the characters.
An intriguing premise with a few surprising twists, but it
falls flat.
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AMY AMONG THE
SERIAL KILLERS

Willett, Jincy
St. Martin’s (400 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-2502-7514-1

In her third book about novelist and
erstwhile workshop teacher Amy Gallup, a (possibly serial!) murder falls into
Amy’s lap, and violence, hijinks, and
romance ensue.
It’s been several years since Amy fought off a killer writer,
and she’s enjoying the peace and quiet—living with her dog
and “working” every day (even when that just means staring at a
blank screen). Her former pupil Carla Karolak is finding success
with Inspiration Point, a writing colony of sorts. Then one day
Carla finds something unexpected in one of the writing cells:
a body. Soon Carla, her co-worker Tiffany, the workshop crew
from Amy’s previous class, and Amy herself are awash in bodies,
some of which are dismembered, some not. Enter a ridiculously
smarmy “Writing Guru” and a gifted children’s author who may
or may not be a mystic. The local police will only be so much
help, so Carla and Amy, plus Tiffany and former workshop member Chuck, must team up to flush out the murderer and solve
the case. The energetic tongue-in-cheek tone creates an interesting complement to—and veil for—the fact that this story is
both gory and psychologically intense. When Amy confronts
the killer at last, Willett chooses to ascribe the pronoun it to the
killer, calling it “a creature” and effectively erasing any sense of
humanity while dialing up the creepiness. This decision neatly
symbolizes the moral that serial killers do not deserve the fame
and notoriety that often help drive their actions; Amy muses
that killing for sport renders one “an error of evolution.” The
novel effectively refuses to excuse our own voyeuristic tendencies when it comes to serial killers, though—recognizing that it
has just provided an elaborate fictional story for entertainment
that centers around a brutal serial killer. What a delightfully
mind-bending and complicit place to land.
A riotous, breathless, winking, strangely feel-good romp.

m ys t e r y
FROM THE SHADOWS

Benn, James R.
Soho Crime (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-641-29298-6

PEG AND ROSE SOLVE
A MURDER

Berenson, Laurien
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-4967-3578-2

With Melanie Travis away on vacation, it falls to her feuding aunts to solve
a crime.
Widowed Peg Turnbull is a respected
breeder of standard poodles and a wellknown judge for many different breeds. When her sister-in-law,
Rose Donovan, a former nun married to a former priest, turns
up at a show, Peg wonders why, as they have a bad relationship

TWO PARTS SUGAR,
ONE PART MURDER

y o u n g a d u lt

A righteous American soldier helps
British intel in its probe of the French
Resistance.
Capt. Billy Boyle’s brief respite in
Cairo is cut short when he’s reassigned to
a special, top-secret mission in October
1944. What should be a simple Mediterranean journey to the
new HQ in France becomes a dangerous passage with the discovery that the Germans are in pursuit. Billy’s guide, Erasmos
Papadakis, is accused by his fellow Greek resistance fighters of
working with the Germans. When Erasmos is shot dead from
afar, it’s a reminder of the constant dangers of war and the challenge of distinguishing allies from enemies. Billy’s new assignment, sorting out the true allegiances in the French Resistance,
means a reunion with his longtime sidekick, Polish baron Piotr
“Kaz” Kazimierz, and his British ladylove, Diana Seaton, who’s
now working with Christine Granville, a legend among the British intelligence arm known as the Special Operations Executive.
Although the books in Benn’s long-running series have evolved
from straightforward whodunits with a wartime background
into ambitious, atmospheric thrillers, broader both in scope
and literary finesse, two mysteries propel the action here: the
murder of gregarious Oxford-educated SOE officer Dickie
Thorne and the disappearance of 2 million francs last seen in
the custody of deceased half-German half-French liaison Albert
Schenck, a Gestapo officer. Can Schenck’s widow, Marie, shed
any light on this missing fortune? A lengthy historical note
traces the real-life roots of some of the characters.
A solid mystery tucked into a colorful thriller dramatizing
war’s complexity and devastation.

due to the disapproving things Rose said when Peg married
her brother. Although Rose prefers cats and finds dog shows
boring, she says she wants to get to know Peg better and asks
her to be her partner at a bridge club. On their arrival, the pair
meet their fellow players: a mixed group of men and women,
some married, some not, some much better at bridge than others. Despite their own rusty skills and Peg’s observation that
at least one of the teams is cheating, the women both enjoy
themselves. At their second session, they go down to defeat
against the most skilled of the group, Mick Doran and Stan
Peters. When Stan is shot to death, the frenemies decide to do
a little sleuthing and use the information they’ve picked up at
bridge club to line up some suspects even though a detective
Peg has crossed swords with before warns them off. Ignoring
him, they question all the bridge players. But when someone
shoots at Peg and her three precious poodles, it seems likely
that they’re closing in on the killer.
If you love dogs and bridge, this character-driven mystery
will be especially pleasing.

Burns, Valerie
Kensington (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-4967-3822-6
A Navy brat inherits a bakery in rural
Michigan.
Madison Montgomery carries all the
baggage of a typical cozy heroine, albeit
in a Louis Vuitton suitcase. Dumped by
her high-earner fiance: check. Contentious relationship with
her father, an admiral, that makes her yearn to succeed on her
own terms: check. Inheritance from her grandmother with
some pesky strings attached: check. Less common for the genre,
Maddy is Black, and she’s young enough to document her life on
Instagram. When she learns that she’s now the owner of Baby
Cakes in New Bison, Michigan, provided that she operates
her late grandma’s bakery for a full year and cares for her giant
mastiff, Baby, she responds with a burst of hashtags: #NewVenture #EntrepreneurLife #LoveEnglishMastiffs. With the help
of loyal Baby Cakes employees Leroy Danielson and Hannah
Portman, sales skyrocket. When mayor Paul Rivers is killed in
the bakery, prompting the police to shut down the crime scene,
Maddy simply moves the operation into her grandmother’s
large, though uninspected and unlicensed, home kitchen and
continues to sell her popular delicacies out of her garage. From
then on, it’s pretty cookie cutter. Maddy dates most of New
Bison’s eligible bachelors until she figures out who’s a good guy
and who’s a bad guy and rattles enough cages that the killer
eventually comes after her.
#StandardCozyPlot #HealthCodeViolations.
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DEATH ON THE ARGYLE

Canadeo, Anne
Kensington (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-4967-3241-5

A bunch of sleuthing knitters in smalltown Massachusetts become involved in a
murder case involving a friend.
Though it’s not the first time a member of the Black Sheep has been accused
of murder, heavily pregnant Lucy Binger finds this threat both a welcome distraction and a provocation to seek the truth. The group often meets at the Happy
Hands Café, owned by Rebecca Hurley, the college friend Lucy
has been getting reacquainted with years after they lost touch.
Their two stepdaughters have already become fast friends.
Rebecca’s husband, Colin, seems an odd duck, but it’s still a
shock when he’s killed by a falling bookcase. The police seize on
Rebecca as the likeliest suspect. Lucy, who’s a whiz at internet
searches, soon turns up some disturbing information on Colin,
who’d planned to skip out on Rebecca using money in a hidden
bitcoin account. The thriller he was writing is both derivative
and boring, but it provides some clues to his demise, beginning with the strong resemblance of the protagonist, a nerdy
superhero, to Colin himself. Lucy’s determination to follow up
these clues in person dismays her friends and especially her veterinarian husband, who worries about her health as they await
the birth of their new baby. Her friends, fearing that Rebecca
will be arrested if they don’t come up with some more plausible
suspects, pitch in to help. In the end, it’s Lucy’s dog who helps
solve the complex case.
A gal-pal mystery with plenty of twists and turns.

A GOOD DOG’S GUIDE
TO MURDER

Davis, Krista
Berkley (288 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-43695-0

The Wagtail, Virginia, Dog and Cat
Gingerbread House Contest, with its
$10,000 prize, is interrupted by news of
murders old and new.
When Orly Biffle died, he left the
town land for a new conference center
as long as a majestic old oak tree was preserved. Now that the
tree has started shedding limbs, it’s become a safety hazard,
and Liesel Miller, Holly Miller’s grandmother and partner in
the Sugar Maple Inn, has determined in her capacity asWagtail
mayor to challenge the will and have the tree cut down. The situation gets worse when the tree trunk turns out to be filled with
concrete that chews up the chainsaw blades attacking it, and
worse still when police Sgt. Dave Quinlan and Holly’s sweetie,
architect Holmes Richardson, realize that concrete isn’t the
34
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only thing it’s filled with. The most likely donors of the remains
immured inside the tree 20 years ago are lady’s man Boomer
Jenkins, who disappeared just before his planned wedding; Penn
Connor, a Sugar Maple guest who departed without checking out around the same time; and Jay Alcorn, whose mother,
Althea, is now selling the family home long after she tried to talk
him into dropping his unsuitable girlfriend Josie Biffle, Orly’s
daughter. As if this weren’t excitement enough, 9-year-old Kitty
Johnson disappears along with her grandmother, Jean Maybury,
whose gingerbread house entry has won her a weeklong stay at
the Sugar Maple. The winsome, forgettable mystery is interrupted periodically by advice from Trixie, Holly’s Jack Russell
terrier, to her fellow canines who dream of turning detective,
and it’s capped by nine recipes, three of them suitable for dogs
(including one for cats).
Since the murders involve poisoning, readers may want to
think twice before trying those recipes.

MURDER BY THE BOOK
Mysteries for
Bibliophiles

Ed. by Edwards, Martin
Poisoned Pen (304 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-72826-115-7

Sixteen reprints from 1933 to 1973
showing golden age–inspired puzzle
masters doing what they do best: bringing together readers, books, and felonies.
Even more than in other entries in the British Library Crime
Classics, the hallmarks here are urbane literacy and unfettered
conceptual invention. There’s a pleasing variety in the ways
books make it into the stories. G.D.H. and M. Cole, Nicholas
Blake, Gladys Mitchell, and Marjorie Bremner present writers
who become victims of homicide; the writers in the stories by
Philip MacDonald, Michael Innes, Victor Canning, and Edmund
Crispin take on a more active role. Thirty-seven books go missing
in S.C. Roberts’ superior Sherlock-ian pastiche; a smaller number
of books provide pivotal clues in the stories by E.C. Bentley, A.A.
Milne, Roy Vickers, and Ngaio Marsh. John Creasey leaves London for a tale of family trauma set in India; Julian Symons shows
detective Francis Quarles picking up on a dying message whose
import will be shudderingly obvious to every red-blooded American reader; and Christianna Brand’s “Dear Mr. Editor…” turns an
editor’s routine request to one Christianna Brand for a contribution to a new collection into a fiendishly twisty tale of plot and
counterplot. Although the stories naturally vary in quality, they
all pull their weight; editor Edwards, avoiding obvious contributions like G.K. Chesterton’s “The Blast of the Book,” mixes wellknown and more obscure authors and resurrects at least several
unjustly forgotten titles along the way; and the best of them, by
Roberts, Vickers, Innes, and especially Brand, are cause enough
for joy even among bibliophobes.
Perhaps the single best collection yet in this blue-chip
series.

MURDER AT BEACON ROCK

Maxwell, Alyssa
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-4967-3617-8

A peek inside the lives of the rich,
famous, and dead in Newport’s Gilded
Age.
Newspaper reporter Emma Cross,
who grew up in Newport, has an in with
the wealthy crowd, since she’s related
to the Vanderbilts and engaged to well-connected Derrick
Andrews. The couple has been invited to a small party at Beacon
Rock, Edwin Morgan’s estate, because of Derrick’s support for
yacht racing. Though Emma is very different from the spoiled
ladies of the Four Hundred, she can hold her own. When she
hears a strange noise while on a stroll after dinner with Lucy
Carnegie, the only female member of the New York Yacht Club,
they discover the body of a dead woman floating near the dock.
Thus begins an investigation that the wealthy yachting families
would love to see buried along with the body, which is finally
identified as that of Lillian Fahey by a picture she carried with
the inscription “To Wally Darling, from L” and a ring with two
initials. Emma, who has a long history of crime-solving, works
well with her childhood friend Jesse Whyte but not so much
with resentful homicide investigator Gifford Myers, who is perhaps too subservient to the wealthy families who support the
local economy. As she learns more about the clever and independent Lillian, whose father’s designs make him a force in the
yachting world, she becomes convinced that Lillian didn’t commit suicide and starts looking for motives for murder.
A middling mystery deftly contextualized by the backdrop
of the still-standing Newport “cottages” of the period.

CATCH YOUR DEATH

Redmond, Lissa Marie
Severn House (240 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-7278-9132-7

Two cold-case homicide detectives
take on an investigation that strains their
partnership to the limit.
Now that they’ve both saved each
other’s lives, detectives Lauren Riley
and Shane Reese of the Buffalo Police
Department live together in Lauren’s house in a delicately balanced relationship that teeters on the romantic. While they’re
out gathering information, they run into Reese’s high school
classmate Chris Sloane, who’s opening a luxury spa just south of
Ellicottville in New York’s Southern Tier snow belt. Soon after
Chris invites Reese and Lauren to join a small group of friends
at a reunion at his spa, Lauren realizes that a cold-case file she
reviewed before Reese joined the squad concerned the murder
of one of his high school classmates; the fact that he’d never
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mentioned his connection to the case shakes her faith in his
objectivity. At the spa, Lauren meets the group, which includes
Reese’s high school sweetheart, Amanda, and her jealous husband; Tyler Owstrowski, slimy former football star; podcaster
Erica Diaz and her husband; and wealthy computer genius Seth
Creehan. Erica, who specializes in true-crime stories, claims
that she’s about to blow open the case of their murdered classmate. That night Erica’s throat is cut and a blizzard blows in,
cutting off the area and leaving Lauren to manage the case with
only a phone connection to the state police, who are busy evacuating stranded motorists. Now that Reese is a possible suspect,
Lauren risks her life to get the evidence to prove him innocent.
A riveting exploration of the human relationships entangled in a cold case and set against a frozen backdrop.

STEEPED TO DEATH

Rue, Gretchen
Crooked Lane (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-63910-164-1

Taking over her aunt’s tea shop brings
a woman head-to-head with an intrusive
realtor, making her hope for a bit of leftbehind magic that might keep her safe.
Back from Seattle and a mistaken
marriage, Phoebe Winchester is surprised at how much she remembers about Raven Creek. Pulling
into her Auntie Eudora’s—well, now it’s Phoebe’s—Lane End
House, she finds memories of time spent with Eudora cheering her up in the wake of her aunt’s death. As Bob, Eudora’s
handsome orange cat, encourages Phoebe to make herself at
home, she’s happy to start establishing connections with almost
everyone in town. Everyone, that is, except for troublesome
Deirdre Miller, who keeps hounding Phoebe to sell Lane End
House to her. Though Deirdre may think Phoebe isn’t going
to stay, Phoebe’s just settling in, and the most important part
of that ritual is reopening The Earl’s Study. She’s always known
the tea shop as a special place, but looking at some of Eudora’s
recipes, she starts to wonder if it’s a bit more special than she
realized. Was Eudora brewing some magic along with the tea
leaves? Phoebe hopes that running the store will help reconnect
her with Eudora and answer this question, but her attention’s
diverted by a dead body and an apparent murder at the back
of the store. She’s relieved the deceased isn’t Rich, a childhood
friend with whom she’s reconnected. But she wonders who
might be interested in the shop, and why, and whether there’s
more going on here than just tea.
A series debut that sets up mild notes promising a deeper
steep in future installments.

“Dramatic, fun, thoughtful, clever, and (literally) punchy.”
the art of prophecy

DEATH OF A HERETIC

understandably distraught. Nico, of course, agrees to help. Trinchieri, who in the course of her series has expanded and deepened her portrait of Gravigna, points out in a prefatory note
that Perillo and his impulsive assistant, Daniele, are the backbone of the series along with Nico. They’re on hand every step
of the way, more Abbott and Costello than Holmes and Watson.
Jimmy, the co-owner of Bar All’Angolo, Nico’s hangout and de
facto office, calls Nico for help when his car breaks down on
a trip home from Florence. After OneWag smells something
odd in the trunk, the men find the body of Cesare, wrapped in
plastic. This expands the circle of amateur sleuths to the cafe
staff, leading to a probe that is lively if often discursive. Laura
emerges as a prime suspect. Could she possibly be guilty, or is
she hiding something else? A lengthy list of characters is provided to help readers keep it all straight.
A clever, colorful cozy with a decidedly Italian flavor.

Tremayne, Peter
Severn House (336 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-7278-8966-9

An exceedingly clever lawyer, a
woman of great stature among her people, delves into another series of crimes
in the year 672.
Sister Fidelma, an advocate of the
Irish law courts, and her companion,
East Anglia transplant Brother Eadulf, are returning from a trip
when they hear of the death of a visiting Burgundian bishop at
a nearby abbey. Abbot Cuán asks the couple, well known for
solving thorny mysteries, to investigate a case they soon realize is connected to the battle over whose theology will rule
Christianity. Everyone disliked Bishop Brodulf, who insisted
that instead of staying in the abbey’s guest quarters he’d stay in
an old wooden structure behind the abbey—which ended up
burning with him inside, though the dagger in his chest showed
that the blaze was no accident. The abbey is slowly replacing
all its wooden structures with stone buildings, and it appears
the fire had help from the sulphur dust the masons used to split
rock. The abbey is a mixed house where members of both sexes
live and work, producing some suggestive undercurrents. The
bishop had been arguing violently with the abbey’s star pupil,
Brother Garb, whose opinions were antithetical to his. Garb
believed both in the equality of women and in the heretical
idea that Jesus was not the son of God but only a wise man. The
bishop, who was caught rummaging in the library, is known to
have stolen some paperwork concerning the line of succession
in the land of the Franks. When the murder of Brother Garb is
added to her problems, Fidelma must use all her finely honed
skills to unravel a complex case.
A mystery embedded in a revealing look at the violently
differing theological views of early Christians.

THE ART OF PROPHECY

Chu, Wesley
Del Rey (544 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-593-23763-2

A prophecy is unexpectedly foiled
and a chosen hero cast adrift in this first
of a fantasy trilogy inspired by Chinese
martial arts films.
Elderly, one-armed, but still incredibly able war artist Ling Taishi is invited
to view the progress of the Champion of the Five Under
Heaven, prophesied to be the doom of the Eternal Khan, foe
of the Zhuun Empire. Taishi discovers that the so-called hero,
Wen Jian, is a poorly trained spoiled brat; nevertheless, she
sees some potential in him and resolves to train the boy herself.
Then a Zhuun foot patrol blunders into the naked, profoundly
drunk Khan and kills him themselves, turning Jian into a political liability and forcing the new master-disciple team to go on
the run. Under an assumed name, Jian toils resentfully as a novice and servant at a war artist school; Taishi dodges assassins
and searches for the temple where the prophecy was made to
learn how and why it failed. Meanwhile, Salminde, an elite warrior and close friend of the late Khan, looks first for her sister
and then for some way of helping her people, forced into indentured servitude in the aftermath of the Khan’s death. Author
Chu uses his knowledge and experience as a martial artist,
stuntman, and actor to craft an exceptionally easy-to-visualize
work with expertly blocked fight sequences; it’s impossible not

MURDER ON THE VINE

Trinchieri, Camilla
Soho Crime (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-641-29366-2

When murder is on the menu, it’s
best to have a seasoned detective on
hand to serve just deserts to the killer.
Retired New York City detective
Nico Doyle has settled into a quiet, idyllic life in the charming Tuscan village
of Gravigna with his faithful canine companion and sleuthing
sidekick, OneWag. His reputation has made Nico the go-to
for locals in distress. So naturally his friend Perillo, Gravigna’s
“maresciallo” (civilian police chief), comes to him when Cesare
Rinaldi, the faithful, elderly bartender at the Hotel Bella Vista,
has been missing for three days. Hotel owner Laura Benati is
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to picture how everything would look on screen (of course, the
trilogy has already been optioned for television). This novel is
squarely directed at kung fu, wuxia, and wire-fu fans who adore
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon; Hero; The Legend of Drunken
Master; Kung Fu Hustle, and the like, providing a story with an
epic sweep punctuated with dashes of humor and sharp-edged
banter. Although Jian provides the initial spark for the plot, the
novel is marvelously dominated by strong women, including the
hot-tempered and fierce Taishi, who occasionally learns that
rudeness is not always the best policy; the passionate, grieving
Salminde, searching for meaning after her world has ended; and
the mercurial, psychopathic shadow assassin Maza Qisami.
Dramatic, fun, thoughtful, clever, and (literally) punchy.

THE FIRST BINDING

Virdi, R.R.
Tor Books (832 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-250-79617-2

An ode to storytelling, complete
with a rich mythology, turbulent adventures, and a flawed hero you’ll root for.
Ari has been given many names.
There is some truth to the legends about
him, but as stories are told, little by little, they can become transformed over time. In his travels to
Etaynia, a place far west of his home in the Mutri Empire, in
search of an old and nearly forgotten tale, he is recognized as
the most famous storyteller along the Golden Road. His arrival
at a quiet and humble tavern was intended to be an opportunity
to perform and earn his keep while on his journey, but as often
happens to Ari, his plans are quickly interrupted. He meets a
mysterious songstress with plans of her own. Since she’s reluctant to share details about her life, he gives her the name Eloine,
but they each soon realize that the other is much more than
who and what they seem. Together, Ari and Eloine find that
parts of their pasts have not been left behind, and neither have
their enemies. To understand their present circumstances, Ari
delves into his history, recalling the many lives he’s lived and the
origins of his many names beyond “Storyteller.” In an ambitious
and passionate narrative, through the past and present, truth
and fictions of Ari’s life, Virdi captures readers in a lyrical web,
grounded in the landscapes and cultures of South Asia. Readers journey with Ari through the challenges he faces as a young
boy of the lowest caste in the streets of the Mutri Empire to
his dedication to uncovering the hidden wonders of binding
magic. Throughout, Ari grows ever more steadfast in his pursuit
of knowledge and in the kindness he provides again and again
to friends, strangers, and an animal companion. And in some
deeply profound moments, the storyteller’s words burn just as
true in the world off the page.
Approached with patience, this epic fantasy will satisfy
any fan of the genre.
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A DUKE AT THE DOOR

Allen, Susanna
Sourcebooks Casablanca (408 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-72823-079-5
A lion Shifter is tamed by a lady
apothecary.
Georgie, Prince of Wales, is meddling in the lives of his Shifter subjects
again. A bear Shifter himself, he’s taken
a personal interest in the life of Alwyn ap
Lewin, Duke of Llewellyn, a Welsh lion Shifter who was trapped
in his animal shape for so long that he’s forgotten how to use
a fork or wear pants. That’s why Alwyn is being sent to Lowell Hall, which fans of the Shapeshifters of the Beau Monde
series will recognize well—it’s home to an unusually diverse
pack of Shifters and an accepting community of Shifters and
humans alike. Here, he’s put into the care of one Miss Tabitha
Barrington, commissioned by the prince to care for him. She
and her brother have been traveling Europe for years, during
which time she’s become an accomplished apothecary even
though society will never recognize her as such. Alwyn thinks
he’s beyond help, but Tabitha quickly finds subtle ways to support his reintegration that lead them to spending more time
together. When their friendship develops into something
more, Alwyn realizes that Tabitha is not just his vera amoris; she
is his coniunctio, theirs a once-in-a-generation mating capable
of producing great things for the Shifter community. Though
their relationship is as straightforward as one between a Shifter
and a human can be, dangers from the outside world threaten
to interfere with their newfound love. The third story in this
series is as entertaining and charming as the first two, with the
highlights of paranormal and Regency romances well enmeshed.
Though the suspense elements of the plot are not as compelling
as the rest of the story, they can’t detract from the simple pleasure of a Lion Shifter wooing a classic Regency bluestocking.
This volume also offers a rare glimpse into gay life during the
Regency, including a historically accurate depiction of Parlyaree,
a unique English dialect shared by many underclasses of British
society. Allen includes enough context clues for a reader to start
with this third volume, but those who have read the first two
books in the series will be most pleased by this return to Lowell
Hall and its unusual community.
Allen continues to claim new territory in the world of
paranormal Regency.

“A moving story imbued with thoughtfulness
and generosity of spirit.”
stirring up love

REMEMBER LOVE

STIRRING UP LOVE

Balogh, Mary
Berkley (368 pp.)
$27.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-43812-1

A chef who dreams of opening a
culinary school for the unsheltered and
a restaurateur who dreams of turning
her small town into a destination clash
over having to work together to win
$200,000 in prize money.
Finn Rimes is kind, compassionate, and considerate. Years
of therapy have convinced him of his own self-worth, but doubt
still has a way of seeping in. Since he’s spent his life moving
through foster homes and temporary housing, all his worldly
goods fit into the back of his car. The culinary school he wants
to start is meant to show people who’ve been uncared for by
society that they’re worth investing in and to help them choose
a better future for themselves. Prickly Simone Blake is desperate to prove to her grandfather that his legacy in Hawksburg,
Illinois, will live on with the reins of his barbecue restaurant,
Honey and Hickory, in her hands. Despite her brief sojourn in
Chicago, Hawksburg is where her heart is. Community is very
important to her, and she wants to expand the town into a retail
and entertainment hub. All summer long, Simone and Finn
hawk their competing barbecue sauces at Hawksburg’s farmers
market, and when they independently decide to enter a reality
TV competition, they’re shocked to find themselves going up
against each other. Then the billionaire hosts of The Executives
decide to invest in both of them together. Simone wants no part
of the partnership, but Finn is desperate to convince her to take
a chance on him. She couldn’t surrender to love; he didn’t think
he was lovable. And yet, they are drawn together. A gentle soul,
he brings steadiness and steadfastness into her life. She brings
caring and a sense of home to his. Together, they feel hopeful for
their future for the first time.
A moving story imbued with thoughtfulness and generosity of spirit.

y o u n g a d u lt

A second-chance romance inaugurates a new Regency series about a family
torn apart by lies and healed by love.
Devlin Ware, Viscount Mountford,
is the favored heir of a beloved aristocratic family. At his family’s annual ball,
he has just been granted the love of Gwyneth Rhys, the neighbor he has longed for all his life, and is preparing to approach
her father for her hand when he discovers his father in a compromising position with a woman who must be his mistress.
In indignation, Devlin tells his father to send the woman away,
loud enough for many of their guests to hear—a performance
that gets him banished from Ravenswood Hall, his idyllic
home. The first part of the novel shows a perfect world that
collapses, a bit implausibly, into heartbreak and separation;
the second charts the exile’s return from active duty in the
Napoleonic wars after his father’s death and the unexpected
way Gwyneth reknits their bond while Devlin learns that righteous morality, duty, love, and forgiveness need not be mutually exclusive. Some readers may view the primary romance as
being consigned to a subplot while a lot of space is spent on
a meticulous word-picture of the family seat and portraits of
the many secondary characters who will take the lead in later
books. But readers who appreciate Balogh’s skill at linking her
characters’ inner lives, surroundings, and social ties will find
many pleasures here. Themes from previous series reappear:
Those who rooted for the head of the Bedwyn family will see
echoes in the older Devlin’s frostiness, with the added bonus
of the character’s point of view; fans of the Survivors’ Club
series may sympathize with his experiences in the army; readers who liked the Huxtable family’s resilience in the aftermath
of its patriarch’s bigamy will enjoy this twist on a similar problem; and those who remember the author’s Welsh romances
will welcome Gwyneth and her family for returning us to
Balogh’s roots. There is one off note: In an apparent bid to
criticize fat-phobia, one character’s body is repeatedly mentioned in fat-phobic terms.
Romance with a side of poignant family dynamics and a
large, intriguing cast.

Blumberg, Chandra
Montlake Romance (351 pp.)
$12.95 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-5420-38317

LOVE ON THE BRAIN

Hazelwood, Ali
Berkley (384 pp.)
$15.30 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-33684-7
A neuroscientist is forced to work
with her academic nemesis on a careerchanging project in this STEM-celebratory contemporary romance.
Bee Königswasser is over-the-moon
excited when she’s asked to lead BLINK,
a joint project between NASA and the National Institutes of
Health designed to build better technology for astronauts.
The invitation to the team is enough to get Bee out of the funk
she’s been in since she discovered her fiance cheating and her
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“A thief and a duke fall in love.”
heartbreaker

engagement fell apart. Her excitement is short-lived when she
discovers she’ll be co-leading the project with engineer Levi
Ward, her grad school nemesis, whose cold, cutting behavior
and outspoken inability to work with her on an assignment
have stuck with her. Their work on BLINK is an improvement though, as Levi doesn’t immediately bail on the project.
But when little things start to go wrong for Bee and her team,
she begins to wonder if her co-lead isn’t above sabotage. Adding an additional layer to Bee and Levi’s rivalry is the fact that
they run two very popular anonymous social media accounts.
Since the accounts are both rooted in science and academia,
Bee and Levi unknowingly frequent the same internet circles
and have even developed an online friendship without knowing each other’s identity. While the epistolary elements of the
book, including tweets and direct messages, are novel, it often
feels unnecessary. The quiet, pining hero in a lab setting isn’t
new territory for Hazelwood, and readers may wonder if she
pushes it in a new direction here. The answer is no. While
Hazelwood is clearly a talented writer who’s tapped into readers’ desire to find powerful, proudly nerdy women in science
getting happy-ever-afters, she’s missed the opportunity to try
new character types that don’t feel like The Love Hypothesis
(2021) with slightly different packaging.
A quick read, though less than fresh.

TO CATCH A RAVEN

Jenkins, Beverly
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-06-286174-0
In post–Civil War Charleston, an
accomplished swindler and a law-abiding
tailor pose as a married couple to recover
a stolen document.
Raven Moreau and Braxton Steele
could not be more different. She’s a fiery
Black woman from New Orleans, part of a colorful family of
thieves, forgers, and tricksters. He’s a respectable tailor from
Boston, heir to a shipping fortune and a pillar of New England’s
Black business community. But Braxton’s family history is less
straightforward than he imagined. He learns that his father was
once a forger who worked with the Moreau family and that he
was in love with the beautiful Hazel Moreau, Raven’s mother.
Raven and Braxton are both dismayed when an ambitious
Pinkerton agent threatens their families and forces them to
work together on a mission to recover a stolen copy of the Declaration of Independence. They become domestic servants to a
loathsome White woman who wants them to act as if they are
enslaved. Inevitably, their daytime ruse leads to late-night passion, and they must both decide whether love is a good enough
reason to scuttle their other plans. Either way, they won’t be
able to avoid each other now that their parents have rekindled
their youthful romance. In this third and final novel of the
Women Who Dare series, Jenkins once again invites modern
readers into the world of Black Americans in the 19th century.
40
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Jenkins’ normally smooth pacing and skillful plot construction
are lacking here, making for a choppier reading experience.
But don’t miss this book. Her characters are as compelling and
richly detailed as always, and she tackles societal issues that are
all too relevant today.
A love story with insights about the economic and social
realities for African Americans in the years after emancipation.

HEARTBREAKER

MacLean, Sarah
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-063-05678-7
A thief and a duke fall in love in
MacLean’s second Hell’s Belles romance.
In the north part of London, she’s
Adelaide Frampton, unassuming wallflower and distant cousin to a duchess.
In the south, where she grew up, she was
Addie Trumbull, skilled cutpurse and
daughter of a notorious criminal. Now, she has a hidden identity
as the Matchbreaker, exposing the secrets of “less than ideal”
potential grooms so women don’t have to marry them, and she’s
teamed up with three other women to form the Hell’s Belles, a
girl gang dedicated to taking down evil, powerful men. Henry
Carrington, Duke of Clayborn, hasn’t stopped noticing Adelaide
since they first met and knows there’s more to her than meets
the eye. When they wind up in a race to intercept his brother’s
elopement—she apparently to stop it, he to stop her—Henry
finds himself in continual awe of this fierce woman, even when
she frustrates him. Between a carriage accident, fights, and an
only-one-bed situation, the pair are thrown together again and
again and soon find they don’t want to be apart. Though there
are some action-packed scenes, much of the story revels in a
languid pace filled with intimate thoughts, delicious yearning,
and many sighworthy romantic moments. A man with a rough
upbringing and hardened view of love is a common trope, so
it’s refreshing for that role to be filled by the woman—but
there’s still a softness and sweetness to Adelaide that make her a
nuanced character. Subplots regarding the Hell’s Belles’ clients
and targets add great tension to the book, while the women’s
friendship brings levity and humor. But it’s the quiet, vulnerable
moments between the central couple, who embrace each other
as true equals, that will ensnare reader’s hearts.
Sublimely sensual and passionate.

THE HOOKUP PLAN

Rochon, Farrah
Forever (400 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-538-71668-7

y o u n g a d u lt

High school rivals reconnect at their
15-year reunion.
London Kelley is in the last few
months of her residency in pediatric surgery in her hometown of Austin, Texas.
She loves her work and has her pick of
jobs anywhere in the country, but her strong personal ties to
friends and family make it hard to imagine moving. Her two
best friends, Samiah and Taylor, encourage her to find a hookup
partner to relieve some stress, but London is too busy for dating. At her high school reunion, she runs into her nemesis,
Drew Sullivan, the boy she competed with for valedictorian in
her senior year. They fall right back into their old pattern of
exchanging banter and barbs, but things take a turn, and the
two end up in bed. Drew has just retired from a hedge fund
as a multimillionaire, but he’s founded a new firm that audits
hospitals and health care providers. When London discovers
that Drew will be auditing her hospital, they agree to extend
their “just one night” arrangement into a monthlong hookup.
London is surprised to find her animosity for Drew evolving
into affection and love. Although the novel is full of interesting
side characters and real-life problems, it is Rochon’s masterful
exploration of internal conflict that makes this such a winning
romance. London and Drew are successful professionals who
still have to manage difficult personal relationships. London is
learning to stop seeking her father’s approval, while Drew has
to forgive himself for prioritizing work over family obligations.
This is a perfect example of how personal growth fuels the fire
of the rivals-to-lovers trope.
A terrific ending to a series that highlights how strong
career women juggle work and relationships in the modern
world.

Soleil Bijoux Garcia and then see them renew their bond. Ivan
has always been self-contained. His in-utero exposure to a drug,
followed by a childhood with his troubled single mother, has
affected him emotionally as well as cognitively. Though eventually embraced by the powerful Russian Mercant family, despite
not having a biological connection to them, he is convinced that
the drug’s effects will eventually make him a danger to everyone.
A chance meeting with a playful healer briefly gives him hope,
but losing her seems part of his inevitable solitary existence.
Even when he finds her again, she doesn’t seem to recognize
him. Orphaned young when her shifter-human parents died
in an accident, French Latinx ocelot Lei is now reeling from
the recent massacre of her shifter pack. But her shifter half is
drawn to an intense stranger in the midst of a Psy crisis. Once
Lei realizes the love they could have, Ivan must contend with
her determination that they stay together and his own protective instincts. While an amnesia plot may not be for everyone,
the novel deftly balances Ivan’s grief with sweet flashbacks to
the couple’s initial dates and then ramps up the electric attraction between them in the present. The author’s signature warm
scenes involving new changelings and the changeling families
familiar to regular series readers reinforce a tone of communal
love and support. While the external threat mounts and Ivan
and Lei work with Psy and changeling leaders to combat it, the
sexual chemistry between the couple reaches a joyful culmination. Some readers, however, may grumble at how late in the
book the scene occurs.
An engaging paranormal romance in which love triumphs
over isolation.

STORM ECHO

Singh, Nalini
Berkley (384 pp.)
$27.00 | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-44067-4
A Psy and a cat shifter separated by
trauma and amnesia reunite and take on
an unknown enemy.
The Psy-Changeling series continues
with a new pair of lovers whose personal
connection might strengthen the links
among the human, Psy, and shifter groups just as the Psynet
is under attack. In sections that alternate between the recent
past and present and between the points of view of the two protagonists and a mysterious villain, we learn about the abruptly
ended budding romance of Psy Ivan Mercant and ocelot-shifter
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I WANT TO DIE BUT I
WANT TO EAT TTEOKBOKKI

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Baek Sehee
Trans. by Anton Hur
Bloomsbury (208 pp.)
$24.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-1-63557-938-3

WHEN WOMEN LEAD by Julia Boorstin...........................................45
PROFILES IN IGNORANCE by Andy Borowitz................................ 46
AFTER THE IVORY TOWER FALLS by Will Bunch............................47
ELIOT AFTER THE WASTE LAND by Robert Crawford....................52

A South Korean author recounts
her long journey through anxiety and
depression.
Tteokbokki is a popular Korean dish
of bland rice cakes immersed in a spicy pepper sauce. The duality is a good metaphor for this book, a bestseller in South Korea.
Baek has dysthymia, a low-level but persistent depression. The
narrative is primarily a collection of the author’s discussions
with her therapist, punctuated with short essays leavened by
the poignancy of self-reflection and occasional flashes of humor.
Though issues involving mental health continue to be stigmatized, Baek is clear in her belief that her story could help those
in similar circumstances. “I wonder about those like me, who
seem totally fine on the outside but are rotting on the inside,”
she writes, “where the rot is this vague state of being not-fine
and not-devastated at the same time.” While the author realizes that many of her problems stem from a painful family background, she also examines the pressure on Korean women to
conform to an idealized image. She worries constantly about
her appearance and what other people think about her, a mindset that plagues many Korean women. Some of the author’s
discussions relate directly to Korean culture, but much of it
transcends borders and will resonate with readers around the
world. As she gradually worked through the therapy process,
Baek learned how to avoid the emotional roller coaster that
comes with dysthymia and how to avoid constantly judging herself and others. Though the act of living always comes with ups
and downs, it’s important to keep them in context and seek an
appropriate balance. Baek acknowledges that she might never
be entirely free of her dysthymia, but she can manage it, live
with it, and understand it as part of her being.
At once personal and universal, this book is about finding a
path to awareness, understanding, and wisdom.

THE STORY OF RUSSIA by Orlando Figes.......................................... 57
BLACK FOLK COULD FLY by Randall Kenan................................... 60
FOLK MUSIC by Greil Marcus.............................................................63
A PLACE IN THE WORLD by Frances Mayes..................................... 64
I’M GLAD MY MOM DIED by Jennette McCurdy.............................. 64
THE ARC OF A COVENANT by Walter Russell Mead........................65
HOW DO WE KNOW OURSELVES? by David G. Myers................. 66
ROOSEVELT SWEEPS NATION by David Pietrusza........................ 68
THEY CALLED ME A LIONESS by Ahed Tamimi &
Dena Takruri........................................................................................72
THE VIRAL UNDERCLASS by Steven W. Thrasher............................72
NOMAD CENTURY by Gaia Vince...................................................... 73
AGATHA CHRISTIE by Lucy Worsley.................................................. 75
THE STORY OF RUSSIA

Figes, Orlando
Metropolitan/Henry
Holt (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-2507-9689-9
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“Bhatt makes a convincing case for a Southern cuisine
based on both tradition and innovation.”
i am from here

I AM FROM HERE
Stories and Recipes From a
Southern Chef

of Pacific Gas and Electric, Blunt, a San Francisco–based Wall
Street Journal reporter who covers energy and utilities, digs deep
into the company’s erosion and collapse. The author begins in
the 19th century when the electric light and a massive migration
west attracted entrepreneurs, including the founders of PG&E,
who built dams to serve California’s exploding population.
Even though most states gave utility companies monopolies in
their areas, they were still private businesses with stockholders.
Guaranteed a modest profit, they remained a stodgy but reliable investment. In 1996, reacting to America’s conservative
swing, California’s legislature deregulated the power industry.
Suddenly, investors could make big money in the power market, and many sleazy operators did so (see: Enron). Matters
improved after a few years, but the industry remained fragmented and fiercely competitive. As always, profit ruled. Investing in capital improvements increases profits, while investment
in maintenance is “money out the door”—as such, the infrastructure continued to deteriorate. Over the past decade,
warming temperatures, drought, and deteriorating power lines
have produced record numbers of catastrophic wildfires, killing

Bhatt, Vishwesh with Sarah Camp Milam
Photos by Angie Mosier
Norton (320 pp.)
$37.50 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-324-00606-0

y o u n g a d u lt

A noted Southern chef delivers a palate-pleasing blend of memoir and recipes.
“Recently, someone important asked me if I consider myself
a Southern chef. The answer is absolutely yes…this is where I
have made my home, and this is where I make my living.” So
writes Bhatt, who has headed numerous kitchens in Oxford,
Mississippi, since 1992. Born in Gujarat, he came to the U.S.
with a wealth of Indian recipes learned in his mother’s kitchen.
He pointedly asserts his status as a Southern chef who knows
that grits and curry belong together and that the two food traditions (which, of course, each embrace countless other food traditions) have plenty of affinities, including a love of vegetables
straight out of the garden and of rice, especially now that the
South has increasingly become a place of settlement for new
arrivals from Latin America and Asia and has grown more open
to new foodways. “I grew up eating okra, black-eyed peas, fresh
tomatoes, and lima beans,” Bhatt writes. Those Indian staples
are Southern ones, too. Still, the author brings plenty new to
the table, such as a lively dish of coal-roasted sweet potatoes
flavored with ghee, cloves, nutmeg, and lots of black pepper.
Some of his dishes pass muster in a Southern setting but would
likely scandalize the folks back home, as with a recipe for tandoori pork marinated in yogurt. Most of the recipes, however,
travel easily between the continents—e.g., a variation on collard greens and cornbread that yields a treat “just like a pakora
made with corn and spinach or fenugreek leaves that I had as a
child.” Bhatt closes with a listing of dishes built around occasions such as brunch (tomato-coconut chutney) and winter dinners (Afghan-style spinach with dill and cilantro) that will send
readers to the kitchen straightaway.
Bhatt makes a convincing case for a Southern cuisine
based on both tradition and innovation.

CALIFORNIA BURNING
The Fall of Pacific Gas and
Electric—and What It Means
for America’s Power Grid
Blunt, Katherine
Portfolio (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-33065-4

An account of the failure of a major
utility company and how it serves as “a
harbinger of challenges to come as climate change exacerbates the vulnerability of the [power] grid.”
In this intensely researched, deeply unsettling chronicle
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NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

doing the hard work
to promote anti-racism
Leah Overstreet

In light of the Buffalo shooting
tragedy and numerous other racially
motivated acts of violence across the
country (seemingly no locale is safe),
learning and spreading the teachings
of anti-racism could not be more important. Here are four June and July
books that provide cogent, urgent,
and accessible advice for anyone, of
any age, seeking necessary lessons
on racial justice. Quotes are from the

change.…A useful anti-racist memoir about how anti-racism can make the world safer for all children.”
Do the Work!: An Antiracist Activity Book by W. Kamau Bell & Kate Schatz (Workman, July 19): “Bell is a
Black comedian, director, creator of CNN’s United Shades of
America With W. Kamau Bell, and
the ACLU Artist Ambassador
for Racial Justice, and Schatz is a
sought-after queer feminist activist, public speaker, and author of
Rad American History A-Z, among
other books. Throughout, humorous dialogues between the
authors frame the many useful
activities. The authors define
terms, reflect on personal experiences, and anticipate
objections to engaging in activism that could come at a
personal cost. Interspersed between these interactions
are activities ranging from crossword puzzles and word
searches to spaces for reflection and planning. The text
also incorporates a variety of graphics….An entertaining
resource for anyone seeking genuine engagement with
anti-racist activism.”
The White Allies Handbook: 4 Weeks To Join the Racial
Justice Fight for Black Women by Lecia Michelle (Dafina/
Kensington, July 26): “A librarian and anti-racism educator offers would-be White allies lessons in how to lift up Black
women and begin healing the cancer of American racism.…Michelle
provides a step-by-step guide for
committed Whites to evolve beyond race ‘fragility’ and take the
hard, sometimes painful actions
the author sees as determinants
of true allyship. She divides the
book into four sections, each representing one week in an ally crash
course.…Though it focuses mostly on Black women,
this timely, no-nonsense handbook offers an important
blueprint for White allies to carry out the often uncomfortable but necessary work of promoting racial equality
among all marginalized people.”

Kirkus reviews.
Raising Antiracist Children: A Practical Parenting Guide
by Britt Hawthorne with Natasha Yglesias (Simon &
Schuster, June 7): “This anti-biased, anti-racist (ABAR)
parenting book centers the lived experiences of Black,
brown, and Indigenous families.
Acclaimed ABAR trainer Hawthorne breaks the text into sections:
‘healthy bodies, radical minds, conscious shopping, and thriving communities.’ Before moving on to
those four primary elements, the
author provides key language that
caregivers can use to both structure
their own ABAR journeys and to
use when working with their children.…Refreshingly, [Hawthorne’s]
approach is truly intersectional, seamlessly folding discussions about disability, queerness, and gender identity
into a larger conversation about race. Overall, the creativity, criticality, and compassion make this book a mustread for parents and caregivers.”
How To Raise an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi (OneWorld/Random House, June 14): “The National Book
Award–winning author uses his own life to illustrate
the need for anti-racist policy and
practices in American schools and
homes.…Rather than illustrating specific parenting techniques,
the author uses personal stories
to argue for sweeping changes to
health care and education. The author’s vulnerability about his own
parenting mistakes and schooling
mishaps clarifies racist structures
with empathy, clarity, and hope for
44
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Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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“A well-written, deeply researched, and searingly frank
memoir about reproductive health.”
the tiger and the cage

WHEN WOMEN LEAD
What They Achieve,
Why They Succeed, and
How We Can Learn From
Them

hundreds and destroying thousands of homes and millions of
acres of forest. Multibillion-dollar lawsuits drove PG&E into
bankruptcy in 2019, from which it is now emerging. Most
industries suffering massive liabilities go out of business, selling
buildings, machinery, and inventory to pay creditors. A utility,
legally bound to supply power, can’t do this. It must either borrow money, which customers eventually repay, or bill customers
directly. California electric rates are rising steadily, and Blunt
delivers detailed accounts of complex, ongoing political, business, and courtroom maneuvers that would overwhelm readers
if not for her abundant journalistic skills. But even this pluggedin author cannot deny that PG&E’s problems may be insoluble.
A compelling and heart-wrenching study.

Boorstin, Julia
Avid Reader Press (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-982168-21-6

An investigation of women leaders
and how they “have been able to turn
genuine grievance into entrepreneurial grit.”
Boorstin, the senior media and tech correspondent for
CNBC and a former reporter for Fortune, is interested in the
differences between companies founded by women and those
established by men. The author examines more than 60 companies, and all of her interviewees encountered huge obstacles.
Some of the most telling statistics relate to venture capital
funding. “Female founders consistently draw less than 3 percent

THE TIGER AND THE CAGE
A Memoir of a Body in Crisis

y o u n g a d u lt

Bolden, Emma
Soft Skull Press (368 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-59376-723-5

A poet chronicles her lifelong struggle with uterine issues and the medical
system that never took her seriously.
Bolden’s health problems began
early: The third time she got her period,
she remembers, her cramping was so intense that it caused her
to faint and vomit, sometimes simultaneously. In the following
decades, she underwent eight laparoscopic surgeries to relieve
her chronic pain, the last of which resulted in an accidentally
punctured small bowel, which dangerously exposed her to sepsis. She also lost feeling in her legs and one of her arms due to
a herniated disc, a condition she may have acquired from years
of taking Lupron, a drug that was once used to treat advanced
prostate cancer as well as endometriosis. As Bolden’s health
deteriorated, she felt pressure to try to fall in love, get married,
and have a child before having a hysterectomy, which became
the only viable solution to ending her chronic pain. This process
was complicated by the fact that Bolden had never experienced
any kind of sexual attraction and suspected that she was asexual.
Her struggles were compounded by a medical system staffed
with doctors who never really listened to her or took her condition seriously. “Every time a doctor questions what you say, what
you experience, what you know, marrow-deep, of your own body.
It has its weight, and that weight is fear,” she writes. “It is difficult to trust in your experience of the body when the people
you trust to take care of that body deny that your experience is
true.” The author’s lyrical descriptions and emotional honesty
render this harrowing story hard to put down, and her critique
of the medical establishment is both sharp and fair. At times,
her forays into stories outside of her personal experience—such
as a group of “hysterical” women who were viciously exploited
in France in the 18th century—can be distracting.
A well-written, deeply researched, and searingly frank
memoir about reproductive health.
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of all venture capital dollars,” writes Boorstin, “and it is VC
funding that enabled companies such as Facebook, Google, and
Airbnb to spend years losing money while growing.” Furthermore, “when female entrepreneurs do successfully raise venture
funding, they generally raise less than half as much as their
male counterparts.” Many VC investors look for brash, hyperconfident optimism from CEOs seeking funding, and women
founders tend to be more circumspect and cautious. However,
Boorstin clearly shows that when women make it past the starting line, their companies often outperform the market. They
intend their companies to become lasting enterprises, whereas
men are more likely to dash for growth in order to cash in on
the company via sale or initial public offering. Women are also
more likely to work at building resilience and reserves into the
company’s architecture, a strategy that turned out to be crucial
when the pandemic hit. They begin to build a reliable team
very early in the company’s life, often looking for a diversity of
skills and opinions. Boorstin provides sufficient data showing
the positive impact of diversity and argues convincingly that
the best counter to bias is citing the profitability figures and
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performance evidence for women-led firms. Thankfully, many
of the successful entrepreneurs in this book have set up mechanisms to support the next generation.
Inspiring stories that provide critical insights into how
women-founded companies begin, operate, and prosper.

PROFILES IN
IGNORANCE
How America’s
Politicians Got Dumb
and Dumber

Borowitz, Andy
Avid Reader Press (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-66800-388-6

A celebrated political satirist eviscerates know-nothing politicians, mostly

Republicans.
Over the past 50 years, the Republican Party has continuously nominated incurious, poorly read, and laughably unprepared candidates for public office, with puppet masters in the
wings to minimize the damage. Such is the all-too-convincing
premise of Borowitz’s exhaustively detailed, devastatingly
funny takedown of a veritable Mount Rushmore of incompetents: “People sometimes call our nation ‘the American experiment.’ Recently, though, we’ve been lab rats in another, perverse
American experiment, seemingly designed to answer this question: Who’s the most ignorant person the United States is willing to elect?” If this parade of intellectual lightweights began
its “Age of Ignorance” with Ronald Reagan, writes the author, it
reached its nadir with Donald Trump. In the hallowed tradition
of Will Rogers, Mark Twain, H.L. Mencken, Ambrose Bierce,
and other cleareyed satirists, Borowitz skewers all manner of
chronically befuddled, willfully ignorant dolts: Dan Quayle,
Sarah Palin, George W. Bush, Trump, Marjorie Taylor Greene (a
“prolific QAnon loudmouth”), Matt Gaetz (the “ultimate specimen of Florida Man”), Lauren Boebert, and former football
coach Tommy Tuberville, who once said, “There is one person
that changes climate in this country and that is God.” Ravaging
this seemingly endless rogues’ gallery of buffoonery and corruption, Borowitz marshals mind-boggling, breathtaking evidence.
In pillorying Trump, he’s shooting fish in a barrel, but even
worse are the unprincipled “handlers” behind the scenes: Roy
Cohn, Stu Spencer, Roger Ailes, Lee Atwater, Karl Rove, et al.
Democrats don’t get a pass, but Borowitz clearly demonstrates
that Republicans are unrivaled in behaving as if stupidity was a
virtue. While there are countless laughs in the book, they have
a rueful edge given that we are all affected by such widespread
ignorance. “In this book,” he writes, “I’ve made nothing up. All
the events I’m about to describe actually happened. They’re a
part of American history. Unfortunately.”
Top-notch political satire from a practiced pen.
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“A must-read for anyone who cares about educational—and
societal—reform.”
after the ivory tower falls

KIKI MAN RAY
Art, Love, and Rivalry in
1920s Paris

AFTER THE IVORY
TOWER FALLS
How College Broke the
American Dream and Blew
Up Our Politics―and How To
Fix It

Braude, Mark
Norton (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-324-00601-5

Bunch, Will
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-06-307699-0

A spotlight on an artist’s muse.
In a brisk chronicle of Paris between
the wars, cultural historian Braude features photographer, filmmaker, and
painter Man Ray (1890-1976), born Emmanuel Radnitzky, and
chanteuse, painter, and model Kiki, born Alice Ernestine Prin
(1901-1953). Both Man Ray, a Jewish New Yorker, and Kiki,
who grew up poor in Burgundy, came to Paris to reinvent
themselves and fulfill their dreams: Kiki’s, “of falling in love
with a poet, painter, or actor”; Man Ray’s, to be recognized as
a painter. At 16, Kiki took to frequenting the Rotonde, where
she met artists who invited her to model. Among them was
Maurice Mendjizky, who became her lover and gave her the
nickname Kiki—“a bit of slang,” Braude notes, “to describe
all sorts of things: chicken giblets; someone’s neck (usually
strangled or hanged); a cock’s crow; having a chat; having sex.”
Alice eagerly adopted it. A popular model, she sat for Modigliani, Soutine, and, in 1921, for newly arrived Man Ray. In New
York, he had been befriended by iconoclast Marcel Duchamp
and eminent photographer Arthur Stieglitz, who had seen the
Armory Show and came away astonished. Painting intently
in Paris, Man Ray supported himself by taking portrait photographs of the rich and famous, including Gertrude Stein,
Picasso, and Braque. Being photographed by Man Ray, Sylvia
Beach remarked, “meant you rated as someone.” His involvement with Dadaists and surrealists inspired his innovations in
photography and film, which soon eclipsed painting as his primary artistic focus. He may have been jealous, Braude speculates, of the praise Kiki garnered for her own paintings and the
acclaim she received for her nightclub performances. During
their seven-year affair, she served as Man Ray’s muse as well as
caretaker; but “her physical presence, her erotic charms, her
joyfulness, and her mental quickness” made her a vibrant force
in a colorful world—and the heart of Braude’s history.
A rich, affectionate look at bohemian Paris.

An award-winning journalist examines how higher education has unwittingly fostered the divides
plaguing American society.
Before the end of WWII, college had been a “narrow pathway to success for the pampered elites,” writes Bunch, national
opinion columnist for the Philadelphia Inquirer and author of
Tear Down This Myth. However, postwar economic expansion
and government programs like the GI Bill transformed colleges into places where less-privileged citizens could climb
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toward the prosperity their parents did not have. Bunch shows
how the explosive growth in higher education, intended as a
“public good,” would eventually lead to the fracturing of American society. The liberal arts curriculum—and the leisure time
that went along with student life—gave rise to a generation of
young liberals who, at institutions like Berkeley and Columbia, protested against their imperfect democracy. The author
suggests that this led to an inevitable political backlash from
conservative politicians who questioned government/taxpayer
support for higher education. It also gave rise to “credentialism,” the idea that a college degree was necessary to obtain a
good job. By the 1980s, government policies forced families to
bear the ever increasing cost of a college education—especially
through loans—and the desire for a diploma transformed into
a kind of “rough show-us-your-papers demand for clinging to
the middle class.” Circa 2020, the university system, which
caters to the wealthy and turns students of modest means into
“indentured servants of debt,” has become an often hated symbol of elitism among what Bunch calls the “Left Behind.” In
this consistently compelling, thought-provoking book, the
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author is quick to point out that no easy fix—e.g., cancelling
student loan debt—exists. However, Bunch suggests that
reform should include a national service like Franklin Roosevelt’s Civilian Conservation Corps that targets qualified high
school graduates to receive quality employment while fostering “a broader sense of shared purpose.”
A must-read for anyone who cares about educational—and
societal—reform.

THE RISE OF THE REST
How Entrepreneurs in
Surprising Places Are
Building the New American
Dream

Case, Steve
Avid Reader Press (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-982191-84-9

An iconic entrepreneur shows how
a new generation of American business
leaders is taking shape in the vibrant cities of the heartland.
Case, author of The Third Wave, co-founded America Online
and the investment firm Revolution LLC. In 2017, he set up an
initiative called Rise of the Rest with the aim of revitalizing fading cities by developing an innovative startup culture. Because
75% of the country’s venture capital goes to California, New
York, and Massachusetts, entrepreneurs elsewhere often find it
difficult to obtain seed funds. Case’s initiative was armed with a
bucket of funds contributed by investors such as Jeff Bezos and
Ray Dalio, and the climax of each stop on their nationwide bus
tour was a pitch competition with a $100,000 investment prize.
In addition to the cash prize, Case’s group provided important advice and contacts. From the beginning, Case wanted to
focus on Black and women entrepreneurs, who often find the
startup road particularly challenging. The author delivers an
abundance of stories about companies with significant potential and vision, but their chances of success increase dramatically if they have a supporting ecosystem of talented people and
infrastructure. City and state governments can help to provide
this structure, and where they have, there is often a sense of
renewal. The pandemic was a setback, but there was a silver
lining: Many ambitious people left their jobs in San Francisco,
New York, or Boston to return to their home cities, leading to
revivals in places like Omaha, Chattanooga, and Green Bay. The
shift toward remote work was also a positive for many emerging businesses. In fact, it seems that the pandemic provided a
boost to the startup community nationwide, with 5.4 million
new business applications filed in 2021. Case also emphasizes
the importance of follow-through on the Rise initiative, and he
established a system for ongoing contact and monitoring.
Inspiring stories from unexpected places showing that the
entrepreneurial spirit is alive and kicking.

|

THE PRICE OF TIME
The Real Story of Interest

and sacrificing the option of spending the money directly, so
they should get something for it. Borrowers, for their part,
hope to use the funds to improve their own position, even
after paying the interest. The rise of banks and professional
lenders revolutionized societies, accelerating wealth creation and moving power away from landed aristocrats. It was
chaotic, and governments tried to bring order with central
banks, which set official rates. The assumption was that
rates could be raised to dampen an overheated, inflationary
economy and lowered when stimulus was needed. The nadir
of this strategy was rates of zero or near zero after the Great
Recession, from 2007 to 2009. Of course, for every winner,
there is a loser, and Chancellor presents data showing that
ultra-low rates often do little to lift a sagging economy. In
fact, low interest rates often lead to property speculation,
poor corporate governance, and frightening levels of risktaking. In explaining all this, the author looks at some of
the great financial debacles, a host of theories about interest, and rate policy in China. In the end, he does not present answers for finding a “natural” rate—because there aren’t

Chancellor, Edward
Atlantic Monthly (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-0-8021-6006-5

A wide-ranging global history of
finance focused on interest.
“By the early twenty-first century,”
writes financial journalist Chancellor,
“interest had been charged on loans
for around five thousand years, possibly longer. Interest had
survived biblical injunctions, Aristotelian outrage, and the
onslaught of medieval canonists and modern socialists.” As
the author shows, interest is the oil in the wheels of capitalism, but it can just as easily became the wrench in the works.
Many leftist commentators see it as the means by which the
rich get richer, extracting wealth from others while doing
nothing. Chancellor points out that lenders are taking on risk
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WORDS WITH…

Erika L. Sánchez
With Crying in the Bathroom, the Mexican American poet and novelist
turns in a memoir in essays
BY RUBEN QUESADA
Adriana Diaz

In recent years, writers have called for publishers
to stop the commodification of trauma and pain of
people of color. You write, “I will never pretend that my
abortion was easy.” You’ve acknowledged that women
of color “are regularly praised for our resilience…it’s a
lifestyle that oppression has demanded for us.” Would
you say more about this?
I think that is a preposterous notion. You simply can’t police what people write. I dare someone to tell me to my face
that I shouldn’t write about trauma. Writing about suffering is not fun; it’s necessary. How silly to even consider asking that from people of color. Writing is how many of us
heal. Imagine if someone had told James Baldwin to stop
writing about racism. Or homophobia. I don’t even understand the sentiment behind it. We shouldn’t do it because
it makes us look bad—so what? I only care about the truth.

Erika L. Sánchez is one of the hardest-working contemporary Mexican American poets, essayists, and novelists. In the past four years, Sánchez published her debut
collection of poetry, Lessons on Expulsion (Graywolf Press,
2017); I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter (Knopf,
2017), a finalist for the National Book Award for Young
People’s Literature; and this year’s memoir, Crying in the
Bathroom, out from Viking on July 12.
These essays reveal a side most of us never learn about
a writer’s life. Sánchez divulges “musings, misfortunes,
triumphs, disappointments, delights, and resurrections,”
taking us on a journey of “salvation in poetry and a life in
literature,” according to the Kirkus review.
The following exchange took place via email; it has
been edited for length and clarity.

Though the memoir is not entirely centered on your
misfortunes, they’re an integral part of your story.
Similarly, you say that living with mental illness is like
“walking a tightrope in heels.” Can you share your experience with depression and the health care system
given the heightened awareness of abortion and mental health rights?

This is your third book, and it follows a similar thematic
line as your previous books, focusing on your cultural
background as the daughter of immigrants, among
50
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many other things. What can readers expect that might
be a departure from your previous body of work?
The most straightforward answer is that everything in
this third book is true. The themes are similar, but the
delivery is very, very different. It’s the hardest book I’ve
ever written. Also, it’s a departure from I Am Not Your Per
fect Mexican Daughter, because it’s meant for adults, and
the language and content in the memoir are much more
explicit. I don’t think I will ever stop writing about what
it means to be the child of immigrants because I can’t delete that from my identity or psyche.

|

In this book, I’m trying to make sense of the misfortunes
I’ve experienced. I’m trying to find meaning in things that
have hurt me. I wrote about my abortion because it’s not
simply a personal matter. It’s an issue that affects women
everywhere. Perhaps my words can ease someone’s pain.
That’s one of the reasons I write.
If I hadn’t been lucky enough to get mental health care,
I don’t know if I’d be alive. But I was privileged because I
had a job that provided insurance and could receive treatment. Many people are not so fortunate and have to live
with their mental illnesses with virtually no help.
Similarly, women, too, lack access to safe, affordable
abortions. I’ve been furious about this since I was a teenager, but it wasn’t until I had an abortion that I truly understood how dire this problem is. We live in a society in
which our government venerates guns and fetuses. How,
exactly, is that pro-life? I’m so tired of this nonsense. Our
health care system is abysmal.

of severe depression. There’s a lot of meat in that story,
and it’s comical, so it’s been pulling at me. However, I’d
like to focus on characters who are not me now that I’ve
finished the memoir. I want to get lost in someone else’s
world and mind. I’m tired of myself.
Your book follows a line of memoirs that have resonated with me, including Wendy C. Ortiz’s Excavation,
Reyna Grande’s The Distance Between Us, and Daisy
Hernández’s A Cup of Water Under My Bed, to name a
few. I’m always curious to know what other writers are
reading. What are you currently reading?
I love The Distance Between Us and A Cup of Water Under
My Bed. I haven’t read Excavation yet. I tend to read and
teach books by women of color because my students deserve to know about these writers. Many of them had
never read texts like that before my class. I’m unabashedly biased. I’m reading The School for Good Mothers by
Jessamine Chan, Memphis by Tara Stringfellow, and All the
Flowers Kneeling by Paul Tran. I love books with lush language and complicated women and queer characters.

To contextualize your worldview, your book references
English and Spanish popular culture, including works
of fiction, poetry, religious and philosophical texts, and
even television. I was interested in your attention to
Buddhism. You say that you have “always been Buddhist.” I don’t consider myself religious, but Catholicism
has played a heavy role in my work. How did spiritual
practice change or influence your writing?
I also grew up Catholic, and I use a lot of the iconographies. It’s embedded in my DNA, whether I believe in
the teachings or not. Buddhism has helped me profoundly because it encourages me to pay attention and appreciate what’s around me. Mindfulness has eased my anxiety
and encouraged me to feel boundless and expansive. That
translates on the page. I take leaps that I wouldn’t have
otherwise.

y o u n g a d u lt

Ruben Quesada is a writer and critic in Chicago. Crying in the
Bathroom was reviewed in the June 1, 2022, issue.

What didn’t make it into the book that you can share
with readers?
There are many things I’ve left out because no one wants
to know everything that’s ever happened to me. I’m not
that interesting, believe me. I wrote each essay with a
theme in mind and built on that. I didn’t write the book
chronologically, but that’s how it was ultimately organized.
I have many other stories up my sleeve, but I’ll save them
for a work of fiction or a memoir in the distant future.
Speaking of future projects, what else are you working
on?
There’s an essay I’d like to write about the time I studied
abroad in Oaxaca and experienced an unexpected bout
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“Exemplary literary scholarship.”
eliot after the waste land

HERE’S THE DEAL
A Memoir

any. Nevertheless, the book is a comprehensive, entertaining
read on an ever relevant topic.
An authoritative examination of the secret machinery of
capitalism and how, for better or worse, it affects us all.

Conway, Kellyanne
Threshold Editions/Simon & Schuster
(512 pp.)
$30.00 | May 24, 2022
978-1-982187-34-7

HOUSE ON FIRE
Fighting for Democracy in
the Age of Political Arson

The grand champion of “alternative
facts” defends her years as one of Donald
Trump’s primary enablers.
Conway was infamous as a Trump
spokesperson for a range of emotions that ran from contempt
to rage, and she had a knack for contemptuously shrugging off
every excess committed by her boss and his gang. This memoir
demonstrates all of that and more. Snarky from the get-go—
“By every imaginable metric, I should have been a Democrat….
Probably a man-hater, too”—she writes with abundant selfcongratulation about having risen above her blue-collar past to
embark upon “the wildest adventure of my life,” namely tossing
out alternative facts while attempting to explain away the many
misdeeds of the Trump White House. Unsurprisingly given her
track record, Conway has plenty of venom to go around: She
despises Steve Bannon (“No one…did less work—less actual
work—while he was there”), Paul Manafort (“He literally fell
asleep during my PowerPoint on how to close the gender gap
with Hillary”), and Jared Kushner (“He misread the Constitution in one crucial respect, thinking that all power not given to
the federal government was reserved to him”). Her undisguised
rage lands hardest on her husband, George Conway, an erstwhile Trump supporter who began to tweet, a couple of years in,
anti-Trump views that she took personally—without, it appears,
ever considering that Trump was manifestly unqualified for the
job. On her offending husband, the author has dark thoughts
aplenty: “Democracy will survive. America will survive. George
and I may not survive.” Of course, she has plenty of jabs for Joe
Biden and other Democrats. As for Trump, it’s nothing but a
lovefest: His people may have led him astray, she growls, but “he
always put America first.”
Bilious, querulous, and preposterous: everything a
Trumpian apologia is meant to be, suited for true believers
alone.

Cicilline, David N.
Twelve (336 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-5387-2259-6

A Rhode Island congressman charts
an American democracy falling apart at
the seams.
“In retrospect one might say that the
most surprising thing about January 6, 2021, was that we were
surprised by it,” writes Cicilline. With a solid political pedigree,
including two terms as the first openly gay mayor of Providence,
Cicilline is a student of changing cultural mores, battle lines in
the culture wars, and long-standing prejudices and stereotypes.
In the last instance, he recalls his Italian American father, a
noted lawyer, with a rhetorical question: “This guy Cicilline
wants us to believe he hated the corruption in Rhode Island, but
his own father represented the top mob guy. How can he square
these two things?” As the author writes, his father also pushed
for civil rights, public school integration, anti-poverty programs,
and more. Cicilline has spent significant energy warring against
legislators at home who have pushed an anti–LGBTQ+ platform, “a very un–Rhode Island thing to do” given founder Roger
Williams’ devotion to “liberty of conscience.” Conscience is in
short supply among Republicans on the Hill, Cicilline argues
persuasively. Even though Mitch McConnell despised Donald
Trump and said, after Jan. 6, that he would vote to impeach
Trump (Cicilline was a House impeachment manager), McConnell instead held up the proceedings. If Trump, who “actively
abused his office while neglecting his duties,” is Cicilline’s chief
bête noire, there’s a whole host of enablers who draw his scorn.
They actively threaten democracy even as Democrats tread
water, “making detailed proposals for addressing complex problems and failing to sell them in the way Republicans sell their
program of tax cuts and obstruction.” To counter this weakness,
Cicilline proposes an aggressive response to combat Republican attacks on voting rights, abolish the filibuster, and expand
pro-democracy initiatives.
A robust political memoir that affords the White nationalist element in Congress no quarter.

ELIOT AFTER
THE WASTE LAND

Crawford, Robert
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (592 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-374-27946-2

An authoritative life of a towering
poet.
After completing a two-volume biography (Young Eliot, 2015), Crawford continues
his meticulous, perceptive examination of
the life and work of T.S. Eliot (1888-1965) beginning with the 1922
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“A compelling narrative full of World War II fireworks.”
into enemy waters

publication of The Waste Land. Drawing on voluminous letters and
archival sources, he constructs a finely detailed chronicle of the
poet’s last four decades, focusing on how Eliot’s work—poetry, plays,
essays—arose from his “sometimes tormented life.” Much of that
torment was caused by his marriage to the volatile Vivien HaighWood, whose physical and mental deterioration—recounted in
sometimes tedious detail—vexed both of them. Although overwhelmed with Vivien’s problems, Eliot found sustenance in his
relationship with Emily Hale, whom he had met in 1912 and professed to be in love with. Their correspondence, made public in
2020, reveals an intimate friendship. Hale was Eliot’s confidante,
and she longed to marry him if only he would divorce Vivien. For
Eliot, though, a convert to the Anglican Church, divorce was forbidden. When Vivien died in 1947, Emily’s hope revived, but “it
was as if Vivien’s death pointed him all the more definitely towards
renunciation.” Suddenly, he realized that “his love for Emily now
was so different from what he had felt in his youth.” Marriage, he
explained to her, was impossible. Crawford examines Eliot’s “bleak
private life,” which became exacerbated by the deaths of family and friends—and even by winning the Nobel Prize, which he
feared would quash his creativity. “The Nobel is a ticket to one’s
funeral,” he complained. Despite travels, teaching, honors, and
lectures; despite his work as an editor at Faber & Faber; despite
an active social life, Eliot appeared deeply solitary and withdrawn.
“In public,” Crawford writes, “his carapace remained impermeable.”
Marriage to his young secretary Valerie Fletcher, in 1957, which surprised everyone who knew him, seemed to rejuvenate him. Eight
years later, he was dead.
Exemplary literary scholarship.

the Reformation a century earlier. Urged by her parents and the
papacy to return Britain to the “true religion,” she did no such
thing but worked with spotty success to ease Catholic persecution. The author emphasizes that Charles felt less threatened
by Catholicism than hard-line Puritans, who dominated Parliament and “distrusted the king as anti-parliamentary.” The
author adds that poor political skills, an obsession with his
divine right to rule, and clumsy efforts to raise money without
Parliament infuriated the Puritan-dominated establishment,
who combined to restrict his authority and eliminate his supporters, often by execution. The situation ultimately drove
Charles to stop dithering, raise an army, and initiate the civil
war in 1642. C.V. Wedgewood’s The King’s Peace and The King’s
War from the 1950s remain the definitive accounts of what
followed, but de Lisle does a fine job, emphasizing Henrietta
Maria’s energetic partnership, during which she sold her jewels
and art to buy arms abroad, organized their shipment to Britain,
and exercised diplomatic skills—undoubtedly superior to her
husband’s—in an ultimately futile cause.
A successful rehabilitation.

INTO ENEMY WATERS
A World War II Story of
the Demolition Divers Who
Became the Navy SEALs
Dubbins, Andrew
Diversion Books (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-63576-772-8

HENRIETTA MARIA
The Warrior Queen Who
Divided a Nation

A rare surviving World War II frogman tells his story.
Journalist Dubbins presents a text
based on his interviews with George Morgan (b. 1927). During the war, his unit suffered more than 50% casualties clearing obstacles before the 1944 landing at Omaha Beach. Morgan
belonged to the newly formed Underwater Demolition Team,
led by the book’s other principal, Draper Kauffman. Son of an
admiral and fiercely adventurous, Kauffman was denied a Navy
commission due to poor vision. In 1940, he traveled to France
as an ambulance driver during the German invasion. He was
captured and released, whereupon he joined the Royal Navy
and volunteered for its bomb disposal teams. A month before
Pearl Harbor, he returned to Washington, D.C., to “launch the
US Navy’s first-ever Bomb Disposal School.” In 1943, the Navy
knew that Germany was constructing obstacles along the coastline. Searching for an explosives expert, Navy officials settled
on Kauffman, ordering him to form an elite unit that would
reconnoiter enemy beaches and demolish obstacles. Readers
will enjoy the author’s descriptions of the fast-paced action
that followed, as Kauffman, Morgan, and the rest of the team
commandeered facilities, recruited men, and designed a brutal program featuring exhaustive conditioning and extensive
training in weapons, explosives, and teamwork. That training
regime was an important predecessor to what the SEALs would
develop 20 years later. Dubbins fills the book with energetic

de Lisle, Leanda
Pegasus (432 pp.)
$29.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-63936-280-6

A British historian and journalist
takes a fresh look at the famed Bourbon
queen.
King Charles I often gets sympathy
for losing his head in 1649 after losing the civil war, but his
wife, who survived him, remains reviled as a Catholic French
interloper and malignant influence. In her latest royal portrait,
de Lisle offers an entertaining, convincing reevaluation of her
subject. Henrietta Maria (1609-1669) was the youngest sister of
France’s Louis XIII, and her 1625 marriage to Britain’s Prince
Charles was a strictly political union that, as was often the case,
did not accomplish its purpose. A devout Catholic who “spoke
French, ate French food, [and] enjoyed French amusements,”
she was never popular in a nation whose dislike of foreigners
matched their fierce Protestantism. Contemporary America’s
bitter divisions over abortion or guns will seem trivial compared
to the murderous hatred between 17th-century Protestants and
Catholics (and among Protestant sects), which began during
54
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FROM SATURDAY NIGHT TO
SUNDAY NIGHT
My Forty Years of Laughter,
Tears, and Touchdowns in TV

accounts of the unit’s operations, including the earliest, Normandy, which was very much a learning experience. The unit
found greater success in later operations in the Pacific theater,
where the Japanese built few obstacles. Approaching in rubber
boats and often under fire, Morgan and his comrades searched
for mines, measured water depths, checked beach defenses, and
labeled clear paths for landing boats to follow through reefs and
shallows. As a result, America’s island landings became so efficient that the Japanese stopped defending beaches, preferring
to retire inland to dig in and fight.
A compelling narrative full of World War II fireworks.

Ebersol, Dick
Simon & Schuster (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-982194-46-8

The celebrated TV executive reflects
on his illustrious career.
From co-creating Saturday Night Live
with Lorne Michaels to his lengthy tenure as head of NBC
Sports, leading Olympics coverage and creating Football Night in
America, among other notable achievements, Ebersol (b. 1947)
enjoyed a remarkably successful run working in the TV industry.
The author entertainingly recounts inside stories about working in this fast-paced environment, especially as the business
of televising live sporting events was rapidly building into a
lucrative, global enterprise. After his early apprenticeship as an
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“A cogent, thoughtful argument about a topic that
may be unfamiliar to many Americans.”
the constitution in jeopardy

Olympics researcher, Ebersol landed the enviable role of assistant to “the legendary” Roone Arledge at ABC Sports. “Roone
was my original model of what a leader and innovator looked
like in the media world,” writes the author. “As a visionary, he
was brilliant and ambitious, forever hungry for the next great
idea, ever unwilling to compromise. And just as important, as
a manager, he was always willing to rely on the star members
of his team to see his plans through.” Ebersol provides countless examples of how Arledge’s key strengths would influence
his ambitions and decisions and help mold his own leadership style. The author is an amiable storyteller, and he shares
lively insights into the negotiations and personal dynamics
that helped shape the many blockbuster business deals that
transpired throughout his career, whether they involved the
NFL, NBA, or professional wrestling. Along the way, he offers
numerous sketches of a nice variety of larger-than-life personalities that crossed his path, from Michaels and Eddie Murphy
to John Madden, Michael Phelps, and Peyton Manning. Ever
the diplomatic executive, Ebersol resists making negative comments about anyone within these pages. On the personal side,
he writes affectionately of his enduring marriage to actor Susan
St. James and recounts the tragic details of a 2004 plane crash
in which he lost his youngest son, Teddy, and suffered his own
serious injuries.
Engaging insights into the business of televising live
events, with special appeal for sports enthusiasts.

the narrative into two halves: In the first, the author focuses on
Louis Armstrong; in the second, Frank Sinatra, both of whom
had connections with organized crime throughout their careers.
By the end of the century, both jazz and organized crime had
changed, with the former declining in popularity and the latter
in power. The civil rights and Black Power movements, as well
as the progression of the music from the dance floor to the conservatory, contributed to the severing of a relationship that had
allowed both to flourish through the eras of red-light districts,
Prohibition, and corrupt city bosses. Much of this story has
been told elsewhere, but English capably brings it back to life.
Despite few groundbreaking insights, this is entertaining,
vivid cultural history.

THE CONSTITUTION
IN JEOPARDY
An Unprecedented Effort To
Rewrite Our Fundamental
Law and What We Can Do
About It
Feingold, Russ & Peter Prindiville
PublicAffairs (320 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-5417-0152-6

The history and meaning of a problematic constitutional provision.
Feingold, a senator for nearly 20 years and president of the
American Constitution Society, and attorney Prindiville examine Article V of the U.S. Constitution with the aim of provoking discussion about its “dangers and possibilities.” Article V,
they explain, allows for changes to the Constitution by creating “a two-route amendment method,” by which amendments
can be “proposed both bottom-up by the people of the states
and top-down by Congress.” If two-thirds of states concur,
they can apply to hold a convention to revise the Constitution,
restructure elements of government, and create or limit constitutional rights. Such a convention has never been held, and
only 27 amendments—out of more than 11,000 proposed in
Congress—have been ratified. These, the authors note, “have
advanced freedom, equality, and prosperity by strengthening
federal power” and enabling government “to address new challenges.” The authors are alarmed, however, by far-right proponents who see Article V as a way to enact radical proposals,
including “new state authority to veto federal laws, onerous federal spending limitations that would eviscerate most national
policy, and a complete restructuring of the country’s lawmaking and regulatory powers.” Feingold and Prindiville acknowledge that success in enacting these proposals requires building
“exceptionally mature, cross-group coalitions and well-funded,
savvy advocacy efforts to secure the support of thousands of
state legislators and (sometimes) hundreds of congresspeople
across a diverse political terrain. Such advocacy is hard, expensive, and can take decades. Most movements cannot do it.” Nevertheless, in an increasingly partisan political atmosphere, the
possibility exists, and the authors find that Article V “provides

DANGEROUS RHYTHMS
Jazz and the Underworld
English, T.J.
Morrow/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-06-303141-8

A swinging, blood-drenched history about the symbiotic relationship
between jazz and organized crime
through much of the 20th century.
In this steamy, noirish account of the
Jazz Age and beyond, similar in spirit to English’s Havana Noc
turne and other books, the author takes readers from the bordellos of New Orleans and the speak-easies of Chicago to the
tropical clubs of Havana and the desert empire of Vegas. The
music provides the soundtrack to a wide range of illicit activity, which generated revenues that allowed the mob to flourish
and to launder money from less legitimate endeavors. Within
the strictures of so-called respectable society, both the Black
musicians who developed jazz and the immigrants who built
an empire on vice were outsiders. The musicians often felt that
they had a better shot at success and protection by aligning
their professional lives with the underworld rather than with
the police and authorities of the straight world. Yet as nightclubs with names such as the Cotton Club and the Plantation
indicate, there was plenty of racism, as well. Black musicians
were often restricted to the stage, and the audience and management of the clubs were almost entirely White. English splits
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IF NIETZSCHE WERE
A NARWHAL
What Animal Intelligence
Reveals About Human
Stupidity

inadequate guardrails to foster and guide the dialogue of constitutional change and places ultimate constitutional authority in
the hands of institutions too far removed from the popular will.”
The authors argue convincingly that Article V needs revision,
and they recommend the establishment of a bipartisan congressional commission dedicated to assuring citizens’ power.
A cogent, thoughtful argument about a topic that may be
unfamiliar to many Americans.

Gregg, Justin
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-316-38806-1

THE STORY OF RUSSIA

An expert on Russia delivers a crucially relevant study of a country that
has been continuously “subjected to the
vicissitudes of ruling ideologies.”
Wolfson History Prize winner Figes,
one of the world’s leading authorities on Russian history and
culture, shows how, over centuries, Russian autocrats have
manipulated intertwined layers of mythology and history to suit
their political and imperial purposes. Regarding current affairs,
the author argues convincingly that to understand Putin’s
aggressive behavior toward Ukraine and other neighboring
nations, it is essential to grasp how Russia has come to see itself
within the global order, especially in Asia and Europe. Figes
emphasizes the intensive push and pull between concepts of
East and West since the dubious founding of Kievan Rus, “the
first Russian state,” circa 980. Russia’s geography meant it had
few natural boundaries and was vulnerable to invasion—e.g., by
the Mongols—and its mere size often required strong, central
military control. It was in Moscow’s interests to increase its territorial boundaries and keep its neighbors weak, a strategy still
seen today. Figes explores the growth of the “patrimonial autocracy” and examines how much of the mechanics of the country’s autocracy, bureaucracy, military structure, oligarchy, and
corruption were inherited from three centuries of Mongol rule.
From Peter the Great to Catherine the Great to Alexander II
(the reformer who freed the serfs) and through the Bolsheviks
to Stalin: In most cases, everything belonged to the state, and
there were few societal institutions to check that power. “This
imbalance—between a dominating state and a weak society—
has shaped the course of Russian history,” writes the author in
a meaningful, definitive statement. Today, Putin repudiates any
hint of Westernizing influences (Peter the Great) while elevating the Eastern (Kievan Rus, the Orthodox Church). In that, he
is reminiscent of Stalin, who recognized the need for patriotic
fervor and national myths and symbols to unite and ensure the
oppression of the masses.
A lucid, astute text that unpacks the myths of Russian history to help explain present-day motivations and actions.
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A science writer examines various
aspects of human intelligence.
While many of us believe that possessing a higher degree
of intelligence is inherently good, Gregg shows how increased
cognitive skills do not necessarily equate to success. In fact,
human intelligence has frequently resulted in tragic consequences, and “evolution is still deciding what to make of the
human capacity for causal reasoning.” Humans are keenly
aware of their own mortality, and knowledge of the inevitability
of death has resulted in ongoing holy wars among competing
ideologies. Similarly, so-called moral reasoning has been used
to justify innumerable “unbelievably repugnant and horrifying”
actions. The author closely examines “the dark reality of the
human moral capacity: We, as a species, can justify—on moral
grounds—genocide. Not just cultural genocide, but the murder of entire populations and racial groups, including children.”
In a seemingly innocuous but telling contemporary example,
Gregg notes how Americans “love their lawns,” investing countless hours and natural resources to maintain them. At the same
time, most people fully understand the dangers of burning fossil
fuels and the effects of climate change. The author labels this
cognitive dissonance “prognostic myopia,” which “makes it difficult for us to make good decisions about our future because
we’re heavily influenced by our problems in the here and now.”
Additionally, the further the problem seems to lie in the future,
the less we care. Gregg argues convincingly that this is a major
reason why both government and corporations are slow to act
on available information, which can lead to disastrous consequences. With frightening clarity, the author shows how prognostic myopia could even lead to human extinction. Nietzsche
believed that nonhuman animals’ inability to understand time
or the concept of the future gave them an edge over humans.
This insightful book provides food for thought and lends credence to that notion.
A fascinating take on human intelligence.

Figes, Orlando
Metropolitan/Henry Holt
(352 pp.)
$29.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-2507-9689-9
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“Always illuminating, Harjo writes as if the creative
journey has been the destination all along.”
catching the light

OPERATION MINDFUCK
QAnon and the Cult of
Donald Trump

that serve as signposts and steppingstones, showing how she
began her artistic “venture…as an undergrad student at the
University of New Mexico, a single mother with two children
(and sometimes three), who went to school full-time, starting out as a pre-med major with a minor in dance, and changing the first year to studio art, my original career intent.” That
was a half-century ago, and readers will be fascinated to learn
how poetry, performance, song, Native culture, and an unparalleled work ethic came together to inform her artistic journey.
“I worked long hours with my research position at American
Indian Studies, and my full-time slate of classes, and the dayto-day childcare….I’d stay up nights painting and drawing, and
then poetry elbowed its way in, when I thought I had no more
room,” she writes. “My long nights then became a tug-of-war
between poetry, artwork, and figuring out how my little family would make it on nearly nothing.” Harjo’s tone is both modest and inspirational as she focuses on the process of writing
poetry, or “catching light in the dark.” She describes her work as
not necessarily a choice but rather a calling she could not resist
pursuing. The author examines how her Native identity and
legacy have informed her writing and how the cultural upheavals of the 1960s and ’70s shaped it, imbuing it with even stronger
energy and urgency. She also describes poetry she first heard on
the jukeboxes of the Southwest and how jazz became an important influence, as well.
Always illuminating, Harjo writes as if the creative journey
has been the destination all along.

Guffey, Robert
OR Books (256 pp.)
$20.00 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-68219-331-0

Who is Q, and how did QAnon’s
bizarre brand of “hermetically sealed,
self-imposed ignorance” seize the minds
of so many Americans?
“A good conspiracy theory that seems plausible and
frightening enough can be worth more than a thousand wellreasoned stump speeches,” writes Guffey in this tour of the
wacky world of QAnon, a mélange of conspiracy theories
neatly packaged for right-wingers, fundamentalists, and lonely
hearts who lack a credulity gene. “If you can convince thousands of full-grown adults to accept an oafish boor like Donald J. Trump as God’s ‘Anointed One,’ you can get these rubes
to accept almost anything or anyone,” writes the author. As
with all successful conspiracy theories, Guffey notes, its proponents are masters at explaining away any contradictions. At
the same time, QAnon has enough silliness to it that one suspects that it’s an elaborate satire, although true believers don’t
take it as such. Indeed, the author posits that Trump may be
a victim of his own press, believing, per one of the dumber
QAnon tropes, that he alone is capable of preventing his followers “from being eaten by demons.” Guffey’s dive is mostly
at the shallow end of the pool; readers interested in the red
meat of QAnon will want to read Mike Rothschild’s The Storm
Is Upon Us or Mia Bloom and Sophia Moskalenko’s Pastels and
Pedophiles instead. Still, Guffey does a reasonably good job of
teasing out the history of some of QAnon’s wilder threads,
many of which owe to 19th-century antisemitism and fears of
a new world order foisted upon innocents by the evil Illuminati. In that, QAnon has much in common with Scientology
and other shopping-mall religions but with modern twists—
sex dungeons disguised as pizza parlors, demons disguised as
Democrats, and such.
It has its moments, but this belongs at the bottom of the
stack of recent books on the madcap world of QAnon.

THE CRANE WIFE
A Memoir in Essays
Hauser, CJ
Doubleday (320 pp.)
$27.95 | July 12, 2022
978-0-385-54707-9

A novelist examines her troubled
romantic relationships through a cultural lens.
“I am a kind of breakup pro,” Hauser
writes late in this lively, thoughtful, and
often funny set of personal essays—at a point when the reader
has learned much about how unlucky in love she’s been. For the
author, exes aren’t so much opportunities to disclose intimacies
(though she does) or criticize clichéd relationship roles (that
too), but to better understand herself and her decisions. In the
potent title essay, which went viral when it was published online
in 2019, the author describes calling off her wedding, going on a
nature research trip, and reckoning with her ex’s infidelities and
how easily she endured them. There and throughout the book,
Hauser is working through how cultural norms metamorphize
and oversimplify messy emotions. She often does this by bouncing her experiences off books, TV, and movies: She finds echoes
of her own life in The Philadelphia Story, Daphne du Maurier’s
classic gothic romance novel, Rebecca, and The X-Files, “a show
about how a person can become disoriented in their relationship to the truth.” Hauser’s choices in metaphors for busted

CATCHING THE LIGHT

Harjo, Joy
Yale Univ. (128 pp.)
$18.00 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-300-25703-8

The U.S. poet laureate details her
unlikely path to poetic renown.
The latest in the publisher’s Why I
Write series could also be seen as an illumination of “how I write” and “why it
matters.” Harjo, who previously chronicled her life in Crazy Brave and Poet Warrior, offers 50 vignettes
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relationships sometimes feel strained, as if she’s determined
to make everything grist for the confessional mill—e.g., a trip
to John Belushi’s gravesite or attending an exhibition of firstresponder robots. However, even when she overreaches, she
makes a welcome effort to talk about both love and culture
in unconventional ways. That approach is strongest and most
effective in “Uncoupling,” an essay about her uncertainty about
pursuing breast-reduction surgery and about how much of her
identity, for better and for worse, has been connected to ideas
about woman and motherhood. It’s candid, funny, and revealing of how much of our sense of self is woven around our (mis)
conceptions about our bodies.
A smart, inviting, and candid clutch of self-assessments.

rooted in the Latino mestizaje (racial mixture discourse) cultural notion that as a uniquely racially mixed people Latinos
are incapable of racist attitudes.”
An important book that reveals the many “interwoven
complexities” of American racism.

A QUESTION OF STANDING
The History of the CIA
Jeffreys-Jones, Rhodri
Oxford Univ. (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 25, 2022
978-0-19-284796-6

Hernández, Tanya Katerí
Beacon Press (208 pp.)
$24.95 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-8070-2013-5

An expert on comparative race law
lifts the “cloak that veils Latino complicity in US racism.”
In her latest sociolegal study, Hernández—a Fulbright
scholar and professor at Fordham Law whose previous books
include Racial Subordination in Latin America—shares personal
stories and legal case studies to expose the often overlooked
or ignored racism within the Latinx community in the areas
of schooling, housing, employment, and public spaces from
the 1960s to today. As an Afro-Latina, the author is keenly
aware of the ignorance surrounding this taboo subject, and
her narrative is a satisfying mix of academic research and
illustrative individual anecdotes. “Anti-Black racism that
arises outside the unfortunately familiar US frame of White
non-Hispanic versus African American bias can be mystifying for many people,” she writes. “This is in part because US
Blackness is primarily conceived of as embodied solely by
English-speaking African Americans….This skewed vision is
only compounded by how Latino communities themselves
marginalize or entirely erase the existence of Afro-Latinos.”
Hernández works incrementally through many cases demonstrating the deleterious effects of “externally perceived racial
status,” exposing how Afro-Latinos are often subordinated
and excluded in areas such as restaurant dining, school attendance, appearing before Latino judges, seeking jobs, and finding housing. Hernández also examines how the mechanics of
the national census reflect not only elements of anti-Blackness on the part of Latinos, but also an “overarching Latino
exaltation of Whiteness.” Throughout, the author’s examples
are startling, and she concludes with a poignant chronicle of
her own family story. In the end, she writes, “many Latinos
deny the existence of prejudice against Afro-Latinos and any
‘true’ Latino racism against African Americans. This denial is
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An organization whose histories
would fill a library gets another, but it’s
a good one.
Tim Weiner’s Legacy of Ashes remains
the standard history of the CIA, but
it could use an update. In this critical
account, Jeffreys-Jones provides just that. The author notes
that the CIA was not founded solely in response to threats
from the Soviet Union. Overwhelmingly, Congress and other
government officials emphasized preventing another disaster
like Pearl Harbor. Unfortunately, the CIA has been unable to
predict numerous significant international events, from the
Soviet atomic test in 1949 to the Vietnam Tet Offensive to 9/11
and beyond. Although CIA founders proclaimed its purpose
was gathering intelligence, they were obsessed with covert
actions, a policy beloved of most presidents down to the present day. Jeffreys-Jones devotes much of the book to painful
accounts of a wide variety of fiascos, including the Bay of Pigs,
the futile search for weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, the
proliferation of a torture program, and the frequent attempts
to overthrow purportedly communist or terrorist-sympathizing
governments, often accompanied by the murders of their leaders. As the author shows, the CIA has always “embraced the
principle of ‘intelligence to please’ and showed itself vulnerable
to manipulation.” Out of loyalty, the CIA helped Presidents
Johnson and Nixon—and, later, both Bushes—prosecute wars
in which it did not believe. Intelligence evaluations of the progress in the Vietnam and Iraq wars were consistently skeptical,
but little was done to change courses. In the end, Jeffreys-Jones
lets the CIA partly off the hook by spreading blame to the
presidents. Thus, CIA intelligence quickly detected Russian
interference in the 2016 presidential elections, but since it benefited the winner, investigations were sidelined as the incoming administration denied the veracity of the intelligence and
“turned on the agency.”
An insightful and disturbing history of an American institution with a mixed track record.

RACIAL INNOCENCE
Unmasking Latino Anti-Black
Bias and the Struggle for
Equality
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“A superb introduction to a writer deserving
much greater recognition.”
black folk could fly

DIGITAL MADNESS
How Social Media Is Driving
Our Mental Health Crisis—
and How To Restore Our
Sanity

RUNAWAY
Notes on the Myths That
Made Me

Keane, Erin
Belt Publishing (210 pp.)
$29.00 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-953368-31-7

Kardaras, Nicholas
St. Martin’s (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-250-27849-4

The editor-in-chief of Salon analyzes
her mother’s past as a runaway in the
context of popular culture’s tendency
to prioritize men’s stories over those of

Something has gone seriously wrong
with American society, and the root
cause is digital technology.
As the director of a mental health clinic and a one-time
heroin addict, Kardaras understands the nature of addiction.
As he shows, social media and computer games can be as addictive and toxic as any chemical, leading to anxiety, depression,
and despair. In his 2016 book, Glow Kids, the author examined
the impact of the internet on children. Here, he takes a broader
view, looking not just at teenagers and adults, but at society as
a whole. Though he has seen many patients with borderline
personality disorder, he believes that it is dramatically underreported. Many intense users of technology have fallen into a
pattern of binary thinking, able to see only extremes and suffering from a lack of empathy. They are perpetually angry, fearful,
and impulsive—all signs of BPD. Others have a deep sense of
self-loathing and frustration, terrified that they will never meet
the standards of the media influencers they follow. This has also
led to political polarization, isolation, and a breakdown of longstanding social contracts. Added to the mental troubles are
the physical effects of spending so much time glued to screens,
particularly obesity and diabetes. Kardaras emphasizes that
the effects of addiction are known by the tech companies, but
they choose to do nothing because their profits are based on
it. “I freely concede that we have achieved wondrous advancements in our technological abilities,” he writes. “But our species
is deteriorating; we’re getting weaker, both physically and mentally.” As a therapist, he offers a plan for breaking the cycle of
addiction, focused on finding a meaningful purpose and building real-life social connections. The difficulty with this is that it
only works for those who want to recover, and the reality is that
most tech addicts—like any other category of addict—won’t
admit the problem.
A frightening diagnosis of a corrosive plague by an articulate expert in the field.

women.
When Keane’s father died when she was 5, he left behind
a mystical presence that ignited her curiosity in a way her
mother’s story never did. It wasn’t until she was an adult that
she thought critically about the fact that her father was 20
years older than her mother, that her mother was 15 when they
got married, and that, at the time, her father “had lost about
a decade to heroin addiction.” When she finally grasped the
nature of her parents’ marriage, she decided to interview her
mother about her past as a runaway who lived under multiple
pseudonyms after leaving home at the age of 12. Her mother
told her harrowing stories about hitchhiking at a “thumbing
station” in Aspen, going to jail in Boston, and surviving sexual
assault in New York—a brutal ordeal in which “she saw and felt
nothing but pain and horror.” In telling this family story, Keane
interrogates her own long-standing fascination with the stories
of questionable men: in Woody Allen’s Manhattan, for example, or the story “The Singing Bone” by the Brothers Grimm,
or Luke Skywalker in Return of the Jedi. “A girl becomes visible
to the world, stories like Manhattan taught me, when a man
appears next to her in the frame,” writes the author. When telling her mother’s story, Keane’s prose soars, and her journalistic
instincts shine. At one point, she finds a record of her mother’s
arrest thanks to her connection with a particularly persistent
archivist—clearly no small feat. However, the comments on
popular culture often feel like an unnecessary detour from the
main story, and it lacks the depth and feeling of the compelling
autobiographical sections.
Though the narrative is uneven, Keane provides a lyrical,
sharp feminist analysis of her family’s history.

BLACK FOLK COULD FLY
Selected Writings

Kenan, Randall
Norton (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-393-88216-2

Stirring, deeply thought-through essays
and letters on topics ranging from sexuality and racism to foodways and the
sense of place.
“You were born rich in identity—
Black, Southern, Queer. Don’t ever let anybody tell you any bit
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of it is a burden.” So writes Kenan (1963-2020), author of If I
Had Two Wings, in a letter to his younger self, imparting lessons
born of decades of self-awareness. The author knows all too
well the oppression and indignities borne by Black people in
America. As a bookish boy in the sports-obsessed South with a
dawning awareness of his sexual identity, he knew early on that
his future lay elsewhere. Consequently, he moved to New York
to work in publishing and academia. Yet, this anthology makes
clear that he never forgot his home, and he would return south
to teach English and comparative literature at the University of
North Carolina. He writes with an exquisitely tuned ear about
the blues, the folk music of the oppressed. In a long essay on
racism that merits a place on high school and college required
reading lists henceforth, he recounts injuries large and small:
being singled out as the only Black person at a college frat party,
being rousted by the police for no reason. For all that, he writes,
he never felt ashamed of being Black. Even as Kenan asserts
that the color of the future will be a rainbow, not Black or
White, he writes with deep intelligence and a discerning palate
about the one thing that perhaps shapes Southern Black culture
most definitively: its food, picked fresh from overflowing gardens, cooked to perfection, and served up on groaning boards
to enjoy in good company. “Mama’s ingenuity and resolve and
green thumb made us wealthy when it came to nourishment….
As boy, I took all the work and time and energy to accomplish all
this bounty for granted; now I look back in wonder,” he writes.
Tayari Jones provides the introduction.
A superb introduction to a writer deserving much greater
recognition.

level of egocentrism that demanded extreme loyalty and subordinated everybody and everything to the attainment of desired
goals. They were all ‘driven’ individuals.” Even while they saw
themselves as figures of “destiny,” several of the democratic
leaders displayed exceptional acumen in the practical business
of politics. They understood the strengths and weaknesses of
supporters and opponents, rising above daily politics through
assiduous practice. This shows how most of the leaders had to
operate within institutional constraints. Only Stalin and Hitler
had near-absolute control, and even they had to work their ways
up in careful steps. Though “there is no mathematical formula
that can assign relative weighting to personal and impersonal
factors in the assessment of historical change,” Kershaw shows
how better understanding the processes behind the rises and
roles of leaders can provide insight into contemporary autocracy in countries like Turkey, Hungary, Russia, and China.
Through sharp profiles of key figures, Kershaw provides
an important framework for understanding power and how it
is used.

y o u n g a d u lt

THE ROAD TAKEN
A Memoir

Leahy, Patrick
Simon & Schuster (496 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-982157-35-7

The longtime Vermont senator
recounts a half-century of political service.
In 1974, as an attorney with little
political experience, Leahy (b. 1940),
Catholic and liberal, became the first
Democrat from his state to win a Senate seat, “much to the
shock of the political establishment in Vermont.” Methodical
and scholarly, he arrived on Capitol Hill to take his place in a
body that no longer exists, for better or worse. As he notes, for
example, “former segregationists still held powerful gavels as
chairmen—in my own caucus.” Still, it was also the Senate that
saw Barry Goldwater and other conservatives inform Richard
Nixon that he needed to resign or face impeachment, the Senate in which hardcore Republican Trent Lott could cross the
aisle to work out deals with his Democratic colleagues out of
respect for the institution. No such luck today. As Leahy writes,
“[Ted] Cruz, the Texas Republican, had an uncanny ability to
snatch any right-leaning, hyperpartisan political opportunity
from the jaws of reality,” while he pegs Mitch McConnell as
an opportunist who traded away his respect for the institution,
like so many other Republicans, out of fear of his Trumpian
constituents. Solidly liberal, the author recounts some of the
thornier moments of his tenure, as when he helped negotiate
the custody case of Elián Gonzalez, whose father wanted to
return him to his native Cuba. Leahy, who’d forged a more or
less friendly relationship with Fidel Castro, secured a promise
from the Cuban leader to tamp down any nationalistic celebrations to save the Clinton administration embarrassment. “Castro kept his word,” writes the author. “There was no parade for

PERSONALITY AND POWER
Builders and Destroyers of
Modern Europe

Kershaw, Ian
Penguin Press (496 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-1-59420-345-9

The acclaimed British historian presents “interpretative essays on the attainment and exercise of power by a number
of striking political personalities.”
In this authoritative study, Kershaw looks at 12 major historical figures: four despots (Lenin, Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini),
two national autocrats (Tito, Franco), five democratic leaders (Churchill, de Gaulle, Adenauer, Thatcher, Kohl), and
Gorbachev, who rose in a totalitarian system but ultimately
destroyed it. What characteristics do they have in common,
asks Kershaw, and how did they wield power? Was it the circumstances in which they came to power or their personalities
that gave them historical dimensions? Providing a biography of
each figure and setting it in context, Kershaw argues that most
came to power in a time of crisis and were able to use the tumult
to transform their agenda into a legitimating ideology: “Each
had extraordinary determination, strength of character to surmount hardship and setbacks, a relentless will to succeed, and a
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MINDREADER
The New Science of
Deciphering What People
Really Think, What They
Really Want, and Who They
Really Are

Elián along the embarcadero in Old Havana.” When Castro can
be trusted but Josh Hawley not, then it becomes understandable why Leahy has chosen not to run for a new term—and why
he’s quite evidently glad to leave Washington behind.
A skillfully spun memoir that shows how politics is—or at
least should be—conducted.

Lieberman, David J.
Rodale (240 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-0-593-23618-5

I’M NOT BROKEN
A Memoir

Leon, Jesse
Vintage (320 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-46651-3

The latest from the veteran psychotherapist and author of Get Anyone To Do Anything and Never Be
Lied to Again.
Readers will perk up at Lieberman’s claim to offer “neartelepathic” techniques to reveal what people think and detect
lies. “You will be privy to what lies deep in their subconscious
mind,” he writes, “even when they themselves may be in denial
and unwilling (or unable) to confront their thoughts, feelings,
and fears on a conscious level.” The author is well versed in the
latest advances in psycholinguistics and neurophysiology, but
no mind reading miracles appear. Nonetheless, Lieberman is a
fine writer, so readers searching for sensible clues that someone
might be deceiving them will receive a solid education along
with sporadic warnings not to rely on a single tactic. Despite
a deep understanding of human psychology and the occasional
caution, Lieberman hints but never stresses that no perfect lie
detector (human or electronic) exists—not even one that is 95%
effective. The best human lie detectors—interrogation experts
with the police, military, CIA, FBI, etc.—regularly indict innocent suspects, and criminology gurus who proclaim techniques
for ferreting out the guilty are almost always debunked. Near the
halfway point of the text, Lieberman changes course, eschewing clues for winning at poker in favor of an excellent primer
on healthy versus pathological human behavior. Perhaps most
intriguing is the author’s explanation of the contrast between
self-esteem and egotism, qualities that seem similar but are
inversely related. Individuals with self-esteem like themselves,
so they don’t require respect from others to feel worthy. As selfesteem declines, egotism assumes power to defend against a
presumably hostile world—or at least to make excuses. Egotists
seem powerful, but the opposite is true: “It’s the insecure person who has to tell us how confident he is—because that’s the
only way we’re going to find out.”
Good clues for detecting lies but better insights into
human nature.

A Mexican American social impact
consultant looks back with raw honesty
at his high-risk youth in San Diego in the
1980s and ’90s.
Leon opens this wrenching story
with a significant triumph: his 2001 graduation from Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government. The son of immigrants from
the Sierra Madra region of Durango, the author endured his
elderly father’s abuse while his mother worked multiple lowpaying jobs to feed her children. “While she was at work,” he
writes, “he would beat my brother and me with belts and TV
wire hangers.” Born in 1974, Leon grew up in a diverse, pregentrified urban San Diego, where people still kept gardens
and farm animals. Labeled a nerd by his unhelpful brother,
the author was bullied in school for his intelligence, social
awkwardness, and Mexican heritage. After chronicling this
harassment, Leon harrowingly describes how, at age 11, he was
subjected to violent sexual abuse at the hands of a shopkeeper.
Even more shocking, over the course of the next three years, he
was “pimped out” by a band of sexual predators. “Until I was
14,” he writes, “I would have a few hundred sex partners.” Leon
sought to numb the daily terror, shame, and self-loathing with
drugs and alcohol, somehow managing to get through school
despite being “high all the time.” Readers will be astonished by
Leon’s ability to survive such unimaginable abuse, and he capably shows how a unique support system—his devoted friend
Ariyel; a community college adviser; his Narcotics Anonymous
sponsor—was vital to his ability to endure and eventually flourish. Following college and graduate school, Leon has worked
with many nonprofits benefitting at-risk youth, and he has built
thousands of mixed-income housing via his role as a real estate
developer for Bank of America. Some readers may struggle with
some of the narrative’s graphic depictions, but this book is a
viscerally moving story of inspiring transformation.
A remarkable story of fortitude and personal
transformation.
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“Marcus delivers yet another essential work of music journalism.”
folk music

TAKE BACK YOUR POWER
10 New Rules for Women at
Work

Liu, Deborah
Zondervan (240 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-310-36485-6

The CEO of Ancestry offers rules of
engagement for professional women.
Liu was 8 years old when she first
learned that “being a girl wasn’t good
enough.” Instead, her mother told her she was “lucky” that her
father was “content” to have girls despite the Chinese cultural
imperative to have sons. Growing up, the author followed her
father’s footsteps into math and science. Later, she took an
engineering degree only to discover that her professional life
would be challenged by “an undercurrent that inevitably skews
in males’ favor.” Liu, a former vice president at Facebook, shows
women how to overcome the invisible biases that can prevent
them from attaining the success they deserve. They must first
understand what power is and how everything from language to
unconscious gender biases can hold them back. Once women
become aware, they must work against giving themselves what
Liu calls a “free pass” to do things like not speak up or push back
just because it might make them, or others, uncomfortable.
“The price for not putting yourself out there,” she writes, “is not
having influence, not being invited to the next meeting, not getting that promotion.” Furthermore, women must be unafraid
to change course, even if is into an area that did not seem “preordained.” The author gives the example of her friend Abigail
Wen, who found success at Intel before deciding to become
a full-time fiction writer. Staying open to learning and seeing
the positive in even the worst situations are critical elements
in finding success. So are relationships actively cultivated along
one’s professional path: “No one succeeds alone.” Liu’s book
often recalls the “lean in” philosophy espoused by her mentor,
Sheryl Sandberg. While some of her advice may help regular
working women, it will likely only interest those already in—or
aspiring to—executive-level positions.
A well-intended book that makes some good points but
may have limited appeal.

y o u n g a d u lt

music,’ then a highwayman whispering about leaving bodies on
the road,” arrived as if by magic carpet in New York City and
took the booming folk music scene by storm. “Blowing in the
Wind,” released 15 months later, became the best-known modern folk song of the day. Having conquered folk, Dylan refused
to sit still, plugged in, dropped out for a while, and has taken to
multiyear tours that transport him to every continent. He has
also shaped himself as an enigma over the last seven decades,
remarking, “I write songs, I play on stage, and I make records.
That’s it. The rest is not anybody’s business.” It’s a fair statement, but Marcus looks at the rest even as he’s limning the
musical periods in the artist’s life, from the heyday of the 1960s
to the nadir of the ’80s (“For Bob Dylan the entire decade would
be a continuing series of bad hair-dos and bad albums”) and
on to his rebirth as an elder statesman of popular music who
ushered in his profoundly productive late period, beginning 30
years ago, with a revisitation of folk standards from centuries
past. Marcus is both shrewd and appreciative, and he delivers
rousing apothegms, as when he writes of “The Lonesome Death
of Hattie Carroll,” written in the summer of 1963, “We heard
the ambition to write a history that will last as long as Antigone.”
Casual Dylan fans will know at least a couple of the author’s
seven chosen songs (of course, he mentions many more), but his
explorations of lesser-known tunes such as “Ain’t Talkin’ ” and
the extraordinary epic “Murder Most Foul,” with all their allusions to the lost history of America, should inspire them to dive
deeper into the discography.
Marcus delivers yet another essential work of music
journalism.

MAY TOMORROW BE AWAKE
On Poetry, Autism, and Our
Neurodiverse Future

Martin, Chris
HarperOne (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-06-302015-3

Intimate portraits of neurodivergence.
Poet and educator Martin draws on
more than 20 years of experience with
autistic students to offer insights about
how best to teach, inspire, and learn from
them. Although he describes himself as “a White male who can
selectively pass as cis, straight, able, and neurotypical,” in high
school, Martin was diagnosed with ADHD, a neurodivergence
he shares with his mother. “I have come to foreground neurodivergence in my way of moving through the world,” he writes.
The reality of neurodivergence, he has found, contrasts with
some commonly held assumptions: for example, that individuals with autism lack empathy or “theory of mind,” the ability to
imagine what someone else is thinking or feeling. They “don’t
just experience empathy on levels equal to their neurotypical
peers,” writes Martin, “but in many cases exceed them.” The
author’s approach to teaching is far different from the widely
used applied behavior analysis therapy, which involves rewards

FOLK MUSIC
A Bob Dylan Biography
in Seven Songs

Marcus, Greil
Yale Univ. (288 pp.)
$27.50 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-0-300-25531-7

Splendid biographical essays on that
most elusive of subjects, the shape-shifter
once known as Bobby Zimmerman.
On Jan. 24, 1961, Bob Dylan, “now
the archivist of what he once called ‘historical-traditional
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and punishments for learning certain activities and behaviors.
One student, who began ABA therapy at the age of 20 months,
by age 3 “appeared to have settled into a form of deep interiority” that lasted for 17 years. Martin’s appreciative portraits of
his students—and his close readings of their poems—provide
ample evidence of how poetry writing spoke to their needs,
abilities, and desires. “Over time,” he writes, “I began to discern
how poetry’s patterned structure uniquely serves neurodivergent thinking—and vice versa—something I’d discovered in my
own creative investigations.” Poetry’s formalized repetition and
sensory detail offered autistic students a fertile linguistic outlet.
Martin’s message is not only about unleashing the potential of
autistic individuals, but about creating a world where “different modes of movement, of communication, of being and signing and pointing and singing and ticcing and typing” affords all
people a new vision “of what it means to be human.”
A sensitive celebration of neuroscientific difference.

the land, history, and climate act to form the people into who
they are.” The writing is characteristically intimate, as if she is
sharing her thoughts and feelings with a dear friend, and she
employs eloquent and detailed descriptions, creating a wonderful sense of place.
A can’t-miss hit for Mayes fans.

I’M GLAD MY MOM DIED

McCurdy, Jennette
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-982185-82-4

The former iCarly star reflects on her
difficult childhood.
In her debut memoir, titled after
her 2020 one-woman show, singer and
actor McCurdy (b. 1992) reveals the raw
details of what she describes as years of
emotional abuse at the hands of her demanding, emotionally
unstable stage mom, Debra. Born in Los Angeles, the author,
along with three older brothers, grew up in a home controlled
by her mother. When McCurdy was 3, her mother was diagnosed with breast cancer. Though she initially survived, the disease’s recurrence would ultimately take her life when the author
was 21. McCurdy candidly reconstructs those in-between years,
showing how “my mom emotionally, mentally, and physically
abused me in ways that will forever impact me.” Insistent on
molding her only daughter into “Mommy’s little actress,” Debra
shuffled her to auditions beginning at age 6. As she matured and
starting booking acting gigs, McCurdy remained “desperate to
impress Mom,” while Debra became increasingly obsessive
about her daughter’s physical appearance. She tinted her daughter’s eyelashes, whitened her teeth, enforced a tightly monitored regimen of “calorie restriction,” and performed regular
genital exams on her as a teenager. Eventually, the author grew
understandably resentful and tried to distance herself from
her mother. As a young celebrity, however, McCurdy became
vulnerable to eating disorders, alcohol addiction, self-loathing,
and unstable relationships. Throughout the book, she honestly
portrays Debra’s cruel perfectionist personality and abusive
behavior patterns, showing a woman who could get enraged by
everything from crooked eyeliner to spilled milk. At the same
time, McCurdy exhibits compassion for her deeply flawed
mother. Late in the book, she shares a crushing secret her father
revealed to her as an adult. While McCurdy didn’t emerge from
her childhood unscathed, she’s managed to spin her harrowing experience into a sold-out stage act and achieve a form of
catharsis that puts her mind, body, and acting career at peace.
The heartbreaking story of an emotionally battered child
delivered with captivating candor and grace.

A PLACE IN THE WORLD
Finding the Meaning of
Home

Mayes, Frances
Crown (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-44333-0

The bestselling author returns with
another lush account of family and place.
In her international bestselling book
Under the Tuscan Sun, Mayes chronicled
the challenges that she and her husband, Ed, encountered while
renovating an abandoned Tuscan villa called Bramasole. In her
latest exploration of “the meaning of home,” she focuses primarily on her own homes, including Bramasole, her childhood
home in the town of Fitzgerald, Georgia, and Chatwood, the
house she purchased and remodeled near Hillsborough, North
Carolina, a place “with an intense sense of community.” After living in San Francisco for many decades, Mayes decided to return
to the South “after a long quarrel with the place,” instigated by
“racism, sexist zeitgeist, anti-intellectualism, self-satisfaction.
Men who refer to ‘my bride’ after forty years of marriage.” Of
course, “those still hover, but [Hillsborough], intolerant of such
stupidity, is aspirational.” While living in California, Mayes
missed the Southern floral scents of magnolia, gardenia, honeysuckle, and jasmine, and she frequently discusses how foods
and accents can signal a feeling of home. Regarding Bramasole,
she muses that the hospitality she has experienced at the Italian
table is similar to her Southern traditions. Mayes also explores
temporary residences that she has occupied, including homes
of friends and vacation homes in various locations, including
Capri, Provence, and San Miguel de Allende. Despite her feelings of wanderlust, the author asserts that she seeks “home”
wherever she travels, and her feelings are “visceral.” When she
feels it the most, she revels in “an immediate, illogical bonding.”
As she explored in her previous books, she is “always looking for
what shapes the people of a particular spot on Earth” and “how
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BAD VIBES ONLY
(and Other Things I Bring to
the Table)

McInerny, Nora
One Signal/Atria (224 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-982-18671-5

Essays about aging and optimism by
an Irish American writer and mother.
In the introduction, McInerny—host
of the podcast Terrible, Thanks for Asking
and author of It’s Okay To Laugh (Crying Is Cool Too) and The Hot
Young Widows Club—dismisses unbridled, uncritical productivity:
“I don’t want to live in a world where the only vibes are bad, but I
cannot stay for long in a room where the only vibes allowed are
the pleasant ones, either.” It is a fitting beginning for the variety
of essays that follow, which examine how life’s greatest pleasures
are often intertwined with danger, anxiety, and pain. In one essay,
for example, the author writes about the time that she and her
cousin slipped away during a family vacation, commandeered
a canoe, and disappeared for eight hours as they paddled miles
to town and back. After a harrowing, exhausting trip, they prepared themselves for a severe punishment only to find that their
families never noticed that they were gone. In another piece, the
author writes about the horror of accidentally leaving her 4-yearold son in a car for an hour after a family hike. “It is the rock in
our shoe,” she writes, “the pea beneath a pile of mattresses, the
time I almost killed our child with my mindlessness. He can say he
forgives me, sure, but I know better. In therapy, I work on forgiving myself.” In “Asking for a Friend,” McInerny confesses how,
when her first husband died, her grief-stricken behavior nearly
ruined her most important friendships. Lighter pieces explore
everything from taking too many edibles at a high school reunion
to beauty treatments that supposedly fight aging. The most successful essays perfectly balance vulnerability and humor to lead
readers to gentle, compassionate insights. While most of the
author’s conclusions are not particularly original, her appealing
voice keeps the pages turning.
A lighthearted, mostly rewarding, not-particularly-profound collection.

y o u n g a d u lt

birth in the Big Bang to its death (or fate) in the far future.
Both events are speculation but accompanied by a good deal of
science, although facts become more frequent as we approach
the present day. As the author discovered in her studies, “science and myth weren’t as contradictory as they seemed on the
surface. Both are tools that we humans use to understand how
we fit in with the rest of the universe.” Rather than narrate in
her own voice, she assumes the character of the Milky Way,
offering a sort of cosmic tell-all: “Stars, galaxies, even hairy
meatbags like you; I want to light a fire—literal or figurative—in them all!” Born about 14 billion years ago, less than
1 billion years after the universe itself, the Milky Way spent
millennia watching galaxies drift away, sometimes absorbing
neighboring stars and dwarf galaxies, and making “friends” in
the process, including Andromeda, “the biggest and brightest and most important” neighboring galaxy. McTier detours
regularly to describe creation myths of other cultures, but
mostly her narrator follows classical and modern astronomers
in their often misguided but sometimes impressive discoveries. Cosmology enjoys a large readership and a steady stream
of popular science books. Most of them are straightforward or
overly dependent on gee-whiz proclamations, but there are a
few outstanding entries, including Dan Hooper’s At the Edge
of Time. McTier sprinkles humor throughout her whimsical
look at the cosmos, and while some serious-minded fans of
astronomical science may grimace at some of the drollery, the
author clearly knows her subject and delivers enough fascinating information to keep the pages turning.
A solid education in cosmology for tolerant readers.

THE ARC OF
A COVENANT
The United States,
Israel, and the Fate of the
Jewish People
Mead, Walter Russell
Knopf (288 pp.)
$35.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-375-41404-6

A veteran foreign policy scholar
explores the ups and downs in the complex friendship between the U.S. and Israel.
“There are few subjects in American foreign policy that get
as much attention as the relationship between the world’s only
Jewish state and the global superpower,” writes Mead, author
of God and Gold and Special Providence, among other trenchant
works on the far-reaching tentacles of American foreign policy.
Even so, much of that literature is biased and wrongheaded. In
the complicated business of foreign policy, writes the author,
“even experts go badly wrong, and history is full of examples in
which very serious and thoughtful people have fundamentally
mistaken the nature of the forces with which they were trying
to deal.” So it is with Israel, a nation resolute in insisting that
it be allowed to live on its own terms even while being closely
shepherded by the U.S. In Mead’s view, the idea that Jews

THE MILKY WAY
An Autobiography of Our
Galaxy

McTier, Moiya
Illus. by Annamarie Salai
Grand Central Publishing (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-538-75415-3

The history of the universe as
recounted by a chatty Milky Way.
Astrophysicist, TV commentator,
and podcaster McTier, who studied astronomy and mythology at Harvard, employs both to describe the cosmos from its
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“A witty, enjoyable book with plenty of food for thought.”
how do we know ourselves?

somehow secretly control the U.S. government and media, to
say nothing of its finances, is not worth discussing. Far more
important is the seemingly intractable issue of political balance in the always-volatile region, with American political leaders so often favoring close ties with authoritarian Arab states
even as dollars-and-cents–minded policymakers have had to
negotiate ways to “ensure the security of the oil producers…so
that no single power had the ability to interrupt the oil flow.”
A nuclear Israel has complicated that already tangled state of
affairs even as an aggressive settler regime under Benjamin
Netanyahu has further destabilized regional relations. Writing
fluently and with a depth born of decades of study, Mead urges
that Israelis and Palestinians work harder to achieve ever elusive peace in the region, holding that “the creation of a Palestinian state will move both sides closer to a mutually acceptable
accommodation.”
An essential contribution to the literature of politics and
diplomacy in the Middle East.

illuminating whole despite their buckshot focus. In a discussion
of Predator’s alien and its infrared vision, Monson profoundly
elucidates: “These shots are really about adaptation, our ability to see ourselves as others do, and to—hopefully—evolve, at
least a little.”
An unlikely treatise on manhood with the charm of a latenight movie marathon.

HOW DO WE KNOW
OURSELVES?
Curiosities and Marvels
of the Human Mind

Myers, David G.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-374-60195-9
Thinking about our own thinking
is difficult, but this book offers useful
advice in an entertaining package.
In his latest book, Myers, a respected figure in the field of
psychology, aims to link academic findings with the everyday
lives of ordinary people via essays grouped into themes of the
self, relationships, and interactions with society. He readily
admits that even after 50 years of study, he is still impressed, and
often perplexed, by the human mind. Nevertheless, research
can provide useful perspectives, helping us to look below the
surface of our thinking. We all have a tendency to overestimate
our abilities, even when the objective evidence is against us,
and we have a strong need to be part of a group of people like
ourselves. This can set up a dangerous pattern of polarization,
especially in the digital era. “When like minds discuss, their
attitudes often become more extreme,” writes the author. “Like
hot coals, like minds strengthen one another.” The author cites
data showing that many Americans, especially, don’t interact
with those who hold different political views—and don’t want
to. The urge to be part of an in-group is balanced by our need
to be different at a personal level. Other people think about
us much less than we might believe, which can be liberating.
“A bad hair day hardly matters,” Myers writes. “And if we wear
yesterday’s clothes again today, few will notice. Fewer will care.
Of those, fewer still will remember.” The author has some fun
looking at the phenomenon of being “phubbed”—i.e., “phone
snubbed,” when someone stops talking to you to check their
phone. Though Myers is unquestionably an authority, he sometimes trades depth for breadth; some essays are just getting
interesting when he moves on to another topic. The author
does include a comprehensive reference section for those who
want to further investigate a particular area.
A witty, enjoyable book with plenty of food for thought.

PREDATOR
A Memoir, a Movie,
an Obsession

Monson, Ander
Graywolf (264 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-64445-200-4

A metamorphic memoir cloaked in
a celebration of the 1987 film Predator,
which Monson has seen 146 times.
In a country where incomprehensible, violent tragedies are becoming commonplace, Monson
finds clarity processing the new American way against the backdrop of his favorite movie. “The world we’re living in watched it
and consumed [the film], and now I see it everywhere I go,” he
writes, effortlessly connecting incidents like the Jan. 6 insurrection to the golden age of 1980s action blockbusters, a time of
glorified violence and explosive machismo. While the text initially feels like an arbitrary lens to discuss toxic trends in masculinity, Monson finds a cracking pace that imbues the film with
an improbable resonance, at once lowbrow and mesmerizingly
cogent. A frame-by-frame discussion unspools with repeated
pauses and digressions, all of which scatter fragments of memoir
and existential inquiry within celluloid scenes of over-the-top
alien action. Monson positions the film as a watershed moment
in American masculinity as well as in his own development, and
he’s a sympathetic but critical participant. As he notes, he was a
teenage hacker and made bombs with his friends based on recipes from The Anarchist Cookbook, and while he recognizes and
shuns the part of him that could have evolved into the worst of
today’s men, he still revels in the film’s muscle and aggression.
The ’80s were also an era of film novelizations, and the author
spends many compassionate chapters telling the story of Paul
Monette, the acclaimed poet and author of Borrowed Time: An
AIDS Memoir, who, oddly, wrote the Predator novelization as a
side gig while his partner was dying. All these pieces form an
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JACK IN THE BOX
Or, How To Goddamn Direct
O’Brien, Jack
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-0-374-60382-3

An eminent director looks back over
50 years of work in the American theater.
Early on, O’Brien (b. 1939) admits,
“I never took a single course in directing from any institution.” Rather than
a guidebook, he offers a “compendium of lessons learned and
not learned” over his long, illustrious career. As artistic director of the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego from 1981 through
2007, O’Brien was a key player in the national development of
regional theater in the U.S. But his fundamental belief applies
across venues and genres: The piece itself asserts “its own
organic truth.” Pedagogy aside, O’Brien gets down to his real
subject: telling witty and often wise tales—mostly laudatory but
some not—about his mentors, collaborators, and tormentors.
Among the many boldfaced names in these pages are George
Abbott, a “veritable colossus” of Broadway whose Damn Yan
kees O’Brien adapted; collaborators Stephen Sondheim and
James Lapine; Jerry Lewis, the “last avatar of an art form long
gone from the annals of American stagecraft,” vaudeville; and
playwright Neil Simon, who was chummy and intimate before
becoming vindictive about his director’s split loyalties. O’Brien
offers a truly eye-raising account of the “other side” of Andrew
Lloyd Webber from their work together on The Phantom of
the Opera sequel, Love Never Dies. The author appreciates the
genius of director Mike Nichols, and he provides an entertaining comparison of the working styles of John Goodman and
Kevin Kline, both of whom O’Brien directed to greatness as
Falstaff in Henry IV. O’Brien saves his highest praise for the
great British playwright Tom Stoppard, a few of whose major
plays he directed when they were performed in New York City.
Stoppard seems a director’s true dream, writing dazzling plays
while remaining humble in his collaborations. The latter also
applies to O’Brien, whose sheer list of credentials seems intimidating but whose interactions with other towering talents seem
to have remained down-to-earth.
With relatable, fluid stories, O’Brien effectively demystifies the art of directing.

y o u n g a d u lt

of bright, “an American slang term for light-skinned people of
Black & white ancestry. It’s not a compliment.” The daughter of
a Black mother and Italian American father, the author was born
in Baltimore in 1979 and grew up in rural Pennsylvania, where she
and her sister were the only two Black children in their parochial
school. She longed for the kind of easy, exuberant friendships she
saw among the White girls. “Back then,” she writes, “I believed in
my own unworthiness as deeply as I believed in the Holy Trinity.”
Loss, loneliness, and a yearning for order in a chaotic world: These
themes recur as Petrosino meditates on fairy tales, Pennsylvania
Dutch folk art, her African ancestry, the writings of Thomas Jefferson, Dante’s Inferno, and The Tempest. She was bereft by the
suicide of her beloved paternal grandfather, Prospero, whose
twice-yearly visits she cherished. Though Catholics deem suicide
a sin, Petrosino refuses to think of her grandfather as “a wrongdoer, un malvivente.” In the Inferno, the soul of the suicide has
become a thorn tree, an image that haunts her. “Someday,” she
writes, “I’ll tell you of the hours I spent with Inferno in my hands,
searching, again, for that thorn tree.” She searches, as well, for
consolation in poetry. Hearing Seamus Heaney recite his poem
“Digging” leads her to reflect on his enviable ability “to root down
into multiple traditions of belonging: culture & poetry; faith &
poetry; country & family & poetry.” Her own sense of belonging feels fragile. Brightness sets her apart, spiraling “around my
losses, thorn & blood & briar.” Her brightness reflects the White
world, creating a surface “where others feel invited to view themselves” and where she, in turn, is diminished.
A spare, affecting, lyrical memoir.

FORCE
What It Means To Push
and Pull, Slip and Grip,
Start and Stop

Petroski, Henry
Yale Univ. (328 pp.)
$30.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-300-26079-3

The veteran engineer and acclaimed
science writer examines some basic element of physics.
Petroski, a rare engineer whose writing delights general
readers, does not ignore the textbook definition of force as any
action that can change the motion of an object, but he casts
his net widely. He writes that force in our daily lives allows us
to feel “the sensations of push and pull, weight and buoyancy,
resistance and assistance, achievement and defeat….Without
forces and their effects we would lose contact with the world.”
Stretching that point, he adds that the intangible forces of “charisma, persuasion, and influence” can enable someone to create
positive social or political movements or reverse them. Petroski
concentrates on the science but also includes sizable doses of
history and memoir. Surprisingly, we deal with only two forces
in our daily lives. That gravity is universal seems reasonable, but
readers may be startled to learn that this is literally true: Zero
gravity does not exist anywhere. Space station astronauts seem

BRIGHT

Petrosino, Kiki
Sarabande Books (200 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-946448-92-7
A poet’s meditations on beauty and
grief.
Award-winning poet Petrosino probes
her identity as a poet and biracial woman
in a slender, expressive memoir that swirls around the meaning
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“A prodigiously researched and exuberantly
told political biography/history.”
roosevelt sweeps nation

weightless because the gravity pulling them down is counteracted by the centrifugal force of their orbital speed around the
Earth. Magnetism is local and often seemingly supernatural.
Petroski illustrates this concept through amusing accounts of
his childhood toys and the history of the telephone, which, over
150 years, has evolved from a heavy box attached to a wall to
a tiny, vastly more complex device that fits in a pocket. Having written The Pencil, The Toothpick, The Evolution of Useful
Things, and The House With Sixteen Handmade Doors, Petroski
has no trouble delivering an engineer’s view of dozens of tools,
structures, containers, and modes of transportation. He’s also
insightful in his discussions of everyday actions such as shopping and measuring. Petroski pays special attention to bridges
and skyscrapers because lack of attention to forces acting on
them can lead to alarming consequences.
Another gem from a master of technology writing.

the vote, though not nearly as solidly as he liked. If Republicans
surged and third parties rumbled, he might fall into an Electoral
College trap and follow Herbert Hoover into a Depressioncursed, one-term oblivion.” In the end, he prevailed splendidly,
winning 71% of the Black vote, 78% of the Catholic vote, and
90% of the Jewish vote.
A prodigiously researched and exuberantly told political
biography/history.

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF YOU
How Every Brain Is Different
and How To Understand
Yours
Prat, Chantel
Dutton (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-5247-4660-5

ROOSEVELT SWEEPS
NATION
FDR’s 1936 Landslide
and the Triumph of the
Liberal Ideal

A professor of neuroscience, psychology, and linguistics examines how
our brains inspire individual behaviors,

thoughts, and actions.
During the first year of the pandemic, Prat, along with
millions of others, traded her daily routine for the “pervasive
anxiety” of quarantine. The stressful situation inspired the
author to delve deeper into individual brain operation and
management. The result is a fascinating reverse-engineered
exploration of brain design and how methods of thought and
behavior are unique to each individual, creating “the story of
you.” Prat begins with an informative, congenial introduction
to the numerous internal “design features” driving the two “lopsided” sides of our brains and how this asymmetry (along with
outside chemicals like caffeine or prescription drugs) shapes its
complex neurochemistry. She addresses how the largely “misunderstood” connection between nature and nurture actually creates habit-driven personalities and identities. Moving into how
outward factors influence brainpower, Prat details how a brain
adapts to changing or challenging environments and how those
factors affect one’s ability to focus and create an “understanding of reality through a lens shaped by your life experiences.”
The author also includes a series of hands-on evaluative “assessments” for readers who want to tailor her explanations to their
own brain design. One evaluation can help a reader determine
if they are “a chooser or an avoider.” Furthermore, Prat sheds
new light on contemporary research on topics like the “biological pretzel that is epigenetics,” a discipline that can show, for
example, how “environmental experiences can create chemical
changes in our DNA.” Numerous candidly written footnotes
add comedic flair to the narrative, which will be appreciated by
readers eager but intimidated to learn how and why their brains
generate thoughts, feelings, and decision-making patterns.
While Prat doesn’t aim to provide specific diagnoses for mental
illnesses, she shines a positive light on how the brain operates
from the inside out and from the outside in.
An informal, highly accessible tour of neuroscience for
general readers.

Pietrusza, David
Diversion Books (544 pp.)
$34.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-63576-777-3

A robust chronicle of Franklin Roosevelt’s quest to stay in the White House.
After recounting Roosevelt’s rise to the presidency in 1932,
historian Pietrusza creates a brisk, spirited narrative, abundantly
populated and bursting with anecdotes, revealing the president’s
trials and turmoil as he faced reelection. Despite the considerable achievements of the New Deal, Roosevelt’s win was not a
foregone conclusion. The nation was beset by racism, antisemitism, and a fear of importing socialism or communism. Roosevelt
also faced a host of formidable opponents. As one was overcome
(Roosevelt’s fierce opponent Huey Long, Louisiana’s feisty governor and senator, was assassinated in 1935), another challenger
popped up. Among Roosevelt’s detractors were Georgia Gov.
Eugene Talmadge, who thought FDR was on a “mad course of
socialism”; Dr. Francis E. Townsend, ardent promoter of old age
pensions, who hated FDR’s social security plan; Father Charles
E. Coughlin, a powerful and influential “Detroit radio priest,”
who fomented dissension; Socialist candidate Norman Thomas;
and fearsome newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst.
Hearst, the author notes, “hated internationalism and dictators
(although, some ominously said, not all dictators), but also taxes,
unions, and anyone telling him what to do with his prized newspapers.” Pietrusza follows the aspirations of possible Republican
candidates and the unlikely emergence of “lackluster” Kansas
Governor Alf Landon as the party’s choice. Landon promised
fiscal responsibility, and because “New Deal spending had lost
its charm,” Roosevelt’s policies were ripe for criticism. Poll
numbers showed a close race throughout the campaign. “As 1936
commenced,” notes the author, “Franklin possessed at least half
68
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NEED TO KNOW
World War II and the Rise of
American Intelligence

SONDHEIM & ME
Recalling a Genius

Salsini, Paul
Bancroft Press (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-61088-592-8

Reynolds, Nicholas
Mariner Books (512 pp.)
$29.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-06-296747-3
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A journalist recounts the founding
and editing of a journal dedicated to the
legendary composer and lyricist.
Salsini’s first exposure to the young
man who would become theater’s preeminent composer came in 1965, when he and his wife visited
New York and saw Do I Hear a Waltz? for which “somebody
named Stephen Sondheim” had written the lyrics. As Sondheim’s reputation grew with musicals such as Follies, A Little
Night Music, and Sweeney Todd, Salsini became a passionate fan.
He wrote to Sondheim in 1984 and found it “remarkable” that
a flattered Sondheim wrote back, especially given that he was
in the midst of “tense previews” for what would become the
Pulitzer-winning Sunday in the Park With George. Their longdistance acquaintanceship grew over the next decade. In 1994,
Salsini told Sondheim he was “about to publish a quarterly
magazine devoted to his work,” and while Sondheim gave his
approval, he added that he “didn’t think there’d be enough to
fill it.” But fill it he did, and this book recounts his 10-year
stint editing The Sondheim Review. The text is mostly summaries of each issue Salsini edited along with Sondheim’s many
“corrections and elucidations.” Much of the information will
already be familiar to avid Sondheim fans, and they’ll notice
where Salsini occasionally gets facts wrong—e.g., when he
writes that the original 1970 Broadway production of Company
received four Tony Awards (it won six). Still, Salsini offers a
host of revealing moments, especially in the interviews with
Sondheim and in the details of their “one memorable blowup,”
which occurred when Sondheim got angry at their lukewarm
review of the 1996 London production of Passion. A highlight
is the 64-page insert of photos, drawings, magazine covers,
Sondheim’s handwritten lyrics, and Sondheim’s typed letters
to Salsini, including one in which he cheekily closed with,
“You probably know more about my activities than I do.”
A thin but appreciative tribute to a theater genius best
enjoyed by Sondheim devotees.

An intriguing account about the
seeds that would sprout into America’s
intelligence agencies.
Reynolds, a Marine Corps veteran
and author of Writer, Sailor, Soldier, Spy, has worked in the field
for years, including as the historian for the CIA Museum. He
notes that in the years before 1941, there was hardly an intelligence system at all. Certain sections of the Army and Navy were
dedicated to codebreaking and surveillance, but there was little
cross-agency coordination. Franklin Roosevelt, who was often
more concerned with informal connections and centralizing
the flow of information, did not help matters. Consequently, in
the 1930s, amateurs conducted most of the nonmilitary intelligence work, and many of these mercurial characters could
be found among the back corridors of the White House and
the State Department. A surprising number of them were spy
novelists (Ian Fleming strolls through these pages). One of the
central characters is William “Wild Bill” Donovan, who, after
studying Britain’s intelligence system, managed to convince
Roosevelt of the need for an organization that could combine
analysis and operations. When war broke out, Donovan established and led the Office of Strategic Services. Despite questions about its overall effectiveness, writes Reynolds, it notched
some important successes—even as the political whirlpool of
Washington, D.C., caused significant problems. For example, J.
Edgar Hoover was constantly seeking to expand the role of the
FBI, and military leaders were always suspicious of Donovan.
Still, the OSS became “a prototype that would endure—that
of an intelligence agency with branches for espionage, analysis, special operations, and counterintelligence”—i.e., the CIA.
The author covers this vast, complex, character-rich history
with a level of detail that occasionally overwhelms (the list of
principal characters offers some help). Nonetheless, for anyone
interested in understanding the roots of intelligence agencies in
the U.S., Reynolds offers abundant, insightful information.
A comprehensive, authoritative examination of the genesis of America’s national security apparatus.
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“An entertaining insider’s tour of the concert
business from a likable guide.”
the music never stops

THE MUSIC NEVER STOPS
What Putting on 10,000
Shows Has Taught Me About
Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit
of Magic

READING FOR OUR LIVES
A Literacy Action Plan From
Birth to Six

Smart, Maya Payne
Avery (240 pp.)
$26.00 | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-33217-7

Shapiro, Peter with Dean Budnick
Hachette (256 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-306-84517-8

A guidebook about encouraging
young children to read.
In this useful book for parents,
Smart, an educator and literacy advocate,
provides guidelines for expanding a child’s reading capabilities,
laying out the necessary steps for creating an eager reader. “For
the past few decades,” writes the author, “the majority of American kids have been shuffled from grade to grade without ever
reading well enough….These are capable students whose reading development is hobbled by a devastating mix of untapped
opportunity at home and inadequate instruction in schools.” In
2020, a study revealed that 29% of 13-year-olds say they don’t
read for pleasure; in 1984, that number was 8%. Smart urges
parents to be proactive and begin literacy training as early as
possible at home, even before preschool or kindergarten. The
author offers suggestions on how to start, what skill mastery
looks like, and the milestones a child needs to pass before proceeding to the next level. She includes comprehensible discussions of theory and research that show parents why reading is
an indispensable skill alongside practical tips on ways to engage
children throughout the process. Smart explains how to talk
to an infant, share a book with a child, use praise when a child
displays mastery at a particular level, and how to introduce the
alphabet and its various shapes. She also provides numerous
journal prompts at the end of each chapter so parents can track
their child’s progress and assess their reading level. For some
parents, the text may not contain enough straightforward lesson plans; the book will appeal most to parents who appreciate theory. Still, getting children to read is vital, and Smart is a
knowledgeable, capable guide who has distilled a vast amount
of research into an approachable package.
A solid resource for diligent parents who want to create
readers for life.

A veteran concert promoter shares
war stories and advice during a challenging time for live music.
What Bill Graham was for big-ticket concerts in the 1960s
and ’70s, Shapiro is for the generation of jam-band musicians
who emerged after Grateful Dead frontman Jerry Garcia died
in 1995. He’s produced shows featuring remaining Dead members and fellow travelers like Phish and created a popular concert-venue brand with Brooklyn Bowl. As he describes in this
affable memoir, written with Relix Editor-in-Chief Budnick,
his success is due to a combination of savvy relationship-building, an openness to serendipity, and an eye on the bottom line.
In the ’90s, while still in his 20s, he ran Wetlands Preserve, a
Manhattan hub for improvisational bands as well as neosoul
acts like Jill Scott and Erykah Badu. When Wetlands closed
in 2001, Shapiro expanded into national concert promotion
and launched Brooklyn Bowl, and he has a few amusing stories
to share along the way—e.g., standing in front of Al Green’s
limo to persuade him to reshoot a performance with the Dave
Matthews Band. The author offers little in the way of rock-star
dish, unless watching Bono eating salad with his bare hands
counts. Rather, Shapiro focuses on the economic challenges
of club ownership and concert promotion, which he explains
in lively, candid fashion. He shares his missteps in a failed
London expansion, how a Las Vegas outpost nearly failed, and
what keeps hordes of Deadheads happy when a ticketing system goes awry. Closer to the present day, he walks through the
financial and technological challenges of streaming concerts
during pandemic lockdowns, where success is a mix of high
standards, determination to keep the show going, and a willingness to call in favors. Pricing out LED screens makes for
dull reading, but Shapiro generally makes the mechanics of
promotion look like a chaotic kind of fun.
An entertaining insider’s tour of the concert business from
a likable guide.

BLIGHTED
A Story of People, Politics,
and an American Housing
Miracle
Stagmeier, Margaret
NewSouth (304 pp.)
$28.95 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-58838-471-3

A real estate developer rehabs an
apartment complex—and a community,
somewhat.
Stagmeier is co-founder of a real estate firm that specializes
in improving Atlanta-area low-income apartment buildings
70
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was intelligent and hardworking. He taught himself surveying and accounting and had established a successful business
when barely out of his teens. Contact with other entrepreneurs
taught him the ways of the business world, and at age 24, he
moved to New York City to start building his fortune. Though
Gould’s fellow industrialists certainly loved making money and
had no objection to bribery and other chicanery, they built
entire industries: Rockefeller in oil, Carnegie in steel, Vanderbilt in railroads. Gould, on the other hand, had little interest in
operating a business; he just wanted to make money. Steinmetz
offers entertaining descriptions of Gould’s gutting of the Erie
Railroad, the financial panic produced by his effort to control
the gold market, and his failed attempt to combine American railroads into a single continental system. Much duplicity
involved short selling, bear raids, options, and other technical Wall Street activities, most of which Steinmetz explains in
accessible language—though he seems to admire his subject
more than he deserves. Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Vanderbilt
spent some of their wealth on exemplary American institutions,
but there is no Gould University or foundation.
A sturdy biography of an American businessman who
cared about one thing: money.

y o u n g a d u lt

suffering from poor maintenance, poverty, and crime. Rather
than clear out the residents and gentrify, she instead strives to
address crime, improve neighboring schools, and keep rents
affordable. In deep, at times microscopic detail, the author
shares her experience with Summerdale, a “severely blighted
244-unit apartment community.” In 2017, when Stagmeier first
explored the property, it was overrun with drug traffic, and
units were often filthy. By ramping up security, cracking down
on “phantom tenants”—renters with clean records fronting
for drug dealers—and making structural improvements, Summerdale was set on a better path, with a connected nonprofit
providing additional supports. This approach is all the better,
argues the author, for being done largely without the paperwork and onerous restrictions of federal housing subsidy programs like Section 8. But if Summerdale is a success story, it’s
a limited one. Stagmeier doesn’t dig into America’s systemic
affordable-housing problems, particularly those relating to
race. Given the amount of attention Summerdale’s revival
required—staffing needs, regulatory compliance—it’s hard to
see the author’s approach as scalable, though she endeavors
to promote it as such. The narrative veers among profiles of
community members, deep dives into the complex financial
mechanics involved, laments about setbacks, and boasts about
improvements. Stagmeier reports that an Atlanta police officer told her that “the violent criminal activity moved west and
the dealers are now about two miles away,” but she doesn’t
question whether she’s solved a problem or just relocated it.
The author’s work is commendable, but a tighter narrative
package and more thorough wide-scale analysis would allow
the book to reach a wider audience.
A tale of community revival with lots of unexplored
territory.

THE SEWING GIRL’S TALE
A Story of Crime and
Consequences in
Revolutionary America
Sweet, John Wood
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$29.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-250-76196-5

A history professor examines a woman’s court fight to restore her violated
sexual honor in 1790s America.
In 1793, a seamstress named Lanah Sawyer was raped by
Harry Bedlow, “an elite sexual predator” who posed as a lawyer
to gain her trust. In this incisive historical investigation, Sweet,
a history professor at the University of North Carolina and former director of its program in sexuality studies, reconstructs a
memorable story that reveals the virulent anti-feminism embedded in American democracy. Sawyer had the spotless reputation
society required of all “decent” women; Sweet notes that any fall
from grace would plunge her into “a world of scandal and shame
from which she might never emerge.” Despite her lower status as a working-class woman, Sawyer sought legal reparations.
“Even if others couldn’t see past her social station, her work as
a sewing girl, Lanah Sawyer could,” writes Sweet. “She felt she
had a right to a revolutionary dream of human equality. Other
dreamers, too, were crushed in these years. Some of them,
like her, had the courage to fight back.” In the contentious
trial that followed, Bedlow was cast as the victim of Sawyer’s
wiles. Newspapers debates begun by elite women emphasized
the sexual double standard, but a male backlash against “disorderly women”—e.g., the owner of the bawdy house where
Bedlow raped Sawyer—overwhelmed those voices. Ultimately,

AMERICAN RASCAL
How Jay Gould Built Wall
Street’s Biggest Fortune

Steinmetz, Greg
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-982107-40-6

The infamous robber baron receives
a new assessment.
Steinmetz, a money manager and
former business reporter for the Wall
Street Journal, emphasizes that most Americans admire wealthy
business owners provided they build something (Ford, Jobs,
etc.) but have less respect for those who make money dealing
with money. Jay Gould (1836-1892) remains the epitome of the
evil financier, a “champion cheater” who “showed that no act
of financial villainy was too bold.” Keeping business free of
government oversight has always been popular, but many of
Gould’s contemporaries complained that too many business
owners engaged in disreputable and even illegal behavior. Many
believed that Gould carried this to a new level, inspiring the
first popular demands for reform. The son of a farmer, Gould
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“Powerful and revelatory, this is an
essential, paradigm-shifting book.”
the viral underclass

THE VIRAL
UNDERCLASS
The Human Toll When
Inequality and Disease
Collide

Sawyer’s stepfather successfully sued Bedlow for seduction—
i.e., for breaching his right to give consent to intercourse with
his daughter. “In seduction suits,” writes Sweet, “the question
of consent was hardly mentioned, much less disputed. Jurors—
and everyone else involved—generally took the woman’s father
at his word.” This carefully researched book will appeal to historians, feminist scholars, and anyone with an interest in narratives that chronicle female erasure in a social system created by
and for the benefit of (White) men.
A thoughtful and engaging history lesson.

Thrasher, Steven W.
Celadon Books (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-250-79663-9

A renowned journalist and scholar
lays bare the unequal effects of viral
pandemics and the ways in which capitalist power structures
exploit—and indeed, create—a viral underclass.
In this riveting book, Northwestern professor Thrasher,
who holds “the first journalism professorship in the world
created to focus on LGBTQ research,” blends critical theory,
engaging storytelling, and memoir to tell the stories of human
beings whose lives and bodies are subject to a manufactured vulnerability sustained by classism, racism, and stigma. Through
on-the-ground reporting from across the globe, the author
deconstructs the entanglement among poverty, population
density, policing, and viral illness, demonstrating that “viruses
interact with the power structures already at play in our society so that those who are already marginalized are left even
more susceptible to danger, exacerbating existing social divides.
But more important…it is social structures that are the drivers,
while viruses merely amplify.” Thrasher is masterful in his ability to contrast vivid anecdotes with carefully crafted, meticulously researched prose to shine a light on a few of the many
people subjected to this feedback loop as well as the heroes who
devote their lives to defending their communities against structural inequality and police violence. The author’s own role is
significant: Through his reporting and activism, he altered the
discourse surrounding the criminalization of HIV and helped
free a Black man from a 30-year prison sentence, an ordeal that
demonstrated “the overlapping maps of racism and policing
and viruses.” Throughout this insightful and unflinching book,
Thrasher is unafraid to let his anger shine, but he also consistently deploys love and compassion. In a text marked by mistreatment and loss, the author encourages hope: “Viruses have
the potential to help us make a world predicated upon love and
mutual respect for all living things, not just in the here and now,
but across time and space.”
Powerful and revelatory, this is an essential, paradigmshifting book.

THEY CALLED ME
A LIONESS
A Palestinian Girl’s
Fight for Freedom

Tamimi, Ahed & Dena Takruri
One World/Random House (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-13458-0

A Palestinian activist recounts her
arrest and detention in an Israeli prison
when she was just 16.
Tamimi grew up in the village of Nabi Saleh in the West
Bank, where her family organized weekly marches to protest
Israel’s illegal seizure of a local water source. She grew up terrified by the Israeli army’s brutal tactics, which included nighttime raids, home demolitions, attacks with pepper spray, and
murder. As a child, the author “dreaded” the weekly demonstrations until an Israeli soldier shot her in the hand with a
rubber-coated bullet while she was trying to escape tear gas
that soldiers had launched into her home. At this moment, she
writes, she experienced a “numbness” that motivated her to
sooth her accumulated trauma through protesting. Unwittingly,
Tamimi rose to international fame when she pushed an Israeli
soldier after his army shot at a group of children in her village,
critically injuring her cousin. At the time, her mother streamed
Tamimi’s confrontation on Facebook Live, a decision that later
led to Tamimi’s arrest, interrogation, and detention at Hasharon Prison in Israel. The video went viral, launching Tamimi
into the international spotlight, a phenomenon the author
partly attributes to her light-skinned privilege. Although the
attention plunged her into fatigue and depression, she writes,
“as worn down as I began to feel, I knew that staying silent wasn’t
an option. I had been given a rare platform to advocate for Palestine and its prisoners, and I intended to use it….If educating
the world about our nation’s struggle was my mission in this life,
I vowed to carry it out as honorably and as effectively as pos
sible.” Writing with journalist Takruri, Tamimi delivers a passionately argued, profoundly empathetic, and deeply informed
examination of her country’s occupation. Her circumspection
and clarity of thought are matched only by her vulnerability.
An expertly crafted, trenchant memoir from a formidable
activist.
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NOMAD CENTURY
How Climate Migration
Will Reshape Our
World

RETAIL GANGSTER
The Insane, Real-Life Story of
Crazy Eddie

Weiss, Gary
Hachette (336 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-306-92455-2

Vince, Gaia
Flatiron Books (272 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-250-82161-4
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A chronicle of consumer electronics
and corruption in the second half of the
20th century.
Investigative journalist Weiss reveals
the mechanics of the corrupt retail empire of “Crazy Eddie”
Antar (1947-2016). Eddie grew up in New York City’s Syrian
Jewish community and dropped out of school at 15. He worked
short stints in tourist traps before moving into electronics sales,
where he made profits despite rock-bottom prices through
acquiring his wares wholesale and skimming the sales tax from
purchases, socking the unreported cash away in various hiding places, a process “known among Syrians” as nehkdi. Eddie
christened the first Crazy Eddie store in 1973, and by the mid1970s, he was establishing himself as the economic head of
the family, which displeased his father, Sam M. Antar. As the
business grew, bolstered by shrill and memorable marketing
(“HIS PRICES ARE INSANE!”), so did the scale of the family corruption. In 1979, Sam “Sammy” E. Antar, Eddie’s cousin
and the family lawyer, got his “Golden Idea”: They should take
the company public and gradually dial back the amount of
nehkdi to inflate the appearance of their profits. The scheme
was working, drawing praise for the company, but behind the
scenes, it was becoming increasingly difficult to maintain the
facade of a highly successful, aboveboard operation—and, at its
height, no one benefitted from the fraud more than Eddie. The
story involves a massive cast of characters, from generations of
the Antar family to Eddie’s scorned first wife, Deborah Rosen,
and a slew of federal agents. Weiss paints an intricate portrait
of greed, aspiration, and complicated family ties bolstered by
recollections from Sammy, whose eventual cooperation helped
secure convictions for Eddie and other Antar associates. The
scheme can feel almost nostalgic following more recent financial scandals and the collapse of physical retail, but Weiss also
emphasizes its very real consequences: Eddie “wasn’t hated, but
he hurt people.”
A compellingly readable story about a con artist who “epitomized the duality of the American Dream.”

How to save life on Earth.
British science writer Vince, a former editor at Nature and New Scientist
and author of Adventures in the Anthropocene, mounts compelling
dual arguments: Global warming must be controlled, and on a
planet beset by fire, heat, drought, and flood, mass migration
will be necessary for survival. “Fleeing the tropics, the coasts
and formerly arable lands, huge populations will need to seek
new homes,” the author predicts; “you will be among them, or
you will be receiving them.” In a text that bristles with urgency,
Vince counters “anti-migration rhetoric and misinformation”
with abundant evidence showing that immigrants make positive economic, social, and cultural contributions to the society
in which they settle. With an aging population throughout
Europe, she notes, “there’s an economic imperative to increase
immigration—to keep the elderly dependency ratios low.”
Welcoming these migrants, however, requires a sea change
in attitude about national identity. “We need to look at the
world afresh,” Vince writes, “and develop new plans based on
geology, geography and ecology—not politics.” Vince suggests
establishing a “global UN Migration Organization” to manage
relocation of refugees and formulate a humane immigration
policy. Furthermore, with most migrants gravitating to cities,
crucial changes must occur in infrastructure and urban planning. Migrant cities, she writes, must be “affordable, ideally use
no more electricity or water than they generate themselves, not
contribute greenhouse gas emissions, and not worsen biodiversity loss.” The redistribution of populations, however, will not
reverse unsustainable behaviors and policies, and Vince devotes
much of her well-researched book to considering bold changes.
“The first step,” she writes, “is to decarbonize electricity production; the next is to power everything possible with electricity,”
including electrified public and personal transport. She predicts that humans’ diet necessarily will become “plant, fungus,
algae-based,” with insects “the most versatile and appropriate
livestock.” Geoengineering innovations may deflect heat away
from Earth, and wind, solar, hydro, and geothermal power can
obviate the burning of fossil fuels.
A striking manifesto for sweeping change.
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EATING WHILE BLACK
Food Shaming and Race in
America

BEAUTIFUL, GRUESOME,
AND TRUE
Artists at Work in the
Face of War

Williams-Forson, Psyche A.
Univ. of North Carolina (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-4696-6845-1

Wilson-Goldie, Kaelen
Columbia Global Reports (146 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-73591-372-8

A Black scholar describes the racial
underpinnings of food shaming in
America.
Williams-Forson, a professor of
American studies and author of Building Houses Out of Chicken
Legs: Black Women, Food, and Power, makes her arguments via
a combination of anecdotes from her personal life, scholarly
research, portrayals in popular media and literature, and
informal research she conducted on Facebook. The author’s
primary thesis—that reducing the diverse palette of Black cuisine to a picture of enslaved people “eating ‘scraps’ ” is historically inaccurate and belittling—is sound. She describes how
many Black families displaced by Hurricane Katrina struggled
to get the specific ingredients needed for their cooking, and
she recounts her decision to “engage other women” to cook
for her Ghanaian partner after he shamed her for a meal she
cooked that differed from his preferred fare. Throughout, the
author analyzes the power dynamics at play in each situation.
“So often,” she writes, “our food encounters—whether trying
to get, prepare, consume, or enjoy food—are under fire….Why
do African Americans’ food cultures and eating habits elicit
so much attention, criticism, and censure? The practices of
shaming and policing Black people’s bodies with and around
food arise from a broader history of trying to control our very
states of being, and this assumed stance is rooted in privilege
and power.” Though Williams-Forson’s subject is important,
the text is disorganized, tangential, and circular, as she makes
the same point repeatedly while quoting the same scholars
and thinkers, most notably Chimamanda Adichie and Mourid
Barghouti. Furthermore, the academic prose will appeal
mostly to fellow scholars. While the author’s thesis is promising, the narrative execution is lacking, at least for readers outside of academia. The book may merit a slot in the stacks but
will struggle to find an audience in public libraries.
A dry exploration of a fertile topic.
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An art critic uses the work of two
individual artists and one collective to
explain how and why visual artists engage

with violence and war.
Wilson-Goldie begins with the story of Amar Kanwar (b.
1964), an experimental filmmaker from Delhi who started his
artistic career documenting the Indigenous land rights movement in the conflict-ridden state of Chhattisgarh. The author
then describes the work and career trajectory of Teresa Margolles (b. 1963), a Mexican artist who rose to international
notoriety for her piece at the Venice Biennale in 2009. In her
piece, relatives of victims of cartel-related crimes in Mexico
mopped the floor with blood Margolles recovered from those
very crime scenes. Finally, Wilson-Goldie tells the story of the
founding and dissolution of the Abounaddara filmmaking collective that formed in 2011 during the Arab Spring, a group
dedicated to providing nuanced portraits of conflict-affected
Syrians that decolonized dominant, Western narratives about
Arab—and, particularly, female Arab—life. The author frames
his investigations of these provocative, political artists with a
two-pronged question: “Why are some of the most interesting
artists of our time drawn to such difficult subjects, and how do
they manage to cut through the abundance of tragic material
and our desensitization to violence?” While these inquiries are
intriguing and pertinent—the author is right in noting that this
work “has implications at a time when images of war, atrocity,
and disaster are everywhere and easily accessible”—she never
fully answers them. Instead, she spends the majority of the text
describing the pieces she finds most compelling and investigating the historical and cultural contexts of the regions where
they originated. While the book is clearly well researched and
accessibly explained, it lacks a cohesive argument or concrete
conclusion. Consequently, the audience may be limited to art
critics and historians.
An entertaining description of three political artists without a clear thesis.
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“With great affection, Worsley masterfully maneuvers her
way through Christie’s life and prolific oeuvre.”
agatha christie

AGATHA CHRISTIE
An Elusive Woman

Worsley, Lucy
Pegasus Crime (432 pp.)
$29.95 | Sept. 8, 2022
978-1-639-36252-3

y o u n g a d u lt

The queen of suspense gets the royal
treatment.
British historian Worsley comes up
with another winner in this sprightly,
endearing biography. Agatha Christie
(1890-1976) was elusive, Worsley argues, because she “deliberately played upon the fact that she seemed so ordinary.” In
1914, she married Archibald Christie and wrote while raising her
daughter. Her first book, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, starred a
Belgian refugee, the “egg-headed Hercule Poirot with his ridiculous moustache.” Worsley also shows how Christie took care
to create narratives that put “the lives of women centre stage”
as well as how her personal experiences informed her work:
“Everything Agatha experienced became copy.” For example,
she worked at a hospital pharmacy and learned about poisons,
which she used to great effect in her books. A smart and savvy
author, she wrote in various genres to learn which sold best.
One of Christie’s gifts, writes Worsley, was to “democratise the
Gothic, making it appealing to the mass market.” While building a devoted audience, she was also breaking new ground. The
revolutionary Murder of Roger Ackroyd, Worsley writes, is “one of
the greatest detective novels of all time.” After 1926, when she
disappeared for days following her discovery of her husband’s
infidelity, her novels “would firmly address dark, uncomfortable
feelings.” Vacationing in Iraq after her divorce, she met young
archaeologist Max Mallowan and married him. Worsley argues
convincingly that the 1930s were Christie’s most productive
years. During that time, she introduced new characters, including Miss Marple, and wrote plays. In 1946, she contributed a
new play, Three Blind Mice (later reworked as The Mousetrap),
for Queen Mary’s 80th birthday. Despite her massive popularity, she remained an “unusually publicity-shy celebrity” even
as her stories, which often became films, began to reach new
audiences. Throughout, Worsley takes us behind the scenes to
reveal classic “Christie tricks” from her books.
With great affection, Worsley masterfully maneuvers her
way through Christie’s life and prolific oeuvre.
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JOURNEY TO AMERICA
Celebrating Inspiring
Immigrants Who Became
Brilliant Scientists, GameChanging Activists &
Amazing Entertainers

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THE DOOR OF NO RETURN by Kwame Alexander........................... 77
FARMHOUSE by Sophie Blackall....................................................... 80
THE UNIVERSE IN YOU by Jason Chin............................................. 86

Abidi, Maliha
becker&mayer! kids (96 pp.)
$16.99 | June 7, 2022
978-0-7603-7122-0

PATCHWORK by Matt de la Peña; illus. by Corinna Luyken............ 90
BUILD A HOUSE by Rhiannon Giddens; illus. by Monica Mikai......95
IF YOU’RE A KID LIKE GAVIN by Gavin Grimm &
Kyle Lukoff; illus. by J Yang................................................................ 96

A collection of 20 profiles of first- and second-generation
immigrants from around the world who have impacted American life.
Organized into five sections (science, entertainment,
politics, business, and children of immigrants), the book
features well-known individuals such as physicist Albert
Einstein, who fled Nazi Germany for the United States, and
singer Rihanna, whose musical talent brought her to the
United States from Barbados, as well as potentially lesserknown subjects such as astronaut Kalpana Chawla, the
first Indian-born woman to travel to space. While the book
showcases a wide breadth of individuals—among them Ilhan
Omar, Tan France, Alexander Hamilton, and I.M. Pei—it’s
unclear how and why they were chosen. Accompanied by
striking portraits, the brief entries offer only limited explorations of the subjects’ lives, often flattening complex topics such as race and class. For example, Cuban-born singer/
songwriter Camilla Cabello’s experience crossing the U.S.–
Mexico border as an undocumented child is lumped into the
same section as actress Natalie Portman’s story of emigrating from Israel to the United States, where Portman’s mother
grew up. Sidebars break up the text but provide only superficial examinations of, for instance, immigration law and what
it means to be an undocumented immigrant.
A confusing assortment of immigrant stories too short
and vague to be informative or engaging. (Nonfiction. 8-12)

SYMPHONY FOR A BROKEN ORCHESTRA by Amy Ignatow;
illus. by Gwen Millward..................................................................... 98
MUSHROOM LULLABY by Kenneth Kraegel...................................... 99
THE SECRETS OF THE STORMFOREST by L.D. Lapinski..............100
THE ANIMAL TOOLKIT by Steve Jenkins & Robin Page;
illus. by Steve Jenkins..........................................................................101
BLACK BIRD, BLUE ROAD by Sofiya Pasternack............................. 107
WALTER HAD A BEST FRIEND by Deborah Underwood;
illus. by Sergio Ruzzier.......................................................................114

IF YOU’RE A KID LIKE GAVIN

Grimm, Gavin &
Kyle Lukoff
Illus. by J Yang
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(40 pp.)
$18.99 | July 12, 2022
9780063057562
76
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THE DOOR OF
NO RETURN

This lovely sound is repeated with every encounter. There is a
lot of scope for dramatic reading, whether to a child on a lap or
to a herd of small humans. The noise of the forest abates with
the crocodile’s whisper and then breaks into a final chorus of
floofs with the arrival of more capybaras ready to cuddle. The
animals in Whitbread’s oil-paint illustrations have wonderfully
expressive faces and body language that suit the story’s lighthearted tone. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
High-fives for a title you’ll want to embrace. (Picture book.
3-7)

Alexander, Kwame
Little, Brown (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-316-44186-5

SLEEPY HAPPY CAPY
CUDDLES

Allegra, Mike
Illus. by Jaimie Whitbread
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-64567-559-4

A noisy rainforest calms down with a
capybara’s invitations to cuddle.
The capybara’s curious willingness to serve as chair or pillow
for many unrelated species is the factual basis for this playful,
nature-themed tale. The opening pages are filled with animal
noises; it’s the “rumpus” of the rainforest. But the animals quiet
down, perhaps surprised, when the capybara emerges from
underwater, burbling bubbles, flicking her ears, and shimmying her “booty bottom.” The furry, oversize rodent invites her
neighbors—a turtle, a green iguana, macaws, monkeys, frogs,
butterflies—to cuddle with her in whatever manner they’d like.
When the crocodile appears, it ROARS—a grand surprise for
readers and listeners—and then whispers an admission that it
likes cuddles, too. When the capybara is happy, she goes “floof.”

TWO-HEADED CHICKEN

Angleberger, Tom
Walker US/Candlewick (208 pp.)
$12.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-5362-2321-7
In this romp through the multiverse,
Angleberger asks readers to imagine a
universe where they are a two-headed
chicken.
It sounds like the start of a silly joke.
One head—the reader’s—is generally
very stupid; the other—belonging to the reader’s sister—is generally very smart. The alleged plot hops universes with every
chapter as the eponymous plucky cluck attempts to escape an
“enraged moose named KERNEL ANTLERS” whose mission in
life is to fry and eat the chicken. Various bizarre creatures and
historical figures offer obfuscating commentary on the chicken’s shenanigans or guidance, and finally, a hypothetical reader,
fed up with their aimless escapades and thwarted jokes, threatens to abandon the book and erase the chicken from existence
in every multiverse if they don’t buck up and face the moose.
Will our intrepid hero prevail? Readers may never know—at
least, not in their universe. Scattered self-deprecation may not
have been unwarranted, as there’s very little within the book
to capture readers’ attention (aside from reading on to learn
whether a plot will ever coalesce). Myriad potentially exciting
worlds and plotlines are touched on but never explored, and the
characters are too flat to allow readers to become invested in
their plights. The bold, expressive art, almost reminiscent of
margin doodles, does the lion’s share of the storytelling. A few
interactive pages offer amusing diversions but feel rather out
of place.
Funny but ultimately ineffective as either a joke book or a
story. (author’s note) (Graphic novel. 7-10)
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A boy’s life is turned upside down following a wrestling match in West Africa’s
Asante Kingdom in 1860.
Eleven-year-old Kofi Offin loves his
family, admires his friend Ama, and tries
to avoid his bully of a cousin. Kofi’s teacher, Mr. Goodluck Phillip, who canes him for speaking Twi, is convinced the students
must learn the Queen’s English, but Kofi prefers the stories of
Nana Mosi, his grandfather and the village storyteller. The place
he truly feels at home is the river, where he practices swimming
and dreams of defeating his cousin in a race. But before that
can happen, all attention turns to the Kings Festival, which
features highly anticipated wrestling contests against representatives from their rival village. This year, Kofi’s older brother,
Kwasi, has been chosen to compete. During the match, Kwasi
accidentally kills Prince Yaw Boateng, his opponent and the
nephew of the King of Lower Kwanta, changing the direction
of their lives when the king retaliates. The immediacy of this
verse novel places readers alongside Kofi, thriving as a young
boy surrounded by family love and legacy before being abruptly
snatched from all he has known. Alexander’s rich language is
lyrical and haunting as the water, long a source of comfort for
Kofi, becomes full of uncertainty and danger.
A riveting, not-to-be-missed trilogy opener that will leave
readers invested in what is to come. (glossary) (Verse historical
fiction. 10-18)
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CHILDREN’S | Mahnaz Dar

odes to intergenerational bonds
It seems as if every week I find
myself canceling yet another gettogether due to Covid fears. For an
adult, putting off a meet-up with an
old friend is one thing. But for children, even a mere month can feel
like an eternity. Visits with grandparents, once a highlight of summer, especially for those who live
far from extended family, are just
one more thing that’s up in the air
these days. While a picture book may not be able to replace the feeling of sitting on a grandparent’s lap, these
celebrations of intergenerational bonds offer some comfort to those who can’t visit in person, reassure children
that distance is no obstacle to a strong relationship, and
address the challenges of forging connections when you
haven’t seen a loved one in a long time—or ever.
Can you bond with a grandparent you’ve just met?
With Gigi and Ojiji (HarperCollins, May 3), Melissa Iwai
answers that question with an emphatic yes. Japanese American Gigi
is thrilled to learn that her grandfather is moving from Japan to live
with her family. Though Gigi and
Ojiisan’s first meeting is awkward,
they bridge their cultural divide
with help from Gigi’s mother. Iwai’s
tale features gentle cartoon artwork and text that’s simple enough
to build confidence in burgeoning
readers yet laced with a profound
message: Sometimes it takes time to build a relationship,
but the rewards are rich.
Though the child narrator of Pat Zietlow Miller’s
See You Someday Soon (Roaring Brook, June 14) is physically far from their grandmother,
the two of them face the distance
with aplomb, certain that their reunion is a matter of when, not if.
Suzy Lee’s thick, doodlelike linework dances across vibrant, solidly colored backgrounds, setting
a whimsical tone matched by Zietlow Miller’s charming text. Offering both pie-in-the-sky suggestions (“Maybe I’ll mail myself to
78
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you”) and more down-to-earth ideas (“Did you know
you can see me on your computer?”), this endearingly assured child will buoy little ones longing to visit their own
grandparents.
Jean Reidy’s A Grand Day
(Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster, July 5) sees grandparents and
grandchildren coming together
for a day of fun. Reidy’s snappy,
energetic verse is sweet but never saccharine, while Samantha
Cotterill’s illustrations—created
by photographing 3-D dioramas
of diverse families reading, wading, playing dress-up, telling stories, and even pausing for a nap—are utterly immersive.
Readers will be eagerly planning their own grand days in
anticipation.
If the grandchild at the center
of Liza Ferneyhough’s Nana, Nenek & Nina (Dial, Aug. 9) wants to
see her grandmothers, “there’s a
lot of figuring out to do”—Nana
lives in England, while Nenek
lives in Malaysia. But Nina, who
lives in the United States, takes it
in stride, matter-of-factly chronicling her trips. Each spread offers gracefully composed, sideby-side depictions of the visits; on one page, Nenek invites Nina inside for a glass of Milo, while on the verso
Nana offers the child hot chocolate. Rooting her story
in concrete, homey details, Ferneyhough makes clear
that loved ones separated by distance can still enjoy
rich, meaningful relationships.
Jillian, the protagonist of Sarah Aronson’s Brand-New
Bubbe (Charlesbridge, Aug. 23), doesn’t need another
grandmother—she already has two. But Bubbe, her new
stepfather’s mother, manages to overcome Jillian’s resistance with patience, humor, and time spent cooking matzah ball soup together. Ariel Landy’s playful, exaggerated
illustrations convey the characters’ exasperation, hurt,
and eventual delight at newfound familial relationships.
Aronson’s warm tale makes clear that no matter how big
a family is, there’s always room to embrace a newcomer.
Mahnaz Dar is a young readers’ editor.

FLIP TURNS

illustrations combine the impressions of watercolors with the
realism of oils, and though her very slightly anthropomorphic
animals are a bit kinder than their real-life counterparts, they
are adorable. She uses color to masterful effect to reflect the
weather, changing seasons, and mood, the spreads sometimes in
washed-out grays, other times tinged yellow by the setting sun
or the bright blues and white of a sunny day after a snowstorm.
The intense green of the final spread is spring itself. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
The premise may be unrealistic, but this is nonetheless
sweet. (Picture book. 3-7)

Arguelles, Catherine
Jolly Fish Press (240 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-63163-6-356
Maddie and her best friend try to figure out who is vandalizing Maddie’s family’s pool while also dealing with typical
tween dilemmas.
After she discovers broken glass at
the community swimming pool owned
by her family, Maddie recognizes it right away as pieces from the
snow globe she returned to Lucas, an unwanted admirer. When
other acts of vandalism not only continue to shut down the
pool, but lead to lost revenue, causing her parents to consider
selling the business to a gym chain, the rising eighth grader follows clues to find the culprit. Helping her with this endeavor is
best friend Esmeralda. Realistic dialogue and interspersed texts
drive this light sports mystery as self-proclaimed Nancy Drews
Maddie and Ez also grapple with early adolescent experiences.
Ez, who has alopecia, stresses over winning an elite swimming
scholarship she needs to join a private school’s training program
that her single mother couldn’t otherwise afford, while Maddie
tries to keep her anxiety under control and develops a crush
on Nico, the new boy in town. Her interactions with Lucas
spotlight sexual harassment warning signs and add to possible
motives as the mystery unwinds. Although the revealed vandal
may not be a surprise to some, enough red herrings and plenty
of sports competition keep the story lively. Main characters
read as White; there is some ethnic diversity in the supporting
cast as well as two same-sex relationships.
A solid whodunit for swimming and mystery fans alike.
(Mystery. 10-13)

WHEN THE SKY GLOWS

Beckerman, Nell Cross
Illus. by David Litchfield
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5344-5039-4

THE WINTER BIRD

Banks, Kate
Illus. by Suzie Mason
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-1568-7

A self-proclaimed “spring” bird with a broken wing discovers winter.
Lyrical language describes the change of seasons happening
around the injured nightingale: “The big brown bear lumbered
off to its winter den….The geese were the first to leave, rising
into the pale gray sky.” Used to the sun on its feathers, the nightingale worries what will happen to it, but the other animals are
kind, the rabbit sharing its knowledge and its underground den
when it begins to snow, the squirrel sharing food, the woodpeckers teaching it about the children and their feeders, etc.
Gradually, the nightingale learns how to survive the winter…and
even enjoy it after a blizzard. Finally, spring arrives once again,
and, its wing now mended, the nightingale sings as it takes
off into the sky, the other animals looking on. Mason’s digital
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Around the world, natural events
make the sky glow.
With a simple, repetitive verse and short explanatory
descriptions, Beckerman presents occasions when the sky
fills with light and color. The sun’s rising and setting, lightning
storms, rainbows, solar eclipses, full moons, volcanic eruptions, mating fireflies, meteor showers, and auroras—all are
opportunities to admire unusual displays in the natural world.
Litchfield’s color-drenched illustrations glow as well. They
show people appreciating nature in a variety of environments.
This picture series begins and ends with a child in bed: a redhaired, light-skinned child rising with the sun in a rural setting;
a dark-skinned boy waking in a city. Each topic is presented
on a spread on which a few words on a block of color on the
recto oppose a full-bleed image; this is followed by a luminous
double-page scene illustrating the sky’s glow. An explanatory
paragraph is relatively unobtrusive on the lower right—truly a
two-level text. In one image, a brown-skinned photographer is
almost hidden behind a camera; the page turn reveals that they
are taking advantage of a golden sunset to photograph large
African animals. On another spread, a light-skinned adult and
child walk through a firefly-filled woods, and on another page,
seated around a campfire, a tan-skinned family admires meteors
showering from the sky (in unlikely numbers). The backmatter
mentions light pollution and offers sources for further research.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A beautiful and informative title for a sense-of-wonder
storytime. (Informational picture book. 4-8)
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“A lovely, tender reimagining of people
in a long-past time and place.”
farmhouse

SISTERHOOD OF SLEUTHS

Bertman, Jennifer Chambliss
Illus. by Vesper Stamper
Christy Ottaviano Books (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-316-33107-4

Sixth grader Maizy investigates the
mysterious appearance of a box of vintage Nancy Drew books.
Maizy has been writing silly screenplays with her friend Izzy since third
grade, but the presumably White girls’ relationship changes
after Izzy criticizes Maizy’s script for their school project and
unilaterally invites into their group other classmates who coopt Maizy’s ideas. Hurt and angry, Maizy forms a new group
with implied Latina Cam and biracial (Asian Indian and White)
Nell. Someone has anonymously left a box of old Nancy Drew
mysteries and a photo of three women dated 1993 outside
Maizy’s mother’s thrift shop; one of the women in the photo
is Jacuzzi, Maizy’s grandmother, but the books aren’t from her,
and she doesn’t remember the photo. Determined to discover
the connection between the books, the photo, and Jacuzzi, the
girls decide to produce a documentary, researching, interviewing, and following leads as they uncover information about the
origin, authorship, evolution in popular perception and racist
content, and continued popularity of the Nancy Drew books
as well as the role they played in Jacuzzi’s life. A strong theme
of evolving friendships pervades this fun and funny mystery
narrated in Maizy’s lively voice, while the Nancy Drew motif
infuses the plot with fascinating, thoroughly researched historical details about the series’ creation and survival. Final art not
seen.
An engaging pick for mystery fans and wannabe sleuths.
(map, author’s note, resources) (Mystery. 9-12)

FARMHOUSE

Blackall, Sophie
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-316-52894-8
A large white house situated in farm
fields and gardens is home to a large, lov-

ing family.
Twelve active, light-skinned children play, do their chores,
and occasionally make mischief. Their growth is measured
with marks on a wall for all to see. They sleep, read, giggle, and
share secrets and dreams in dormitorylike rooms. The children grow up and leave for school and jobs and families of their
own. When the youngest child, now quite old, leaves for the
last time, the farmhouse is abandoned and sinks into disrepair.
But the tale doesn’t end there. Brief rhythmic lines and a bit of
playful rhyme list the day-to-day events and describe the children’s imaginings and dreams. The text is set within light beige
panels amid double-page spreads of bright, colorful, layered
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illustrations that add depth, detail, and emotional connection.
In a delightful surprise twist, Blackall becomes part of the tale,
addressing readers directly, telling how she discovered this derelict farmhouse, collected the bits and pieces left behind, and
used them to create the illustrations for the book they are holding in the hope that not only will the family’s story live on, but
so might the stories these young readers will tell someday. Information about the actual family, as well as photos of the house
and further details regarding Blackall’s process, appears in an
author’s note. (This picture book was reviewed digitally.)
A lovely, tender reimagining of people in a long-past time
and place. (Picture book. 4-9)

CRABGRASS
Comic Adventures

Bondia, Tauhid
Andrews McMeel Publishing (192 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-5248-7555-8
Opening this book is a risk.
Readers of this collection of comic
strips may find that they can’t stop quoting the funniest lines. For example: “I
think complicated is just a word adults
use when they don’t get it either.” Or: “Squirrels are like little
super heroes, huh?” The squirrel joke, admittedly, makes more
sense when it’s accompanied by drawings of a squirrel soaring
aerodynamically between a power line and a tree. The premise of the strip is simple: Miles is an only child in one of the
few Black families on Crabgrass Drive. Kevin is White and the
middle child in a large family. The two of them become instant
best friends. Some elements may feel familiar to fans of comics.
Linus has his security blanket, and Kevin used to tote around a
toy rabbit named Crumbs. More important, the characters are
always playing tricks on each other, much like Lucy pulling away
the football just before Charlie Brown kicks it. One incident
involves firecrackers inside a peanut butter–and-jelly sandwich.
Bondia also has some of Bill Watterson’s gift for dynamic movement and expressions. And a few moments are as poignant and
bittersweet as scenes from “Calvin and Hobbes” and “Peanuts.”
When Kevin’s distant father leaves his family, Miles asks, “Is it
bad that I didn’t notice?” And Kevin responds, “Nah. Hardly
anyone did.”
The author has learned exactly the right lessons from the
history of comics. (Graphic humor. 8-12)

THE LAST RAINBOW BIRD

tumble over the falls and land with the last Rainbow Bird on Jo’s
hand. In an especially energetic, vibrant illustration, the Rainbow Bird’s feathers paint “the air: pink and blue and red and
green, and every colour in between.” A giant Tower Bird flies
Alex, Jo, and the Rainbow Bird back to the professor, and the
two birds are very happy to be together. While the theme about
the importance of safeguarding rare animals from extinction
comes through clearly in this tale that was originally published
in Norwegian, the rich, rainbow-colored illustrations are truly
the stars here. Professor Feather and Alex are light-skinned; Jo
is brown-skinned. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A joyous conservation message wrapped in a colorful feast
for the eyes. (information on conservation) (Picture book. 3-7)

Brech, Nora
Trans. by Polly Lawson
Floris (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-78250-800-7

Two children embark on a journey to
help a solitary bird find a mate.
Professor Feather, a scientist, is distraught. They’ve found mates for many
rare birds but not the rarest, a small gray bird with long spindly
legs known as the Rainbow Bird. Alex and Jo, young friends of
the professor, offer to find its mate. They sail off and ask the
House Birds, Underwater Birds, and Lamp Birds if they’ve seen
a Rainbow Bird, to no avail. One bouncing response from a
multicolored row of Big-to-Little Birds (each smaller than the
last) is stunning in its simplicity and playfulness. Ready to give
up, Alex and Jo spot a Rainbow Bird dangerously perched on a
rock at the head of a waterfall. Luckily, the children survive the
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TOOFER & THE GIBLET
By Author Paulette LeBlanc & illustrator Dmitry Morozov

ISBN 979-8-9851507-0-4

For publication, licensing, or film rights please visit
dragonhorsepublishing.com/pages/licensing-rights-requests
to order, please visit dragonhorsepublishing.com
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THE SMALL AND MIGHTY
BOOK OF PLANET EARTH

Brereton, Catherine
Illus. by Kirsti Davidson
Mortimer Children’s (144 pp.)
$8.95 | July 5, 2022
978-1-83935-150-1
Series: Small & Mighty, 4

An earth science primer designed for
young readers with small hands.
This fourth in a series of informational titles introduces
earth science topics including Earth as a planet in space, its
interior, surface features (water and weather, land and sea), living things and their habitats, and human life. In addition to
exploring the usual concepts within these areas, the author
touches on plastic pollution, climate change, and simple steps a
reader can take “to look after our precious EARTH.” The exposition is straightforward and the facts, basic, accompanied by
interesting related details. When presenting the length of a day,
Brereton informs her readers that days were shorter 65 million
years ago, when dinosaurs lived. She offers examples of gems of
different colors, the largest meteorite (“about as heavy as 10 elephants!”), the highest mountains, and the most populated cities.
The text is presented in large, legible type of varying sizes, set
in boxes or directly on colorful pages, many with simple, appropriate illustrations. Where people are shown, they are diverse
in appearance. The design is appealing and inviting, as is the
small trim size, accessible to younger and reluctant readers who
like facts. Sadly, there are no sources nor suggestions for further
exploration.
An engaging and informative exploration of our world.
(Nonfiction. 6-9)

OLIVER POWERS THROUGH
Helping Out at Home

Brown-Wood, JaNay
Illus. by Lorian Tu & Jenna Nahyun Chung
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$12.99 | June 14, 2022
978-1-62354-278-8
Series: Chicken
Soup for the Soul Kids
With help from his friends in the Sunshine Squad, Oliver
gets a handle on keeping his room straightened up.
One of (so far) five titles in the series, this episode focuses
on themes of cooperation and responsibility. Not only is being
unable to find things in his cluttered room a downer, but being
told that he can’t go out to play by both parents (who are, like
him, brown-skinned and present as African American) until he’s
done some cleaning up really puts a crimp in his day—particularly since he doesn’t even know where to start. Enter his fellow
squaddies, a diverse group of kids who pitch in to provide basic
principles, from sorting toys into piles to turning chores into
games…but properly leaving the heavy lifting like making the
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bed and folding clean clothes for him to do. The illustrations
are so bland that even at its messiest, Oliver’s spacious room has
an uncluttered look, but his urban neighborhood’s thorough
diversity as well as views of his dad dusting and vacuuming the
apartment while his mom washes dishes send unspoken messages of their own. The main points are further articulated in
a closing poem about taking responsibility and a set of prose
guidelines for establishing a fun cleanup routine. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Message-driven, but the advice and the values are both
worth considering. (Picture book. 6-8)

CHARLIE HERNÁNDEZ & THE
GOLDEN DOOMS

Calejo, Ryan
Aladdin (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5344-8421-4
Series: Charlie Hernández, 3

A South Florida middle schooler
faces monsters in his quest to save the
Land of the Living from the Land of
the Dead in this riveting latest series

installment.
It’s just an ordinary school day until a calaca, an undead
skeletal being who ferries the deceased to the underworld,
shoves Charlie Hernández into the girls’ bathroom. Because he
is a Morphling, a kid who can manifest animal characteristics
as per Latinx myth, the calaca claims Charlie is the only one
who can save her sister from unknown villains. She refuses to
provide more than scant, cryptic clues, claiming it’s too dangerous. When they are almost caught by a teacher, the calaca pulls
her bones apart and flushes herself down the toilet in a delightfully creepy scene that is just the beginning of many unexpected
twists. Assisted by longtime crush Violet Rey and Raúl, a cousin
from Mexico who’s staying with him, Charlie embarks on a
whirlwind adventure to help the calaca, figure out why cafeteria aides have gone missing, and determine the cause of recent
unusual earthquakes. The quest takes him to real Miami sights,
from a centuries-old Spanish monastery that doubles as a Witch
Queen’s study to the Venetian Pool where reptilian heavies wait
to attack. Charlie defeats magical enemies at every turn, all
while charmingly balancing ordinary issues such as friction with
his cousin and his first love. The plot thickens when deceptions
and connections between all the mysteries are revealed.
Clever, funny, and entertaining. (Fantasy. 10-14)

“A sweet book with inclusive imagery for
special one-on-one moments.”
all that is you

HOW TO BECOME
A SUPERHERO

and love. One character wears a green hijab; another uses a wheelchair. The book offers a wonderful opportunity for expressing
love and community values during small group or one-on-one
reading and snuggling. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet book with inclusive imagery for special one-onone moments. (Picture book. 3-5)

Cali, Davide
Illus. by Gómez
nubeOCHO (52 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-84-18133-29-9
Series: Somos8

SUPERJOE DOES NOT
SAY SORRY

An unidentified narrator offers
choices for aspiring superheroes.
“So you want to be a…SUPERHERO!” says the narrator, the
word superhero in large, blocky, pink lettering against a solid yellow sunburst that evokes comic-book imagery. Readers are then
advised to work on developing a proper look, picking headquarters, deciding on missions, and more. The art has a commercial
feel, with its garish palette and its multitude of diverse, largeheaded children whose faces vary only in terms of whether the
nose is pointy or pug and in skin tone and hairstyle and color.
The text is conversational, interspersing short phrases—often
questions—with editorial remarks supporting, or warning
against, various choices. The syntax is simple, but the vocabulary is expansive. Without specifically defining superhero, the
text and art lean heavily on tropes from comic books or movies:
origin stories such as being bitten by a radioactive insect or missions such as stopping a meteorite from crashing into the Earth.
There are ho-hum, occasionally snarky remonstrations against
some choices, such as wearing teddy bear–themed pajamas for
costumes, as well as a few imaginative ideas—such as the suggestion to use a goldfish in a bowl as a pet only if it has “telekinetic superpowers.” The final punchline will more likely elicit
grimaces than grins.(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Underwhelming. (Picture book. 5-8)

Catchpool, Michael
Illus. by Emma Proctor
Lantana (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-913747-96-1

For the little superheroes among us
who need a gentle reminder that apologizing can save the day.
SuperJoe is an energetic, brown-skinned boy with dark locs
who is up early for a big adventure. As SuperJoe imagines himself
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ALL THAT IS YOU

Capucilli, Alyssa Satin
Illus. by Devon Holzwarth
Henry Holt (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-62779-702-3
A gentle, lyrical celebration of the
everyday joys in life.
Young children and caregivers of various skin colors, ages,
sizes, and abilities are illustrated in a variety of scenes: dancing,
horseback riding, sledding in the snow, frolicking at the beach,
and eating meals with loved ones. Brief rhyming text accompanies
most of the images, elucidating the emotion depicted. A brownskinned child and adult splash in a rain puddle (“You’re the hop in
my happy, / the SPLASH in my puddle”); a group of diverse children and adults prepare for and then celebrate a birthday (“You’re
the make in my cake, / the hooray when candles glow”). While
the majority of the rich mixed-media illustrations depict people
enjoying realistic activities, some vibrant spreads encourage the
use of imagination and creativity, with characters depicted floating or sailing through the sky; all images convey warmth, peace,
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BEHIND THE BOOK

Two Dogs

A dachshund pair gleefully get up to no good in the latest picture book by
Ian Falconer
BY NINA PALATTELLA
Tonia Barringer

At the beginning of our interview, Ian Falconer clarifies that, right now, he doesn’t have dogs of his own. “I’d love
to, but I live in Manhattan, and it’s just too much,” says the
bestselling children’s book author and illustrator whose latest
book is Two Dogs (Michael di Capua/HarperCollins, June 28).
(Falconer spoke to us via a Zoom call not from Manhattan but
from Connecticut, where he’s recovering from a broken leg.)
His currently canineless household notwithstanding, Falconer and his family have a history with dachshunds that stretches back generations. “I’m very fond of the breed,” he says.
He recounts a time when he was living in Los Angeles
with his own dachshund while also watching two dachshunds
belonging to painter David Hockney; he was in bed, and all
three dogs were taking turns burrowing down to the foot of
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the bed under the covers and then crawling back out. He likens this constant motion to being in a bus station, even more
fitting because, as he sees it, dachshunds are “kind of busshaped. They’re long.”
The movement and playfulness of dogs are on full display in Falconer’s new picture book. The story follows Augie and Perry, two dachshund friends who are bored out of
their gourds after their human companions have once again
left for the day. They decide to break into the backyard, and
much-needed shenanigans ensue. In a starred review, a critic
for Kirkus called the book a “snug, funny round of hijinks
by low dogs.”
Unlike Augie and Perry, Falconer wasn’t chronically bored
when he was young, but he also notes that he “wasn’t stuck
inside all day.” He remembers “going off to school and leaving the dogs at home when we were kids, and you’d hear them
barking as you were going to catch the bus”—here Falconer
does a spirited and accurate impression of an energetic barking dog. “And then when you came home from school, you’d
hear the barking”—but the noise he makes this time is more
like a gasp, the sound of dogs exhausted after a long day keeping watch. Falconer realized that “they’d been barking all day.…
That was all they could do.”
In Two Dogs, Augie and Perry crave more adventure than
sitting inside and yapping away, but while Perry is all-in on the
idea of a jailbreak, Augie is more hesitant and fearful of getting in trouble. Falconer says the dogs’ personalities were inspired by his sister’s children when they were young: August
“was always the cautious one, nervous, anxious, and Perry was
always the one who ran straight out and jumped off the diving
board.” The humans who inspired Augie and Perry are now
about 25 years old, so Falconer’s been holding on to this idea
for a while. He also jokes that his sister “strong-armed” him
into writing it, as his other sister’s daughter is the inspiration for the titular pig in the author’s well-loved Olivia series,
which began in 2000.
A successful picture book has to incorporate illustrations
seamlessly with text, but Falconer’s process starts with the

confronting invading aliens, he accidentally breaks his mom’s
favorite mug. When Dad asks SuperJoe to apologize, SuperJoe
exclaims, “Superheroes don’t say sorry—they’re much too busy!”
With his mess behind him, SuperJoe is off to his next escapade—
rescuing a ship from a giant squid. Fearless Joe ties the tentacles
in knots but leaves puddles on the bathroom floor for his dad to
mop up. Who has time to clean when there’s a dinosaur on the
loose?! SuperJoe’s enormous roar scares away the beast—and
wakes up his baby sister. Though he again refuses to apologize,
he can’t hear any more of his superassignments because his baby
sister is crying. He starts to feel awful and does something out
of character. He goes into his sister’s room, softly strokes his
sister’s cheek, and says sorry—a small act of compassion that
inspires SuperJoe to pick up his toys, mop up his messes, and
even fix his mom’s favorite mug. The story is sweet, with a sound
though never heavy-handed lesson. Filled with movement,
Proctor’s vibrant, digitally colored pencil illustrations leap off
the page. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This fun little book with a big message is perfect for little
readers. (Picture book. 5-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

illustrations. “I’m really a visual artist; I’m not really an author, but I can write the story visually first,” he says. Another
challenge of picture books is that they have a certain “economy” to them, according to Falconer: He has a limited number
of pages to gracefully get the book’s most important aspects
across to the reader, from the exposition to the laughs. Falconer has also been a cover artist for the New Yorker since
1996, another medium that requires an artist to convey bold
messages in a “concentrated” space. Compared to a picture
book, there’s not as much storytelling involved with a cover,
but “you might be trying to tell a joke,” Falconer says. “You
have to have all the clues there ready for people to get the
joke very quickly,” and “people have to be able to look at it
and laugh and pick up the magazine.”
Falconer initially laughs at the question of what advice
he would give to aspiring illustrators—“they always ask that
one”—but his answer is sound nonetheless. “Work hard. If
you think you can get a good idea out, work all night long. I
mean, literally work all night long and give them your best.”
Other things he emphasizes most are listening to good
teachers, looking to one’s favorite artists for inspiration, and
drawing. “It really does start with drawing,” he says, along
with “learning your techniques and learning how to use tools,
your paints and your brushes and all that, to make a seductive image.”
Given that Olivia’s adventures have spanned multiple
books, readers might wonder if they can expect to see more of
Augie and Perry. Falconer isn’t quite ready to answer—“That
depends on how successful it is”—but the possibility is there.
Now that the two dogs have gotten a taste for mischief, one
can’t help but wonder what they’ll get up to next.

CLARICE BEAN, THINK LIKE
AN ELF

Child, Lauren
Candlewick (240 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5362-2365-1

For Clarice and her extended family,
the Christmas season brings a busy whirl
of preparations, crises, and surprises.
Unchanged in age or temperament
since her last outing in 2006’s Clarice Bean, Don’t Look Now,
Clarice expresses concerns about keeping up the Christmas
spirit while recording such promising signs of the season as the
lighting of a special Advent candle in place of the usual calendar with chocolates (which they no longer have due to issues
with pilfering). It’s time to compile a list for Santa, make and
deliver greeting cards, and learn all the words to “The Twelve
Days of Christmas” before the school carol concert. Not to
mention making fudge for family presents (how hard can it
be?), decorating a tree with minimal breakage of heirloom ornaments, and wondering what happened to the Christmas turkey that somehow is no longer in the fridge. On nearly every
page, Child’s effervescent mix of sketches and collages stylishly
records highs and low on the way to a satisfying, climactic gathering that includes Clarice’s parents, three sibs, grandpa, uncles,
aunt, cousins, and best friend Betty Moody’s family (excepting
her brown-skinned aunt and cousins, the cast reads as White).
Clarice’s account, typographical flights and all, is printed in red,
which does underscore the festive air but carries legibility issues
that become acute on occasional pages where the white backgrounds turn brown or green.
A warm and bustling Christmas story: “exceptionordinarily” joyful. (musical score, song list) (Holiday fiction. 7-10)

Nina Palattella is the editorial assistant. Two Dogs was reviewed in
the April 15, 2022, issue.
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“Another fantastic voyage from an accomplished
author/illustrator, creatively presented.”
the universe in you

THE UNIVERSE IN YOU
A Microscopic Journey

Chin, Jason
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-8234-5070-1

The author of the cosmic Your Place
in the Universe (2020) takes a similarly
expansive thought journey in the opposite direction.
Once again Chin goes in scale-changing stages. The 8-centimeter-long Calliope hummingbird that lights on the finger of
a delighted brown-skinned child who uses a wheelchair seems
tiny. It’s a giant, though, next to the Western Pygmy Blue butterfly (smaller than a penny), which towers over a less than 2-millimeter-long bee…which lands next to a vellus hair, less than
30 microns across, on the child’s skin, and so on down to and
into cells, past DNA and its constituent molecules to quarks
and gluons—which, Chin writes with some understatement,
“aren’t like any objects we are familiar with.” But, he concludes,
those same elementary particles make up all the physical matter in the universe, from galaxies to hummingbirds to humans.
Particularly in the microbial realms but really throughout, the
art’s evocative detailing and dynamic compositions create vivid
impressions of realism and movement that will carry viewers
down to the point where size and location lose their meanings
and then back around to the wide-eyed young observer. Retracing part of his route in the backmatter, the author enriches a
summary discussion of life’s building blocks with a chart of
elementary particles and the periodic table of elements. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Another fantastic voyage from an accomplished author/
illustrator, creatively presented. (note, selected sources) (Infor
mational picture book. 8-10)

BUDDHA AND THE ROSE

Chopra, Mallika
Illus. by Neha Rawat
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-7624-7876-7

Everything is connected; a rose provides the path.
A group of brown-skinned children sit under a tree with the
Buddha, depicted as a brown-skinned man. He holds a rose and
is silent. The children are a bit confused, and one child, who
narrates, stares and breathes and closes their eyes. Suddenly, the
narrator is transported by the rose-ness of the flower. Its scent
and its shape speak to them wordlessly. They imagine its journey from seed to flower as well as the weather it has enjoyed and
endured. The child thinks of the bees that have visited it and
the honey they have made as well as the uses that honey was put
to. The narrator contemplates the roles that flowers like this
rose play in the lives of humans and sees the rose and themself
as special and part of the whole universe. Buddha smiles, and
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the narrator feels they have understood him, and he knows it.
In her author’s note, Chopra says this book is based on the story
of Sujata and Gautama Buddha, but it bears little resemblance
to that story, which takes place before Buddha’s enlightenment.
As an invitation to mindfulness and feeling oneness with the
universe, it is much more successful. Rawat’s illustrations are
bright, attractive, and inviting. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Not an introduction to Buddhism but may spark an interest in mindfulness or meditation. (Picture book. 4-7)

SHE PERSISTED IN SCIENCE
Brilliant Women Who Made a
Difference

Clinton, Chelsea
Illus. by Alexandra Boiger
Philomel (32 pp.)
$17.99 | March 1, 2022
978-0-593-35329-5

Clinton highlights the accomplishments of women who have pursued STEM careers despite sexism.
On an opening spread depicting a diverse group of people
exploring STEM displays in a museum exhibit, Clinton tells
readers that sexism exists in STEM but that “the world needs
everyone’s scientific discoveries.” She spotlights individuals
such as health care workers Florence Nightingale and Rebecca
Lee Crumpler, chemist Rosalind Franklin, and molecular
biologist Flossie Wong-Staal, mathematicians and computer
scientists Grace Hopper and Gladys West, primatologist Jane
Goodall, architect Zaha Hadid, and astronaut Ellen Ochoa.
Mari Copeny and Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, advocates for clean
water in Flint, Michigan, are profiled together. The final spread
highlights youth climate activists Autumn Peltier, Greta Thunberg, and Elizabeth Wanjiru Wathuti. The brief entries appear
to be arranged chronologically by the subjects’ dates of birth,
although no dates are listed anywhere in the book and no backmatter is included. Each profile contains at most a paragraph
and a quote from each woman, although they are only rarely
attributed. As with the previous two volumes, calm, muted
watercolor-and-ink illustrations appear throughout. While
the individuals covered here are diverse in terms of race, no
out queer women are featured, and apart from Temple Grandin’s autism, no other disabilities are discussed. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
As an informational text, this falls short; as an inspirational
book, it could still do better. (Informational picture book. 6-9)

WELCOME TO THE BIG KIDS
CLUB
What Every Older Sibling
Needs To Know!

by Evo, Super Pig doesn’t change his ways until a bad decision
finally helps him understand who his real friends are and what
his true superpower is. While colorful and detailed illustrations
will draw in readers, several pages, including Bitmax’s lengthy
introduction, bog the narrative down. Narrator changes during
the flashback may confuse some readers, especially those unfamiliar with graphic novels.
A mixed bag likely to appeal most to experienced comics
readers. (Graphic fiction. 6-9)

Clinton, Chelsea
Illus. by Tania de Regil
Philomel (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-593-35073-7

Answers many questions kids may have when a new baby is
on the way.
Told from the perspective of a wise group of older siblings—
who have already gone through the experience of welcoming a
new member (the reader) to the Big Kids Club—this book is
presented as the guide the big kids wish they had had at the
time. A single question is posed on the verso of each spread and
answered on the recto. The first musing is “Can my baby see
me?” Careful to be mindful of all abilities, the Big Kids Club
answers: “All babies are different, and not all of them are born
being able to see.” They go on to explain how vision develops
slowly with focus and colors, but “if your baby can’t see, you can
make them laugh using different senses.” Other wonderings
include “What does it mean when my baby cries?” “When can
my baby talk to me?” and the ever important “Why does my
baby poop so much?” The bigger kids and younger tots reflect
a wide diversity of ethnicities and wear fantastically patterned
attire throughout. The congratulatory tone and initiation into a
secret club just may be the hook some new siblings need to feel
special. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A club that everyone will want to join. (Picture book. 3-6)

SUPER PIZZA & KID KALE

Crede, Phaea
Illus. by Zach Smith
Viking (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-593-40370-9

School lunch turns fraught when
feuding foods fight.

y o u n g a d u lt

SUPER PIG

Copons, Jaume
Illus. by Liliana Fortuny
Trans. by Simulingua
Schiffer (72 pp.)
$14.99 | Sept. 28, 2022
978-0-7643-6487-7
Series: Bitmax & Co, 2
Super Pig dreams of being a superhero, but his effort to realize his goal
leads to super problems.
In this second book in the series, translated from Spanish
and Catalan, Bitmax, the android narrator, community leader,
and friend to all, tells the story of Super Pig and his delusions
of heroism. He crash-lands on a forest friend in an attempt to
fly, injures himself while trying to perform outlandish feats of
strength, and, in general, instigates enough mischief in the forest for humans to investigate, creating a perilous situation. In
a flashback, readers see a comic book–reading Super Pig yearning to become a superhero; Evo, a bespectacled orange creature
with ill intentions, capitalizes on this, giving the pig a costume.
Super Pig becomes a menace. Bitmax reasons with Super Pig,
trying to show him he doesn’t have superpowers, but, egged on
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MIDDLE GRADE | Laura Simeon

bracing outdoorsy reads
Nothing says summer like time
spent outdoors—whether in real life
or experienced vicariously through
the pages of a good book. Being outside in wild places offers young people a respite from technology fatigue,
reinforces a pure love for nature that
contrasts with the daily barrage of
devastating news about the environment, and is grounding in an overstimulating world.
In a significant cultural shift, many U.S. children today
enjoy less freedom of movement and are allowed to take
fewer physical risks compared to previous generations—
even recent ones. But engaging in derring-do and exploring boundaries are natural, appropriate parts of developing competence and confidence for children. Given the
constraints that constant surveillance from cellphones
and other devices impose, the thrilling appeal of stories in
which kids are alone, often beyond adult reach, is undeniable and wholly understandable. In the grand tradition of
many ripping wilderness adventure yarns, the following
middle-grade novels will keep pages turning and imaginations working.
Wave Riders by Lauren St John
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, May 24):
When twins Jess and Jude find themselves alone, except for their faithful
dog, after their boat encounters a major storm in the Caribbean, they must
muster all their sailing and detecting
skills in order to figure out what happened to their missing guardian.
Out of Range by Heidi Lang
(McElderry, June 7): Sisters Abby, 14,
Emma, 12, and Ollie, 9, are sent to
Camp Unplugged in a remote area of Idaho by their parents
in hopes of mending their fractious relationship. Becoming
separated from their counselor and encountering a series of
dangers lead to genuine change.
Spineless by Samantha San Miguel (Union Square Kids,
June 7): A chronically ill boy visiting Florida for his health
makes new friends, rescues an octopus, explores the rich
biodiversity of the swamps, meets a famous naturalist, and
protects a new species—all during what was meant to be a
winter of convalescence.
Search for Treasure by Mary Alice Monroe with Angela May, illustrated by Jennifer Bricking (Aladdin, June 14):
This follow-up to The Islanders (2021) follows 12-year-old
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Jake as he returns to Dewees Island,
South Carolina, and has another adventure with local friends, fellow animal lovers who live on the car-free nature sanctuary that is home to a rich
array of wildlife.
Lies I Tell Myself by Beth Vrabel (Atheneum, June 21): This standalone companion to 2021’s To Tell You
the Truth follows Raymond, 11, as he
summers with his grandparents in rural Maine. The local kids enjoy biking and swimming, but
Raymond doesn’t know how to do either. He’s not too sure
about the chickens, either.
Treasure Tracks by S.A. Rodriguez (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, June
28): Fin and Abuelo enjoy motoring
around the Florida Keys, diving for
lost, sunken treasure that is connected
to their family history. When Abuelo
has a medical emergency, Fin gets him
to safety—and then attempts to lift
his recuperating grandfather’s spirits
by carrying on their mission.
The Hike to Home by Jess Rinker
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, July 5): A
girl and her two new friends from summer camp sneak off
together for an exploratory weekend
of camping on the Appalachian Trail
in search of the Castle in Clouds, a
mysterious old building rumored to lie
hidden somewhere in the forest.
Breda’s Island by Jessie Ann Foley
(Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins, July
12): Breda leaves Chicago for her first
visit to her mother’s Irish countryside
home. There, she stays with her Granda, who is a seanchaí, or storyteller,
and encounters a magical natural landscape of green hills and sparkling ocean, a culture infused
with legends—and long-held family secrets.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.

Will feel relatable to many tweens, especially thoughtful
readers in blended families and those struggling with anxiety.
(Fiction. 9-12)

In this relentlessly puntastic outing, a rare kitchen disaster turns ordinary food into intrepid caped comestibles eager
to protect the students of Baker Elementary from playground
accidents and other mishaps. But even though Super Pizza and
Kid Kale play equal roles in averting several near disasters, it’s
the cheesy champion who gets all the love (“You’re the hero
we knead!”)—and makes a cutting remark about how the surly
side dish is “just…garnish.” The ensuing argument (“You want a
pizza me?”) escalates into a full-scale riot that leaves the school
spattered with garbage. Seeing a student’s tears brings the maddened menu items back to their senses, though, and once the
“crustfallen” pizza has expressed remorse, the vengeful veggie is
quick to forgive and even to lead the cleanup effort. Though it
stretches logic to see the students and staff suddenly cheering
the “lean green roughage machine” and proclaiming it “as good
as pizza!” (sure), there’s nothing half-baked about the way Super
Pizza and Kid Kale proclaim themselves “perfectly paired partners” and soar off together. Smith cranks the almost frantic
action up another notch in his loudly colored and loosely drawn
cartoon scenes; speech bubbles and occasional use of panels
give this one a graphic-novel look. Students and staff are racially
diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Dishes up a delicious duo, with a theme of reconciliation
as the secret sauce. (Picture book. 6-8)

THE CLOWN SAID NO

Damjan, Mischa
Illus. by Torben Kuhlmann
Trans. by Anthea Bell & David Henry
Wilson
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-7358-4476-6
Introductory text shares history and
context for the fourth publication of this
circus story, with a theme of staying true and pursuing what
feels right.
The title reveals itself promptly as Petronius the clown defiantly declares “No!” when asked to perform by the ringmaster.

y o u n g a d u lt

DAD’S GIRLFRIEND AND
OTHER ANXIETIES

Crocker, Kellye
Whitman (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 1, 2022
978-0-8075-1421-4

New family dynamics and unwelcome changes confront rising seventh
grader Ava as she navigates her first time
meeting her father’s new girlfriend.
Ava, an Iowa native and lover of hot
fudge sundaes, secretly hopes her dad will have a minor accident,
something just bad enough that they’ll have to cancel their trip
to meet Jenn, the woman he’s dating. Ava’s mom died shortly
after giving birth to her, and it’s been just her and her dad ever
since. According to her new therapist, who diagnosed her with
an anxiety disorder, Ava struggles with change, needing time to
adjust to transitions. Even before leaving rural Iowa for their
vacation, she finds herself awash in new, Colorado-related fears,
such as catching the plague from ground squirrels or suffering a
road rage accident in urban Denver. Meeting Z, Jenn’s 12-yearold daughter who seems to delight in triggering Ava’s fears, isn’t
exactly a highlight—but the most terrifying news is that her
father has rented a mountain cabin. This character-driven novel
proceeds at a measured pace, exploring themes around family
dynamics, self-acceptance, and making your voice heard. The
author doesn’t tie everything up in a neat bow in the end but
instead shows the complications of life, messy but loving families and all. Most characters read as White; Rodrigo, Z’s father,
is cued as Latinx.
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“The call to revel in the glorious patchwork that is ‘us’
blazes forth from this paean of acceptance.”
patchwork

PATCHWORK

Five circus animals follow suit, and the group bluntly quits.
After discussing their grievances around a campfire, they realize
it isn’t so much the circus they dislike as their lack of autonomy.
Even though this existential realization might stir up deeper
questions in adults, it’s presented as a straightforward plot
point and could help children express their own interests or
desires for change in daily life. Each scene methodically moves
the six “circus rebels” toward their goal of opening their own
circus “for children and poets.” Classically inspired illustrations from Kuhlmann depict a rich red drape behind the circus
stage. Petronius is a quintessential clown, with a collar, red nose,
powder-white face, and pointed hat. Even though this is a fresh
set of illustrations for the 1961 story, the cars and fashion stem
from the time of initial publication. There is no noticeable skin
tone or body type diversity when people are present. Anyone
fearful of clowns or critical of the circus at large will pass on this
book. Those who turn the pages will find a sweet mix of action
and reflection as they cheer on the earnest gaggle of performers.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Part storybook, part pep talk to anyone with a dream in
reach. (Picture book. 5-8)

de la Peña, Matt
Illus. by Corinna Luyken
Putnam (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-984813-96-1
Being pigeonholed or restricted
limits the multifaceted expressions of
humanity.
Children blossom with the encouragement to explore and
define themselves. But de la Peña and Luyken demonstrate that
even before we are born, we are steered to fit into molds that
often chafe, from gender-reveal events (“You were blue before
you were even born”) to the restrictive opinions of educators
(“You are the kid perpetually in time-out”). But the freedom to
experiment offers many opportunities; a love of dancing might
lead to coding or a passion for sports to spinning “couplets on
your finger.” Whether you discover the transformative power of
kindness or harness ideas to pull people to your cause, the infinite choices that form the rich canvas of our lives are empowering. With a nudge here and a turn there, each jolt of awareness
reveals the kaleidoscopic expanse of realities within us all. De
la Peña’s lyrical observations and proclamations take the mind
from complacent to questioning to affirming. His gentle guidance from page to page creates a poetry of understanding—we
are more than what is expected of us. Luyken depicts a diverse
group of children, using a palette of pastel pink, blue, lavender,
and yellow and a subtle pattern evoking patchwork on each
page to highlight the transformative power of self-discovery.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
The call to revel in the glorious patchwork that is “us”
blazes forth from this paean of acceptance. (Picture book. 4-10)

HAVEN JACOBS SAVES
THE PLANET

Dee, Barbara
Aladdin (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-5344-8983-7

A young person learns how to turn
eco-anxiety into action.
Seventh grader Haven has climate
change anxiety. Symptoms include doomscrolling, nail-biting, nightmares, and
difficulty concentrating. Afraid of being seen as overly sensitive
and emotional, Haven keeps her fears private. One spring day,
she has a panic attack and runs out of science class while watching a video of melting glaciers in Antarctica. Motivated by her
anxiety, Haven starts talking about environmental issues with
her friends, family, and teachers. When Haven and her classmates begin studying the local Belmont River, they discover the
water is acidic. Haven rallies her community to advocate for an
investigation into who’s polluting the river. What happened to
the frogs? Is Gemba, the new glass factory that recently came to
their town, involved in the contamination? Will Haven face her
fears and speak out in public against climate change? Her desire
to get to the bottom of the story is complicated by the fact that
her father, who was unemployed for over two years, now works
at Gemba, and the company is infusing money into the community. Dee explores the growing pains of a thoughtful and aware
tween navigating everything from large-scale matters to jealousy
to crushes. Her timely middle-grade novel is a sound character
study with a conventional activism arc. Haven and her family are
assumed White; the supporting cast is racially diverse.
A powerful depiction of the impact of climate change on a
young activist’s mental health. (Fiction. 8-12)
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WARRIOR PRINCESS
The Story of Khutulun

Deng, Sally
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (44 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-374-38838-6

A retelling of a legendary princess’s
life.
A proud cry from her father announces the birth of Mongolian Princess Khutulun amid a starry night. The daughter of
the khan and the great-great-granddaughter of Genghis Khan,
Khutulun, like her 14 older brothers, trains to become a warrior
and fulfill demanding duties. A boisterous child, she shadows
her mother as she skillfully leads meetings and handles advisers. Yet Khutulun finds that she prefers a warrior’s life; she loves
to hunt and wrestle alongside her brothers and yearns to ride
“under the infinite sky.” Deng skillfully uses white space and textured colors and lines to bring kinetic energy to the narrative, as
in a scene where horses charge across the pages when Khutulun joins her father in her first battle. When Khutulun reaches
marriageable age, she announces a novel stipulation—she will
|

only marry the man who can break her undefeated wrestling
record. Her proclamation is tested when a wealthy challenger
appears and her family pressures her to make a pragmatic alliance. Khutulun faces her greatest battle: whether to succumb to
expectations or to forge her own path. Deng combines a sharp
narrative with powerful imagery to fully capture the tenacity of
the warrior princess. The author’s note admits to liberties with
the story and explores further details of the princess’s life. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Forceful and compelling. (glossary) (Picture-book biography.
5-8)

HARVEST DAYS
Giving Thanks Around the
World

Dickinson, Emily
Ed. by Ryan G. Van Cleave
Bushel & Peck Books (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-63819-107-0
Series: Illustrated Poets Collection, 1
This title in the Illustrated Poets Collection presents 25
notable selections from Dickinson, with questions to enhance
critical thinking.
The poems fall into three sections: “The Natural World,”
“Ideas & Imagination,” and “Heart & Spirit.” Each poem garners a double-page spread and a sidebar with three components.
“Engage” poses questions designed to help students grapple with
Dickinson’s imagery and emphatic yet delicate use of metaphor. “Imagine” suggests activities for playfully approaching
the poems, like drawing a map or making a portrait of a poem.

y o u n g a d u lt

DePalma, Kate
Illus. by Martina Peluso
Barefoot Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-64686-626-7
Series: World of Celebrations

THE ILLUSTRATED
EMILY DICKINSON
25 Essential Poems

Harvest time is celebrated around the world.
When the difficult work of an agricultural society is finished,
and if conditions have been good, there is plenty of food both to
be stored and made into special dishes. Parades, music, and special decorations usually play important roles. In simple, rhyming couplets, DePalma describes 12 holidays in various countries,
such as Chuseok, a Korean festival celebrated according to
the lunar calendar (in September or October), and Homowo
(“hoot at hunger” in Gã), celebrated in Ghana in August. The
simple text is enhanced by extensive backmatter that offers
more detailed explanations as well as a calendar showing when
each holiday is observed. The richly colored digital illustrations
offer detailed depictions of traditional clothing and foods. A
variety of countries are highlighted, including Liberia, India
(Tamil Nadu and Punjab), Poland, and Bolivia, and characters
are diverse, but the illustrator’s style lends a sameness to many
faces. Some people with physical disabilities are pictured. Children from various countries are gathered together at the beginning and end as if they were celebrating together. Given that
many schools study festivals from all over the world throughout the year, this attractive, informative book will be useful as a
starting point, though it lacks sources and maps. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
An enticing look at harvest rituals, foods, and festivities.
(author’s and illustrator’s notes) (Informational picture book. 5-7)
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“Define” assists with the poems’ less familiar words. The sidebars
and appended thumbnail commentary provide clues to interpreting Dickinson’s linguistic elision, but editorial missteps
occur. “She sweeps with many-colored Brooms”—a gorgeous
poem that metaphorically casts the setting sun as a housewife
at her work—is described thus: “This poem shares how a beautiful sunset is created by a housewife sweeping….The poem sheds
some glorious light on the impressive work that homemakers
do every single day.” (It’s all the odder considering Dickinson’s
own quest to advantage her writing over household drudgery.)
Digital collages, created from public domain and stock images,
pair cutouts of flora and fauna with landscapes and interiors in
haphazard combos. For “These are the days when Birds come
back”—a subtle poem limning late summer’s cusp—the book
depicts a landscape plastered with geese, ignoring the theme.
The people depicted are mostly light-skinned.
Visually and editorially unworthy of Dickinson’s incandescence. (biographical facts, bibliography) (Poetry. 8-11)

ONE THURSDAY AFTERNOON

DiLorenzo, Barbara
Flyaway Books (40 pp.)
$18.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-947888-37-1

Listening can make a difference.
Ava is waiting at school for her grandfather; they are going out to paint and picnic together, but Ava
seems upset. Granddad allows her to open up at her own pace.
Eventually Ava reveals that there was a lockdown drill at school,
and she is feeling disturbed because she thought school already
was safe. Granddad tells her about the “duck and cover” drills
of his childhood. Confiding that sometimes he’s afraid, too,
he reminds her that “even though the world is scary, it’s also
a beautiful place,” and Ava feels a little better. Appealing and
calming illustrations show the two reflecting and talking in a
wooded area with a pond and ducks as they paint. When Ava’s
fears arise again, she mentions what she’s seen on the news
about schools. Granddad commiserates and lets her know that
whether the world is “scary or beautiful or both,” he is “here to
listen.” Adults may learn a trick or two from Granddad’s model
of patience, acceptance, communication, and support, while
sensitive children will see they are not alone and that it’s OK
to feel upset. Granddad and Ava are brown-skinned, and the
opening spread at Ava’s school depicts characters with Black
and brown skin and a child who uses a wheelchair. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet, specific, and straightforward tale of dealing with
good and bad in the world. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-6)
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LEARNING TO FALL

Engelfried, Sally
Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-316-36797-4

A girl learns life lessons through
skateboarding.
When 12-year-old Daphne is sent to
Oakland to stay with her father for the
summer so her mother can pursue her
acting career in Prague, she feels resentful. Daphne hasn’t seen her father since before her 10th birthday,
when he was supposed to meet her at a skate park to teach her
some skills but didn’t show up. Trying to do a trick on her own,
Daphne broke her arm and subsequently quit skateboarding.
Now in Oakland, Daphne is cold toward her recovering alcoholic father and refuses his attempts to get her to skateboard
with him. The tepid, formulaic plot and tentative voice of the
first half of this story (overexplaining is rampant, as are tropey
expressions of anxiety—the stomach features prominently) give
way by the end to a more assured, original voice and welcome
nuance in the characterizations of Daphne and her parents.
The depictions of alcoholism through the eyes of Daphne and
the adults affected are honest and unromanticized—possibly
the strongest part of the book—while the skateboarding theme
is integrated fairly successfully. Readers will enjoy the descriptions of skateboarding tricks, but the skateboarding-as-a-metaphor-for-life angle is at first too heavy-handed; by the end of the
story it becomes more subtle. Main characters read White; two
significant secondary characters are Mexican American.
Not without glitches but, overall, an honest story about
alcoholism and forgiveness. (Fiction. 9-12)

MONKEY BEDTIME

English, Alex
Illus. by Pauline Gregory
Faber & Faber (32 pp.)
$16.95 | July 12, 2022
978-0-571-35276-0

What’s the harm in letting one tiny
monkey into the house?
A young tot getting ready for bed sees a pygmy marmoset
outside in the rain. He lets the creature inside, and they have
fun jumping on the bed and playing with toys. But then, the little critter scampers downstairs and lets more primates in. Soon
there are howlers, capuchins, baboons, and more, all over the
house. The boy’s mother is upstairs tending to the baby and isn’t
sure what’s going on. But the youngster has it covered, with a
string of confident replies: “ ‘I’m coming, Mom,’ I shouted back.
/ ‘Just tidying my toys!’ ” Mayhem that rivals that of a certain
cat (in a certain hat) ensues. The text bounces along in rhyming
couplets, matching the rhythm of the monkeys’ swings. Gregory’s cartoonish art is full of motion and mischief, with jelly
handprints on the walls and scuttling little rascals flipping and

“Triumphant and inspiring, this autobiographical piece
will thrill fans and charm all readers.”
tacko fall

climbing everywhere. The frenetic pace crashes to a halt when
the monkeys realize how upset the little boy is getting. Contrite, they quickly clean everything up and march in a line out
the front door. The little boy is light-skinned, while his mom is
slightly darker-skinned. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Gives a whole new meaning to “monkeying around” before
bedtime. (Picture book. 3-6)

At 7 feet, 6 inches tall, Fall is one of the tallest people in
the world. As a child, he loved sports and would often play
soccer barefoot in the sand. He discovered basketball when
he watched a game on TV with his grandmother one day, and
when he saw Dwight Howard dunk, he thought the athlete
was a real superhero. Fall started practicing basketball with
a friend and was discovered by a coaching group, but training
was difficult. On a particularly moving spread, young Tacko
is shown exhausted from running up and down the court and
struggling to lift a bar without weights. With practice, however, he improved, and his path to the NBA continued when
he left his mother and brother to attend high school in the
United States. Fall details his adjustment to his new life, the
challenges he encountered, and his efforts, describing how
he attended college and covering career highlights. The firstperson narration is relatable and engaging, and the honesty
with which Fall expresses the emotional points of his journey
is refreshing and touching. Brown’s illustrations represent
Fall’s comparative height without caricature, and the variety
of scenes and vignettes with animation-style pictures gives the

MEET ME HALFWAY

Fajardo, Anika
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5344-9590-6

y o u n g a d u lt

In this heartwarming tale, a pair of
freshly acquainted half sisters embark on
a small adventure to meet their estranged
Colombian father.
For Mattie, being the new kid in
seventh grade gets even weirder when
she notices popular Mercedes, who looks almost exactly like
her. Mercedes, meanwhile, would rather not draw attention to
the fact that dorky Mattie strongly resembles her. When the
girls realize they’re half sisters who share the same Colombian
dad, their discovery flips the script. Having recently moved to
California from Minnesota thanks to her mom’s marriage to
her new stepfather, a man with two sons of his own, anxietyridden Mattie is finding it difficult to settle into her blended
family. For short-tempered Mercedes, home life also leaves
much to be desired: an absent workaholic mom who’s always
traveling, a little half brother who gets to spend time with
his dad, and a fancy, sterile house with a live-in nanny. The
opportunity to meet Francisco Gómez Flores, their renowned
anthropologist father, lands at their feet when they learn he
will be a visiting professor at a nearby college. This novel rests
upon a classic premise and treads familiar narrative beats, but
thanks to Fajardo’s keen writing, Mattie’s and Mercedes’ journeys as they bond and grow familial ties earns its sweet ending.
Though Operation D.A.D. drags on for a comically long time,
the author bolsters strong alternating chapters from each
girl’s perspective with a satisfying portrayal of a family finally
brought together.
Sweetly woven. (Fiction. 8-12)

TACKO FALL
To New Heights

Fall, Tacko & Justin Haynes
Illus. by Reggie Brown
Candlewick Entertainment (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-5362-1958-6

NBA player Fall chronicles his journey from childhood in Dakar, Senegal, to
success as a professional athlete in the United States.
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“The stupid jokes only make this comic book more brilliant.”
the inflatables in mission un-poppable

feeling of a humorous graphic novel, in the best way. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Triumphant and inspiring, this autobiographical piece will
thrill fans and charm all readers. (Picture-book biography. 4-8)

ingenious twist after another. A balloon shaped like a cactus
uses the air from a bouncy castle to clear away fumes of dangerous gas, and she uses melted popsicles to stall an escaping
villain, an inflatable avocado. Cactus and her friends must
prevent the avocado from taking over their water park. The
plot, of course, is mostly an excuse for goofy jokes, most of
which are puns. Some are good. Some are bad. Many are both.
A balloon shaped like a watermelon says, “You really are one in
a melon!” The black-and-white drawings look like they were
inspired by clip art from the ’90s, but, again, they’re just an
excuse for more jokes, like a book of dastardly plans with the
title Dastardly Plans. Beyond the humor, it’s impressive and,
these days, sort of inspiring to find a story where victories are
achieved by teamwork and intelligence. While the main characters are talking balloons, the human beings who do appear
are diverse in appearance.
The stupid jokes only make this comic book more brilliant.
(Graphic humor. 8-12)

A WINTER TREASURY OF
RECIPES, CRAFTS, AND
WISDOM

Ferraro-Fanning, Angela
Illus. by AnneliesDraws
Ivy Kids (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-7112-6705-3
Series: Little Homesteader

Short days, wintry weather, and cold temps may have kids at
loose ends; this book gives them some things to do.
The activities run the gamut from taking a few minutes and
requiring almost nothing to requiring both patience and some
easily gotten supplies. Readers can try their hands at several
cocoa recipes, whip up homemade bread, or attempt to tap
some trees for sap and make maple syrup and candies. Citrus
is prominent in the book: Along with making candied orange
slices, readers can create garlands from dried slices and plant
and grow the seeds. And those seeds aren’t the only kitchen
waste that can be used to regrow food. Children who don’t
mind the weather can venture outdoors to forage materials for a
wreath or evergreen paintbrushes; find tracks or other evidence
of winter wildlife; and hang pine cone bird feeders they’ve made.
For those who prefer staying cozy, there’s finger knitting, making a compost bin out of a plastic bottle, and crafting solstice
lanterns and salt dough ornaments. The directions are short
and sweet and get the ideas across. Colored-pencil illustrations
have a bit of a Scandinavian vibe to them in the little details
and repeated motifs. Two delightfully round and rosy-cheeked
children appear throughout, one with light skin and short
blond hair, the other with brown skin, Afro puffs, and a cloud of
bangs. Wildlife is cartoon cute but at the same time accurately
depicted. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A good starting point for banishing winter boredom.
(Activity book. 4-10)

ROSALIND LOOKED CLOSER
An Unsung Hero of Molecular
Science
Gerin, Lisa
Illus. by Chiara Fedele
Beaming Books (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-5064-7065-8

Rosalind Franklin was frequently
told that girls could not be scientists.
But, as this picture-book biography illustrates, she loved
to learn and always knew that science was her calling. At
boarding school, where she was the only Jewish child, she
studied Hebrew and other languages while the other students
attended church. She attended a London school where girls
could learn science and math and later studied chemistry at
Cambridge University. World War II loomed; on one page,
Rosalind expresses relief that she lives in England—here, the
book offers a brief, facile description of the Holocaust. Rosalind helped develop a safe gas mask for British soldiers during
World War II. But examining and photographing the molecular structure of DNA led to her most important discovery, perfectly capturing the now-famous double helix. James Watson
and Francis Crick, the male scientists who discovered DNA,
used her remarkable photo to present their findings but never
credited her. But she never stopped working and later photographed RNA in polio and other viruses. Though sometimes
heavily reliant on difficult scientific vocabulary, Gerin is
meticulous and admiring in presenting Rosalind’s accomplishments, placing them in the context of world events across several decades and stressing her subject’s intensity and patience
despite many frustrations. At several stages readers are
reminded that Rosalind “always took a closer look.” Fedele’s
mostly earth-toned illustrations are carefully constructed to
capture the times and settings and present Rosalind as strong
and serious. (This book was reviewed digitally.)

THE INFLATABLES IN MISSION
UN-POPPABLE

Garrod, Beth & Jess Hitchman
Illus. by Chris Danger
Scholastic (128 pp.)
$6.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-74899-4
Series: The Inflatables, 2

Only very brave writers would create
a character who’s smarter than they are.
A brilliant character requires brilliant ideas, and, remarkably, this graphic novel has one
94
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A new generation is introduced to a fascinating woman
of science whose story deserves to be more widely known.
(author’s note, glossary, timeline, bibliography) (Picture book/
biography/history. 9-14)

ICE CYCLE
Poems About the Life of Ice

Gianferrari, Maria
Illus. by Jieting Chen
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$20.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-72843-660-9

BUILD A HOUSE

Giddens, Rhiannon
Illus. by Monica Mikai
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-2252-4
Giddens’ song commemorating the
155th anniversary of Juneteenth is adapted into a picture book
centering history and resilience.
Written in second person, the story begins “You brought me
here / to build your house” and depicts a Black family joining
enslaved Black laborers in a field, transported and supervised
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From hummocks and bummocks to frazil and floebergs,
an introduction in poems and explanatory notes to ice’s many
states and formations.
Gianferrari’s sonorous drifts of free verse are sometimes
confusingly allusive on first reading—“Cat ice whorls / Swirl and
twirl. / Brinicles sink, / Plume and bloom. // Pancake ice stacks
/ Smack and crack”—but make clearer sense after examining
the illustrations and reading the extensive notes at the end.
Readers who think ice in nature comes only in sheets, floating
chunks, or icicles are in for an eye-opening experience as, in
naturalistic vignettes and vistas, Chen depicts silky strands of
hair ice around twigs and needle-thin spikes emerging from frozen ground; freezing seawater undergoing subtle color changes
while crystallizing from “frazil” to “grease ice,” “nilas,” and ultimately free-floating sea ice; and, when temperatures rise, aging
into “rotten” or “candle” ice before melting to begin the “ice
cycle” again. Though the author neglects to note that water
boils at 212 degrees only at sea level (and simplistically claims
that it comes only in three states), she finishes off handsomely,
listing types of terrestrial and marine ice (of which “new” sea
ice alone has seven); explaining how floebits, floebergs, brash
ice, and growlers are distinguished by their size ranges; defining
numerous other special terms; then closing with leads to books,
videos, and science projects. Bundled-up human figures in the
pictures are rare and small but do show variations in skin color.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A rewarding exploration of a common substance’s complex nature. (Informational picture book/poetry. 7-9)

by a White person. The family helps the others lay bricks and
pick cotton until they are sent away, with the White person
gesturing for them to leave (“you told me… // GO”). Against a
backdrop of green fields and blue mountains, the family finds
“a place / To build my house,” enjoying freedom, until “you said
I couldn’t / Build a house / And so you burnt it…// DOWN.”
Beside the ashes, the family writes a song; images depict instruments and musical notes being pulled from the family; and
another illustration shows White people dancing and playing.
The family travels “far and wide” and finds a new place where
they can write a song and “put my story down.” Instruments in
hand, the family establishes itself once again in the land. This
deeply moving portrait of the push and pull of history is made
concrete through Mikai’s art, which features bright green landscapes, expressive faces, and ultimately hopeful compositions.
Giddens’ powerful, spare poetry, spanning centuries of American history, is breathtaking. Readers who discover her music
through this book and the online recording (included as a QR
code) will be forever glad they picked up this book. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A stunning, honest, yet age-appropriate depiction of historical injustice. (afterword) (Picture book. 4-8)

DON’T FORGET

Godwin, Jane
Illus. by Anna Walker
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 1, 2022
978-1-68464-436-0
Children have so many things to
remember about how to live their lives.
A diverse group of children are reminded by an omniscient
voice to not forget their responsibilities. “Don’t forget / to make
your bed, / and wear socks / that fit your feet.” They are told to
consider others. “Don’t forget / to smile, / and to lend a hand /
when you can.” But they are also told to enjoy: “Don’t forget to
try new things, / to smell the flowers, // watch the ocean, / and
listen to the music / of the trees.” The narration also encourages
them to express emotion by crying, hugging, hoping, imagining, and dreaming. Most of all, they are told to remember that
“somebody loves you,” that they are not alone in this long life,
and that “you belong.” Lovely artwork depicts scenes of children relaxing, creating both alone and with others, frolicking,
working, and playing, indoors and outdoors. The line “Don’t
forget to wonder” accompanies an image of a brown-skinned
child lying in a bubble bath, contemplating. A reminder to be
brave and to share is paired with an illustration of a group of
tan-skinned kids climbing a tree and sharing a snack. Kids will
easily relate to the numerous illustrated examples, the wise
words offered, and the overall uplifting message. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A tableau of realistic advice on the importance of a positive
attitude. (Picture book. 4-6)
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essential title for their shelves, book clubs and individual readers will equally find it useful for discussion, contemplation, and
as an excellent introduction to the discussion of trans rights
from a humanist perspective. While Gavin’s story is far from
over—and he may have many rocky roads ahead—this book will
help readers and their caregivers better understand why it was
necessary for him to make these difficult but vital choices.
There’s no choice here. Buy it! (Picture-book biography. 6-10)

Goebel, Jenny
Illus. by Angie Alape & Marc Monés Cera
Whitman (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 1, 2022
978-0-8075-1143-5

A framework of cultural understanding and fragile food systems surrounds an
optimistic story about trying new things.
William, his sister, Harper, and their dad, all of whom are
light-skinned, head into the Butterfly Pavilion, noting a cheerful sign stating “Entomophagy: Featuring a Bug Buffet!” Uncluttered illustrations balance neutral or muted backgrounds with
pops of color for the insects introduced, such as the rusty red
Madagascar hissing cockroach and the blue morpho butterfly.
Younger-seeming Harper is eager to try munching on insects,
while William is tentative despite his enthusiasm for observing insects, leaving room for kids with differing opinions about
snacking on insects to find an anchor perspective in the story.
When a light-skinned guest speaker asks if anyone visiting
the event has eaten bugs, several people answer affirmatively,
including William’s father—a quick way to normalize the practice. Facts about how 80% of the world’s people include insects
in their diets may boggle readers’ minds while encouraging
curiosity and understanding. The speaker finds a way to reach
pensive William by offering a familiar cookie treat made with
cricket flour. While spreads are text-heavy, the story flows. The
balanced combination of information, emotional processing,
and a simple plot allows easy entry for many who find entomophagy novel. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Informative, entertaining, and upbeat. (Picture book. 5-8)

SUNDAY FUNDAY
An Activity for Every
Weekend of the Year

Halligan, Katherine
Illus. by Jesús Verona
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (112 pp.)
$14.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-5362-2748-2

An activity for each weekend of the year will keep kids busy
crafting, cooking, gardening, and exploring, either by themselves or with family or friends.
While the activities aren’t one-offs that can’t be found in
other books, the collection’s strengths are its wide range of pursuits, its four-season focus, and the varying time investments of
the different activities (from minutes to months). Busy weekend? How about practicing a few yoga poses or making grilled
cheese or smoothies? Wide-open calendar? You might break
ground and plant seeds for a nature fort or make quiche (with
homemade crust!). But the book’s weaknesses are also numerous. Many of the pursuits require access to green space where
things can be planted, picked, or composted, leaving out those
living in cities and/or rentals. The directions are not always easy
to understand or illustrated in the pictures—many just show
final results. Grown-ups are enlisted to handle hot and sharp
things and supervise around water, but this isn’t always noted
for each activity or shown in the art. And rarely are kids told
how to identify/avoid poisonous flowers or plants. Verona’s
digital illustrations are notable both for the seasonal signs and
colors of nature they include and for the diversity of the cast in
terms of race, age, and ability.
A serviceable assortment of activities that can be done
year-round. (table of contents, tools and materials, safety tips,
index) (Activity book. 4-10)

IF YOU’RE A KID
LIKE GAVIN

Grimm, Gavin & Kyle Lukoff
Illus. by J Yang
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-0630-5756-2
Some choices are harder than others.
Growing up, student Gavin Grimm knew about choices. He
knew whether to eat worms on a dare, whether to sneakily adopt
a pet frog and hide it from his mother, and that he had to make a
choice about standing up for his right to use the boys’ bathroom
at school. This last choice, however, was deemed controversial
by a transphobic teacher and by students who bullied Gavin.
But Gavin still had a decision to make: He could stay silent, or
he could fight back. In this picture-book, trans activist Grimm,
with author Lukoff, documents his early life and his role fighting for trans rights, a battle that sadly is far from over. The story’s simple but direct text and vibrant digital illustrations work
in tandem to create a beautiful, harmonious story that deftly
documents Gavin’s fight and explains why trans rights are basic
human rights. While librarians and educators will find this an
96
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I CANNOT DRAW A HORSE

Harper, Charise Mericle
Union Square Kids (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-4549-4594-9

Part Ed Emberley, with a dash of
Pigeon, and entirely meta.
The offstage narrator begins by introducing a small, gray,
gumdrop of a shape set against an empty graph-paper background, saying, “This is my shape.” The shape immediately
|

“You’ll be shouting ‘Bravo!’ ”
the greatest song of all

DRESSING UP THE STARS
The Story of Movie Costume
Designer Edith Head

establishes itself as sentient, asking, “What am I?” It then
answers its own question in speech-balloon text reading, “I am
a nothing shape.” The narrator quickly counters this statement
by transforming it into a line drawing of a cat, using the original shape as the body and adding a face, ears, limbs, and a tail.
This is where the horse from the title comes in, as the cat says,
“I want a horse.” The narrator immediately demurs, explaining, “A horse is hard to draw. I cannot draw a horse.” Ensuing
pages show the narrator’s attempts to please the cat by drawing many different creatures and objects (excluding the desired
horse), perhaps recalling Ed Emberley’s fingerprint drawing
books as the little gray shape morphs into many things. While
persistence and temper tantrums worthy of Willems’ Pigeon
don’t cajole the narrator into equine drawings, the cat finally
offers the narrator encouragement, and that does the trick. An
ambiguous ending after the horse requests a bicycle will leave
readers wondering what’s in store for the characters. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Draw this one from the shelf for a fun, metafictive read.
(Picture book. 4-8)

Harvey, Jeanne Walker
Illus. by Diana Toledano
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-5344-5105-6

IF YOU LAUGH, I’M STARTING
THIS BOOK OVER

Harris, Chris
Illus. by Serge Bloch
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-316-42488-2

Harris’ latest makes an urgent plea
for somber reflection.
“Stop! Stop!! Stop!!!” Right from the get-go, readers are presented with three rules for reading this book (“Don’t look at
this book!” “Do look at your listener!” “Get your listener to look
at you!”). But the true lesson is in the title itself: If anyone listening to this book laughs, you have to start it all over. Challenge
accepted? Good. Sheer frenetic energy propels what passes
for a narrative as the book uses every trick up its sleeve to give
kids the giggles. Silly names, ridiculous premises, and kooky art
combine, all attempting some level of hilarity. Bloch’s art provides a visual cacophony of collaged elements, all jostling for
the audience’s attention. Heavily influenced by similar fourth
wall–busting titles like The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly
Stupid Tales (1992) by Jon Scieszka, illustrated by Lane Smith,
and the more contemporary The Book With No Pictures (2014) by
B.J. Novak, these attempts to win over readers and make them
laugh will result in less giggles than one might imagine. In the
end, the ultimate success of this book may rest less on the art
or text and more on the strength of the reader’s presentation.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Desperation confused for hysterics. (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

How Edith Head became a famed Hollywood costume
designer.
Growing up in the Nevada desert with her mother and
mining engineer stepfather, young Edith longed for less solitude and more bustle. While she made the most of her circumstances, asking for fabric scraps from townspeople and sewing
little outfits for dolls and pets, Edith wanted more. Going to
high school in Los Angeles, she discovered Hollywood movies,
and in those, Edith found the life of glamour she craved. After
college, she became a teacher but eventually worked her way
into costume design. After persevering through more than a
few setbacks (which are mentioned but not explored in depth),
Edith became a highly regarded Academy Award–winning
movie costume designer. Edith’s life was much more intriguing
than the bland treatment given by this picture book, which has
a flat-footed, predictable rhythm. The mixed-media illustrations, mostly double-page spreads, reflect the text faithfully but
do not amplify the storyline. Readers will be left with a feeling
of mild respect for Edith’s accomplishments but little else. An
author’s note offers a bit more detailed information (her master’s degree from Stanford, her star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame). Edith was White; some secondary characters are illustrated with brown skin. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This trailblazing female costume designer deserves a
stronger story with more depth. (selected sources) (Picture-book
biography. 4-6)

THE GREATEST SONG OF ALL
How Isaac Stern United the
World To Save Carnegie Hall

Hoyt, Megan
Illus. by Katie Hickey
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-063-04527-9
How do you get to Carnegie Hall?
Practice. (And thanks to the Herculean efforts of Isaac Stern.)
Carnegie Hall, the New York monument to music and musical education that was constructed by Andrew Carnegie, has
hosted a range of performers and speakers, from singer Marian
Anderson to physicist Albert Einstein. But it’s thanks to the
unrelenting work of violinist Isaac Stern that Carnegie Hall still
exists. In 1960, New York City planner Robert Moses intended
to demolish the hall in his quest to redesign and modernize
Manhattan. Protesters, musicians, and concerned citizens gathered to defend the historic building, but nothing changed. Still,
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“A crescendo of joyful cacophony.”
symphony for a broken orchestra

Stern remained steadfast in his desire to raise both awareness
and funds to ensure the hall’s survival—all of which ultimately
paid off. The book documents this history while at the same
time acknowledging the importance of musical education and
Carnegie Hall’s modern role in that pursuit. The digital illustrations enhance the text perfectly, capturing the grandeur of performances and the diversity of New York and its citizens. The
added author’s note, information on Carnegie Hall and Stern,
timeline, and sources provide additional information, making
the book an excellent reference for reports or to encourage
curious readers to learn more. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
You’ll be shouting “Bravo!” (Informational picture book. 7-10)

MARVELOUS MABEL

Hubbard, Crystal
Illus. by Alleanna Harris
Lee & Low Books (40 pp.)
$20.95 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-62014-956-0

A long-overdue spotlight on a trailblazing athlete.
Hubbard tells the story of Mabel Fairbanks, the first Black
woman to join the United States Figure Skating Hall of Fame.
Mabel was born in Florida in 1915 and orphaned at age 8. After
moving to New York City to live with relatives, she was briefly
homeless before landing a job as a live-in nanny. When the
family no longer required Mabel’s services, she was taken in by
Wally Hunter (known as Uncle Wally), a part-time handyman
who lived in the family’s building and was the first person who
really took care of her. Mabel had always longed to learn to
skate, but she was denied admission to the skating rink because
she was Black. Uncle Wally, who worked in an ice cream factory,
used his knowledge of dry ice to build an in-home skating rink
in their apartment, launching a storied career—Mabel would go
on to become a legendary athlete and coach who trained Olympians Tai Babilonia, Scott Hamilton, Kristi Yamaguchi, Debi
Thomas, Rudy Galindo, and Tiffany Chin. Depicting Mabel’s
frustrations, loneliness, and joy as well as her athletic prowess,
Harris’ warm, expressive digital illustrations pair well with Hubbard’s straightforward yet inspiring text. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
An account of a sports pioneer that should be widely read
and shared. (afterword, bibliography) (Picture-book biography. 6-9)

SYMPHONY FOR A
BROKEN ORCHESTRA
How Philadelphia
Collected Sounds To Save
Music

Ignatow, Amy
Illus. by Gwen Millward
Walker US/Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-1363-8

Does a room full of broken musical instruments mean the
Philadelphia schools will go silent?
Not when Robert Blackson, the artistic director of Temple
Contemporary—a center for exhibitions and public programming at Temple University—gets onboard, according to endnotes explaining the inspiration for the titular symphony, a
music education nonprofit, and this book. The story opens
with children, depicted with a multitude of skin tones and hairstyles, in classrooms and on the streets enjoying their instruments: “Philadelphia is full of NOISE.” Millward’s scribbly,
digital illustrations and high-octane settings and colors have a
childlike quality perfectly attuned to the subject. The sounds,
rendered in black letters with yellow highlighting, dominate the
designs; musical notes and bright squiggles pulsate across the
pages. A young Black saxophonist bops along, passing a mural
of Grover Washington Jr., but the sax is abandoned when the
musician runs for shelter during a storm. The drummer sets
down his snare to purchase a soft pretzel, and someone steps
on it. A small child stuffs a sibling’s trumpet with toy animals,
then comments that it “sounds like a fart.” But “just because
/ something is broken doesn’t / mean that it can’t also be beautiful,” and a performance using the discarded instruments is
held—the fundraiser that occurred in 2017. Listeners can tune
in on the Vimeo link provided. The concert and narrative conclude in a crescendo of joyful cacophony. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A splendid example of urban renewal. (Picture book. 4-7)

PAYDEN’S PRONOUN PARTY

Jaryn, Blue
Illus. by Xochitl Cornejo
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-64567-558-7

With a little help from friends, a child experiences the joy
and possibility of choosing pronouns.
Payden, a tan-skinned kid with shaggy, dark hair, loves to
play dress-up and “become anyone he imagined…But Payden
also puzzled about who he really was.” Uncertain about his gender identity, the intrepid gender explorer embarks on a journey
around his community, asking friends about their relationship
to their own chosen pronouns. The town vet, Hank, who is
light-skinned, has always used he/him, while Shay, a brownskinned artist who enjoys painting from a swinging trapeze,
98
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HOW TO BE TRUE

says, “People used to think I was a boy, but I’ve always been a
girl. Now when I hear she, I’m flying.” Other friends offer their
perspectives on gender-neutral pronouns like they/them; Zoe, a
tan-skinned child Payden encounters in dance class, uses she/
her and ze/zir. Much like trying on different outfits to find the
best fit, Payden experiments with a range of pronouns before
choosing the gender-neutral e/em/eir. To celebrate eir exciting
selection, Payden’s supportive parents throw em a pronoun
party—complete with dress-up, pronoun badges, and Payden’s
friends, all depicted in Cornejo’s exuberant, manga-esque illustrations. Though the flow of this expository tale can feel a little
hectic, Jaryn’s demonstration of Payden’s process (as well as eir
attentive parents, who model helpful responses to a child curious about trying new gender pronouns) may be useful to young
readers and their families alike. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Gender exploration’s a blast in this story about finding
your “just right” pronouns. (Picture book. 5-8)

Johnson, Daisy May
Henry Holt (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-250-84045-5

THE ANIMAL TOOLKIT
How Animals Use Tools

Jenkins, Steve & Robin Page
Illus. by Steve Jenkins
Clarion/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-358-24444-8

When we think about animals using
tools, we often think of apes or crows…
but what about crabs, wasps, and other unlikely creatures?
In this delightful book, young readers will learn all about
how different animals use tools to create rhythmic sounds (the
palm cockatoo taps a stick against a tree limb in courtship rituals), floss their teeth (chimpanzees, macaques, and other apes
and monkeys rely on plant fibers, hair, and sticks), defend themselves (the boxer crab uses sea anemones like boxing gloves), or
set elaborate traps (the corolla spider arranges quartz stones
outside its burrow to detect the presence of prey). Jenkins
defines tool as “an object that an animal manipulates and uses
to affect its environment, another animal, or itself.” Each page
features bright collage illustrations of the different animals
set against a black background that lets the images pop. The
detailed visuals also depict the animals in action, with insets of
the tools. Brief text gives the name of each animal and explains
how the tool is used and why. For curious readers, backmatter
offers more information about each animal as well as a bibliography. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Brimming with insights into the animal world. (Informa
tional picture book. 5-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

A stolen painting, family secrets,
scrumptious desserts, and les rues de
Paris mix it up in a fast-paced adventure.
In this companion to How To Be
Brave (2021), Good Sister June, who loves
footnotes and cake, narrates the story
of Edmée Agathe Aurore Berger, who grows up in Paris going
to protests with her activist parents. After Edie is sent to stay
with her great-grandmother Odette Berger in her grand château, she finds her way into a locked room—and encounters a
thief climbing in a window to steal one of the paintings. Soon
after, she is sent to England to board at the School of the Good
Sisters. Things come full circle when the pupils head to France
and stay at the Château Berger. The action unfolds quickly as
students and teachers unite to recover the stolen painting, Les
Rose Blanches, and learn of its significance. Their previous education proves useful, as 12-year-old Edie has instructed her classmates in barricade-building. The cheerful chaos includes visits
to patisseries, mysterious notes accompanied by duck feathers,
and a revelation about the heart-rending importance of the
painting to Odette. Amid an obsession with baked goods and
a dislike of kale, the story contains sobering notes tied to dark
chapters in Europe’s history. The author ties up all the threads
and relationships neatly and lovingly. Contextual clues point to
Edie’s being biracial with a Haitian mother and French father.
A lively, moving tale of treasured memories and school
romps. (Fiction. 9-12)

SHONA FINDS HER VOICE

Kessler, Liz
Illus. by Joanie Stone
Candlewick (64 pp.)
$14.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-5362-1523-6
Series: The World of Emily Windsnap, 2
Merfolk are just like the rest of us—
some are outgoing and feisty, while others are too shy to let their fins sparkle in
the light.
Shona Silkfin stars in this installment of The World of
Emily Windsnap, an underwater fantasy series about mermaids.
Shona has a lovely singing voice, but she’s too shy to share it
with the world, afraid others will laugh at her. When Shona’s
best friend, Emily, accidentally overhears Shona crooning, she
encourages Shona to join the other merkids in the upcoming
talent show. Emily, who’s half-mermaid, half-human, confides
that she used to worry about being different as she urges Shona
to embrace what sets her apart. Though Shona still frets, Emily
volunteers to go with her as a guest to support her friend. With
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this installment, Kessler continues to wade into early chapter book territory, making the books even more accessible to
younger readers. The story is relatable and sure to resonate with
young readers. Stone’s artwork helps bring to life the mythical
landscape of Emily’s world, with soft, graceful images that take
the underwater theme beyond the eye-catching covers of the
original books.
A sweet, engaging tale whose beautiful illustrations propel
young merfolk through adventure and fantasy. (Chapter book.
6-9)

Kraegel, Kenneth
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-1941-8

This bedtime fantasy features an
intimate glimpse into the imagined

world of fungi.
Short sentences, lilting rhymes, and harmonious visuals
help viewers grasp the subject matter: “This is a mushroom that
grows in the park. / This is a mushroom that glows in the dark.”
Kraegel invites readers in by showing a homey mushroom dwelling and switching to the second person; since the “you” is never
depicted, all will feel included. Friends are welcome, too: A snail,
caterpillar, ladybug, and butterflies visit. They play volleyball,
strategize chess moves, and sip lemonade under the flowers. A
nearly square trim size and ink-and-watercolor compositions
with an abundance of curves and rounded shapes create a setting
filled with quiet joy and a sense of security. Stippling and other
surface patterns provide texture and gradations of light. As the
day winds down, the warm palette becomes even more intense,
with glowing embers in the fireplace and deep orange-red walls
and décor. The cozy interior is filled with neatly arranged toys,
books, musical instruments, and stuffed animals. Stars and the
moon are visible through the circular window, and as the view
pans out to portray a community of mushroom homes in all
their glorious variety, listeners learn that while it is time to “turn
out the light,” they are wished “sweet dreams, / a soft rest… //
and a very good night.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A mycological charmer. (Picture book. 3-6)

SAY HELLO?

Kim, Sung Mi
Trans. by Clare Richards
Berbay Publishing (44 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-922610-49-2
Kim captures those awkward moments
when someone moves in next door and
reaching out to say hello becomes difficult.
When the Fox family moves next
door to Mr. Wolf, both Little Fox and
Mr. Wolf know saying hello would be the
neighborly thing to do. But when they first meet, both are in
a bad mood, and they silently pass each other by. As days pass,
saying hello becomes even harder, especially after a series of
inadvertent missteps and hurt feelings. Soon, the pair begin to
cast side-eyes at each other, and they are locked in a battle of
wills. Who will say hello first? Neither does, and both rejoice
when Mr. Wolf eventually moves away. As fate would have it,
they later meet while crossing a street, recognize each other,
say hello, and realize that greeting each other wasn’t so hard. In
contrast to the black-and-white outlined illustrations of urban
scenes, each character is drawn in a distinct color, pink for
Little Fox and blue for Mr. Wolf. Although most illustrations
place the two in large city scenes, full-page close-ups of Little
Fox and contrasting close-ups of the two protagonists make
their emotions clear. This simple Korean import is told primarily through the characters’ dialogue and thoughts, making it a
perfect choice for dramatic read-alouds and role-playing to help
children empathize with others and polish their social graces.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Though the protagonists miss what could have been a
wonderful friendship, readers can learn from their mistakes.
(Picture book. 3-6)
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GHOSTER HEIGHTS

Lansdell, Corey & Kelly Mellings
Illus. by Lisa LaRose
Simon & Schuster (208 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-63849-073-9
Grief takes many forms, but so do
fear, sadness, and pain.
After Ona and her father relocate to
live with Ona’s Baba, or grandmother,
in Edmonton, Alberta, Baba tells Ona
that Goesher Heights, their apartment complex, is nicknamed
“Ghoster Heights” because it is supposed to be haunted. Though
Baba has never seen a ghost, it seems Ona has the gift. But while
some ghosts are the souls of people who have died, others are
emotional manifestations of living people. Feelings such as loss
or fear of poverty form ghosts that Ona can see, and she banishes
these spirits by figuring out what will help the residents address
the problems in their lives. Ona integrates into the community
of Ghoster Heights while learning how to come to terms with
her own ghost. This contemplative story will leave readers with
a lot to consider about the difficult emotions in their own lives.
The artwork has a soft, rounded style reminiscent of Steven
|

“Take the time to enjoy this one.”
what’s the rush?

Universe and should attract readers. Reading groups and educators will find a lot of discussion points in this quirky, heartwarming story of love, loss, and acceptance. Ona and her family are
light-skinned, and Baba is cued as Eastern European; other residents vary in terms of age, skin tone, and body type.
Hauntingly wonderful. (Graphic novel. 9-12)

leave tomorrow. The next morning, Bunny shows up at Turtle’s
door, but Turtle needs “just one minute” to finish up a myriad of
tasks, none seeming to relate to their planned activity. Bunny
finally becomes impatient and won’t allow for any more wasted
minutes. The two set off toward their goal but encounter a few
obstacles along the way: They need to cross a river, and luckily
Turtle has an inflatable raft in his rather large backpack; they
need to get through tangled bushes, so Turtle pulls out some
garden clippers. Even when they make it to the top of the
mountain and Bunny’s stomach grumbles, Turtle is ready with
a lunchbox full of food. Turtle decides his next goal will be to
go to the moon “one day,” but he dismisses Bunny’s suggestion
of tomorrow with “What’s the rush?” This charming journey
tale hints at both the need to take action and the importance
of careful planning, striking a balance. Using expressive, organic
lines, Lee’s watercolor, gouache, and colored pencil illustrations
are fanciful and alternate between panels and full-page spreads.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Take the time to enjoy this one. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE SECRETS OF
THE STORMFOREST

Lapinski, L.D.
Aladdin (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5344-8357-6
Series: Strangeworlds Travel Agency, 3
Strangeworlds faces its biggest challenge yet.
Flick’s life since she first entered
the Strangeworlds Travel Agency has
been a series of adventures in different worlds where her
unusual magic is needed to shore up the multiverse. Now she
and best friend Jonathan have discovered that all of the mysteries they’ve encountered in previous adventures were due to
the magic-devouring Seren, who will destroy the multiverse if
they aren’t stopped. Flick, now 13, must face what it means to
have power as she negotiates loss and first love (with Jonathan’s
cousin Avery, a girl literally from another world). As befits the
greater stakes, this is an altogether less whimsical tale, with
only one new world explored and most of the action focused
on preparing to face the Seren; the emotional elements are likewise more intense as the nature of family and the purpose of
power are explored. In a significant moment, Jonathan notes
that they should honor the name used by the inhabitants of a
world rather than using the Strangeworlds Society’s name. The
mix of the mundane into the extraordinary is less pronounced
than in previous entries, but wonderful touches of realism pop
through, as when Flick must figure out how to balance school
and family against saving the world—and grapple with how
her day-to-day life is being changed, not always positively, by
her Strangeworlds life. Positive representations of diversity in
gender and sexuality are casually and seamlessly woven into the
characterization.
A moving conclusion to a delightful trilogy. (Fantasy. 9-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

BRAVO, BUCKET HEAD!

Lester, Helen
Illus. by Lynn Munsinger
Atheneum (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-5344-9349-0

A timid field mouse musters her
courage.
Shy Mousetta walks backward so
she won’t be seen. She hides everywhere she can; compared to
the popular field mice, she’s “mousey.” She decides to attend
an anti-shyness workshop after reading a newspaper ad, but
first, she dons a bucket “for extra protection.” Upon her
arrival, the instructor dubs her “Bucket Head.” Mousetta isn’t
alone in depending on a head covering: Other participants are
welcomed as “Lampshade Head,” “Wastebasket Head,” and
“Blankey Head.” Before the session commences, the emergency
siren and loudspeaker warn of fox sightings. Mousetta and fellow students stand frozen in fear…until she summons her loudest voice and urges them to “hold paws and CHARGE!” as one
against the encroaching enemy—backward. Surprise! The foxes
look at these odd-looking creatures and turn tail immediately.
Afterward, Mousetta removes her bucket, checks out her fellow fox fighters carefully—after they’ve doffed their own headgear—and discovers something very unexpected about them.
A town parade, in which Mousetta is hailed as a hero, ensues.
This cute, humorous story, promoting the idea that shyness isn’t
a flaw, could embolden skittish youngsters; the point is made
that, for some, bravado might mask fearfulness. The adorable
watercolor illustrations are lively; the murine characters are full
of personality. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Sweet and reassuring as a self-esteem booster. (Picture book.
4-7)

WHAT’S THE RUSH?

Lee, Yiting
Princeton Architectural Press (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-64896-183-0
It pays to be prepared.
Friends Turtle and Bunny are having tea one lovely afternoon when Turtle
proclaims his wish to climb the nearby
mountain. Having heard this all before, Bunny suggests they
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“Sure to get a chef ’s kiss from adults and children alike.”
a spoonful of frogs

LITTLE BAT UP ALL DAY

existence secret. His failure at both (though by the end he does
seem a little better at impulse control) drives a plot laden with
both comical situations and hair-raising brushes with death…
including no less than two near misses for Jorge from the aforementioned school official. By the end, though, Carter has been
bundled off to safety in Mexico, and Jorge has two staunch allies
at school in vegan activist Liza, who reads as Black, and Ernie,
identified as Native American. Dialogue and punchlines spill
over into Gutiérrez’s droll illustrations.
Frights and fun in equal measure. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Lies, Brian
Clarion/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$14.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-35826-985-4

There’s nothing like staying up late.
Or staying up early.
Little Bat is curious about daytime. What is it like when the
sun is in the sky, and what are the animals like that are awake
during the day? Little Bat decides to stay awake after his family falls asleep and see daytime for himself. Although he is initially overwhelmed by the bright light and the noises of the
daytime, echolocation helps Little Bat adjust to this new world
and discover it’s the same as the dark one he’s used to living in.
Saved from a hawk by a friendly squirrel named Rusty, Little
Bat makes a friend and enlists her to help him stay awake to see
the sunset. It’s a difficult job, though, because bats are meant to
sleep all day. Little Bat realizes he’s not meant for diurnal life;
the pair are able to maintain a friendship, however, by leaving
notes in an old birdhouse that they convert into their own special clubhouse. The story’s plot flows smoothy, and Rusty is an
adorable new addition to Little Bat’s world. Fans of Lies’ rich
illustrations will be delighted with this latest bat book, and
readers unfamiliar with the other books will marvel at the mixture of realism and humor captured in the richly hued acrylic,
watercolor, and colored pencil art. Educators may find this a
useful title if considering class pen pals or to help explain how
various human communities use shared spaces in different ways.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Readers will go batty with joy! (Picture book. 4-6)

A SPOONFUL OF FROGS

Lyall, Casey
Illus. by Vera Brosgol
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-06289-029-0

Who knew soup-making was such an
aerobic activity?
Frog soup is a tasty treat, and a greenskinned witch is ready to share a recipe with fans through a
televised cooking show. The ingredients seem simple enough—
water, salt, garlic, potatoes, fly extract, etc.—but this Kitchen
Witch stumbles with the most important ingredient: frogs. It’s
tough to add a spoonful of frogs when the ingredient in question
has other plans that include hopping, jumping, and, ultimately,
escaping. Thanks to a little culinary magic, however, the day
is saved with a briny substitution that pleases both the witch
and their new froggy friends. Storytellers will have audiences
in stitches with this delectable delight, and children will giggle
with each new frenzied attempt of the witch to place the frogs
on the spoon. Savvy caregivers or educators may want to use
this title to introduce an interest in cooking. Sadly, no (frogless)
soup recipe is included at the end for readers to try at home—a
small annoyance in an otherwise savory experience. This quibble aside, the story is sure to get a chef ’s kiss from adults and
children alike. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Delicious fun for everyone—even frogs! (Picture book. 6-10)

CHUPACARTER

Lopez, George with Ryan Calejo
Illus. by Santy Gutiérrez
Viking (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-46597-4
Having a 7-foot-tall blood-sucking
secret friend understandably complicates 12-year-old Jorge’s life.
To kick off their middle-grade series,
celebrity comedian Lopez and his coauthor Calejo send young Chicano Angeleno Jorge Lopez to his
abuelos in remotest New Mexico—where, as if being threatened by his new school’s deranged White principal in an office
festooned with animal trophies isn’t scary enough, he stumbles
on a toothy and terrifying monster in the local woods. Carter,
as the cryptid introduces himself, turns out to be just a lonely
young chupacabra separated from his family and hiding out
from both human hunters and also a questing pack of vicious
vampire dogs called dips. In a narrative punctuated with wisecracks and flavored with Spanish phrases and slang, Jorge’s
struggles with his own tendency to respond smartly to taunts
and bullying parallel strenuous efforts to keep his new friend’s
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THE GRIZZLED GRIST DOES
NOT EXIST!

MacIver, Juliette
Illus. by Sarah Davis
Gecko Press (36 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-77657-415-5

Signs say a Grizzled Grist hides in the woods. Should Ms.
Whisk and her class be afraid?
Optimistically, they forge ahead on the Dismal Hills hiking
trail anyway. Ms. Whisk takes notes as her students, except for
Liam, boast of great outdoor skills, such as cooking, climbing,
and taming wild beasts. Liam’s talent is hiding. The other students scoff, but Liam puts his stealth to good use; as he hides
|
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behind rocks, he notices a sign about the Grizzled Grist and
observes other clues. But his warnings are ignored as the clueless and frazzled Ms. Whisk races from one wilderness crisis to
another. Everyone remains unscathed and unfazed—until they
meet a bear. Liam distracts the creature, but soon after, Ms.
Whisk and the class come face to face with a toothy, hairy beast.
They are doomed to be ingredients in the Grizzled Grist’s
Cream of Children Soup unless Liam can save them. Detailed
illustrations in soft textures and muted but eye-catching hues
set against a white background create plenty of fun opportunities to find Liam and see what only he notices. Using a mix of
rhyming couplets (with dialogue from Liam in speech bubbles)
and longer stanzas as well as creative line breaks, MacIver creates a bouncy read-aloud that will tickle children and adults
alike. Ms. Whisk is light-skinned, Liam is brown-skinned, and
the class is diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Brave—and not so brave—hikers will giggle at this class’s
brush with peril. (Picture book. 4-8)

Mrs. MacLeod & Mr. MacLeod
Union Square Kids (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-4549-4544-4

MY POET

MacLachlan, Patricia
Illus. by Jen Hill
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-06-297114-2
Poets find words everywhere.
Lucy, a young child, and an older neighbor whom Lucy calls
“my poet” look for words as they walk together on the first day
of summer vacation. Lucy notes that the poet—inspired by poet
Mary Oliver—uses rich language to describe objects, and Lucy
wonders where the poet’s words and ideas come from. Lucy
ponders and closely observes the poet. Narrated by Lucy in first
person, this quiet, gentle tale suggests that evocative language
emerges when one opens oneself to commonplace visual, auditory, and tactile experiences all around. Doing so invites rich
streams of wonderful words—hence, poetry. Lucy demonstrates
an understanding of this principle while waxing poetic at the
sight of a web-spinning spider. The poet acknowledges that she
appreciates Lucy’s effort. “You’re finding your words,” she tells
the child. As “proof,” the book concludes with a lovely poem
from Lucy. The late MacLachlan’s sweet, quiet story will work
best for contemplative readers. Children enjoy toying with language, and this book validates their playful enjoyment of and
experiments with wordplay. A fun follow-up to a classroom or
library read-aloud could include having children describe familiar objects in imaginative, poetic ways. The simple, endearing
gouache illustrations ably suit the narrative. The protagonists
are light-skinned; other characters are diverse. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Will empower kids to realize they, too, can be poets.
(author’s note) (Picture book. 5-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Three voracious book lovers demonstrate different ways of reading—with
active help from their predatory reading
matter.
Not being the sorts of books that sit passively in the hands,
the volumes that Sheila and her twin cousins, Gerald and Geraldine, pick up abruptly suck the three down into immersive
whirls of experience: Sheila blasting off into space, timorous
Gerald creeping his way to an encounter with a monstrous Buga-Boo, and irascible Geraldine (who is “terrific at being terrible”)
ripping through pages to bare her teeth at a stunned T. Rex.
The narrative is given to both lyrical and typographical flights
of fancy (“Spiraling into / a world / of words, Hungry for answers,
/ Sheila asked / a beautiful question”), while the illustrations are
images of three-dimensional pages on which paper cutouts of
the three light-skinned children and other figures float over,
sometimes through, exhilarating assemblages of multilayered
cutouts, artfully elevated portions of scenes, and low shadows
all lit with pops of color. Tables turn partway through as the
books suddenly realize that far from digesting their readers,
they themselves are being consumed, word by word. But even
after all their words are gone, the books have left their marks
on the trio of young readers. As the authors put it, “strange but
true, / the way to eat a book, / is to let / THE BOOK EAT YOU!”
Excellent advice.
Takes “battle of the books” to a whole new level. (Picture
book. 6-9)

A PLACE FOR PAULINE

Mahiout, Anouk
Illus. by Marjolaine Perreten
Groundwood (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-77306-609-7

A big sister finds her place.
In this uncredited translation from
the French, Pauline feels squished.
Among her busy parents (and pregnant mother), a rambunctious
little brother, and an adorably toddling little sister, she feels
overburdened by responsibility but otherwise underappreciated and often lost in the shuffle. Like generations of storybook
elder siblings, she decides to strike out on her own, with plans
of jumping a ship and visiting her grandmother in France. But
her runaway bag becomes weighted down with nostalgic nonessentials, and her mother interrupts her plans with a private
gardening session. The illustrations are delightful; Pauline is
especially so, with her huge, emotive eyes and crude yet deeply
relatable body language. Bold lines, a generally muted palette
with pops of red and green, and energetic motion are highly
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appealing visually. All characters are light-skinned. The structure and style—longer than a typical picture book, organized
into panels but on the short side for a graphic novel—might
make it hard to find its ideal audience. Middle-grade readers
often want something more substantial, while a picture-book
crowd will find this a challenging read-aloud given the sound
effects and speech bubbles. However, there’s enough humor,
love, and resolution here to pull in readers of any age.
Sweet, simple, and deftly executed. (Graphic novel. 6-11)

and feelings you had? How about all those and more? In simple, appealing, lilting rhymes, this sweet, thought-provoking
picture book describes how to think about the most sacred
holidays in the Jewish calendar—the High Holy Days of Rosh
Hashanah (the New Year) and Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement). These holidays mark not only the beginning of a new
year, but also times of looking back upon the past year, reflecting on oneself, and owning up to and making up for mistakes
made. A splendid feature of this book is that, without the
text’s specifically mentioning it, the delightful illustrations
strongly imply that a year can also be measured by how much
one has widened one’s circle and opened home, mind, and
heart to others—that is, how inclusive one is regarding family, friends, and neighbors. The cheery art, created with watercolor, colored pencil, and Photoshop, presents a lovely display
of humanity—perfect for a new year, every year, and every day:
Children and adults are diverse in skin tone, hair color, and
physical ability. Jewish readers will appreciate depictions of
Jewish culture throughout, including symbols and joyous holidays and celebrations. Endpapers highlight Rosh Hashanah’s
delicious symbols—apples and honey—signifying a “sweet
New Year.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
By any measure, a lovely, jolly book. (information on Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur) (Picture book. 4-7)

WE WOULD PRETEND

Marois, André
Illus. by Gérard DuBois
Trans. by Nick Frost & Catherine Ostiguy
Milky Way (44 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-990252-16-7
Join these two imaginative children
in this outdoor adventure with a Waldorf

feel.
When a father suggests that his child and a friend play
outside, the kids bolt out the door. They explore a treehouse,
garden patches, a rabbit hutch, a henhouse, and more. Imagination ignites and chaos ensues as the children enter the “lair
of the giant Gourdus, the dreaded King of Pumpkins.” In the
children’s wild imaginings, red eyes in darkened cages turn
harmless penned rabbits into zombies, and a hose—imagined
into a “fire-breathing snake”—helps take down “a Martian with
a thousand slimy tentacles.” A wheelbarrow ride that ends in a
spectacular crash deprives the children of their magical powers
and lands them in trouble, with, perhaps, the sad prospect of
losing a lemonade treat. With spare text translated from French,
the story is carried by energetic, digitally created illustrations
in crayon colors with minimal shading and a solid beige background. Bursts of yellows, oranges, and reds create eye-catching
illustrations perfect for storytime. DuBois uses crosshatching
for the characters’ skin; the father and one of the children have
reddish complexions, while the other child has light tan skin.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Rollicking, imagination-inspired outdoor fun. (Picture book.
4-8)

DOGS OF THE DEADLANDS

McGowan, Anthony
Illus. by Keith Robinson
Rock the Boat/Oneworld (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-86154-319-9

An evacuee of Ukraine’s Chernobyl
disaster is forced to leave her puppy
behind.
In the wake of the catastrophe, soldiers shot all abandoned pets and livestock, but a few survived, and it is from that glimmer of hope
that McGowan spins a Call of the Wild–style tale (though with
a different outcome). Two plotlines intertwine: Following the
tearful separation from her beloved Samoyed mix, Zoya, 7-yearold Natasha grows up to become a brilliant but solitary science
teacher who, over 20 years later, returns to the still devastated
deadlands with a team of veterinarians to research radioactivity levels. Meanwhile, Zoya makes it in the wild, mating with a
wolf and raising two offspring, Misha and Bratan, before succumbing to a fatal fight with a lynx. Misha survives to become
an alpha male and then, on the brink of death at an advanced
age, is rescued by a kindly security guard and passed on to Natasha to spend his last years guarding one last domestic pack. The
animal portion of the story is the dominant one, and along with
being full of vivid naturalistic details about food and setting, it
lays out rich webs of nonanthropomorphic but recognizable
family and pack dynamics, emotional attachments, and differences in character among wolves, dogs, and hybrids. The human
cast presents as White. Final art not seen.

MEASURING A YEAR
A Rosh Hashanah Story

Marshall, Linda Elovitz
Illus. by Zara González Hoang
Abrams Appleseed (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-4197-4497-6

“How do you measure a year?”
By charting how much you’ve grown? By taking pride in
the new things you’ve learned, created, and accomplished?
By thinking about the friends you made and the experiences
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“A brave adventure with meaningful depth.”
paolo santiago and the sanctuary of shadows

A multilayered tale of loss and renewal with elements both
topical and universal. (historical note) (Animal fiction. 10-13)

hopes to save Dante. To get there, she tags along with Emma’s
new friends from the Rainbow Rogues, who are going on an
environmental conservation volunteer trip to New Orleans.
The bus journey from Arizona soon takes a dark turn, triggering a thrilling, fast-paced series of events that force Pao to confront El Cucuy, the lord of nightmares, and his apocalyptic plot
as well as to learn to ask for help. While love is often depicted as
the means to individually defeat evil, this story conveys a resonant message about the power of broader community support.
As she battles monsters, Pao also privately explores her sexual
identity and romantic feelings for Emma, who is queer.
A brave adventure with meaningful depth. (Fantasy. 8-13)

I FEEL!
A Book of Emotions

Medina, Juana
Versify/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$15.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-0-358-62124-9
An illustrated series of emotions and
expressions.
Pura Belpré Award–winning Medina clearly and simply sets
up this picture book with the question, “Do you feel….” Each
subsequent spread lists an emotion accompanied by two illustrations. One shows the feeling in action, for example, a lightskinned child splashing in a puddle to depict “happy.” The other
is a simple line drawing of a face (for “happy,” a teal face with
smiling eyes and a large grin). The book concludes, “All feelings
are valid. It is what we do with them that matters.” Medina
tackles some emotions that will be more nuanced or subtle for
the target age group; “hurt” is depicted not as a response to a
physical wound but as the result of mean-spirited teasing. For
“brave,” a brown-skinned child with scuffed knees and elbows
climbs back on a bike, presumably after a fall. The illustrations
are clear and pronounced, standing out against a white background. The thick black outlines and bright colors give each
image presence. Children vary in skin tone; one brown-skinned
child uses a prosthetic leg. Medina’s naming and normalizing
of human emotions are empowering for little readers and a
starting place for conversations with caregivers. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A concise visual dictionary of feelings, useful for children
and their grown-ups. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE STARS DID
WANDER DARKLING

Meloy, Colin
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-06-301551-7

PAOLA SANTIAGO AND THE
SANCTUARY OF SHADOWS

Mejia, Tehlor Kay
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-368-07687-6
Series: Paola Santiago, 3
Paola battles the supernatural to
save her friend in this follow-up to 2021’s
Paola Santiago and the Forest of Nightmares.
Dante, one of Pao’s best friends, has
been missing for 8 months: He’s trapped in the void, a place full
of terrible creatures and dread, and she’s desperate to rescue
him. But Mexican American Pao may be suffering from PTSD,
and the adults in her life want her to stay home and play it safe.
Frustrated, Pao and Emma, her other best friend, take matters into their own hands, brewing up a tea intended to restore
Pao’s magical dreams of the void. It works—and Pao realizes
she must travel to San Antonio, Texas, as soon as possible if she
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Kids save their town from an ancient
evil.
Archie, Oliver, Chris, and Athena live
in Seaham, an economically depressed,
small coastal Oregon town where many streets and landmarks
are named after the Langdons, a reclusive, wealthy, 19th-century
fur-trading family. Archie’s dad was in charge of a multimilliondollar project to develop a portion of the headlands, much to
the dismay of Athena’s environmentalist parents and others
in the community—but it’s been paused. Sinister happenings quickly take over the town and the adults in it after the
appearance of three strangers who seem new to being human.
Old photographs indicate some ancient evil at the heart of the
town’s founding, and the adults are suddenly replaced with
sticky, odd-smelling replicants. The story, set in 1987 with a cast
of bike-riding kids, their older siblings, a helpful adult nerd, one
character with psychic powers, and an ending that leaves room
for a sequel, feels like a middle-grade adaptation of the TV show
Stranger Things. It’s a fun, creepy, attention-grabbing story, but a
long and slow buildup culminates in a rushed climax and resolution, and the incomplete-feeling worldbuilding doesn’t quite
allow readers to settle into the deliciously ominous truths introduced at the very end. Characters are cued as White.
A fun read with a classic feel. (Horror. 9-13)
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“A valuable window into the struggle, resistance, and humanity
of the Syrian people during this ongoing crisis.”
muhammad najem, war reporter

MUHAMMAD NAJEM, WAR
REPORTER
How One Boy Put the
Spotlight on Syria

spine chillers like creepy dolls and homicidal ghosts alongside
more contemporary terrors, like simulation theory and an
escape room. Due to its structure, the stories in this collection
must be read in order for certain elements to work. However,
the anthology lacks cohesion as the stories encompass a vast
range of time, extending from World War II to the present
day, making for befuddling plot holes. The vignettes have an
unevenness to them, with some ending abruptly while some are
sheer spooky fun. The overarching narrative finds its conclusion dissolve into a teaser for subsequent volumes; perhaps later
offerings will find a better connection between narratives. Zeus
is cued as Latinx; Tobin, Jana, and most other characters read
White. Final art not seen.
A collection that never quite coalesces. (Horror. 8-12)

Najem, Muhammad & Nora Neus
Illus. by Julie Robine
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-7595-5690-4

A boy coming-of-age in war-torn
Syria tells the story of his family’s struggle and survival as they are attacked from within and without.
As a child, Muhammad always felt safe in his father’s carpentry shop in Eastern Ghouta, a suburb of Damascus. That is,
until Assad’s soldiers arrived. Protests against Syria’s authoritarian regime started in March 2011, when he was 8, and Muhammad grew up fast. By the time he was 13, he had lost his beloved
father, a man who helped people and listened to their stories;
his home; and his pet parrot, all to Syrian government aggression. Muhammad got an idea to help keep him going: He would
interview other children and show the world what was happening. Maybe then, help would come. Aided by his photojournalist brother and English teacher sister, he braved dangers,
embraced his fears, and reported over social media to a global
audience. This brought him into contact with CNN reporter
and co-author Neus. Mohammad’s story is one of a normal family—with playful teasing between siblings, people falling in love
and marrying, new babies arriving, and recollections of favorite
foods—set against a backdrop of scarcity and grief. Expressive
full-color illustrations capture heartbreaking moments of loss
as well as the warmth of extended family. Readers will find this
a valuable window into the struggle, resistance, and humanity of
the Syrian people during this ongoing crisis.
Informative, gripping, and humanizing. (photo credits,
afterword, note by Neus, recipe, photos) (Graphic memoir. 10-16)

THE TWILIGHT LIBRARY

Oliver, Carmen
Illus. by Miren Asiain Lora
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-7358-4496-4

When night falls, the creatures of the
night gather to hear stories.
Crawlers, beetles, voles, mice, bats,
nighthawks, they come. “Fireflies light the way. The north wind
blows, branches sway and part…the twilight library stirs to life.
Critters gather round in a circle while…the Night Librarian
descends on silver strings and unravels the story threads.” What
follows certainly tickles each of the senses with talk of “indigo
mountaintops,” “tangy berries,” “whisker kisses,” “wispy wood
smoke,” “the song of cicadas.” But after this sumptuous scene
is set, readers are jolted abruptly out of the book as the spider
“weaves the final scene…of feasting, of dancing, of daring that
saves the day….” After all the sensory setup, that’s all readers
get of the tale the Night Librarian actually tells. Meanwhile,
the listeners are enraptured, emerging from the threads of the
story only when dawn arrives to send them to their individual
dreams. Soft dreamlike colors suffuse the scenes, the twilight
library depicted charmingly as books suspended on the threads
of a spiderweb. The animals sport golden crowns when their
imaginations make them part of the story being woven; aside
from the beetles sitting like humans and the unrealistic gathering of these disparate (sometimes predator-prey) animals, they
are not anthropomorphized. A few of the scenes are so hazy
that readers may have difficulty parsing them. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A charming idea that misses in the execution. (Picture book.
4-7)

ODD OCCURRENCES
Chilling Stories of Horror

Nance, Andrew
Illus. by Jana Heidersdorf
Christy Ottaviano Books (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-316-33433-4

Two young podcasters broadcast
tales of eerie events.
After his best friend, Tobin, goes
missing from the creepy Carnival Nocturne, Jesús, who goes by the nickname Zeus, starts a podcast
with Tobin’s sister, Jana. Their show, Odd Occurrences, collects
prerecorded tales both unnerving and unusual from kids around
the world. Woven throughout the stories that follow is Zeus’
recounting of his and Tobin’s experience at the House of Mystery and Mirrors, which is overseen by the cruelly beautiful
Queen of the Carnival. Typical of the genre, the tales feature
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THE BOX

rainbow of colors. Details like black caution bars on the back
cover add to the fun. The story is written in rhyming verse, conveying the joy of dance as experienced by the characters. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Sure to delight children who enjoy watching big rigs at
construction sites. (Picture book. 3-5)

Paglia, Isabella
Illus. by Paolo Proietti
Trans. by Laura Watkinson
Eerdmans (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-8028-5592-3

BLACK BIRD,
BLUE ROAD

When will it open?
In this Italian import, a group of animals wake up one morning to discover
a box with two holes on the forest floor.
The mystery is perplexing, but when the box begins to move,
the animals’ priority becomes welcoming the newcomer. They
shout greetings and entreaties, but all they hear in reply is a long
“NOOOOOO!” The animals give the box some space as they
wonder why the newcomer won’t emerge. One animal theorizes
that they’re having a rough day, another that maybe they feel
like they don’t belong. The animals then decide to try encouraging the newcomer with gestures like a party and different small
acts of kindness. When a thunderstorm descends on the forest,
all the animals rush the box to Bear’s den, where it is safe and
dry. Finally, the newcomer emerges, thanking the others for
waiting until they were ready. In an obvious but effective metaphor about opening up, this book demonstrates how to allow
others ample space and processing time. Young readers see that
someone can be included even if they’re not yet ready to participate fully. Proietti’s illustrations are soft, in mostly muted earth
tones, a visual manifestation of a cozy, friendly embrace. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
An earnest, heartwarming gesture. (Picture book. 3-7)

Pasternack, Sofiya
Versify/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-358-57203-9

DIG IT, DIGBY!

Parachini, Jodie
Illus. by John Joven
Whitman (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 1, 2022
978-0-8075-1587-7
Series: Digby and the Construction Crew, 1
Bored at work, Digby the Digger decides to liven things up.
Digby, a little yellow earth mover, and his construction vehicle pals work hard. But the daily task of digging grows monotonous, so Digby resolves to try to make the work more interesting
by dancing his way through the dig. “What if I mixed up / this
digging and dumping with bouncing and prancing / and rocking and jumping?” he asks. He shuffles and bounces and shimmies with such glee that his friends notice and join in. Before
long, the entire construction site is full of dance and music and
movement as the vehicles complete their building tasks with
pleasure. A light-skinned foreman appears, seemingly to put an
end to the merriment (“Our site…has rules to obey”), but there’s
a fun twist: “How do you dare / try to dance without… / BEATS!”
Transportation-themed picture books are common, and this
one isn’t groundbreaking, but it will please little ones. The illustrations are bright and eye-catching, the vehicles depicted in a

y o u n g a d u lt

For years Ziva bat Leah’s quest to
cure her twin brother Pesah’s leprosy has
consumed their lives.
When his health worsens, their
parents arrange for him to be taken to
a colony. But after Pesah has a celestial vision at their birthday party indicating that he will die on Rosh Hashanah, Ziva
decides they must run away. Along with Almas, a sheydim, or
demon, she rescues, they travel to the city of Luz, the only
place the Angel of Death can’t go. Pasternack’s story is rich in
the rhythms, values, and deep magic of Jewish culture and life
in the Turkic Jewish empire of Khazaria. It revels in an often
overlooked mythology, deploying exciting fantasy elements
with ease. Ziva struggles with her fiery nature—stubbornness
that is also an intense desire for justice. Her single-minded
focus on saving Pesah blinkers her to the inevitability of death
and the complexities of both their own fears and needs as she
comes to understand them. Pesah is brilliant and gentle, kindhearted Almas faces prejudice for his demon nature, and the
three form a charming traveling trio even amid fear and pain.
More than simply an adventure, this is a story about grief and
illness and arguing with the rules of the world, enduring and
enjoying the living that happens between now and the end,
threaded through with the profound, unshakeable love of two
brave siblings.
Propulsive, wise, and heartbreaking. (afterword, glossary)
(Historical fantasy. 9-12)

THELMA BEE IN TOIL
AND TREBLE

Petti, Erin
Illus. by Kris Aro McLeod
Snowy Wings Publishing (268 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-952667-67-1
978-1-952667-84-8 paper
A Massachusetts sixth grader reckons with malevolent forces when trouble
returns to her hometown in the followup to The Peculiar Haunting of Thelma Bee (2016).
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MAE MAKES A WAY
The True Story of Mae Reeves,
Hat & History Maker

Science-minded Thelma previously learned that she was a
Disiri, a descendant of a magical matrilineal lineage. Her own firestarting power is connected to the heat of her emotions. Thelma
and her friends from the Riverfish Valley Paranormal Society are
investigating strange happenings around town, beginning with
Mrs. Moses, who has detected a shadowy humanlike figure smelling like goats and stealing gasoline from her farm. Later, eighth
grader Aimee Cho is accused by her brother, Bobby, of being a
member of a coven disguised as the school’s a cappella group, Toil
and Treble. Bobby crashes the next RVPS meeting, asking to join
them and bearing evidence of witchcraft. That’s when twins Myst
and Malfus, hosts of the provocative paranormal show Ghost Slay
erz, roll into town. Skeptical about their abilities, Thelma keeps a
close eye on their investigations in Riverfish. Meanwhile, Jenny
Sullivan, the newest member of Toil and Treble, goes missing—
and Thelma thinks that Aimee has a secret. This sequel is accessible to readers new to the series. Filled with many chilling and
suspenseful moments, the text is also witty and humorous and
addresses relationship issues, such as Thelma’s growth in navigating her feelings and her distress over her mother’s Disiri business
travel. Main characters default to White; the Cho siblings’ surname cues them as East Asian American.
Fun supernatural thrills. (map) (Paranormal mystery. 8-12)

Rhuday-Perkovich, Olugbemisola
Illus. by Andrea Pippins
Crown (48 pp.)
$18.99 | May 24, 2022
978-0-525-64585-6

A soaring tribute to a pioneering
African American milliner whose shop is preserved in the
Smithsonian Institution.
In effervescent prose—“She made sassy hats, classy hats,
high headpieces, and low caps. She used bows and baubles, created ruffles and bustle”—Rhuday-Perkovich traces both Reeves’
family life and her career, from early years as a schoolteacher
and student at the integrated Chicago School of Millinery to
fame as owner of a Philadelphia shop with a clientele ranging
from “church ladies” to celebrities like Marian Anderson and
Ella Fitzgerald. Along with dozens of examples of elegant, usually understated hats on the heads of dark- and light-skinned
customers, Pippins uses bright, flat colors to portray her dignified, confident-looking subject through the years (she died
in 2016, at 104) surrounded by both her children and the ribbons, spools, tools, and fabrics of her creative trade. Interviews
with her daughter and a Smithsonian curator, plus photos and
a source list that includes leads to video interviews made a few
years before her death, “cap” this introduction to a successful
Black designer, entrepreneur, and community leader. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A pleaser for younger readers, particularly fans of fashion
and fashion design, in search of role models. (Picture-book biog
raphy. 7-9)

YOU ARE LIFE

Phi, Bao
Illus. by Hannah Li
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 29, 2022
978-1-68446-482-1

An affirmation for Asian American
youth.
Scenes of outstretched hands reaching for one another and an Asian parent gardening with a child
greet readers. “You are life,” opens the poem, going on to add,
“You are not a virus. / You are a seed. When you were born, / you
saved me.” Above an apartment window, an expectant couple
waits in anticipation as the text reads, “You are not forever
foreign. / You are Immigrant. / Born here. / Adopted. / Refugee,
you fled a war.” Li layers lines, blocks, and shapes of colors to
create eye-popping fields filled with noodles, onigiri, and children. After touching on a myriad of interests and cultural references, the tone becomes more rousing, challenging model
minority stereotypes and insisting that “You are not invisible. /
You are not silent. / You are hand-painted signs, / people marching together in the street / for a more just world.” The paths
paved by ancestors are also acknowledged. As Phi discusses the
silly, the funny, the serious, and the inspiring, the overarching,
stirring message is that the possibilities for the future are endless. In an author’s note, Phi reveals the verses were written in
response to the recent rise of anti-Asian hate. Asian children
take center stage, and Vietnamese is incorporated in the poem;
kids of other ethnic backgrounds are also depicted, and characters vary in terms of ability. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet and empowering poem. (Poetry. 4-8)
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Riley, James
Aladdin (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-5344-2590-3
Series: Once Upon Another Time, 2
Efforts to stop the evil Golden King
from covering the world in shadow
magic lead to revelations—not all of
them pleasant—for plucky, uncommonly
short giant Lena.
Picking up where he left off in Once Upon Another Time (2022),
Riley takes his 5-½-foot-tall protagonist down a grim (not to
say Grimm) path. At the behest of the deceptively benign fairy
queens, Lena, along with Rufus, her faithful puss in sevenleague boots, and genie would-be boyfriend, Jin, embarks on a
quest that pits her against a fiendishly insidious foe who somehow knows all her gnawing fears and weaknesses and just how
to use them. Though meetings with the big bad Wolf King’s
gleefully bloodthirsty daughters and a tiny prince of Lilliput,
whose tough talk only makes him more adorable, lighten the
|

“A rousing affirmation that Black children belong.”
dear black child

tone, overall, it’s Lena’s agonizing struggles to suppress rather
than understand her own violent tendencies that stand out on
the way to what the author himself acknowledges is a “horrible,
horrible ending.” Rescues yet to effect and the discovery of a
new, even viler scheme to stymie point to future exploits…but
by this point, even readers trained to expect happily-ever-afters
will know to take to heart a character’s comment that “writers
are always the true villains of their stories.” The folkloric human
and magical casts largely present White.
Disturbing developments in a series dark of humor, outcome, and, if portents hold, future. (Fantasy. 9-12)

Alley & Rex (2021). This time the pals team up to help each other
survive gym class and save breakfast. Rex is loath to shed his
bunny suit, but the PE teacher is insistent that he change into
standard gym attire. Meanwhile, Alley is desperate to save the
free breakfast cart that’s been closed down due to budget cuts.
Hilarity, tomfoolery, and elaborate heists ensue as the inseparable pals work toward making smart choices and finding quality
solutions to their problems. Fans of the series opener will find
plenty to enjoy here. Those who bristled at Alley’s boisterous
energy levels in the earlier installment will once again be longing for a tranquilizer dart. The narrative is better paced, and the
characterization remains decent. While the story never rises to
anything special, there’s solid workmanship on display; this is
a book that will fill out a reader’s summer reading log or help
pass a dull afternoon. The jokes are fun, the story has just the
right dash of mayhem, and the titular pals are engaging enough
to keep readers willing to come back for more. Based on cover
art, Alley presents as White and Rex is brown-skinned; Alley is
cued as Jewish.
A “yeah, sure” if there ever was one. (Fiction. 9-12)

DEAR BLACK CHILD

Rodaah, Rahma
Illus. by Lydia Mba
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-06-309197-9

y o u n g a d u lt

A group of Black students find support in each other and in their community as they grow into their greatness.
“Dear Black child,” begins this story. As a narrator tells readers
to “take up as much space as you can,” “stand in your own light,”
and “form your own band,” Black children are depicted lying
sprawled on the grass, taking part in a school play, and performing music. Through a series of light-filled illustrations, the book
stresses that there is space for Black children to become explorers,
take center stage, and celebrate their heritage. Rodaah and Mba
address Black children’s need to feel safe and accepted within
their larger communities, the lack of African American representation in history books, and microaggressions they may experience, but they also remind children that they are loved: “You are
worthy. You are enough. You belong. This space was created for
you.” The bright artwork matches the inspiring tone of the text.
The illustrations employ a vibrant palette that helps readers connect with the children in the story. Mba depicts Black children
who range in skin tone and body types; children with disabilities
are featured prominently. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A rousing affirmation that Black children belong. (Picture
book. 4-9)

LITTLE BLUE TRUCK MAKES
A FRIEND

Schertle, Alice
Illus. by Jill McElmurry
Clarion/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-358-72282-3
Series: Little Blue Truck

Little Blue Truck and his amphibious sidekick persuade the
local animals that they need not fear a newly arrived animal on
the local scene.
As Little Blue Truck and Toad meander through colorful,
stylized, bucolic countryside, they are stopped by Hen, wings
flapping and feathers a-flying: “Someone moved in / down the
road— / someone different, / Blue and Toad!” The rest of the
story uses similar rhyme and rhythm, but, unfortunately, not all
verses scan as easily. Toad at the wheel, Blue parks and listens to
several barnyard animals relate the ways that the newcomer is
different from each of them. Blue cheerfully asks, “What’s all
the fuss?” and insists that the animals pile into the back so they
can all confront the newcomer together. When they arrive at a
door in the earth marked “Woodchuck’s House,” Hen scoffs at
the idea of life in a hole, but the ever positive Blue notes that
the home seems cozy. The funniest part of the book consists of
two double-page spreads in which the animals, panicked by the
woodchuck’s shadow, attempt to hide. True to the series, Blue
and Toad are positive role models as they treat the woodchuck,
named Chuck, with respect and kindness. Chuck’s admission of
shyness is a nice touch. The obvious lesson is enshrined in the
fun of rhyming language and childlike animals. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Sweet and silly. (Picture book. 3-6)

BITE THE BAGEL

Ross, Joel
Illus. by Nicole Miles
Atheneum (160 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-5344-9547-0
Series: Alley & Rex
Alley and Rex make some more
mischief.
Effervescent sixth grader Alley and
bunny-suited fourth grade genius Rex
return for more laughs in this sequel to last year’s promising
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“A fresh and fun fractured fairy tale.”
who will kiss the crocodile?

WHO WILL KISS THE
CROCODILE?
A Snappy Twist on Sleeping
Beauty

generosity of the strangers they encounter on their journey to
their new home in Lahore. Relying on a muted palette and loose
yet expressive linework, Lak skillfully conveys the uncertainty
and fear felt by those who endured Partition. The book’s sweet
conclusion also illuminates the power of new beginnings in desperate circumstances. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A poignant and memorable tale. (map, glossary, information on Partition and the author’s family’s experiences) (Picture
book. 4-8)

Senior, Suzy
Illus. by Claire Powell
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-68010-284-0

A snappy, rhyming retelling of “Sleeping Beauty.”
Princess Liss’ parents throw a ball for her first birthday, but
they’ve left someone off the guest list, with the classic fairytale result: An angry fairy, with green wings and a purple dress,
arrives uninvited and places a curse on the princess. In 15 years,
Liss will bump her knee and die—and as an added twist, she will
look like a crocodile until then. Another fairy, wearing a top hat
and with orange wings, swoops in to modify the curse so the
princess can be woken with a kiss. But who will kiss a crocodile,
even a sleeping one? Three princes—two light-skinned, one
Black—fight their way through the thorns but run screaming
from Liss’ sharp teeth. Neighbors call Clare and Katarina, of
the Fix-It Crew, to tend to the castle’s hedges. This tough duo
are the ones to save the day, and Liss and her family celebrate
with another ball. While Liss remains a passive character, this
is a lively retelling. Every page bursts with bright color, and the
rhyme scheme is a delight to read aloud. Princess Liss is lightskinned, her parents appear to be an interracial couple, and
other characters are diverse in skin tone. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A fresh and fun fractured fairy tale. (Picture book. 4-8)

SUPER SPINACH

Shaw, Hannah
Illus. by Bev Johnson
Aladdin (176 pp.)
$17.99 | June 7, 2022
978-1-66590-125-3
Series: Adventures in Fosterland
Spinach wants to fit in with the other
kittens (and secretly dreams of being a
superkitty).
Because of a malformed chest, Spinach can’t play like the other kittens in the shelter. She longs for
a blue card on her kennel, which means a cat is bound for Foreverland. Instead, she’s whisked away to a strange room full of
humans in white coats, where she learns that she has a condition
called pectus excavatum. When she awakens after an operation,
she finds a plate on her chest and believes it gives her superpowers. She’s moved to Fosterland, where she meets another kitten
called Chickpea, who looks up to Spinach. The duo escape their
enclosure, avoid a giant human, and discover a group of kittens
trapped in a strange machine. Can they rescue the kittens? And
what happens when Spinach’s chest plate vanishes? The second
in cat rescuer and internet personality Shaw’s series is mostly
unconnected to the first. The cats use words and concepts they
could not have encountered in their lives while misunderstanding others for effect and plot (Spinach knows what a lasso and
ice cubes are but thinks that a cat carrier is a hovercraft). The
can-do message is repeated to the point of didacticism. Experienced chapter readers may be put off. Upping the sweetness
quotient, Johnson’s adorable, black-and-white full-page and
spot illustrations are a plus.
A bit message-heavy and twee, but feline fans will show up.
(information about the real Spinach and Chickpea) (Fiction. 5-7)

THE MOON FROM DEHRADUN
A Story of Partition

Shamsi, Shirin
Illus. by Tarun Lak
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-66590-679-1

A child accidentally leaves a beloved doll behind when their
family is forced to abruptly flee during the Partition of India.
It’s 1947, and Azra lives with their family in the Indian city
of Dehradun. As Azra tells readers, Dehradun has been home
to their family for generations, but lately they’ve noticed that
everyone seems angry. While Azra’s mother explains that people are frightened, Azra still doesn’t fully understand as they
hold Gurya, the doll that their grandmother made for them
when they were a baby. Everything changes when Azra’s father
rushes home just before dinner and announces that the family
must leave immediately. With their dinner left untouched, the
family quickly fills a few bags with their belongings and leaves,
Azra soothing baby Chotu as they prepare. But when Azra
realizes Gurya was left behind in the confusion, Azra’s father
says they cannot turn back. Shamsi’s text vividly portrays the
confusion and pain experienced by Azra’s family as well as the
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KATIE AND THE
CUPCAKE CURE

visual interest on each page may be enough to maintain attention. Opportunities for seek and find, vocabulary building, and
imitating activities depicted abound. However, the sheer number of possibilities presented may tire younger kids out or be
overstimulating. The text is earnest and abrupt as kids go from
racing dragons to pretending to be doctors to hunting dinosaur
fossils in the space of a few spreads. The breadth of ideas helps
ensure most will find something of interest, but they may not
make it cover to cover. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
No harm done but not captivating. (Picture book. 5-8)

Simon, Coco
Illus. by Glass House Graphics
Simon Spotlight (160 pp.)
$20.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-66591-403-1
Series: Cupcake Diaries: The Graphic
Novel, 1
When Katie’s best friend, Callie,
dumps her for the cool kids on the first
day of middle school, she manages to make some new friends—
and some tasty cupcakes—in this graphic-novel adaptation of
the first book in the Cupcake Diaries series.
Hurt and confused, Katie gets on the bus and fortunately
meets Mia, a friendly new student from Manhattan. Middle
school only gets worse when Katie gets lost, is late for class,
can’t open her locker, and is excluded from Callie’s lunch table,
the self-proclaimed “Popular Girls Club.” Katie ends up having
lunch with Mia; Alexis, a girl who helped her earlier; and Emma,
Alexis’ friend. The four become fast friends, bonding over the
cupcakes Katie and her mom bake. Realizing that delicious
cupcakes make people happy and bring them together, Katie
and her new friends start a cupcake club, hoping to contribute
to a school fundraiser. Together the girls experience the ups
and downs of starting middle school and changing friendships
in this simple yet fun tale. Sweet illustrations, depicting largeeyed cartoon characters, convey relatable tween emotions and
thoughts. Katie, Alexis, Emma, and Callie are light-skinned,
while Mia has tan skin and is cued as Latinx; their teachers and
classmates are diverse.
A delightful story of friendship and starting middle school.
(Graphic novel. 8-12)

EDEN’S EVERDARK

Strong, Karen
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-66590-447-6

WHAT WILL I BE?

Stickley, Frances
Illus. by Lucy Fleming
Andersen Press USA (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-72846-772-6
A picture book brainstorming possibilities for play and for life.
Four diverse, nameless characters
try out a variety of professions. As they traipse through a house
engaging in imaginative play, rhyming text encourages kids to
be engineers, superheroes, and more, using everyday objects.
Anyone trying to read for plot must let go quickly, as this book
is simply a pep talk about believing “you can be anything at
all.” Adults make cameos to put the kids to bed at the end of
the night and to help with bathtime but are otherwise absent.
This creates a positive feeling about kids self-directing their
own destinies with the support of caring adults. Pleasant illustrations are sometimes placed against white backgrounds or
against full backdrops of an imagined reality, such as trees. The
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A grieving girl accidentally slips into
an alternate magical world inhabited by
eerie, mystical creatures from her dead
mother’s sketchbook.
Twelve-year-old Eden is mourning
the loss of her mother when she and her
father make their first visit to Safina Island, off the coast of
Georgia, to meet her maternal relatives. Eden’s connection to
them is tenuous, mostly consisting of the birthday cards containing pressed flowers sent by her great-aunt; Eden’s mother
left the island when she was 12 following a bad accident, and she
never wanted to return. Eden and her dad are going to participate in the annual celebration honoring the family’s purchase
of half the island after they received their freedom from slavery. While staying in her mother’s childhood room, Eden looks
through old boxes in the closet and finds, among the many
sketchbooks containing nature drawings, one filled with creepy
and terrifying images of a land called Everdark. Eden starts traveling there in her dreams until one day, while following a black
cat around the island, she enters a portal, becomes trapped in
this world, and must use her own hidden magic to find a way
out. The complex narrative portrays multifaceted characters as
it weaves together history, magic, and grief. Readers will enjoy
the strong pacing along with learning about the island’s welldescribed mythology and root magic. Most characters are Black.
A textured, suspenseful story that traverses an island’s
timeline and a family’s heritage. (Paranormal. 9-13)
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AN ILLUSTRATED COLLECTION
OF NORDIC ANIMAL TALES

phenomena, the kids end up solving some of the inn’s problems—just not the way they expected. Most of the phenomena
turn out to have rational causes, but a bright green flashing light
remains unexplained. The strange happenings draw television
ghost hunters to Spruce Point, guaranteeing full rooms at the
inn. This is a well-paced mystery with a strong sense of place
and solidly developed, realistic relationships. Siblings, cousins,
and friends work together closely—they have a high degree
of independence but do not lack parental oversight. Parker is
adopted, and his school counselor believes he has obsessive tendencies; these facts come up in passing. Main characters default
to White.
Kids tackle problems both supernatural and real in this
atmospheric story. (Mystery. 9-12)

Retold by Surojegin, Pirkko-Liisa
Trans. by Jill G. Timbers
Floris (128 pp.)
$22.95 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-78250-744-4

Presenting a delightful cast of animal
archetypes from the Far North.
These 26 brief, traditional stories, including fables and pourquoi tales, set in Finland’s forests, describe the comical exploits
of cultural-touchstone characters from Nordic folklore: gruff
yet good-natured, indulgent, and easily duped Bear and Wolf
and lazy, scheming trickster Fox. Other characters, especially
wily Hare and riotous Rooster, also stand out. The lighthearted,
humorous, and wise tales in this well-written Finnish import are
narrated in breezy, conversational tones and include occasional
British spellings. Characters are individualized and well realized
and have loads of personality; the dialogue-heavy tales are fastpaced and capably convey characters’ quirky temperaments.
Many stories reference events that occurred in tales immediately preceding them, so it’s helpful to read them sequentially.
The illustrations, created with plant-based watercolors and
ink pen, are lovely. The delicate yet lush, textured, detailed artwork captures the naturalistic-looking animal characters. Many
illustrations are in full color and appear as full- or double-page
spreads; some art appears as spots or insets. The forest setting is amplified with greens and browns; the Nordic climate
is reflected in snowy, wintry scenes. Quaint farm buildings and
farm tools and equipment lend old-fashioned touches. Themes
and plots here are universal; this collection spotlights animals
representing people, after all, so readers should recognize familiar human strengths and flaws—and laugh.
These stories are such fun readers will race through this
anthology. (Folktales. 5-10)

THE ONE AND ONLY
SPARKELLA MAKES A PLAN

Tatum, Channing
Illus. by Kim Barnes
Feiwel & Friends (48 pp.)
$18.99 | May 31, 2022
978-1-250-75076-1
Series: Sparkella, 2

Reality puts only a temporary damper
on big, glittery plans for a sleepover castle.
New school friend Tam, who shared bánh mi at lunch in
The One and Only Sparkella (2021), is arriving in two hours, and
before that Sparkella needs to make a castle “fit for two royal
highnesses.” Unfortunately, even with Dad’s help, the flimsy
cardboard construction collapses as soon as Sparkella climbs
inside to test it. What to do? After giving the pouting princess some personal time in the garage, Dad points the way: “I
think you have to take what you have and make it SPARKLE
like only you can.” And, indeed, by the time brown-skinned
“Tam, Queen of Kittens” is dropped off by her grandma, a pair
of folding tables have been transformed with paint, wrapping
paper, and colorful fabrics into the sparkliest castle ever! Laying
on saturated colors and sprays of tiny stars with a lavish hand,
Barnes depicts the two young “royals” in flamboyantly decorated settings—even Dad’s motorcycle is a dazzling confection
awash in bows, and Dad himself, light-skinned like Sparkella,
isn’t the least decorative element considering his fondness for
sporting a purple boa and outrageous eyewear when occasion
demands. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A second scintillating celebration of personal style and
dad-daughter DIY. (Picture book. 6-8)

THE GHOST OF SPRUCE POINT

Tandon, Nancy
Aladdin (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-5344-8611-9

During a summer in coastal Maine,
the kids of Spruce Point work to break a
ghostly curse and save a family inn.
The Home Away Inn has been in
12-year-old Parker Emerton’s family for
generations, and he wants to keep it that
way, but unlucky occurrences mean money is tight, and Parker’s
parents are contemplating selling. He worries about having to
leave this place he loves. Along with his younger sister, Bailey;
two cousins; and summer friend Frankie, Parker is convinced
that a ghost has placed a curse on the place. The kids also suspect grouchy neighbor Mrs. Gruvlig of being a witch. In seeking to contact the ghost and investigate suspected supernatural
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“A gentle, winsome reminder that an ending is just
an opportunity for a new start.”
beginning

HOW DO SATELLITES STAY
IN SPACE?
A Book About How Satellites
Work

/ is the beginning of tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow.”
Though taking on philosophical subject matter, this accessible,
gracefully written tale uses tangible examples that will resonate
with children. Castrillón’s elegant, expressionistic digital artwork extends each example, using cool purple hues to depict a
lush, slightly surreal world. Characters are light-skinned. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A gentle, winsome reminder that an ending is just an
opportunity for a new start. (Picture book. 4-6)

Taylor, Jessica
Illus. by Srimalie Bassani
Flowerpot Press (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-4867-2277-8
Series: How Do

RESCUE OF THE BOUNTY
(YOUNG READERS EDITION)
Disaster and Survival in
Superstorm Sandy

An out-of-this-world exploration of how satellites work.
Logically, the book begins with a definition of a satellite,
and although there is a glossary, other important science words
are clearly explained in context or with relatable comparisons,
such as referring to a rocket with payloads as a bus with passengers. Taylor uses a question-and-answer format, and though
some pages are packed with information, they’re made more
accessible by humorous text (“How do satellites get into space?
Do scientists use a giant slingshot to launch them into the sky?”)
and playful cartoons that include speech-bubble comments by
spacewalking astronauts, satellites, and a flamingo floatie in
space and plenty of interesting diagrams and fun factoid inserts.
The text concludes with a section on relevant STEM careers
and photos of scientists at work. Variations in format and
color—the deep blues of the sky and space are replaced with a
more neutral palette for scenes set in a lab and at testing sites—
make page turns a treat. Although humor also leads to unrealistic illustrations of workers repairing satellites in space without
protective clothing and clean-room suits, also called bunny suits,
shown with rabbit ears, this is a solid introduction to satellites.
People depicted in both the photographs and the illustrations
are racially diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A friendly, enlightening text for future scientists or anyone
curious about space. (Informational picture book. 7-10)

Tougias, Michael J. & Douglas A. Campbell
Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-250-83139-2
Series: True Rescue

y o u n g a d u lt

The daring and dangerous rescue of
a ship caught in the maelstrom of Hur-

ricane Sandy.
In late October 2012, Connecticut was bracing for the
arrival of Sandy, which was moving north from the Bahamas.
Capt. Robin Walbridge, 63, who had been through hurricanes
before, decided to outmaneuver the coming storm by taking his
ship, the HMS Bounty, out of the path of the storm. Modeled
after the legendary 18th-century merchant vessel, this modern
three-masted ship was built in 1960 for use in the maritime
drama Mutiny on the Bounty and also featured in two Pirates
of the Caribbean movies. After reinforcing several parts of the
ship, Walbridge and his 15 crew members left New London for
St. Petersburg, Florida. The authors document the crew members’ various apprehensions and misgivings, but among them
there was broad respect for the captain. The backstories of
these men and women are peppered through the narrative in
tidbits that don’t slow the propulsive story. Each titled chapter
reads like an episode in a serialized adventure tale, often beginning with the ship’s location and ending with a cliffhanger. The
courage of the crew, the high-stakes battles with the elements,
and the ensuing tragedy are hallmarks of the tale. Analysis of
what happened, which would have slackened the story’s accelerating velocity, is saved for culminating notes by both Tougias
and Campbell.
Maintains a brisk pace and clearly depicts riveting maritime action. (glossary) (Nonfiction. 9-13)

BEGINNING

Thomas, Shelley Moore
Illus. by Melissa Castrillón
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-5344-9443-5
A picture-book exploration of endings and beginnings.
Thomas uses nature to explore the topic. “The end of a seed
is the beginning of a flower. // The end of an egg / is the beginning
of a chick. // The end of a caterpillar / is the beginning of a butterfly.” Thomas then moves on to more abstract ideas: “When a
peach ends / a tree can begin.” A parent and a child bury a peach
pit—the seed for a new tree. From here, the book branches out
to the experiences of a child’s typical day. “When a sunrise ends
pancakes begin! // A walk ends where the playground begins.”
Throughout the day, the child is taken on outings; when the sun
sets, that means it’s time to take a bath, don pajamas, and go to
bed, with the promise of many tomorrows. “The end of today
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“A gentle story of friendships lost and gained and life moving on.”
walter had a best friend

HELLO, MOON

take the same old path he took with Xavier; he tries a new
trail. Along the way he meets Ollie, a badger, and as they walk
together, it looks like the beginning of a new friendship. Soft
pastel colors match the meditative tone of the spare yet poignant text. This tender, sensitive story speaks to the pain of losing a friendship, validating sadness but emphasizing that there
is a way ahead. Perceptively, Underwood recognizes, too, that
not all friendships end with fights or drama and that drifting
apart slowly can feel just as raw. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A gentle story of friendships lost and gained and life moving on. (Picture book. 4-7)

Turk, Evan
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-5344-0080-1
A look at the many faces and phases
of the moon and a child’s understanding

of the natural world.
A child with beige skin and curly dark hair points out the
window at the full moon, eager to go say hello. Together, the
child and a caregiver bundle up against the wintry chill and head
out on the first of many nocturnal jaunts to explore the various
shapes and phases of the moon. One night, the child expresses
concern about the disappearing moon. The caregiver reassures the child that all is well (“It sounds like the Moon is feeling shy. Should we go out and say hello?”), and the two sit with
and comfort the moon as it slowly disappears over a period of
two weeks, a process depicted in graphic novel–like panels. In
an unexpected surprise, the child and caregiver appear etched
white against a moonless blue-purple sky. Loose lines and
expressive faces convey the closeness between the child and
caregiver. Though the text is quiet and fairly straightforward,
striking angles and perspectives keep each spread vibrant and
eye-catching. Orblike shapes echo throughout the book—for
instance, the child’s head. Warm reds, yellows, and purples used
to portray indoor scenes transform into thinner, flatter hues in
the cold moonlight, and a marbleized texture lends depth and
movement to each illustration. This one pairs well with Jane
Yolen’s Owl Moon (1987), illustrated by John Schoenherr, with a
unique art style perfect for bedtime and library storytime alike,
with age-appropriate STEM opportunities as well. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Learning, empathy, and wonder in an ever shifting luminous landscape. (Picture book. 3-7)

LOST

Usher, Sam
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-5362-2664-5
A snowy adventure for a grandchild
and a granddad.
There’s a striking contrast between
the cool palette of the snowy jacket art
and the red endpapers that show building plans and drawing materials scattered about. As in his other
picture books about a grandchild and a granddad (both appear
light-skinned) whose activities spin into fantastical journeys,
Usher uses visual elements like color contrast to draw readers
into the storytelling. As this book begins, the dreary winter
day leaves the narrator not wanting to do anything. Granddad brings the child out, however, first to get new glasses (for
Granddad), then to the library, and finally to a hardware store.
Lo and behold, these errands culminate in the building of a new
sled, perfect for a snowy day adventure. Soon after they set out,
the pair see a sign for a lost dog, and then things take a turn
into the realm of fantasy. The snow picks up, and as they huddle
seeking shelter atop a high peak, the lost dog appears with a
pack of friendly wolves. Acting like sled dogs, the wolves and
the dog help the duo find their way home. “If you’re lost, you
never know who might come to your rescue,” Granddad says
on the final page, leaving readers to reflect on the hopeful sentiment. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Find this one for storytime. (Picture book. 3-6)

WALTER HAD A
BEST FRIEND

Underwood, Deborah
Illus. by Sergio Ruzzier
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-5344-7700-1

PIP’S BOOK

Walter’s best friend is Xavier. They
share a companionable friendship—until

van Genechten, Guido
Clavis (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-60537-789-6

one day, they don’t.
Walter, a mouse, and his best friend, Xavier, a tall bird, spend
quiet times together doing things like floating on a boat under
sunny skies. Just as quietly, however, their friendship peters out
as Xavier meets Penelope and their friendship no longer feels
the same. Walter finds himself at first angry and then alone with
“just a big hole in his heart where Xavier used to be. It felt like
the hole would be there forever.” One morning, when the sun
quietly makes its way into Walter’s house, he knows it’s time
to go out and face the world. He decides on a hike but doesn’t
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In this tale reminiscent of “The Mitten,” a chick helps a very long dog find
room inside a book.
A bug-eyed yellow chick named Pip welcomes everyone
to their book. Light blue speech bubbles and vast negative
space draw attention to the tiny protagonist. Pip asks readers
|

HONEST JUNE
The Show Must Go On

if they can invite Timothy Vanderlong, “the longest dog in the
world,” into the book. So begin opportunities for interaction
in this gentle comedy. A dog nose sneaks onto the verso, with
light blue shadow below. The stark white background makes
the otherwise ordinary appendage intriguing, especially when
Pip encourages readers to “pet his nose gently.” The warm
instructions and cheerful illustrations throughout the brief
story strengthen readers’ interest in and enjoyment of books by
making everyone feel part of the adventure. As Timothy tries to
squeeze himself onto a spread, children learn about supportive
friendship as well as physical space limitations. Wiggly kids can
stretch and coil just like Timothy, building their imaginations.
The only bit that may be confusing for adults reading with children is that Timothy’s speech is not captured in speech bubbles
but in bold black floating text. There is a missed opportunity
for creating color-coded speech bubbles, which would help
younger children distinguish character dialogue. A satisfying
foldout page to help fit Timothy and the sweet entry of Elly the
elephant (or at least Elly’s foot) add pops of tame surprise. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A small story with countless interactive opportunities.
(Picture book. 3-6)

Wells, Tina with Stephanie Smith
Illus. by Brittney Bond
Random House (288 pp.)
$13.99 | $16.99 PLB | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-37927-1
978-0-593-37892-2 PLB
Series: Honest June, 2
June Jackson returns with more lessons to learn about half-truths and pleas-

THAT’S MY SWEATER!

von Innerebner, Jessika
Dial Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-593-46194-5

Olivia doesn’t want to give up her
favorite sweater.
The only time Olivia is ever away from her red-striped
sweater is when it takes a spin in the washing machine. But as
Olivia grows, her sweater stays the same size, and eventually it’s
given to her little brother. Despite her persistent attempts at
getting it back, she eventually realizes that the same sweater
actually once belonged to her older sibling. In a sweet and funny
ending, Olivia lovingly shares the red-striped sweater with her
little brother—and welcomes another hand-me-down from her
big sibling. Von Innerebner’s illustrations rely on a limited palette of salmon and red, sage blue, black, and white—an effective
choice that allows Olivia’s sweater to pop on every page. Olivia
is expressive, every feeling plain on her face. There are plenty
of details to notice, like the tattoos on Olivia’s mom’s arms and
family photos and posters on the walls. The message is gentle
but clear: Growing up often means growing pains, physical and
emotional. Watching Olivia struggle shows young readers that
it’s OK to be frustrated, angry, and even sad while growing up
and moving on. The little winks toward adult readers add to the
appeal, too. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Fantastic illustrations and a relatable story. (Picture book.
4-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

ing people.
Eleven-year-old June believes she has this whole truthtelling curse figured out after her explosive revelation to her
parents. As long as she can pour every not-so-nice thought into
her private blog, she can still appear to be the perfect friend
and daughter. This becomes even more important when she
realizes her two best friends, Lee and Nia, may have a mutual
crush. As June determines how she will navigate this emotional
minefield, she tries out for The Wiz, her school’s musical for the
year, despite her already full schedule. Fearing disappointing
her academically focused father again, June keeps her role as
Dorothy a secret. Eventually, however, June runs out of ways to
avoid telling the truth, forcing her to deal with the fallout of her
actions. Just when she thinks she’s got things figured out, the
unimaginable happens, sending her world into a tailspin. Like
its predecessor, this first-person narrative quickly progresses
through its diffuse plot as June learns that how you tell the truth
matters just as much as the fact of telling the truth itself. The
sudden ending comes as June prepares for her next adventure
and will leave readers wanting a more satisfying and fully developed resolution. June and other characters are Black. Final art
not seen.
A heavy-handed echo of its predecessor. (Fiction. 8-12)

THE YOU KIND OF KIND

West, Nina
Illus. by Hayden Evans
Princeton Architectural Press (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-61689-994-3
Nina, an exuberant redhead with a
big, gap-toothed smile, invites readers to
go on an adventure to “looook for kindness in the wild!”
Before the outing can start, Nina must put on adventure
gear. Readers are asked if they “have an outfit that makes you
feel remarkabus and wonder-filled?” Irrepressible Nina does,
and everything from rainbow leggings to a purple dress to the
content of the expedition backpack is uniquely Nina. Readers
soon discover that “being ourselves is the greatest kind of Kind.”
Out on the street, Nina remarks on the power of saying hello, of
joking and laughing, of smelling the flowers in the park. West—
the stage name of Andrew Levitt, a drag queen, activist, singer/
songwriter, and founder of the Nina West Foundation—offers
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“Roller-coaster enthusiasts or not, children will eagerly join
our intrepid hero on this entertaining ride.”
the pigeon will ride the roller coaster!

a charming message about the power of kindness through text
packed with bolded and capitalized made-up words that beg
to be read aloud. Evans’ colorful illustrations brim with manic
energy. It’s this very lively and engaging presentation that keeps
the book from becoming preachy. Though Nina is light-skinned,
the other characters vary in skin tone. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A timely message delivered with verve. (Picture book. 4-8)

Initially, when describing humanity’s commonalities, this
poetic text begins, “We come from…” (stardust and singlecelled organisms, etc.). Then the refrain becomes, “I come
from…” for the remainder of the book, with the authors each
sharing aspects of their own backgrounds. The four authors
represent a diverse array of experiences (Wilson is Dakota, Shin
is Korean American, Gibney is Black and Irish American, and
Coy is Irish and Scottish American), describing places, folklore,
history, and personal memories that range from painful to joyous, taking turns in fixed order without using names. Digital
illustrations represent both the historical and spiritual aspects
of the text, but many of the human figures lack details and don’t
engage emotionally. It’s a tall order: Some pages address sweeping historical contexts, such as the European slave trade, while
others mention specific details, such as Native American boarding schools or the Korean invention of movable type. Readers
may be distracted by tracking which author is speaking, as the
book offers neither clear delineations of voice nor a comprehensive cohesion of content and style. Rather, what emerges
is a quilt of many details that gives the reader less a feeling of
understanding one person than a sense of the rich tapestry that
is America. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Individual details form a warm and inclusive, though scattered, view of humanity. (more information about where the
authors come from, pronunciation guide, further reading, bibliography) (Picture book. 4-8)

THE PIGEON WILL RIDE THE
ROLLER COASTER!

Willems, Mo
Union Square Kids (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-4549-4686-1

The Pigeon is on an emotional—and
physical—roller coaster.
Since learning about the existence of roller coasters, he’s
become giddy with excitement. The Pigeon prepares mentally:
He’ll need a ticket and “exemplary patience” to wait in line. He
envisions zooming up and down and careening through dizzying turns and loops. Then, he imagines his emotions afterward:
exhilaration, post-ride blues, pride at having accomplished such
a feat, and enthusiasm at the prospect of riding again. (He’ll also
feel dizzy and nauseous.) All this before the Pigeon ever sets claw
on an actual coaster. So…will he really try it? Are roller coasters
fun? When the moment comes, everything seems to go according to plan: waiting in line, settling into the little car, THEN—
off he goes! Though the ride itself isn’t quite what the Pigeon
expected, it will delight readers. Wearing his feelings on his wing
and speaking directly to the audience in first person, the Pigeon
describes realistic thoughts and emotions about waiting and
guessing about the unknown—common childhood experiences.
No sentiment is misplaced; kids will relate to Pigeon’s eagerness
and apprehension. The ending falls somewhat flat, but the whole
humorous point is that an underwhelming adventure can still be
thrilling enough to warrant repeating. Willems’ trademark droll
illustrations will have readers giggling. The roller-coaster attendant is light-skinned. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Roller-coaster enthusiasts or not, children will eagerly join
our intrepid hero on this entertaining ride. (Picture book. 3-6)

SHOSHI’S SHABBAT

Yacowitz, Caryn
Illus. by Kevin Hawkes
Candlewick (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-1654-7

Shabbat is always a welcome day of rest.
Farmer Simon and his ox, Shoshi, plow his land in the hills
near Jerusalem for six days every week. Shabbat is a day to put
work aside and take time for quiet pleasures with his grandchildren; it’s also a day of rest for Shoshi, who is rewarded with
fresh hay and cool water. When Simon decides that he is too
old to continue working his farm, he sells his ox to Yohanan, a
recent arrival who does not understand his Jewish neighbors’
traditions. Shoshi works tirelessly with Yohanan for six days
but each Shabbat refuses to move. Yohanan wonders if the ox
is stubborn, lazy, or ill. But when he sees his children playing
with Shoshi and notices Simon with his prayer shawl, he realizes that clever Shoshi knows that Shabbat means no work. So
Yohanan embraces the tradition and makes Shabbat his day of
rest, too. In an author’s note, Yacowitz states that the book is
based on Rabbi Yohanan ben Torta, “a beloved teacher who
lived in Israel almost two thousand years ago, when the Romans
ruled the Holy Land” and who, according to lore, converted to
Judaism after buying a cow from a Jewish farmer. The author
employs simple, accessible language that roots the story in time
and place, with believable, sympathetic characters. Hawkes’
detailed acrylic depictions of Shoshi’s and the brown-skinned

WHERE WE COME FROM

Wilson, Diane, Sun Yung Shin,
Shannon Gibney & John Coy
Illus. by Dion MBD
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-5415-9612-2

Four authors tell their stories, not
just of the places they lived, but of the
history, culture, and spirit of their beings: where they truly
come from.
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humans’ facial and body expressions are humorous and thoroughly delightful. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A lovely evocation of Shabbat traditions. (author’s note)
(Religious picture book. 4-9)

SHAPES, LINES, AND LIGHT
My Grandfather’s American
Journey
Yamasaki, Katie
Norton Young Readers (56 pp.)
$21.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-324-01701-1

A loving profile of Minoru “Yama” Yamasaki, a pioneering
Japanese American architect whose buildings became cultural
symbols across America.
When Yama was young, there were places he felt seen and
those that did not welcome him. In this chronicle, his author/
illustrator granddaughter shares how Yama overcame discrimination to become one of the great 20th-century architects.
Lovely, lyrical prose begins Yama’s story as the world makes
assumptions about his family—and how despite these degradations, he believes in the truth of his potential. Through the
Great Depression and World War II as anti-Japanese sentiment
rises, Yama strives to bring light and serenity to the places he
creates. The artist’s painted illustrations layer elements of the
architect’s stylings into each spread. The complicated renderings are earnest in their effort to convey a complex narrative.
Not mentioned by name, the World Trade Center is referenced,
offering a fuller view of what happened to some of Yama’s creations. While this transition is a bit abrupt, the author offers a
more comprehensive look at Yama’s life and his masterpieces
in the backmatter along with illustrations of his most famous
buildings. Despite this change in tone, the author successfully
captures the longing to fulfill the American dream and Yama’s
patience and courage as he pursued that dream in the face of
racism. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An American story of beating the odds and overcoming
bigotry to create something greater than oneself. Inspiring.
(Picture-book biography. 6-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

(16, counting one on the rear cover), supplemented by quick
nature notes in the backmatter, on an equally crowd-pleasing
theme. As the roster includes butterflies, honeybees, elephants,
and glancing mention but no picture of unweaned human
infants, not all the creatures here will dial the gross-o-meter up
to 11—but there are still sufficient suckers and lappers of blood,
ranging from fleas and mosquitoes to vampire bats, lampreys,
and leeches, to gleefully put anyone off their lunch. The creepiest critter here may well be the erebid moth: “Oh, / tear drinker,
/ bird’s eye / your / cup. / With your long / proboscis, / you slurp
/ tears / up!” And if those eyes are dry, the supplementary comment notes, “the moth will scratch its host’s eyes until there is
a weepy feast.” Eww. Nobati leaves out the gore but otherwise
does her part to crank up the jollity by, for instance, giving many
of the comically caricatured creatures on view googly popped
eyes, depicting a lamprey bringing its own ketchup to a group
suck, and showing a light-skinned human leg in thigh-deep
water positively swathed in leeches. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
Not quite as riotously entertaining as the previous outing,
but it does the job. (glossary, reading list) (Informational picture
book/poetry. 6-12)

YUCK, YOU SUCK!
Poems About Animals That
Sip, Slurp, Suck
Yolen, Jane & Heidi E.Y. Stemple
Illus. by Eugenia Nobati
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$20.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-72841-566-6

Introductions to 13 creatures you (mostly) wouldn’t want on
your leg.
In a not-exactly-unexpected follow-up to 2019’s Eek! You
Reek! Poems About Animals That Stink, Stank, Stunk, the veteran
mother-daughter team works up a series of short animal poems
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young
adult

AZAR ON FIRE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Abtahi, Olivia
Nancy Paulsen Books (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-593-10945-8

SOUL OF THE DEEP by Natasha Bowen...........................................120
THE EPIC STORY OF EVERY LIVING THING by Deb Caletti.........120

Azar Rossi hastens to put a band
together in this stand-alone story featuring several characters from Abtahi’s
debut, Perfectly Parvin (2021).
Self-conscious Azar loves writing
song lyrics and drumming, but nodules
on her vocal cords and frequent throat infections affect the
sound of her voice, resulting in the already reserved ninth
grader’s avoiding not only singing, but talking. When she accidentally damages costly supplies in the janitor’s closet, her
principal suggests she represent their school at an upcoming
battle of the bands. The winner gets $10,000—so she can show
her contrition, possibly cover the expenses, and at least add
one extracurricular to her record. Her adoring but overworked
mom struggles to make ends meet, so Azar obliges, surprising
even herself by asking popular White athlete Eben to be the
lead singer. Bassist Nadim, a new student from Beirut, plus
Argentinian American Matty on guitar fill out the rest of the
band, forcing headstrong Azar to learn the art of compromise
as she works with other talented musicians. Azar has an Italian American dad; her maternal grandparents are from Iran and
Argentina. Cultural details about Azar’s family enhance this
positive story, with distinctive and hilarious first-person narration, of literally finding one’s voice. Azar’s cousin points out
that Azar seems to fit the definition of demisexual, which tracks
with her growing relationship with love interest Eben.
A poignant, engaging, and affirming novel. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE WEIGHT OF BLOOD by Tiffany D. Jackson.............................. 123
A GIRL’S GUIDE TO LOVE & MAGIC by Debbie Rigaud..................129
MAN MADE MONSTERS by Andrea L. Rogers;
illus. by Jeff Edwards.......................................................................... 130
I’M THE GIRL by Courtney Summers................................................. 131
WHAT THE FACT? by Seema Yasmin................................................ 132

BEFORE TAKEOFF

Alsaid, Adi
Knopf (336 pp.)
$18.99 | June 7, 2022
978-0-593-37576-1

An engaging look at the airportlike
maze of the human mind.
At the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport, two teenagers
meet while staring at a blinking green
light on the wall that only they seem to
notice. Latinx James is heading home to Chicago after visiting
relatives in Tampa; Thai and French Michelle, who was raised in

I’M THE GIRL

Summers, Courtney
Wednesday Books (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-250-80836-3
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Switzerland, Indonesia, and Argentina, is heading to her current
home in Quebec. They meet before the blackouts, the snow—
falling inside the airport—and other bizarre occurrences that
take place after Michelle presses the light, which in fact turns
out to be a button. Bored after waiting around with his family,
James at first welcomes the distraction, as he wants to get to
know Michelle better. Soon, though, it becomes obvious that
they’re trapped inside an airport that no one can enter or leave.
This original narrative feels mature and contemplative, with its
omniscient narrator describing ominous events that draw parallels between the strange corridors and passages of both the
airport and the human mind. The focus alternates between the
protagonists and random adult passersby as the two young people attempt to set things right. Although James and Michelle
share a lot of chemistry from the get-go, their romance never
detracts from an inward look into human nature that questions
what makes us tick. This is a creative literary work with some
thriller and romance elements that broaden its appeal.
An intelligent narrative featuring introspective characters.
(Fiction. 13-18)

Baker, Dave
Illus. by Nicole Goux
Atheneum (224 pp.)
$21.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-5344-6949-5

IT LOOKS LIKE US

Ames, Alison
Page Street (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-64567-618-8

Troubled teens fight monsters.
Riley Kowalski is a classic “final girl”:
She’s picked up by a helicopter amid
the burning wreckage of an Antarctic
research station, the lone survivor among
her group of young data collectors. Interrogated by a private security force, she reports a gruesome tale.
After applying for this gig via a targeted ad and hoping to break
free from her debilitating anxiety, Riley finds herself working
with four other teenagers who are also trying to get away from
their pasts. The expedition, supposedly designed to collect icebound microplastics, is funded by amoral automotive tech multimillionaire Anton Rusk (any similarities to a real billionaire
with a rhyming name are obviously intentional). After strange
visions worm their way into the corner of Riley’s vision, one of
their adult chaperones becomes infected by a virus, her body
elongating and morphing into an eldritch horror, and the fight
for their lives begin. The unforgiving setting is automatically fascinating, and the monster is a good, gory, bone-cracking invention. Most characters default to White; one boy is from South
Korea, another has brown skin and is gay, and Riley is asexual,
but these identities are not developed beyond passing mention.
True terror is hamstrung by the often clunky prose, told in a
limiting present tense despite most scenes being related after
the fact, and hard-to-follow action scenes. Nevertheless, fans of
horror will find a lot to enjoy.
A satisfying fulfillment of classic creepy tropes. (Horror.
12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Four social outcasts turn their love of
anime into fast cash at the price of their
identities and boundaries in this ode to
the early 2000s.
Brooke Imafidon’s, Melissa Cho’s, Kelly Nahas’, and Maggie
Hilcot’s lives change when they purchase a bootleg anime DVD.
Initial shock over the feature’s sexual elements turns to fascination and entrepreneurism as they sell burned copies to classmates at their Christian boarding school. Sales success brings
money as well as attention and interpersonal drama, complicated by a love triangle among the four girls. The story takes
place in Forest Hills, California, a small town with a repressive,
toxic culture. Bullies, cliques, and homophobic teachers represent some of the influences pushing the protagonists and others
to alienation and quiet yearning. Skillful, detailed art reminiscent of the girls’ beloved genre brings the cast to life through
expressive body language as well as paneling that changes in
scale and perspective. One-page asides flesh out each protagonist’s backstory as well as those of background characters who
have their own rich inner lives. Names and physical appearances—while somewhat obscured by the green, black, and white
palette—cue ethnic diversity in the main cast, but, contrasting
with the treatment of sexuality and faith, this element is not
developed in any depth. This is a witty and absorbing examination of a community’s painful experiences with loneliness, queer
romance, and strangely bewitching anime.
An evocative, tender, character-driven coming-of-age
story. (Graphic fiction. 14-18)

DON’T SIT ON THE BABY!,
2ND EDITION
The Ultimate Guide to Sane,
Skilled, and Safe Babysitting
Bondy, Halley
Zest Books (144 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-72842-029-5

Advice for tweens and teens about
getting and performing a traditional teen
entry-level job: babysitting.
This second edition of the 2012 original features up-to-date
safety instructions, a modernized approach to behavior management, more inclusive language, and a fresh look. The text
has been broken up into short paragraphs with bolded subheadings and presented with ample leading and spacing, which gives
it a more inviting appearance. But much of the basic commonsense advice has been retained as well as the logical organization
|
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“Tugs at the histories we know and the ones we
must fabulate to fill in the spaces.”
soul of the deep

THE EPIC STORY OF
EVERY LIVING THING

and examples from the experiences of real teens. The first section provides a self-assessment, an overall picture of what babysitting children of different ages is like, and tips for how to get
started. A middle section covers essential skills for handling
feeding, toileting, bathing, dressing, entertaining, and bedtimes
as well as dealing with emergencies. Bondy strongly encourages
getting first-aid and CPR training before taking on child care
responsibilities. She offers excellent advice for handling challenging behavior. The text takes into account children with
disabilities, encouraging sitters to communicate with parents
about accommodations. A final section explains the business
basics of babysitting, including a babysitter’s rights and obligations. All this advice is conveyed with humor in a friendly and
encouraging tone, suggesting a gentle, flexible, and responsible
approach.
With sensible and practical suggestions for a wide variety
of situations, this is a welcome update. (resources, index) (Non
fiction. 11-18)

Caletti, Deb
Labyrinth Road (416 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-593-48550-7
978-0-593-48551-4 PLB
A girl and her newly found half siblings embark on a journey to find their
sperm donor.
Seventeen-year-old Harper lives under
pressure to academically achieve, continuously engage her Instagram followers, and think about her future, all of which worsens
her anxiety—which is already at an all-time high because of the
pandemic. She has always wondered about her anonymous
sperm donor father and how his DNA may influence her. A
chance online comment leads her to half sibling Dario, and, as
they become closer, they connect with two others who share
half their DNA: Simone and Wyatt. The four eventually find
their biological father, and they embark on a summer trip of selfdiscovery. Harper, who is nursing a broken heart after a breakup,
is both excited and terrified about what will become of her after
this experience. This gorgeous coming-of-age novel thoughtfully examines questions of identity, family, kindness, and a
longing for connection. Framed by Harper’s narrative voice,
presented in what is often a whirlwind of nonstop thoughts,
the story also deftly and empathetically engages head-on with
anxiety. Each chapter begins with excerpts from 19th-century
letters and journal entries whose relevance becomes clear as the
novel progresses, adding an extra, significant layer to an already
rich narrative. Most characters are White; Simone has a darkskinned Israeli and French mother, and the cast is diverse in
sexual orientation.
An epic tale of life, love, and identity. (Fiction. 14-18)

SOUL OF THE DEEP

Bowen, Natasha
Random House (304 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-593-12098-9
Series: Of Mermaids and Orisa, 2
To save the world from a vengeful
god, Simidele gave up her freedom as
Mami Wata to serve the orisa Olokun.
She didn’t count on Olokun’s not following through on their deal to catch and
then release Esu, the trickster god who tried to take over the
world; Olokun’s actions bring forward an ocean of problems
for everyone, including those Simi tried to save. Without Esu
working to bind them, the demon warlord ajogun are tearing
at the barrier that blocks them from wreaking havoc. It’s not
enough that the orisa must fight the inhumanity of chattel
slavery, but now the mermaids Yemoja created to return stolen
souls to their creator must leave the water to stop the fighting
among kingdoms determined to control or resist the ajogun.
To do this, Simi must reunite with people she hoped never to
see again: With their return to her life comes the possibility of
redemption and love. In this series in which West African gods,
goddesses, and mystical creatures fight, thrive, trick, transform,
and love, Bowen emphasizes the power of found family and collective organizing. The beginning seamlessly integrates readers
into the cast members’ struggles, each of them sitting at different intersections of status and magical abilities. By introducing
new conflicts among the kingdoms instead of solely focusing
on slave traders as antagonists, Bowen tugs at the histories we
know and the ones we must fabulate to fill in the spaces.
A deeply satisfying dive into magic and mystery. (Fantasy.
14-18)
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FELIX SILVER, TEASPOONS &
WITCHES

Cook, Harry
Interlude Press (300 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-951954-14-7

Double, double teaspoons and trouble.
As his parents’ divorce has turned
acrimonious, 17-year-old Felix Silver
has been shipped off to live with his
Grandma Aggie in her small community of Dorset Harbor, a town where magic users—who use
teaspoons like wands—are free to be themselves. This gives
Felix a chance to learn to work with his emerging powers
and meet other young magical folks, including offbeat Fern,
magically challenged Charlie, and dreamboat Aero. The foursome’s school year is interrupted, however, when teens begin
disappearing and the witchy citizens of Dorset Harbor begin
to suspect dark magic may be involved. Both Felix’s and his
|

ACES WILD
A Heist

grandmother’s social circles work to figure out who is responsible. Along the way, things begin to heat up between Felix and
Aero, but Aero’s suspicions of Gran may derail the budding
romance between the boys. Unfortunately, the cobweb-thin
plot is less than enchanting, with a big twist that most readers
will spot coming fairly early on. Likewise, the characters are not
deeply developed; explicit descriptions often convey how they
are meant to be perceived instead of readers’ being allowed to
develop feelings about them organically. A conversation about
Aero’s bisexuality is a bright spot in the story. All main characters are coded as White.
A fantasy with a queer romance that doesn’t quite live up
to expectations. (Fantasy. 12-17)

DeWitt, Amanda
Peachtree Teen (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-68263-466-0

Five asexual teens infiltrate an illegal
den of high-roller gamblers to expose a
crime boss with plans to monopolize the
Las Vegas Strip.
When the FBI arrests his mother,
the CEO of the Golden Age Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas,
17-year-old Jack Shannon flies home for the summer. The FBI
has had its eye on the Shannons for decades, but this time they
have sufficient evidence to take action, and Jack knows exactly
who gave it to them: his mother’s bitter rival, crooked hotel
owner Peter Carlevaro. Despite his older sister’s insistence,
Jack has no intention of letting it go. With the help of his four
best friends—members of an online group of asexual teens he’s
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DEAD FLIP

never met in person—and a backpack full of poker chips, Jack
sneaks into a secret gambling club in search of evidence to save
his family and take down Carlevaro. The self-aware, conversational style of the first-person narration balances astute, snarky
critique and a flair for drama. Each time Jack makes a move, the
stakes increase. Honesty, accountability, and family stand out
as significant themes in Jack’s character development. His allace friend group highlights the diversity of identities within the
spectrum of asexuality and affirms the fluidity of sexuality. As
well as Jack, who reads as White, the central characters include
an aromantic, Latinx, gender-nonconforming boy; a Vietnamese American and German nonbinary teen; and an implied
Black girl who is a hacker prodigy.
A fast-paced, thrilling diversion. (Thriller. 14-18)

Farizan, Sara
Algonquin (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-64375-080-4
Farizan’s latest explores friendship,
identity, and a horrifying, body-snatching pinball machine.
It’s 1993, and former friends Cori and
Maz haven’t spoken in years. After their
friend Sam mysteriously disappeared 6
years ago on Halloween, they had a falling-out. Now, popular
Cori struggles with hiding her queer identity and her horror
obsession. Meanwhile, Persian American cross-country team
co-captain Maz, one of the few non-White kids at their prep
school, has been drinking too much and doesn’t fully open up
to any of his friends. One day, the unimaginable happens: Sam
reappears, and he’s still 12. He says he was sucked into some
other dimension through a pinball machine. Maz believes him
and is thrilled to have his friend back, but when they bring Cori
into the fold, she’s dubious. After some strange and terrifying
happenings, Maz has to admit that maybe there is something
not quite right about their returned friend. Fast-paced and
exhilarating, this story consists of short, first-person chapters
that shift between the lead characters and jump from their present to the past around the time of Sam’s disappearance. Specific
pop-culture and brand references flesh out the setting. Coming-of-age horror tales with a group of young people facing evil
have been done many times before; this reads like a thoughtful
homage that puts its own fresh spin on these beloved tropes.
Entertaining supernatural thrills and an insightful take on
growing up. (Horror. 12-18)

RACIAL BIAS
Is Change Possible?

Diggs, Barbara
ReferencePoint Press (64 pp.)
$32.95 | Aug. 1, 2022
978-1-67820-350-4
What is racial bias, why is it important, and what can be done to challenge
it?
Diggs succinctly summarizes a large
body of research, particularly that relating to implicit bias. An anecdotal introduction describes an
incident in 2018 involving the arrest of two Black customers
that led to Starbucks’ providing anti–racial bias training to its
employees. She goes on chapter by chapter to explain the neurological roots of bias, what implicit bias is and how it develops, and its destructive impact. She then reassures readers that
although this a natural outcome of our brain’s tendency to categorize, it’s not hard-wired and therefore can be overcome. A
final chapter presents attempts to counter these biases through
psychological testing, organizational efforts, and school curricula. Finally, she offers readers concrete suggestions for things
they can personally do. Clearly aimed at middle and high school
readers, the text is presented invitingly, occasionally broken up
with clearly captioned, relevant, and appealing photographs,
callouts of important quotations, and set-off text boxes with
examples. Quotations are clearly documented in the endnotes,
but there’s no documentation for the statistics nor sources for
the many studies described, which may limit research beyond
the solid list of further reading she provides.
A timely and useful survey of a topic that deserves discussion. (photo credits, organizations and websites, index) (Non
fiction. 12-16)
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OTHER EVER AFTERS
New Queer Fairy Tales

Gillman, Melanie
Random House Graphic (240 pp.)
$24.99 | $17.99 paper | $27.99 PLB
Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-593-30319-1
978-0-593-30318-4 paper
978-0-593-30320-7 PLB
Happily-ever-after has no predictable formula for these protagonists.
In the king’s forest, a young ranger is charged with protecting the magical flowers. When a flower thief shows the ranger
that any picked flowers will be replaced by two more the next
day, the ranger begins to question the king’s edict. In another
kingdom, a princess tries to woo an uninterested goose girl,
promising more and more rewards in exchange for accepting
the marriage proposal. With each refusal, the princess grows
angrier and more confused. In a village far away, a child enlists
their grandmother’s help in burning away their old name, but
the ritual is interrupted by their grandfather’s death, and their
|

“Horror done right.”
the weight of blood

THE WEIGHT OF BLOOD

old name returns to haunt them. The men of another village
sacrifice a woman to the Giantess every year, but the latest
sacrifice discovers things may not be as they seem. These stories and more are told through enchanting full-color art whose
sweet, pastel shades and soft lines belie the powerful punch the
stories convey. Each narrative is self-contained and perfect for
reading either individually or in one fully engrossed sitting. Gillman subverts the traditional fairy-tale format in an evolution
of the genre that does not feel out of place alongside the classics. Characters present as diverse in race, sexuality, and gender
expression.
Fresh and exciting; sure to delight and surprise. (Graphic
fiction. 12-17)

Jackson, Tiffany D.
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-06-302914-9
Jackson’s latest retells Stephen King’s
Carrie with electric social commentary.
Springville, inspired by real towns in
the United States that still have segregated proms, has a lot of learning to do.
No one knows this better than Madison Washington, a lightskinned biracial girl who has grown up with her White father
and has been passing for White her entire life. At least, until
a surprise rainy day during gym class exposes her hair’s natural
texture and her Black ancestry and she’s outed against her will.
Her White classmates react by throwing pencils at her hair, and
a video of the incident goes viral. White senior Wendy, concerned about looking good to potential colleges, decides to try

FOUL LADY FORTUNE

Gong, Chloe
McElderry (528 pp.)
$21.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-66590-558-9

y o u n g a d u lt

Her code name: Fortune. Her purpose: atonement.
Four years ago, in 1927, Rosalind Lang
betrayed her gang. Her actions nearly led
to Shanghai’s destruction. When scarlet
fever swept through the city soon after,
Rosalind was saved by a mysterious serum that left her with a
nearly indestructible body trapped at age 19. Now, as penance,
she hunts rogue White Flowers for the Nationalists who are
embroiled in a civil war with the Communists and face a potential invasion by the Imperial Japanese Army. When the Nationalists connect a string of murders in Shanghai to a local newspaper
published by the Japanese government–funded Seagreen Press,
Rosalind is given a new mission and a partner: Orion Hong, the
younger son of a Nationalist general. Posing as newlyweds, they
infiltrate Seagreen and discover a web of false identities, undercover agents, and national traitors. Heart-pounding action and
intrigue fill the pages of this thriller, set in a time when people’s
allegiances are questioned at every turn and families are divided
along stark political lines; Orion’s brother and Rosalind’s trans
sister both serve the Communist cause. Friction between the
grimly determined Rosalind and carefree Orion shifts into
mutual understanding and then something more as demisexual
Rosalind allows herself to see past Orion’s facade. An enjoyable
cast of supporting characters adds levity and surprising twists.
This series opener set in the world of Gong’s These Violent
Delights duology is accessible to new readers.
Thrilling from start to finish. (Historical fantasy. 13-18)
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Anna Gracia
The author’s debut novel shows the messy, complicated sex life of one
teenage girl
BY ANA GRILO
Daniel Rogers

tween. Our conversation has been edited for length
and clarity.
June’s story is a well-balanced blend of romance,
comedy, and heartbreak. That’s a hard balancing
act to pull off.
I wanted to show the effect that dating has on teenage girls, but the novel is not about the relationships.
I wanted it to be about June; I wanted to show how
she is affected by the relationships around her. That’s
how I got the balance, because she’s the focus but
must deal with all the influences from the people
around her. They each must have a turn in the story.
Some of those relationships, especially the ups
and downs of her meeting boys, are difficult to read
about.
My editor described it as sitting in the passenger seat
of the car, watching it crash, and not being able to get
out of the car. That’s a really good description for it.
That’s part of the difficulty in writing for teens: It has
to be realistic enough because she is a teen, she is still
figuring things out, things are left unresolved. And I
also wanted to leave some room for improvement.

June Chu has had enough of not being enough—to
the boys she hooks up with, to her demanding Taiwanese mother—and starts a self-defining journey in
Anna Gracia’s debut, Boys I Know (Peachtree Teen,
July 19), which is part comedy, part sexual awakening, and a whole lot of teenage angst. Add to that a
complex background that includes an often difficult,
many times frustrating relationship with her family and you have the recipe for a rich, intersectional
contemporary YA novel that received a Kirkus star.
Gracia, who identifies as Taiwanese American herself,
spoke to me via Zoom from San Francisco about writing the novel, her protagonist, and everything in be124
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In the novel’s introduction you talk about how it
was inspired by your own experience as part of the
Asian diaspora but also as a response to the need
for representation.
I feel a lot of diaspora writers get really nervous because we write things from our point of view and
we’re really worried that we are not going to represent everyone. For me, especially, I was very worried
because I wanted to tackle not only the White side
of things, where June grows up in this predominant|

ly White town, but I also wanted to show a little bit
of what it’s like to be part of the diaspora when you
meet people from Asia or people that have grown up
around other Asian people. It sometimes makes it
difficult to gain this overall feeling of solidarity because Asia is so huge, and our experiences range so
widely, and we often all get lumped into this “Asian”
category. I really wanted to explore just how much—
and how little, at the same time—you can relate to
each other.

teens having a sex life, I wanted to show that things
like this happen. Or how you’re going to meet guys
that tell you that they love you and that you are wonderful just to get you into bed. Or that you can actually have good sex with a terrible person. I wanted to
explore that sort of range of what you get when you
[are] sexually active. I always think about that [TikTok] meme, “We support women’s rights but, more
importantly, we support women’s wrongs.”
I love that!
I wanted to show that June is strong, but it is equally
important to show that she is also sometimes terrible, and she is messy, and she makes these huge mistakes—but she still deserves love, and she deserves
care, and she deserves a future. To me, that’s the ultimate feminism: cheering for someone that you think
maybe doesn’t deserve it because, ultimately, we all
deserve it.

In June’s family experience, she is constantly compared to her older sister and under lots of pressure
from her Taiwanese mother to achieve and go to
the same college.
I don’t want to generalize, but this seems to happen
in a lot in families with high achievers. The reason I
wanted June to go to a different school than her sister is in support of removing herself from that competition. I don’t know if you ever grow out of it, and
I don’t think the parents are ever going to stop doing
it, so you need to find the key to figuring out a way
that you can live peacefully with it. I wanted to show
that even if your family members around you don’t
change, you can change the way that you respond to
them, and I think that that leads to a healthier living.
At the end of the day June didn’t change her sister;
she didn’t change her mom or her friends. She had to
decide to change and make her own boundaries.

y o u n g a d u lt

Ana Grilo is co-editor of the Hugo Award–winning blog
The Book Smugglers and co-host of the Fangirl Happy
Hour podcast. Boys I Know received a starred review
in the May 15, 2022, issue.

Speaking of boundaries: One of the story’s main
themes is autonomy. June navigates being a girl
with wants and needs, wanting to have her own
bodily autonomy and have a say in what she does
with her life. There is a pregnancy scare, a morningafter-pill incident, and different types of sexual experiences as she carves her own narrative.
With the morning-after pill, I wanted to show that I
don’t think it should be a big deal. I wanted to make
it seem almost normal, but I didn’t want the whole
book to be about that. Quite honestly, that’s what it’s
supposed to be for—it’s supposed to be for accidents
and then you go on and you live your life. I wanted
to show it as this positive thing, that you don’t need
to internalize the shame. I wanted to show, Hey, actually, a lot of people take it, and a lot of people have this
problem, and it’s really fine, and we all go on to live regular
productive lives. If I was going to write a book about
|
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“Honest, fresh, and thoughtful.”
seoulmates

ETHEL’S SONG
Ethel Rosenberg’s Life in
Poems

to reverse the negative press by advocating for Springville’s first
ever integrated prom. Feeling guilty about her role in Maddy’s
bullying, she also convinces Kendrick Scott, her Black boyfriend, to ask Maddy to the prom as an act of goodwill. Fans
of King’s novel and its film adaptations will know this doesn’t
end well for anyone. Jackson’s expert reshaping of this tale highlights the genuine horrors of both internalized and externalized anti-Blackness, as with the way she weaponizes Maddy’s
father’s hot comb as a symbol of terror and subjugation. In this
masterwork novel, a teen girl—mistreated from birth by a racist
society—finally gets her revenge.
Horror done right. (Horror. 13-18)

Krasner, Barbara
Calkins Creek/Astra Books for Young
Readers (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-63592-625-5
Ethel Greenglass’ story has often
been told with her husband, Julius
Rosenberg, at the forefront; now it’s her

turn.
Traitor or spy frequently precedes Ethel Rosenberg’s name
in history books. This volume shows that there is much more
to this woman who has been vilified for decades. In high school,
she was a talented actress with dreams of leaving her Lower
East Side tenement. She believed in workers’ rights and, after
heading into the workforce, participated in strikes. Ethel found
someone who shared her beliefs when she met and fell in love
with Julius, an engineering student who joined the Young Communist League while in college. From an early age, she worried
about others and questioned inequality and oppression, so communism appealed to her sense of justice: She saw it as a way to
support workers, people like her own family, who had struggled
for much of their lives. This account follows Julius’ 1950 arrest
for espionage, soon followed by her own. It explores the impact
on their young sons, the trial, and the public response. Even
if readers are already aware of how the story ends, this work,
which utilizes a variety of forms of poetry and is enhanced with
historic photos, will read like a thriller complete with passion,
politics, and family betrayal.
The subject’s voice, strength, intelligence, and heart ring
out on every page. (timeline, source notes, bibliography, further information, picture credits) (Verse historical fiction. 13-18)

DEFEND THE DAWN

Kemmerer, Brigid
Bloomsbury (496 pp.)
$17.09 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-5476-1007-5
Series: Defy the Night, 2

As the Moonflower supply in Kandala dwindles, a ship arrives with a trade
opportunity in this follow-up to Defy the
Night (2021).
Moonflowers are critical for an elixir
that cures the fever sickness. Prior to his assassination, King
Lucas of Kandala sent a spy to neighboring Ostriary, whose connection with Kandala had been severed. Now Capt. Rian Blakemore arrives in Kandala claiming to be the spy’s son, offering
Moonflowers in exchange for steel, and inviting a delegation to
meet with the Ostrian king. Tessa Cade, outlaw-turned–royal
apothecary, is eager to go. Since the invasion of the Royal Sector,
Kandala’s King Harristan has attempted to negotiate better distribution of Moonflower petals to the poorer districts, but tension among the rebels, consuls, and royals has stalled progress.
An alternate supply of Moonflowers would buy time for Tessa to
find another cure. Her hope is countered by the cynicism of the
King’s Justice, Prince Corrick. Nevertheless, he boards Blakemore’s ship along with Tessa and rebel leader Lochlan Cresswell.
As Tessa and Corrick try to discern hidden motives and a possible trap, they reexamine their relationship, which gets tested
by the mysterious captain. Chapters told in alternating perspectives draw out the plot at a measured pace, ending with a series
of shocking revelations. The structure results in introspective
accounts following different concurrent events, slowing the
story’s forward momentum. Characters have varying skin tones.
A second volume that sets the scene for more to come.
(map, cast of characters) (Fantasy. 13-18)
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SEOULMATES

Lee, Susan
Inkyard Press (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-335-91578-8
Childhood friends reconnect only to
discover a new type of love.
Korean Americans Hannah Cho and
Jacob Kim were the best of friends growing up. That is, until Jacob’s father died
and he and his mom moved to South
Korea. Now 18, Jacob is starring in a hot K-drama and feeling
the pressures of fame. After Jacob is injured while trying to help
a distressed fan, his mother decides they’ll escape to San Diego
for the summer and stay with their old friends the Chos. Hannah, fresh from a breakup, is preoccupied with getting back
together with her White ex-boyfriend, Nate, who is even more
into K-pop and K-drama than she is. When Jacob and Hannah are thrown back together, years’ worth of unspoken hurt
|

THE DRAGON’S PROMISE

feelings—and affection—resurface. Despite their initial walls,
Hannah and Jacob quickly realize how much they have missed
their friendship. The two fall back into their friendly rhythm,
and it turns into something more. The narrative alternates
between Hannah’s and Jacob’s first-person perspectives, with
third-person interludes following the pair’s mothers. The love
story flows easily as Lee incorporates the trappings and obligations of life as a K-drama celebrity, such as fake dating one’s
co-star, as well as humorous and occasionally frustrating incidents that come with the territory and affect the couple’s budding relationship. The novel also meaningfully examines issues
around Korean American identity, code-switching, objectification of Asian culture and people, family dynamics, and finding
inner strength.
An honest, fresh, and thoughtful summer romance.
(Romance. 14-18)

Lim, Elizabeth
Knopf (496 pp.)
$19.99 | $22.99 PLB | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-30095-4
978-0-593-30096-1 PLB
Series: Six Crimson Cranes, 2

THE UNDEAD TRUTH OF US

Lewis, Britney S.
Disney-Hyperion (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-368-07583-1

Grieving a dead parent is made even
more unbearable by a zombie outbreak
only Zharie seems to notice.
Zharie and her mother were the
only Black women on the West Coast
Swing dance floor, but after her mother’s
death, Zharie is alone in other ways, questioning everything
about her mom’s death, especially why no one else noticed she
morphed into a zombie as she died. Now Zharie sees zombies
everywhere, unsure if everyone else is oblivious, if it’s all a side
effect of playing the Cranberries on repeat, or if it’s psychosis
brought about by obvious trauma. But when Bo, a charming
Black and Vietnamese boy, moves in above the apartment she’s
sharing with her emotionally distant aunt, Zharie notices that
half of him seems to be a decaying corpse—but only sometimes.
The other half is the cute boy she wants to get to know better, if only because he’s an anomaly in this one-sided zombie
apocalypse. Zharie narrates this mindfully haunting story with
a sharp attention to sensory details, emphasizing the visceral
shifts from living to undead and back; for Zharie, being close to
Bo, with his soft lips and disarming smile, can quickly become
proximity to death, gore, and a pungent stench. Still, she perseveres, learning that zombies are less a threat and more a symbol
of heartbreak, but unfortunately there’s more to come as she
uncovers the circumstances surrounding her mother’s final days.
A terrifyingly grounded accounting of the monsters that
haunt us. (Horror. 13-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

A young woman is on a dangerous
mission to fulfill a promise.
In the conclusion to the story that
began in Six Crimson Cranes (2021), Shiori,
the Princess of Kiata, begins her adventures at the bottom of
the Taijin Sea. She’s about to confront the Dragon King and
learn more about the broken pearl her stepmother left for her
to return to its rightful owner. Her promise to do so will ultimately test and reveal the bonds of family and country as well
as her love for Takkan, the boy she left behind. While she still
has a sense of mischief and remains quite stubborn, Shiori has
learned from the past and tames her impulsivity with a willingness to listen to advice and see past surface appearances.
Although the designated villains are still clearly bad, it is her
potential allies who help round out the characters’ motivations
and present surprises that further Shiori’s personal development. The writing is vibrant and colorful, as with the descriptions of palaces both on land and sea, the variety of foods served
by street vendors, and the treacherous world of demons. The
story continues to reference the source material from “The
Wild Swans” while integrating familiar Chinese myths and legends. Most characters are assumed East Asian.
For readers seeking sincere romance and quests, this fulfills its promise. (map) (Fantasy. 13-17)

MEET THE MOON

Malawista, Kerry L.
Fitzroy Books (266 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Sept. 15, 2022
978-1-64603-265-5
Jody is hovering on the cusp of
puberty in 1970 New Jersey when her
mother dies; an eventful year follows.
The fatal car accident changes everything for the Morans: 13-year-old Jody,
her three sisters, little brother, and their
newly minted widower dad. Even for an affectionate, easygoing family like theirs, adapting to abrupt, tragic loss is uniquely
challenging. There’s a steep learning curve; mistakes are made.
Their first housekeeper is mentally unstable, and the second has
substance-abuse issues, so all are relieved when their maternal
grandmother moves in to help. Parenting rules change: Jody and
Claire, 15, get their ears pierced. Claire, having acquired a boyfriend, becomes Jody’s role model and sometime guide to boys
and her changing, womanly body. Recovering from loss is an
uneven, occasionally irrational journey. As the shock subsides
and daily life reasserts its primacy, Jody finds herself evaluating
|
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unattached women as possible stepmoms. Elisabeth KüblerRoss’ book On Death and Dying becomes Jody’s touchstone for
interpreting her grief. Malawista’s quietly powerful novel consists of an accumulation of minor, well-observed details that
together create a montage of adolescence in difficult times
limned with pointillist precision. The believable, refreshingly
average Morans are good company. Jody’s a likable guide for
adolescent readers experiencing irreversible loss even as they
negotiate the exciting, seemingly infinite possibilities of adulthood. Characters default to White.
A timely look at moving through loss that’s told with
insight, compassion, and wry humor. (Fiction. 12-14)

Mientus, Andy
Amulet/Abrams (368 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-4197-5470-8
Queer teenagers unleash literal and
metaphorical demons.
In 1991, Zachary “Zooey” Orson Jr.
leaves his fancy Upper East Side high
school after a scandal involving a teacher
and is starting his sophomore year at
an even fancier all-boys boarding school in Adders Lair, Massachusetts. He’s immediately targeted by both the school bully
and the Vicious Circle, a well-established secret society of gay
and bi students. Little does Zooey know that several VC members—campy queen Leo; his athlete boyfriend, Daniel; and
Steven, who reads like a stereotype of an autistic person—have
stolen a grimoire from the headmaster’s desk and used it to
make their lives a little easier. Homophobia and supernatural
events collide, but after a delightfully intriguing first third, the
story veers toward the sentimental. While an ancient evil force
named Frateroth threatens the world via conspiracy tropes
that, through referencing Hebrew and the control of banking,
unfortunately evoke antisemitic stereotypes, the plot becomes
bogged down with an overt desire to teach important lessons
about history (ACT UP, Stonewall), racism (Zooey is White and
Korean and passes as White; Daniel is Black), biphobia, and
other topics through plot points that feel shoehorned-in and
anachronistic flights of exposition. Teen readers with a taste for
horror will have fun and they might learn something, but the
two elements form an awkward whole.
A ripping tale that ends up missing the mark. (author’s
note) (Horror. 14-18)

THE KILLING CODE

Marney, Ellie
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-316-33958-2

Against the backdrop of World War
II, four young women codebreakers put
their minds together to find a serial killer.
It’s early 1943, and Arlington Hall, a
one-time girls’ school in Virginia, is now
the site of a covert intelligence facility
where an 18-year-old former maid secretly assumes the new
identity Kit Sutherland and becomes a codebreaker. A night
out turns deadly when one of their own is murdered, and Kit
stumbles across her body in the bathroom. Kit, roommate
Dottie, and Moya, the supervisor of their floor, work alongside
Violet, one of the Black girls from the segregated codebreaking
unit, to bring the culprit to justice. As the budding friends turn
their sharp minds and analytical abilities to covertly investigating what turns out to be a series of murders, Kit struggles to
keep her own dangerous secret—and her attraction to Moya—
under wraps. Meanwhile, Moya will do everything in her power
to help her girls while trying not to fall in love with Kit. The
novel deftly addresses questions of inequality across class, race,
and sexuality in a story that combines well-researched historical
background with a nifty whodunit, a strong focus on friendship,
and an empowering queer romance. The narrative follows Kit
and Moya, making them the better developed characters in the
largely White cast. An author’s note includes many resources
about the real women whose behind-the-scenes espionage work
informed this story.
A deftly balanced mix of history, intrigue, and romance.
(Historical thriller. 14-18)
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ABUELA, DON’T FORGET ME

Ogle, Rex
Norton Young Readers (208 pp.)
$18.95 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-324-01995-4

As palliative for his beloved Abuela’s
worsening dementia, memoirist Ogle
offers her a book of childhood recollections.
Cast in episodic rushes of free verse
and paralleling events chronicled in Free
Lunch (2019) and Punching Bag (2021),
the poems take the author from age 4 until college in a mix of
love notes to his devoted, hardworking, Mexican grandmother;
gnawing memories of fights and racial and homophobic taunts
at school as he gradually becomes aware of his sexuality; and
bitter clashes with both his mother, described as a harsh, selfcentered deadbeat with seemingly not one ounce of love to give
or any other redeeming feature, and the distant White father
who threw him out the instant he came out. Though overall the
poems are less about the author’s grandmother than about his
|

“Steeped in the magic of first kisses, family bonds,
and joyful community.”
a girl’s guide to love & magic

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO
LOVE & MAGIC

own angst and issues (with searing blasts of enmity reserved for
his birthparents), a picture of a loving intergenerational relationship emerges, offering moments of shared times and supportive exchanges amid the raw tallies of beat downs at home,
sudden moves to escape creditors, and screaming quarrels. “My
memories of a wonderful woman are written in words and verses
and fragments in this book,” he writes in a foreword, “unable to
be unwritten. And if it is forgotten, it can always be read again.”
A visceral window into a survivor’s childhood and a testament to the enduring influence of unconditional love. (Verse
memoir. 13-18)

Rigaud, Debbie
Scholastic (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-338-68174-1

FUNERAL GIRL

Ohland, Emma K.
Carolrhoda Lab (272 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-72845-800-7
Haunted every day by the inescapability of death, Georgia awakens the dead
who pass through her family’s funeral
home, fulfilling their final requests and
clinging to their memories.
No one in Georgia’s family knows
about her secret power to speak with ghosts or understands
her overwhelming anxiety, especially not Peter, her perfect
twin brother, who loves the family business and embraces the
expectation that they will one day run it together. When one of
their classmates dies, Georgia becomes consumed by her desperation to help the ghost of a boy she barely knew. Touched
by the supernatural, this debut grapples with grief and mental
health, exploring the differing ways people cope with emotions,
how the living memorialize the dead, and who is entitled to
mourn them. In the midst of her fixation, asexual Georgia also
faces turmoil in her relationships with her empathetic, nonbinary, Chinese American best friend, Amy; her Black ex–best
friend, Eileen; and Peter. The story is set in a town with little
racial or religious diversity, and Amy and Eileen, the only significant characters of color in the novel, are notably less well
developed and well rounded than the White protagonist. However, the narrative handles the heavy topic of death with honest
complexity.
A moody, contemplative ghost story with uneven characterization. (author’s note, discussion questions) (Paranormal.
13-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

A sophomore with a lot on her mind
must come to terms with the Vodou in
her blood.
Cicely Destin turns 15 on Labor Day
this year, which, as a Haitian American
girl from Brooklyn, also coincides with her favorite annual
event, the West Indian Day Parade. Things have been especially difficult since her Grandma Rose passed away, taking with
her the last civil connection between Cicely’s mother and Tati
Mimose, her beloved aunt who is a Vodouista. Cicely’s mother
doesn’t appreciate the taboo magical influence her sister has
had on Cicely’s life ever since a particularly scary incident when
Cicely was 9. But this year Cicely has high hopes for her birthday, including time spent with her best friend soaking up the
parade, meeting her favorite rapper (by way of Tati Mimose’s
rising social media fame), and maybe even getting close to a
cute boy from school. Tati Mimose’s getting possessed by an
especially eccentric spirit during a botched tarot reading is
unexpected and supernaturally stressful but doesn’t make the
uniquely Brooklyn Caribbean celebrations of the day any less
pleasurable for Cicely. Rigaud explores many elements of Haitian and Afro-Caribbean culture thoughtfully and with an admirable vulnerability as Cicely adventures down Eastern Parkway
navigating stigma and magic, devils and allies, family legacies
and shame en route to a rich, magical sort of self-discovery.
Steeped in the magic of first kisses, family bonds, and joyful community. (author’s note) (Fiction. 12-17)

ALMOST THERE
A Twisted Tale

Rochon, Farrah
Disney-Hyperion (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-368-07756-9
Series: A Twisted Tale

A young African American woman’s
love for her family and community leads
her to make a bargain with unforeseen
consequences in this retelling inspired
by Disney’s The Princess and the Frog.
It’s Mardi Gras in 1920s New Orleans, and Tiana, a young
African American woman, is running out of time. She is in possession of an amulet that Facilier, the Shadow Man, got one
of his minions inside Prince Naveen’s inner circle to steal; it
allows its wearer to impersonate the prince. He was trying to
use it to gain access to the fortune of Eli LaBouff, the richest
man in New Orleans, by wooing LaBouff ’s daughter, Charlotte,
who dreams of marrying into royalty. Facilier uses a conjuring
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“Creepy and artful.”
man made monsters

IN THE SHADOW OF THE
THRONE

trick to force Tiana to make a deal that will help her protect
the people she loves. Her end of the bargain is to put a concoction made by the Shadow Man into the gumbo served at her restaurant, a deal that surely cannot end well: Even though Tiana
seems to have everything she wants, evil forces are clearly at play.
The setting is richly steeped in the history and culture of New
Orleans. Chapters alternate between the third-person perspectives of Tiana, Naveen, and Facilier, with each having a distinct
voice. This appealing twist on the classic fairy tale “The Frog
Prince” creates space for examining different aspects of Vodou
and compelling social justice issues that still affect people today.
An eerily atmospheric journey through Jazz Age New
Orleans. (Fantasy. 12-16)

Sheridan, Kate
Illus. by Gaia Cardinali & Micah Myers
Mad Cave Studios (176 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-952303-25-8
A teen boy escapes to the dangerous
and fantastic land of Lymeria.
A trip to New York City with his
family should have been fun, but Jordan
is sick of being responsible for his active younger twin brothers. When he wanders through an odd museum exhibit and into
a mysterious wilderness, Jordan encounters Prince Astel being
attacked by wolves. After saving him, Jordan is drawn into a
fantastic adventure with monsters, knights, and royalty. Ruled
by Queen Emereth, Lymeria is a land where magic is banned,
but as strange and dangerous occurrences surface, Prince Astel
and Jordan seek answers. Compelling themes of trust, secrets,
friendship, and power are weakened by the rapid pacing that
leads to shallow characterization. Likewise, the discussions of
family ties and responsibility are intriguing but weakly developed. Despite Jordan’s reinventing himself in Lymeria, inverting typical genre tropes as he claims to be an orphan and is a
brown-skinned foreign savior in a largely light-skinned fantasy
world, the purpose of this interlude and its impact on Jordan
as a person are ambiguous. Experienced readers will find the
mystery predictable, with easily anticipated villains, and the
awkwardly choreographed fight scenes weaken the drama and
tension. The queer romance offers a sweet, slow burn that relies
on blushes, introspective conversations, and adorable moments.
The artwork is attractive and atmospheric, with clean, uncluttered lines. Jordan and his family are cued as Filipino.
Despite a sweet romance, misses an opportunity to fully
develop its themes and characters. (Graphic fantasy. 12-16)

MAN MADE MONSTERS

Rogers, Andrea L.
Illus. by Jeff Edwards
Levine Querido (320 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-64614-179-1

A chilling story collection following
a sprawling Cherokee family through
many generations.
Starting with Ama Wilson in 1839
and ending in 2039, this spooky speculative assortment features stories from times historical, present,
and yet to come. Although each of Cherokee author Rogers’
stories could stand alone (and versions of some were previously
published individually), placing them in chronological order
and thus in dialogue with each other results in a thematically
richer read and allows readers the delight of tracing the family
trees in the frontmatter to situate the characters in relation to
other protagonists. Ama’s opening story, set during a forcible
relocation to Indian Territory, sets the tone: Ama thinks her
family’s main worries are Texas Rangers and disease; she also
faces a supernatural nightmare. The tight focus on families and
the specificity of their experiences, along with the matter-offact text, directly address the way persecution of the Cherokee
Nation morphs over the decades. Rogers’ grounded, smooth
writing style—juggling first-, third-, and even second-person
points of view—makes magical elements (from milder hauntings to monsters like vampires, werewolves, and zombies) as
threatening as human villains. The stakes remain high: The
short story format means any character one meets could later
die. Exquisite white-on-black line art from Cherokee artist
Edwards sets the eerie mood. The use of the Noto Sans Cherokee typeface and Edwards’ hand-drawn Cherokee syllabary
beautifully integrates written language into the book’s design.
A creepy and artful exploration of a haunting heritage.
(glossary) (Horror. 12-adult)
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EMPRESS CROWNED IN RED

Smart, Ciannon
HarperTeen (768 pp.)
$17.99 | June 7, 2022
978-0-06-294601-0

Two young witches continue their
efforts to rule their beloved matriarchal society of Aiyca in this follow-up to
Witches Steeped in Gold (2021).
Jazmyne assumes the throne previously held by her now-dead mother, but
having not yet inherited her magic, she is not officially granted
the title of doyenne. Jazmyne perceives the underlying message
of lack of faith from her citizens, and though it stings, she must
endure it and try to earn their confidence. Iraya still has her
sights on vengeance and taking back Aiyca for her people, the
Obeah. Once again, the young women find that they must put
aside their mutual personal grudges and become allies, if only
|

I’M THE GIRL

temporarily, in order to have a chance of achieving their individual goals. With a new foe arising and bringing many twists
and turns—both foreseen and unpredictable—it’s crucial that
Jazmyne and Iraya keep their wits about them as they try to navigate a world in which deception and betrayal run rampant. As
before, Smart’s style is rather wordy, and the voices of the two
protagonists are at times too similar. But those who were drawn
in by the previous volume and readers looking for a complex
story that demands careful focus will be taken with this novel
set in a world infused with Jamaican influences.
A fitting duology closer that maintains the flow of its predecessor. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

Summers, Courtney
Wednesday Books (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-250-80836-3

ENOLA HOLMES AND THE
ELEGANT ESCAPADE

Springer, Nancy
Wednesday Books (240 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-250-82297-0
Series: Enola Holmes, 8

Scientific Perditorian Holmes returns
to crack her eighth case.
Enola Holmes, a clever sesquipedalian sleuth (and younger sister to Sherlock and Mycroft), is terribly worried about her friend Lady
Cecily Alistair. Life in 19th-century London affords 17-year-old
Lady Cecily little autonomy, and she suffers under the hand of
her abusive, social-climbing father, Lord Eustace, who left her
with aunts who starve her and cut her off from all she loves. As
Enola enlists to help Cecily, she realizes that Lord Eustace’s
mistreatment has had a terrible impact on her friend’s psyche.
In Cecily’s fragile state, she goes missing: Will Enola be able
to not only find Cecily, but also free her from her overbearing
father? Those familiar with the series should be at home here
with the fiercely feminist and sartorially inclined detective, and
those new to her adventures are provided enough backstory to
follow and enjoy her exploits. This installment, however, does
not quite come together as a mystery. The plotting feels rushed
and a bit underdeveloped; the characters, by contrast, are well
fleshed out, making this feel more like a character study than a
traditional whodunit. All quibbles aside, Enola is a wholly likable character, and more time with her is always welcome. All
characters default to White.
A cozy installment best suited to established series devotees. (Mystery. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

All 16-year-old Georgia Avis ever
wanted was to be an Aspera girl.
It’s during the summer that Georgia’s dream of working at members-only
resort Aspera comes true—but at a terrible cost and against the wishes of her late
mother. After she finds the body of 13-year-old Ashley James,
raped and dumped by the roadside, Georgia becomes entangled
with Matthew and Cleo Hayes, Aspera’s impossibly beautiful
and rich owners, who take her under their wing. Although her
first job there seems to be run-of-the-mill admin work and not
quite what Georgia knows she deserves, she believes it is only a
matter of time until her beauty takes her places. But even while
she navigates this world of privilege and power, glamour and
deceit, trying to carve a place for herself, she joins forces with
Nora, Ashley’s charismatic older sister, to find the culprit. Summers’ latest masterful thriller takes on the world of wealth and
privilege to examine questions of power, predatory behavior,
and, ultimately, complicity, and agency. Readers are witnesses
to a long process of grooming and to what Georgia—a naïve,
earnest kid—instead believes she is experiencing. This dissonance in perspective makes for a heartbreaking, brutal, and
devastatingly realistic novel. Hopeful notes come with the budding romance between Nora and Georgia. Most characters are
White.
A bold, unflinching, and utterly enthralling novel. (Thriller.
14-18)

WELL, THAT WAS
UNEXPECTED

Sutanto, Jesse Q.
Delacorte (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-593-43397-3

Southern California high school
junior Sharlot Citra had everything
planned out for her first time.
What she did not plan for was her
mom walking in on her and her boyfriend. Meanwhile in Jakarta, George Clooney Tanuwijaya, son
of the country’s second richest family, is caught by his father in
a similarly racy solo situation. George’s dad and sister decide
he needs a girlfriend and set up an online profile for him. The
perfect match comes in the form of one Sharlot Citra—or at
least Sharlot’s mom, who’s likewise committing a catfishing
scheme to set up her daughter with a respectable boy. Mama has
whisked Sharlot off for her first trip to Indonesia to spend the
summer learning how to jadi orang, or succeed as an adult. Horrified but resigned, the teens reluctantly meet, and an awkward
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“A savvy, accessible, and critical guide.”
what the fact?

WHAT THE FACT?
Finding the Truth in All
the Noise

coffee date spirals into a fake relationship for the press; George
is the public face of an etiquette app for teen boys that his family’s company is launching. Can a less-than-honest beginning
lead to genuine connection? Sutanto’s novel is full of hijinks,
humor, and heart. Beyond the fake online personas are two
teens with lots to connect over. Sutanto gives dimension to the
secondary characters, exploring interpersonal expectations and
misperceptions. Readers are swept along as Sharlot discovers
her mother’s home country, including naming quirks, dynamite
coffee, layered history, and a conservative social climate. Most
characters are Chinese Indonesian; biracial Sharlot is White
and Chinese Indonesian.
A delightfully lively rom-com. (Romance. 14-18)

Yasmin, Seema
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$19.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-66590-003-4

How to navigate the information
superhighway and engage with news like
a pro.
The widespread dissemination of
false information is not new. In 1683, German explorer Englebert Kaempfer went to Asia to verify centuries-old reports that
lambs were growing…on trees! The term fake news is also not
new, appearing in the title of a Harper’s Magazine article from
1925. The explosion of social media along with the dwindling
of local newspapers has sent people to the internet as a main
source of information. Doctor and journalist Yasmin breaks
down the differences among misinformation, disinformation,
and, perhaps most insidious of all, malinformation, which
involves sharing real information in a way that maliciously distorts its meaning. Coverage of the Covid-19 crisis and the toppling of a statue of Saddam Hussein in Iraq in 2003 are offered
as prime examples of information manipulation. Complicating
matters is Poe’s Law, which describes how satire and parody are
often received as fact and vice versa. From explanations of how
the news is gathered, who decides what is news, and the myth of
objectivity, the book moves on to the addictive nature of social
media. Yasmin offers 10 concrete steps for constructively handling disagreement on hot-button subjects. There’s also a clear
walk-through of the Socratic method and a useful step-by-step
method for protecting yourself from being misled. Laden with
entertainingly presented tips and techniques, this informative
overview will encourage further exploration and contemplation.
A savvy, accessible, and critical guide to media literacy.
(sources, resources, index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

TALK SANTA TO ME

Urban, Linda
Atheneum (288 pp.)
$20.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-5344-7883-1

Christmas is coming, but all is not
merry and bright for Frankincense Wood.
Francie’s best friend, Alice Kim, is
going to a different school, and it’s getting harder to connect. The 15-year-old
is also dealing with cruel ongoing teasing
from some boys following her first kiss two years earlier. Francie works at the Hollydale Holiday Shop, the family store filled
with memories of her beloved late grandfather. Her overbearing
Aunt Carole is implementing efficient, regimented processes in
hopes of turning around the store’s financial situation. When
Francie offhandedly refers to herself as Santa’s Intern while
promoting the shop on a local cable-access show, they are inundated with letters requesting things from Santa. Meanwhile,
Francie is hoping for a second chance at kissing, this time with
cute transfer student Hector Ramirez. When a heartfelt letter inspires Francie to raise money to buy books for kids using
local food pantries, she, Hector, and their classmate Ellie Baptiste work on a short film for a school project that also serves
as a book drive fundraiser. A bonus: lots of time together with
her new crush. The romantic plotline is strong but does not
overshadow the treatment of friendship, grief, money worries,
and more. Readers will relate to Francie’s feelings of mortification about the boys’ shaming of her. Francie and her family are
coded White; Alice has Korean ancestry, Hector reads as Latinx,
and Ellie is cued as Black.
Will delight readers looking for a romance with humor and
heart. (Romance. 12-16)
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DIREWOOD

Yu, Catherine
Page Street (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-64567-612-6
Aja searches for her missing sister
after strange happenings hit their small
town.
Aja and her slightly older sister,
Fiona, are the only Chinese American
family in their mostly White town of
Glenn Hills. Aja can’t stand the pressure to conform and live up
to the intimidating role model her sister is. Then Fiona’s birthday party is ruined by strange, voracious bugs; an unearthly fog;
and blood-red rain, and everything changes. The next morning
Fiona is gone, and soon other teens go missing. When Aja hears
a creepily seductive voice calling to her from the window, she
|

follows the creature, vowing to rescue Fiona from him, and is
drawn into the foggy world of vampire Padraic. The ordinary
1990s small-town America setting strongly contrasts with the
graphic horror elements. Explorations of fitting in, the faces
one shows to society, sisterly bonds, friendship, and social pressures are well developed. While the central mystery is predictable and genre fans will find the horror elements rather familiar,
the themes of freedom, choice, and what separates monsters
from humans are intriguing. Those who enjoy insta-love stories
and vampire lore will be satisfied with those elements, but ultimately, the rushed, anticlimactic ending disappoints.
An uneven read, although one filled with atmospheric
creepiness and gore. (Paranormal horror. 13-17)
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

KELVOO’S TESTIMONIAL by Phil Bailey......................................... 135
BRUTAL BEASTS by Craig Buchner.................................................. 136
JAZZED by Jill Dearman...................................................................139
NOWHERE TO CALL HOME by Leah den Bok
with Tim den Bok.............................................................................. 140
DECO DESIGN by Isabel Hill............................................................ 144
ASHA OF THE AIR by John Huddles................................................ 144
PUSHING PAWNS by Dima Novak..................................................147
THE PROXIMA PLAGUE by Robert Thornton..................................152

JAZZED

Dearman, Jill
Vine Leaves Press (280 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | July 5, 2022
978-1-925965-96-4
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TAPESTRY
A Lowcountry Rapunzel

Alexander, Sophia
Onalex Books (226 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $6.99 e-book | April 22, 2022
978-1-955444-26-2
A young girl struggles in her relationship with her overbearing stepmother in Alexander’s second historical
novel in a series.
In Greeleyville, South Carolina, in
1918, 12-year-old Gaynelle Bell lives a difficult life on her family’s farm. Her stepmom, Jessie, seems bent on making everyone’s days joyless, and her 16-year-old sister, Vivian, hasn’t
been herself lately. Gaynelle finds escape in the stables, where
she reads books that her father, Clayton, secretly gives to her.
Nearly a year ago, the town doctor, Stephen Connor—who may
be Vivian’s biological father—offered to pay for the older girl to
attend boarding school in Charleston. However, Jessie has been
secretly slipping poison into Vivian’s tea to keep her at home.
Clayton takes Gaynelle on visits to Aunt Anna, the widowed
best friend of the sisters’ late mother. Gaynelle is fascinated by
a tapestry in Anna’s house: “It depicted a young woman in a
high tower. Impossibly-long, honey-colored hair flowed out the
tower window to the ground, where a raven-haired young man
in royal garb stood.” When the poisoning—but not the culprit—is discovered and Vivian is sent away to school, Gaynelle
is left to fend for herself against her stepmother’s cruelties. She
thinks her handsome prince may have arrived in the form of new
farmhand Tommy Salters, but Jessie proves a daunting guardian.
Alexander’s prose ably replicates the rhythms of speech—and
life—in the 1920s South, as when Tommy bids Gaynelle farewell at the end of the harvest: “ ‘Your Pa just don’t need me right
now. Leastways, not for a couple o’ months. But he will in the
spring. We’ll figure it out.’…Winter had arrived, and they were
making their final goodbyes.” The novel does take a while to
get going, but once it does, readers will find themselves hooked
by the more dramatic elements of this coming-of-age tale. Fans
of the previous volume, Silk (2021), about Gaynelle and Vivian’s
mother, will likely get more from this sequel than newcomers
will, but all are likely to find much to enjoy here.
A richly embroidered story of early-20th-century rural
life in South Carolina.

KELVOO’S TESTIMONIAL
A Kloormar’s
Autobiography

Bailey, Phil
Philcora Enterprises (394 pp.)
$32.99 | $18.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
May 14, 2022
978-1-77810-241-7
978-1-77810-242-4 paper

A young woman has 30 days to find
true love or she will be forced to enter a
passionless marriage of convenience.
Baird’s novel opens as Nell Delaney
and her two sisters learn that their family coffee business and cafe are in dire
straits. Their mother has brokered a deal with Jane Strong, a
rival business partner’s wife. The agreement stipulates that if
one of the sisters marries Jane’s son, the Delaneys will be able
to retain ownership of the cafe rather than forfeiting it to the
Strong family. Though Nell is generally eager to help her family,
sacrificing her romantic future to a business arrangement seems
too extreme. Nell and her sisters decide that if any of them
should land a fiance within 30 days, that lucky woman will be
exempt from the arranged marriage. Nell has been eyeing Grant
Williams for a long time, and this is the push she needs to pursue him (“Grant was the only man she wanted. He seemed kind
and intelligent and accomplished”). Unfortunately, the two have
little in common, starting with Grant’s love of the outdoors
and Nell’s decidedly indoor lifestyle. As she pretends to adore
hiking and camping, Nell falls victim to one humorous disaster
after another. Even so, she and Grant begin to grow closer, and
her hopes rise that he may be the one. When Grant inadvertently learns about the sisters’ deal, it seems the relationship
may be doomed. As readers wait to see whether Nell and Grant
can make it work, the clock continues ticking on the sisters’
pact, keeping suspense high. Chock-full of delightful moments
of outdoor adventures and interpersonal connections, the story
feels like a light romp through small-town America. Although
the initial setup of a mother advocating for an arranged marriage feels outdated and unrealistic, it allows for an entertaining
tale to unfold. Similarly, the connection between Nell and Grant
seems to develop too quickly and without any real substance to
support their enjoyment of each other, but they are both likable
characters who will endear themselves to readers with their different quirks. Punchy dialogue, flirty banter, forced proximity,
mixed signals, and misunderstandings make for a formulaic but
successful romance as the story races to its conclusion.
A charming opposites-attract tale for fans of romance tropes.
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Aliens find their quiet lives thrown
into turmoil when humans explore their
planet in Bailey’s SF debut.
Kelvoo is a member of a peaceful, genderless species on the
planet Kuw’baal. The kloormari’s intricate bodies—a mushroomlike eye at the top and double-jointed limbs with paddles
for hands—make them expert multitaskers. As such, they don’t
rely on modern technology and are shocked when humans
from planet Terra (aka Earth) send a surveillance drone to their
planet. Next, humans come in an even bigger ship, and although
Kelvoo and other kloormari find the visitors “hideous,” they
aren’t threatening. They teach the kloormari all about the Terran language (of which there seems to be only one), food, culture, and unfamiliar concepts, such as imagination and fictional
stories. Sadly, a later group of humans isn’t as amiable; they trick
nine kloormari, including Kelvoo, into joining a phony mission,
enslave them, and show them some of the worst that humanity has to offer. Kelvoo and the others, pushed to the brink,
find a way to escape their plight so they can get home. But
will Kuw’baal be the same place they left behind? Aside from
the preface, the entire narrative is made up of Kelvoo’s autobiographical account, featuring straightforward observations
in simple, unadorned prose. Kelvoo’s willingness to accommodate Terrans’ unusual customs makes the protagonist endearing,
and there are some lighthearted moments, as when kloormari
become fascinated by Terran-provided Infotab tablets. The
kloormari, who live up to a few centuries and birth offspring
in just weeks, prove fascinating in their own right. Bailey’s message is blunt but affecting, as the humans cheat, rebuke, and
subjugate a species that they don’t bother to understand, and
readers will find it painful to watch the kloormari suffer such
cruelty. However, the author also rounds out his novel with
delightful details, including hints of other species who are part
of a Planetary Alliance.
A simple but profound futuristic story of the painful
effects of colonization.

FIRST BRIDE TO FALL

Baird, Ginny
Entangled: Amara (352 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Jun. 28, 2022
978-1-64937-210-9
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for art’s sake
The world of fine arts has inspired numerous books over the years, from Irving
Stone’s 1934 novel, Lust for Life, about the
life of Vincent Van Gogh, to Girl With a
Pearl Earring, Tracy Chevalier’s bestselling
1999 novel about Johannes Vermeer and
the subject of his most famous painting.
Here are a few recent books, reviewed by
Kirkus Indie, that also draw inspiration
from art and artists past.
In Joe Byrd’s
debut historical
novel, Monet & Oscar (2022), a young
American gets a job as Claude Monet’s
gardener, trying to determine if the difficult-to-know painter is, in fact, his biological father, as his mother claimed—
or could Pierre-Auguste Renoir be his
real dad? Kirkus’ reviewer calls the
book “a poignant and historically authentic portrait of Monet, capturing
his laconic, mercurial manner.”
The Bridge to Rembrandt (2021) by Nelson K. Foley tells “an entertaining yarn
about time travel, infidelity, and art, executed with sure brush strokes,” according
to Kirkus’ review. A man living in modern-day Amsterdam who markets reproductions of famous paintings is repeatedly thrown back into the past. Along the
way, he meets past incarnations of his girlfriend, Saskia, in a narrative that eventually includes Dutch master Rembrandt van
Rijn himself.
Award-winning poet Lee Woodman’s 2022 collection,
Artscapes, explores numerous artworks, including music pieces, sculptures, and several paintings.
For example, “Mark Rothko, I Challenge Your Claim,” interprets Rothko’s 1955 painting Untitled: “I ask you,
‘Why ‘Untitled?’ / Would you not name
a friend or / a child born, 1955? Here’s
what I see: / ochre-brown, black mouth
screaming.” Other free-verse poems
use works by Jasper Johns, Andy Warhol, Joan Miró, and Hieronymus Bosch
as jumping-off points. Kirkus’ reviewer
praises the author’s “vivid imagery and inventive wordplay” in
“a richly textured collection that invites readers into the wonderful world of culture.”
David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.
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THE TOP SECRET TRUTH
ABOUT SANTA CLAUS

Bloom, C.C.
Illus. by Jonathan Ameen
Mission Vine (29 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | March 15, 2022
979-8-9857864-0-8

Bloom’s debut picture book describes
where the idea of Santa Claus came from.
The author aims to reveal the religious and historical origins of Father
Christmas in a work that offers a brief
biography of Nicholas of Myra and an explanation of holiday
traditions. The tale starts with the life of Jesus and quickly
moves to a few hundred years later, when Nicholas was a child.
After losing his parents at a young age, the religious Nicholas
became determined to help others with his inheritance, but he
wanted to do so without taking personal credit. When a poor
father discovers that Nicholas has secretly given his daughters
dowry money to find good marriages (leaving the money in
socks drying on a window ledge), word starts to spread about
Nicholas’ good deeds, and others follow his example. Bloom’s
rhymes scan well throughout, and her tone is nurturing; she’s
aware that some kids may find the explanation to be a letdown,
but her kind, encouraging manner effectively reveals that
Christmas’ magic lies in generosity. Ameen’s painterly full-color
illustrations ably capture the historical St. Nicholas at different ages as well as his folkloric counterparts as they’ve evolved
around the world. Young readers will also find the depictions of
diverse children to be relatable.
A gentle work that may particularly appeal to Christian
families seeking to explain Kris Kringle.

BRUTAL BEASTS
Stories

Buchner, Craig
NFB Publishing (195 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | May 5. 2022
978-1-953610-31-7
A volume of unconventional short
stories features hardscrabble characters
facing extraordinary circumstances.
North Carolina fiction writer and
poet Buchner’s dazzling assortment of
18 tales offers a diverse cast struggling
with some outlandish situations, both earthly and otherworldly.
A man’s celebration of his wife’s pregnancy is cut short in the
darkly humorous opener, “Made by Brutal Beasts.” Homer, a
heavy-drinking child care company worker in therapy, becomes
alarmed at his wife’s startling transformation into an excessively
hirsute beast with prenatal “animalistic urges.” The theme carries
forward with a different couple in the apocalyptic “Baby Teeth,”
in which the pair’s “undead” newborn is anything but normal.
Buchner experiments with form in “American Metal,” a sensory

JUST POLITICS
An Alaska Cold Case Mystery

Buell, Nancy with Bill Buell
Self (633 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $1.99 e-book | Aug. 26, 2021
978-1-73755-795-1
An Alaska sleuth must solve a murder case with frustratingly few leads in a
mystery series opener from Nancy Buell
with Bill Buell.

Special Investigator Annie Brewster’s newest case is a body
dump at the Juneau (garbage) Dump. The Alaska Investigation
Bureau has sent Annie to assist local cops with their inquiry
into Commissioner Richard Grossman’s death. How he died
isn’t entirely certain; there’s a gunshot to the neck and a knife
wound in the back. But Annie and the Juneau Police Department surmise the murder happened elsewhere despite incessant
rain that’s washed away possible clues. No shortage of people
might have welcomed the death of Grossman, especially his
employees, who saw him as a bully and worse. While the savvy
inspector has theories about how the killer took out Grossman without any witnesses, no evidence points Annie to a solid
suspect. This tough case begins in the late ’90s and gradually
turns cold as the world heads into the new millennium. Annie,
however, may get the break she needs when she teams up with
both an FBI profiler and an experienced detective who has
an affinity for cold cases. A former resident of Barrow, Alaska,
Nancy Buell (Time Share Addendum, 2021, etc.) delivers a wellwritten story and realistically portrays a murder investigation.
The novel often comes across as a procedural; Annie repeatedly
scrutinizes case details even when she has nothing new. While
this showcases her tenacity, it also makes for a leisurely paced,
somewhat prolonged narrative given that readers learn early
on how the murder transpired (with an inkling as to the culprit’s identity) and must wait for Annie to slowly catch up. Still,
Annie is immensely likable; this investigation begets a separate
assault case that she wraps up with proficiency. Moreover, her
devoted lover, Fred, and their springer spaniel, Bones, help alleviate the gloomy murder plot. Notwithstanding the possibility
of a welcome Annie-centric series, this book ends on a relatively
disappointing note.
A sublime female gumshoe elevates this sober, measured whodunit.
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treat comprised solely of brutally vivid blog entries from a soldier
deployed in the Middle East during wartime. The author also
experiments with narrative brevity. Among the volume’s shortest
tales is the marvelously morbid, two-page “Last Days at Wolfjaw,”
which depicts a small family locked inside a cabin at the mercy
of a plague of giant killer flies buzzing just outside the front door.
Just spanning a single page is “About Future,” in which a man
takes it upon himself to “put down” members of his own family
who seemingly have outlived their usefulness to him. Conversely,
the fantastically cinematic “Dracula Mountain” conjures a world
dominated by vampires and the “nightwalkers” they create. A
family tries to survive when a relative who’s “seventeen years old,
but pale and skeletal” reappears. This story, along with several in
the collection, disappoints only because it deserves a more fully
realized treatment.
One of the assortment’s greatest assets is its sublime unpredictability. From junkies who donate plasma to the moving, tender father-son relationship in “Good Night,” the book crosses
boundaries and traverses genres with seamless ease. Dominating these tales are themes of struggle and vulnerability, hardship
and loss. Families buckle beneath the weight of grief, financial
woes, or even supernatural forces, while others simply become
prey to online entertainment, “drawn in like a wolf to raw meat.”
Many characters are pensive and reflective only after the worst
has occurred, while others recognize the fleeting nature of beautiful things as they “stayed awake past midnight and watched
the fireworks from the balcony, content with all we didn’t know.
A brocade crown filled the air with big hanging breaks of gold,
slowly fading to right us. But beautiful things never last.” Buchner’s literary talents are on brilliant display. The prose he employs
vacillates between raw descriptions of hungry teeth biting into
greasy meat to lovely turns of phrase from brothers lamenting
their father’s abandonment when they were young and how that
affects their desire for children of their own. Nearly every tale
has appeared in a variety of literary journals, and with good reason: They shimmer with the gloss of a creative imagination and
enticing characterization. As the expectant father remarks in
the opener, “Life was a horror movie, but only if you looked for
it.” There is indeed mild, sunlit horror embedded in Buchner’s
stories, but he also demonstrates a deep understanding of human
nature and how it operates in times of desperation and when
faced with the paranormal.
Transgressive, audacious tales steeped in gritty human
struggles and otherworldly oddity.

LETTERS TO BARBRA

Chaderjian, Paul
Meshag Publishing (428 pp.)
$29.99 | $19.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Dec. 7, 2018
978-0-578-46103-8
978-0-578-46104-5 paper
An Armenian immigrant’s Hollywood dreams run up against American
realities in this debut novel.
Beirut, 1975. As the Lebanese civil
war rages outside his window, 10-yearold Armenian Adam Terzian composes fan letters to his favorite
movie star, Barbra Streisand. “At night in my bed and I cannot
sleep because there are bombs,” writes Adam to the star of the
film What’s Up, Doc? “I am scared. Then I think of you and Mister Ryan O’Neal going backwards down the hill on a bicycle….I
laugh and laugh. You are very funny. Then I can sleep. I forget
about the bombs and that I am going to die.” His family is eventually able to immigrate to Fresno, California, where Adam
grows up as an outsider obsessed with American music and
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movies. He’s able to attend film school in Los Angeles, though
he still carries a fear of violence left over from the trauma of the
war. Adam does his best to break into Hollywood, working lowprestige industry jobs and pecking away at his scripts at night,
but his dreams of becoming a celebrated director keep failing
to materialize. Finally, at 32, he takes a journalism job at Hori
zon, the English-language magazine of the Armenian diaspora,
published by his own father. Horizon sends Adam to Yerevan for
a story on the new “style” of post–Soviet Armenia, but what he
finds is Eve Kalashyan, a talented singer. She is quickly building a fan base in the Armenian world. Adam joins Eve on tour
to cover her for the magazine, but will she prove just as aloof
and distant as Streisand was all those years ago? Leaping across
multiple timelines—1970s Beirut, ’90s LA, even a future city
known as the Metropolis in 2308—the tale shows the development of a would-be artist against the obstacles of war, history,
commercialism, and the isolation of a diaspora.
Chaderjian’s prose hews closely to Adam, deftly capturing the
nuances of his ambitions and emotions, as here when he lands his
first minor job at a film studio: “He is now on their team, Team
Hollywood. He is eating with them, walking their studio lots, taking a piss in the same bathrooms. Who would have imagined that
he, Adam Terzian, could be on the payroll of a major Hollywood
studio? But he is. He is alive. He is young. And he can dream.”
The novel is divided into short chapters that leap unpredictably
through time, offering vignettes of Adam’s life at different ages.
These accumulate into a portrait of an archetypical immigrant
with dreams of telling his own story, even as that tale is tied up
in the thorny history of the Armenian people. Though Adam’s
unanswered fan letters to Streisand are a recurring element in
the narrative—he continues to send them into adulthood—the
actor is not much of a presence. Instead, she becomes a sort of
totem for Adam’s aspirations, a dream of success and artistry that
continues to elude him. The author never quite delves as deeply
into these ideas as the novel wants him to, but the structure and
themes keep the book feeling exciting and relevant.
An engaging, fragmentary tale about longing and memory.

AND THEN
THERE’S MARGARET

Clarke, Carolyn
Black Rose Writing (258 pp.)
$20.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | July 21, 2022
978-1-68433-993-8
Clarke’s debut novel presents the story
of a tempestuous relationship between a
woman and her daughter-in-law.
In an unnamed American suburb, Allison Montgomery is a mother of two who
feels stuck in a rut, so she signs up with her local gym. As she fills
out the membership forms, she receives a call from her husband,
Hank, informing her that her beloved father-in-law, George, has
just died: “I took another deep breath, feeling a stinging sensation in my eyes so bad I closed them. He’s gone.” Soon, Allie’s
mother-in-law, Margaret, arrives at their house, bringing with
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her a huge suitcase that suggests that she won’t be leaving anytime soon. Allie and Margaret have never seen eye to eye, and
Margaret still criticizes her, ignores her wishes, and makes decisions about what’s best for her two children without consulting
her. Now, both women must learn to coexist as they face such
struggles as Hank and Allie’s troubled marriage, son Cameron’s
impending driver’s test, daughter Samantha’s suspicious new boyfriend and uncertainties about college, and Margaret’s adaptation
to a new normal without her husband. Over the course of this
novel, Clarke offers a tale that’s often funny and sharp. Her characterization of Margaret does occasionally slip into a monster-inlaw caricature at times, offering very little to redeem her or create
a sense of deeper understanding between the two women. However, some humanity does begin to shine through toward the end
of the book. Clarke weaves in aspects of the uncertainties of middle age, including Allie’s search for a new career that will make
her feel passionate again. Allie’s visits to the gym, which features
an intimidating young receptionist, are particularly comical.
An often entertaining story of a middle-aged protagonist
who finds a new connection with her in-law and a new lease
on life.

MARIGOLD

Clarke, Will
Middle Finger Press (469 pp.)
978-1-08-802133-0
978-1-08-802208-5 paper
978-1-08-802136-1 e-book
In this novel, a woman who speaks
to angels finds herself trapped in a corporate cult.
Massage therapist Marigold Sunshine Whitaker can talk to angels. All
mortals have angels, she claims—looking after them, keeping
them out of trouble—but most people don’t realize it. “Let’s
be real clear, though: Angels are not like these cute little baby
butts flying around,” Marigold explains. “They are fierce. Like,
they do not play around. And you do not want to make fun of
an Angel or piss it off. Trust me.” Marigold blames her angels for
landing her in prison, her punishment for assaulting a prominent local real estate agent after he tried to force her to give him
a massage of a different sort. (Marigold claims the angels possessed her during the assault and then again when she threatened the judge during her trial.) When a lucky break gets her out
of jail early, Marigold takes a job at the Denver Airport, hoping
to save enough money to move to Ibiza. By an immense stroke
of luck—or some targeted manifesting—Marigold meets and
impresses Krish McKinley, the founder and CEO of the lifestyle brand Wolf&Bees. Krish invites Marigold to become his
personal assistant, and it seems like a dream come true—at first.
But it soon becomes clear that Krish’s company is more than a
little cultlike, and even Marigold’s angels might not be influential enough to get her out of it. Clarke’s prose is sharp and funny,
as here where Marigold admits the blind spots of her angelic
protectors: “Angels don’t always understand everything down

“Dearman perfectly renders the noir mood
in evocative, punchy prose.”
jazzed

here on Earth. As powerful as Uriel is, he simply does not grasp
the nuance of workplace dynamics or paying bills or even why
you would want to heat up your Lean Cuisine in a microwave.”
Marigold is a wonderfully realized creation, managing to remain
sympathetic even at her most shocking and irrational moments.
The book succeeds in satirizing various woo-woo aspects of
modern society while inviting readers to seriously consider how
and why they construct their personal belief systems.
A funny and thought-provoking supernatural tale with a
memorable protagonist.

DON’T POKE THE BEAR

D’Amato, Robin
Atmosphere Press (354 pp.)
$18.99 paper | May 3, 2022
978-1-63988-290-8

Dearman, Jill
Vine Leaves Press (280 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | July 5, 2022
978-1-925965-96-4
An affair between coeds culminates in
murder in Dearman’s Jazz Age melodrama.
In the early 1920s, Wilhelmina “Will”
Reinhardt and Dorothy “Dolly” Raab
are freshman roommates at Columbia
University’s Barnard College for women,
both daughters of wealthy New York Jewish families. They’re
temperamental opposites who attract; Will is a bookish misfit who speaks 11 languages and is an expert ornithologist, and
Dolly’s a flapper who flirts up a storm. Will, a lesbian, likes traditionally male clothes and is getting over a lifetime of shyness,
while Dolly revels in the attentions of either sex and teasingly
receives Will’s adoration. Their relationship deepens during
giddy outings to Harlem speak-easies and intensifying make-out
sessions, but it’s especially stoked by classroom discussions of
the Nietzschean superman—or superwoman—whose superiority allows any crime in pursuit of a supposedly higher morality.
This creed fires up Dolly’s sociopathic streak, and she ropes Will
into a series of thrill-seeking transgressions, starting with arson
and burglary. After the two are paired off with different roommates by Barnard officials, Dolly decides that they must defy
the ultimate taboo by kidnapping and murdering a child. Dearman’s tale tweaks the real-life story of child-killers Leopold and
Loeb into a love story of two women set in a richly atmospheric
panorama of New York in the Roaring ’20s, awhirl in high society, hothouse dorms, and uptown gin mills. It’s also a crackerjack procedural, as Dolly and Will plot out a crime that’s almost
perfect—except for a few slip-ups that put dogged detectives
on their trail. At its center are indelible portraits of the doomed
lovers: Will, who’s incurably awkward and ardently besotted,
and Dolly, whose glittering, teasing surface belies a hollow core.
Dearman perfectly renders the noir mood in evocative, punchy
prose: Dolly, reacting to a pregnancy scare, “couldn’t imagine
being strapped with a tot. It made her feel dead inside….Daddy
had a few prize pistols in his office. She would sneak one out
and practice firing it out in the woods, then once she had a feel
for it she’d eat the barrel.”
A wildly entertaining and energetic period thriller.
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In this novel, a trio of female friends
face rising costs and the challenges of sex,
drugs, and rock ’n’ roll in mid-1990s New
York City.
New York is expensive. Rent prices
soar and groceries become hard to come
by for three 30-something pals and their partners. The setting of
the intriguing misadventures of Allie Squerciati, Rihanna Strauss,
and Natia Stojanovich feels real and lived-in. Some characters
share an apartment divided by a measly curtain, and others trade
counterfeit money to help get through financial hardship. Yet
this New York is sexy and exciting nonetheless. These heroes are
plucky and entertaining. There’s Allie—this ensemble’s lead—
whose narrative jump-starts the story when her boyfriend dies
of a drug overdose. Her tale picks up steam as she learns to cope
with her tragic loss and finds herself in the company of a new
man: the energetic, chaotic rocker Izaak Sawicki, aka Pest. Allie
and Pest’s relationship is messy, complicated, and compulsively
readable, with a soundtrack of heavy metal and noisy punk music.
At one point, Pest gives Allie a rundown of his rap sheet (“Assaulting a police officer, armed robbery…ummm, I think that’s it”), to
which she confesses that she has “a thing for rabid dogs.” Much
like Allie, who falls for Pest—despite his stints in juvie and
jail—D’Amato extends an enormous amount of empathy to the
troubled musician. Pest’s flashbacks, which often begin the chapters about this group of friends, are among the most harrowing.
Meanwhile, Rihanna has a knotty, borderline toxic relationship
with Dylan Gillespie, who owns a ferryboat that he rents out for
parties. And Natia seems absolutely smitten—against the wills of
her conservative parents—with musician Danny Benton. These
intersecting narratives nicely complement one another, offering
intriguing reflections on what is happening in the lives of other
characters. All of this is buoyed by the author’s clear prose and
dry humor—highlights of which include an excellent use of lists
at the beginning of the story. Like the music that captures the
attention of the characters, D’Amato’s novel is a catchy anthem
of friendship and the city.
A smart, rhythmic, and unflinching relationship tale with
a strong cast.

JAZZED
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NOWHERE TO
CALL HOME
Photographs
and Stories of People
Experiencing Homelessness:
Volume Four

den Bok, Leah with Tim den Bok
Europe Books (134 pp.)
$24.44 paper
979-1-22011-475-2

The faces and voices of people living on the street are
revealed in intimate detail in this searing collection of photographs and interviews.
For her fourth volume of literary-pictorial studies of homelessness, Leah den Bok photographed street people in Toronto;
Washington, D.C.; and Brisbane, Australia, while her father,
Tim, asked questions about their lives and hardships, all in
exchange for a $10 payment. Some of their hard-luck narratives
have a picaresque specificity: Bill faced eviction because creditors seized his bank account; Ken went bankrupt four times
because of his business partners’ drug addictions, a malicious
prosecution, and a perfidious woman; Vaughan, an electrician,
was homeless by choice because it was cheap and he disliked
working. A few people are totally opaque—“Rick seems to
be almost completely nonverbal, communicating more with
grunts than with words”—while others recall a hazy rut of
misfortune, substance abuse, and mental illness. The author’s
subjects are articulate about the travails of homelessness, discussing in detail the pitfalls of shelter systems where fighting,
theft, and bedbugs are rampant; strategies for surviving Toronto’s frigid winters—find a steam grate to camp over—and the
havoc that Covid-19 lockdowns wrought on public bathroom
access. (“They wouldn’t even let me use the emergency washrooms” at a hospital, complains Dana. “I was basically treated
like an animal.”) Emotional deprivations are just as bitter: Many
people talk of their loneliness and estrangement from relatives
and of the hole in the heart left by a child they cannot see.
Leah den Bok’s black-and-white portraits—extreme closeups that highlight caked dirt and every spike of stubble—are
arresting. They include aging King Lears who sport unkempt
beards and wild white hair, with one pointing an accusing finger pistol-style at the camera; women with pleading eyes, their
creased, spotted faces a road map of wrong turns; and younger
men shrouded in blankets and hoodies, half-seen and menacing.
Her renditions of her subjects’ conversations seem artless, but in
fact she deftly arranges their ramblings into telling evocations of
their characters and predicaments. Their soliloquies are sometimes sheer madness—“I fought against Hitler….I fought in Canada because most of it was Chinese….I was a five-star general, a
fifteen-star general”—and at other times prosaic accounts of the
chaos of mere poverty. (“So, um, I moved to Brampton, and the
landlord ended up, ah, screwing over all the tenants, and, ah, he
ended up getting a written notice but didn’t tell us tenants, and,
ah, we all ended up on the streets on, ah, Christmas.”) Often, they
meet in the middle, where people dimly recognize the roles their
misfiring behaviors played in their blighted lives. (“I’m, ah…I
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try to get off the streets,” says Mary Ellen. “I try every day now.
Yeah, I…you know, when I was…I don’t know what I’m doing. But
mostly in the summer I…I don’t know if it’s some sort of drug I
got into….I’m getting into fights every other day.”) Yet as extreme
as their circumstances and dysfunctions are, Leah den Bok’s subjects voice yearnings—says Cory of his 13-year-old daughter, “I’d
like to see her. I haven’t been having much luck….Oh well! Things
are getting better. Things will always get better”—that readers
will find heartbreakingly familiar.
A gripping combination of haunting photos and plangent
stories full of almost unbearably raw humanity.

THE 13TH HOUR
Chaos

Doetsch, Richard
Permuted Press (384 pp.)
$28.00 | $9.99 e-book | May 3, 2022
978-1-63758-306-7
In this time-travel sequel, a man gets
another chance to save his wife’s life.
Three years ago, Nick Quinn was
given a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
save his wife, Julia, from certain death,
a nightmarish time-traveling experience that only he remembers. But now it happens again as he witnesses his beloved
Julia—and many others—die after a horrific terrorist attack
during the Fourth of July weekend celebrations. As the bodies pile up, a dying friend hands him the antique pocket
watch that doubles as a time-traveling gadget, and Nick has
a new shot at saving Julia and preventing a terrible disaster
from happening. But just like before, the time-traveling rules
are less than straightforward. Nick has only 12 hours to fix
things, but in reverse and one hour at a time. There are no doovers once the watch stops after the 12-hour period. As Nick
desperately attempts to save Julia over and over again, hour
after hour, events spiral out of control, and it soon becomes
clear that there is more at stake than his wife’s life. There’s
a sinister plot that could engender worldwide political consequences. Nick discovers that there is a second watch and
another time traveler following in his tracks, but whether he
is friend or foe remains to be seen. This stand-alone sequel to
Doetsch’s The 13th Hour (2015) is a time-travel thriller told in
reverse, starting with the final chapter and going backward.
As the story progresses (or rather, regresses), the taut, wellconceived plot unravels and reforms with twisty surprises
and elements of politics, revenge, and Machiavellian villainy.
While the time-traveling mechanism remains entirely unexplained and Nick often comes across as a one-note character
(“Please help me save my wife”), the story truly excels with
its engaging, nonstop pursuit of the truth. No one can be
trusted in this genuinely intriguing whodunit. The narrative
hops among Nick and Julia as well as a few other characters
whose importance to the story varies depending on the roles
they ultimately play.
A fun and compelling time-travel thriller.

“A valuable resource for readers wishing for a better
understanding of the China of four decades past.”
echoes from wuhan

THE HOSPICE SINGER

Duberstein, Larry
Rootstock Publishing (274 pp.)
$27.99 | $17.99 paper | May 3, 2022
978-1-57869-085-5
978-1-57869-084-8 paper

ECHOES FROM WUHAN
The Past as Prologue

Dykstra, Gretchen
Atmosphere Press (412 pp.)
$18.95 paper | $7.99 e-book | July 12, 2022
978-1-63988-215-1
A writer who spent two years teaching English in Wuhan, China, offers her
reflections in this debut memoir.
In 1979, Dykstra was one of the first
100 Americans recruited by the Chinese
government to teach English at a variety of colleges around
the country. They were considered “foreign expert teachers”
and, along with their translators and high-ranking Communist

y o u n g a d u lt

In Duberstein’s novel, a retired man’s
encounter with a terminally ill young
woman shakes up his boring life.
Ian Nelson, a straight-laced, 66-yearold retired guidance counselor, lives an
uneventful life in a small New England
town with his dog, Fred, and his disapproving wife, Polly, a psychotherapist. Besides visiting his curmudgeonly friend Jack Sutcliffe and occasional phone calls with his grown-and-flown son
and daughter, Ian’s chief social activity is singing with the Angel
Band, a local chorus that serenades people who are receiving
hospice care. One December evening, they sing for an unusual
client—a beautiful, young, and lonely woman named Anita
whose vibrancy belies her diagnosis of an aggressive, fatal brain
tumor. As Anita draws him into an ambiguous friendship, Ian
soon finds himself breaking the group’s rules against involvement with clients and keeping secrets from Polly—despite his
conviction that after nearly 40 years of marriage, she can read
his mind. When his life is suddenly upended, Ian confronts and
questions everything he has taken for granted about life, love,
and mortality. Duberstein’s prose, evocative without being
flowery, abounds with spot-on psychological insights and wry
social commentary, whether describing the dynamics of smalltown gossip or the frustrations of booking travel online. The
novel begins slowly, highlighting the tedium of Ian’s day-to-day
existence, but the pace soon accelerates. Ian is initially a typical
nice-guy hero in the well-trodden territory of the midlife-crisis
novel, but he morphs into someone much more interesting. The
novel explores themes like honesty and secrecy in relationships,
how well we can really know others, aging, death, and happiness
with a light touch that makes such timeless questions relevant
and relatable.
An entertaining, reflective novel with layered characters.

Party VIPs, were accorded a wide range of privileges not available to many Chinese citizens; for example, they did not need
to use ration tickets for food or other items. The author was
assigned to Wuhan’s Teachers’ College, where she taught young
teachers who’d been “worker-peasant-soldier students” during
the Cultural Revolution and younger students who were among
the first to enter college after that era. Xiao Wang, her translator, was one of the young teachers in training who’d never met
a Westerner before. Unlike other teachers, Dykstra did not
speak fluent Mandarin and had never studied Chinese history;
Xiao Wang would be her guide and facilitator for the next two
years. The revolution may have been over, but the physical and
emotional scars of China’s recent violent past permeated the
country’s psyche. As Dykstra puts it, “I stayed for two years and
made some friends and was often baffled.” Along the way, she
worked hard to understand the rigid, often unstated rules that
governed every aspect of life in Wuhan. Over the course of the
work, Dykstra weaves in historical summaries for context, but
the heart of her narrative rests in the complicated, personal stories of the students and teachers with whom Dykstra became
close. Xiao Wang is revealed as an ambitious powerhouse, and
Huang Hua, one of Dykstra’s students, is shown to be a soulful
young man with a bright future that’s later shattered. She makes
effective use of classroom discussions and free-time conversations to illustrate a vast cultural and philosophical divide. Overall, Dykstra’s memoir will be a valuable resource for readers
wishing for a better understanding of the China of four decades
past. (A collection of personal photographs is included.)
An engaging and illuminative remembrance.

THE CASE OF THE
ABSENT ANSWERS
Mickie McKinney: Boy
Detective, Book 1

Fink, R.L.
Illus. by Antony Wootten
Faux Fiction Audio (50 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | May 27, 2022

A middle school sleuth must clear
a new classmate’s name in Fink’s novel
for preteens.
McKinney—Mickie McKinney, to
be exact—takes his gig as a gumshoe very seriously. Wearing
his signature hat and blowing bubbles from his pipe, he’s highly
in demand at Maple Ridge Middle School, decoding mystery
meatloaf ingredients and locating lost felines for his classmates
in exchange for candy bars and other treats. He even has a staff
member: child genius Jamie “Burners” Burns, who can always be
found in the science lab. One morning, it’s business as usual for
Mickie until a tall blond girl stomps into his classroom wearing
fatigues and heavy boots. New to the small town of Maple Ridge,
Vermont, by way of Fort Carson, Colorado, the girl doesn’t talk
much, but Mickie is intrigued, especially after she rescues him
from the clutches of school bully (and Cheese Nubs lover)
Tommy Tubbins. The next day, the kids’ teacher Miss Caverly
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finds missing test answers in the new girl’s backpack—and
immediately sends her to the principal’s office. Mickie knows
something’s up: Why would a brand-new student, especially
one with zero tolerance for bullies, immediately make major
trouble for herself? Can the brainy Burns help? Or will this mystery be too much for the wily young Mickie? This is the first
of Fink’s Mickie McKinney series, with a second due out this
summer, and its mystery is simple and on target for its audience
without talking down to them. Mickie, the first-person narrator, has a funny, distinctive voice (though the author repeats
his signature catchphrase a bit too often) as well as secrets of
his own that may be revealed in later volumes. Discussion topics and comprehension questions at the end—and illustrations
throughout—make this an excellent choice for school libraries
and reading programs.
A fun and fast minimystery for young readers.

KINGBREAKER

Fox, Jocelyn A.
Self (282 pp.)
$22.27 | $5.99 e-book | Dec. 31, 2021
979-8-98546-090-2
A sorcerer embarks on a treacherous
journey to save her people in this fantasy.
In a faraway land, united clans of
humans who have bonded with wolves
wage war against trolls. Ragnar Bjarnsbane is marching into battle with his fellow wolf warriors and the clans’ king. Ragnar leaves his daughter,
Saela, behind to keep their village safe. She’s a “volta,” one who
wields ancestral power from her mother, who died in childbirth. Things take a shocking turn days later, when the king’s
volta sends a vision-message to Saela, warning her of mysterious
sorcery. She hardly has time to set up protective runes in the
clans’ neighboring villages when a sinister ice giant drops a dark
curse on the land. Thankfully, Saela’s skill topples the curse’s
homicidal intent, but her people remain in danger. Then an
unlikely ally appears—Fymm, a giant who claims the gods sent
her with a map showing where apparent “salvation” lies. This
map propels Saela and Fymm north during a brutal winter, with
animal companions at their side—a wolf who’s lost his bonded
human; a white hawk with an injured wing; and a testy, greeneyed forest cat. Along the way, the travelers bump into the
king’s son, Ramryk, who joins their arduous trek to the “mountain of the gods.” They’re after the ice giant to break his lingering curse, but hordes of trolls and evil giants pursue them, and
Saela, who’s never seen battle, must fight to rescue all the clans.
Fox instills in this fantasy a welcome simplicity. The story
centers primarily on Saela, Fymm, and their companions while
the battling warriors’ fates are unknown. Although the group’s
journey fuels the narrative pace, the author wastes no opportunity for character development. For example, Fymm’s personality surpasses her body size, and her name for Saela, “little witch,”
comes across as endearing. Likewise, Saela and Ramryk engage
in banter that’s akin to a bickering couple, though romance in
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this story is refreshingly understated. Saela shines the brightest,
as her indisputable tenacity and strength align with a believable
vulnerability. The memory of a warrior who willingly sacrificed
himself (as part of the runes’ ritual) continually torments her.
She contrasts effectively with overtly monstrous villains, from a
strange, clawed creature brandishing leathery wings to a slavering beast with a “huge misshapen head.” Many of the author’s
passages are poetic: “She saw swirls of different power, some of
it drifting through the forest like snow on a breeze, motes and
flecks of color sparkling in the shadows.” Fox moreover blankets
her novel with an unwavering moody atmosphere, teeming with
a perpetual cold that bites and burns and a “bitter wind” that
pulls at Saela “like ten invisible men.” Saela displays her stellar
powers, such as “casting” her spirit to spy on others remotely, as
the story leads to a rewarding final act and a resolution-filled
ending. Still, a sequel or spinoff is feasible, perhaps featuring
the character who runs off on their own.
A strong cast, human and otherwise, leads a compelling
supernatural tale.

HOW THE FAERIES DANCE

Fraser, Sherry A.
Illus. by Julia Vasileva
FriesenPress (60 pp.)
$28.99 | $15.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2021
978-1-03-911965-9
978-1-03-911964-2 paper
A children’s picture book of poems
about fairies and other magical beings.
Debut children’s author Fraser winningly introduces young
readers to flitting fairies, elves, leprechauns, a cartoon-loving
goblin, a dragon, a unicorn named Shakespeare, and more.
These magical beings exist, for the most part, in a world of
woods, wildflowers, animals, and insects reminiscent of Cicely
Mary Barker’s Flower Fairies books. Watercolorist Vasileva’s
delicate illustrations are variously sized and positioned around
the poems, and fairy and human characters are pictured as
Black, brown, and White. Fraser’s verses, written primarily as
simple couplets and quatrains, beg to be read aloud (“I love to
watch the faeries fly above the pine and yew. / I love to watch
them Highland fling above midsummer’s dew”). The poetry
paints evocative images; for example, a child imagines what it
would be like to ride on a butterfly and play “among the cowslip
and bluebells” (“To Be a Faery Child”). The shortest entry, “The
Goblin,” tells an amusing story in 10 lines; funny-bone humor
also infuses “Little Bubbles,” about a fire-breathing baby dragon
who lives with a boy named Bobby-Joe, drives a go-kart, cooks
burgers, and becomes overly excited playing ball, accidentally
singeing the boy’s hair.
Expressive, gentle verses for young fans of fairy tales.

IN PURSUIT OF THE ALMOST

Ginsburg, Phil
Endeavor Literary Press (200 pp.)
$6.59 | $18.00 paper | April 22, 2021
978-1-73687-340-3
978-1-73687-341-0 paper

Hetzel, Gene
Self (250 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | Oct. 12, 2019
978-1-5217-5346-0
A chameleonlike parahuman, created
in a secret project, discovers grotesque
crimes and mutations in future Phoenix,
Arizona, in Hetzel’s SF series starter.
Agent 42 is the creation of a secret
U.S. government project in a vaguely
described post-catastrophe future America. He and those like
him are cyber-enhanced, resilient, and able to shape-shift; they
go on missions involving impersonating people and infiltrating
enemy organizations. But Agent 42’s latest mission, masquerading as an Albanian gangster, seems to go badly wrong: Technologically advanced attackers descend on the criminals’ hideout and
massacre everyone in sight, apparently seeking Agent 42. The
hero escapes into the netherworld of Phoenix, but he stays in
touch with his Agency handlers as he stumbles on numerous horrors. For example, a new drug called Green Tar physically transforms and mutates addicts in the manner of a virus; a messianic/
apocalyptic cult implants its members with surveillance chips;
and a curious network of tunnels runs underneath the metropolis, some holding cannibalistic marauders. Along the way, Agent
42 finds cryptic philosophical messages apparently left for him
in unlikely locations (“We are all guilty of existence. We must
all plead our case before the court of history”). He believes he’s
being hunted, but is it all a cruel training exercise, an elaborate
loyalty test, or an internal purge meant to kill him? Readers are
tipped off rather early that Agent 42’s “mindsculpted” superior
perceptions may not be feeding him the most accurate information about what is really happening to him. Fans weaned on
Philip K. Dick’s conspiracies-within-conspiracies brand of SF
paranoia or Robert Ludlum’s identity-scrambled spy thrillers
should enjoy this caper in spite of—or perhaps because of—its
more extreme splatterpunk elements. Future installments should
determine whether the author is spreading out an elaborate puzzle plot or a simpler gallery of horrors. Along the way, the story
explores perennial questions that genre fans are sure to find
familiar, including such topics as what it means to be human—or
at least quasi-human.
A violent, hallucinatory espionage tale that repeatedly
leaves readers questioning its protagonist’s reality.

y o u n g a d u lt

A volume of poetry contemplates
both the profound and the frivolous
moments in life.
Whether focusing on an object as
insignificant as a lost sock or an event as
monumental as suicide, Ginsburg approaches the subjects of
his poems humorously. A downpour of blueberries falls from
the sky in “Plagues of Possibility,” prompting people to make
blueberry vodka, pies, and muffins. In “The High Price of Gas,”
a gas pump gets nosy and asks the poet so many questions
that after 15 minutes, he’s deemed an “ENFP” (for Extroversion, Intuition, Feeling, and Perceiving). In “The Things I’ve
Heard,” Ginsburg contemplates contradictions, such as the
divide between doomsayers and couples planning to procreate.
He wonders why he used to physically experience the world
with a sense of love he no longer feels in “Body Language.” He
mourns the closing of his favorite New York City cafeteria, The
Crest. He shares the bizarre casts and contents of his dreams.
He rhapsodizes about Carol, a Walmart pharmacist, and
memorializes Mary, a woman who suffered from memory loss.
Mortality underlies many of these poems, as the author recalls
nuances of dead loved ones or ponders how his inevitable end
will happen. “I will probably never die a Midwest death, / like
in a grain elevator accident. / That’s a relief,” he notes. Ginsburg’s writing is wry, entertaining, and full of deadpan humor.
He even makes suicidal ideation the butt of a joke, sharing how
he wanted to end it all but decided to wait until the Chinese
restaurant under construction across the street opened so he
could have a last meal: “The food was awful: salty, greasy. / The
soup carton leaked. / I had prolonged my useless life for three
months / for this moment?” He plays with perspective, personifying honesty, success, and loneliness in individual poems
and empathizing with his neglected wardrobe or weary keys
in others. Unfortunately, he occasionally overloads lines with
alliteration, such as “the sad certitude of their whipped cream
convictions.” And some of the poems are quite lengthy and
might have been more effective in a shorter form.
A clever and comical collection of poems about everyday life.

AGENT DOPPELGÄNGER

DECO DESIGN
Miami Beach Style

Hill, Isabel
Self (42 pp.)
$17.95 | $7.95 paper | July 1, 2022
979-8-98585-672-9
979-8-98585-670-5 paper
Architectural historian Hill demystifies Miami Beach’s art
deco–style buildings in her fifth book for children.
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“A rich, dreamy tale that’s infused with spirituality.”
asha of the air

Hill uses a simple rhyming text and full-page color photos
to draw young readers into an exceptionally authoritative and
engaging picture book that begins: “In Miami Beach, buildings
have a special flair. / Colors, lines, and shapes are the elements
they share.” The book goes on to show and describe elements
seen on 16 buildings in that seaside Florida city. Buildings, for
example, are often painted “cotton candy” colors like pink and
blue or have protruding sunshades known as “eyebrows” above
windows. They may also make use of glass blocks, wave or fountain motifs, or “shiny metal railings.” At the end of the book,
an interactive element reminds children of architectural details
they’ve seen and encourages them to go back to the pictures
of buildings and see how many they can find. The backmatter
also includes a list of the featured structures and their addresses,
which could help families create a self-guided tour. This book
might have benefited from an extra page showing a few art deco
buildings that children may already be familiar with in other cities—especially the Empire State Building—but it is so rich in
information, clearly and attractively presented, that it succeeds
handsomely on its own terms.
An unusually appealing and child-friendly introduction to
art deco architecture in one Florida city.

ASHA OF THE AIR

Huddles, John
Notable Publishing (228 pp.)
$27.95 | $8.49 e-book | April 26, 2022
978-1-73585-352-9
In Huddles’ fantasy novel inspired
by South Asian culture, an abused princess finds love in the arms of a traveling
musician and later undertakes a quest to
achieve inner peace.
Twenty-one-year-old Asha is the
last Raajakumaaree born to Palace Isha, a house that, by
the decree of the royal Shaasak, sits in the subpolar forest
800 miles north of the Shaasak’s seat of government. However, she’s ceded her hereditary title to her abusive husband,
Cabaan, whose only love is money. As Cabaan uproots the
forest for profit, clearing it to plant the grotesque and deadly
kuroop trees that feed on mineral deposits and harden into
priceless wolfram-wood, Asha takes a substance known as
dava to endure his marital attentions. When Asha isn’t numb,
she’s miserable; it was she who instigated the marriage, and
now she blames herself for the forest’s destruction. Then,
on the eve of her 22nd birthday, she meets and falls in love
with Ilarô, the royal geetakaar, or poetry singer. Their time
together is soon cut short, but Ilarô’s influence on Asha is
lasting. She sets out to petition the Shaasak to get a divorce,
but will she survive the 800-mile journey and find the closure that she so desperately seeks? Huddles’ omniscient
narrative frames Asha’s life as a fable told in the far future.
This conceit effectively allows for a fairy tale–like melding of
the real and the unreal as well as occasional breaking of the
fourth wall. As a result, events feel heightened throughout;
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the characters—with the exception of Asha’s inventor
cousin, Omala—tend toward familiar archetypes, and the
second half of the book takes on a mystic bent that adds
gravitas and slows the pace. The prose style is accomplished
and often unrestrained, with simple dialogue but descriptive flourishes and lengthy musings on meanings and motivations: “The forces of impossibility and inevitability were
working evenly on her, leaving no remainder.” The result is
immersive and beautiful—a tragic romance that will appeal
to lovers of diverse, original storytelling.
A rich, dreamy tale that’s infused with spirituality.

UNTIL THE
BLUEBERRIES GROW

Kam, Jennifer Wolf
Illus. by Sally Walker
PJ Publishing (24 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Apr. 1, 2022
978-1-73655-733-4

In this picture book, a Jewish child
and his Zayde enjoy their last year as
neighbors before the man has to move to

a smaller home.
It’s hard work keeping up a yard when you get to be Zayde’s
age, even if you love gardening. But when light-skinned, goldenhaired Ben takes the hand of his mustached great-grandpa and
asks him to stay in his big house until the blueberries grow,
Zayde promises he will. When the juicy berries are dripping
down their chins and Zayde’s toes are in the grass, Ben asks him
to stay until the grapes are ripe. And when the grapes are ripe,
the boy extends his request until the snow falls. Facial expressions and dialogue skillfully convey Zayde’s own reluctance
to move on. He knows a new phase is approaching and gives
himself and Ben time to adjust to an inevitable change. Cold
is hard on older bones in a large house, but Zayde stays until
spring, when the family gathers for a seder. Finally, Zayde must
sell his house and relocate to a new space (“It’s like a hotel”),
where Ben brings him blueberries that they still enjoy together.
Kam’s engaging tale gently emphasizes the limited time that
Ben and Zayde have with each other. Walker’s digital paintings
in warm tones with ample textures deftly depict identifiable
plants and foods and give a sense of Zayde’s aesthetic preferences and personality.
This sweet story of family abounds with food, flowers, and
quality time with loved ones.

REIGN RETURNED
The Felserpent Chronicles

Keridan, Katie
SparkPress (376 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $8.99 e-book | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-68463-155-1

BURNING BRIGHT

Kwasniewski, Michele
Rand-Smith (294 pp.)
$20.00 paper | $9.99 e-book | Nov. 1, 2021
978-1-950544-34-9
A fledgling pop star’s new fame brings
difficult challenges in this YA sequel.
Readers familiar with Rising Star (2020),
Kwasniewski’s series opener, won’t be
surprised that whereas the first volume
traced 15-year-old Dani Truehart’s eventful

y o u n g a d u lt

In Keridan’s fantasy series starter, a
grieving young magic user must collaborate with an enemy to find answers about
their world and themselves.
Eighteen-year-old Kyra Valorian has
always been magically gifted, with many spells coming to her
with ease. It’s assumed that she will one day take over her father’s
job as the Princeps Shaman of Aeles. However, after a tragedy
takes her father from her, Kyra discovers her powers are something much greater than she thought—and more dangerous. It
turns out that she is a Recovrancer: a person who can travel into
the world of the dead and come back. This type of magic is illegal in her society, and there haven’t been any Recovrancers for
centuries. Meanwhile, in the realm of Nocens—home of Aeles’
longtime enemy, the Daevals—an assassin named Sebastian
is looking for information on Recovrancers. His mother was
killed 13 years ago, and ever since, he has had to rely on himself
to adapt to a harsh world. He wants to retrieve an ancient, powerful sword called Rhannu, and while searching for a unicorn
horn as part of a plan to do this, he nearly dies. Kyra helps heal
him, and as they avoid authorities, they realize that they must
work together to find the information about recovrancy. Neither knows if they can trust each other, but they feel a spark
and familiarity around each other that’s hard to explain. Keridan’s worldbuilding is excellently crafted and seamlessly integrated into the story, enhancing the exposition. The author’s
rich and immersive imagery further supports the atmosphere:
“The warmth of the sun provided a nice contrast to the cool
wind arriving in fits and spurts. Red and orange leaves stood
out against the greenery of the forest, and the shrill warble of a
bird sounded nearby.” The characters of Kyra and Sebastian feel
complex and realistic, and they make dynamic, active decisions
throughout. Secondary characters—family members, friends,
colleagues, and enemies—all feel important to the story, as well,
and have their own depth.
A fine questing adventure and a promising start to a series.

journey to stardom, Book 2 explores the problems she faces as a
celebrity as she turns 16. This chapter in Dani’s life begins on a
hopeful note. The singer is reconnecting with her loving grandmother; finally reaching the point of no return with her hypercritical, money-hungry, manipulative mother; and recording her
first full-length album following the huge, international success
of her singles. Martin Fox, her mentor and official guardian,
continues to be protective and supportive; her manager, Jenner Redman, appears to have her best career interests in mind;
and Dani and her high school sweetheart, Sean, are still in love.
She wears the letterman jacket he gave her at every opportunity. But despite her triumphs, Dani’s attitude wavers between
the self-doubts that have haunted her from the beginning (“Am
I enough? What if I can’t match the hype?”) and her increasingly self-absorbed, diva-ish responses to her glitzy new world.
When Dani embarks as the headliner on her first national tour,
she wrestles with the pleasures and constant pressures of road
travel, rehearsals, performances, and interviews while becoming a public commodity for her exploding fan base. As in Book 1,
the author gives Dani a relatable dimension in the sequel. This
time, her conflicting emotions and the temptations of stardom
lead her to bursts of anger, reckless behavior, and, finally, just
before a major crisis (that must wait for resolution in the next
installment of the series), to a shocking, self-protective act of
betrayal. At the same time, Kwasniewski treats readers to an
insider’s look at a pop singer’s life, describing in lavish detail
the designer fashions Dani wears and her elaborate onstage hair,
makeup, costumes, choreography, lighting, instrumentation,
and vocals as well as the unglamorous side of tour bus travel
and the seductive positives and disturbing negatives of fans and
social media.
A realistic and absorbing look at a teen celebrity’s struggle
with the pressures of success.

SUMMERTIME WITH
SNOWMAN PAUL

Lapid, Yossi
Illus. by Joanna Pasek
Lapid Children’s Books (46 pp.)
$9.99 paper | 28.99 e-book | May 28, 2022
978-1-949091-39-7
In this picture book, a snowman and
his human friend pursue a creative sum-

mertime project.
Dan, a White child, explains that his pal Paul, a large snowman, is a “happy-go-lucky guy” who “always knows how to
get by.” Yet Paul suffers during the summer. He experiences
unwanted attention at the pool and the beach, and the heat
makes him melt. Paul laments: “I don’t fit in!” But Dan has an
idea that “will take people by surprise.” The friends build and
set up an ice cream cart at the pool. Paul sits in the cart under
an awning while assisting Dan, who makes ice cream cones for
a long line of customers. Paul appreciates Dan’s thoughtful (and
cool) solution: “Now I can see / That Summer can be fun for
me!” The story has excellent kid appeal, presenting endearing
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“A triumphant mashup of underdog sporting
contest and teen drama.”
pushing pawns

characters and a cheerful summer setting. Utilizing playful,
engaging rhymes (“I just don’t care for all that sun, / It tends to
spoil all my fun”), Lapid deftly depicts the importance of friendship and collaboration, especially under uniquely challenging
circumstances. Pasek’s charming illustrations feature lovely
watercolor spreads portraying the passing seasons, as when Paul
and diverse kids trick-or-treat on Halloween. Summery scenes
include vivid details like multicolored skies and waters. The
images show a sprightly brown dog who appears throughout the
story and a scene where Paul reads a newspaper with the headline “Global Warming…Hotter Than Average Summer Ahead!”
An enjoyable, delightfully illustrated tale of inventiveness
and teamwork.

THE YEAR WITHOUT
A SUMMER

Mark, Arlene
SparkPress (296 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $8.99 e-book | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-68463-147-6
Mark’s middle-grade romance combines familiar teen troubles with climate
change anxiety.
Clara Montalvo and Jamie Fulton
are two eighth graders in Albany, New
York, who come from drastically different backgrounds. She’s
a new student at the school, a recent survivor of a hurricane in
Puerto Rico. As their science class dissects a volcanic explosion
that happened on the other side of the world in 1815 and caused
unexpected snowfall in their hometown, the students have
varying reactions. Jamie believes that the explosion is amazing
and focuses on how cool it would’ve been to snowboard in the
summer, and Clara’s recent experience with natural disaster
makes her feel that Jamie is insensitive. Their sparring in science class gradually transitions into conversations about their
personal lives at home. Jamie’s enlisted brother is injured in
Afghanistan, and Clara’s father is unreachable back in Puerto
Rico. These experiences bring the two closer together as they
commiserate and share their worries. Instead of wallowing in
their hardships, though, the teens decide to empower each
other, their classmates, and their families by working to combat
climate change. Mark’s novel will appeal to both a middle-grade
and YA audience, as it discusses its heavy topics with finesse
and warmth. It’s a compelling blend of a teenage romance and
a tale of attempting to make a difference in the world at large.
As such, the work effectively focuses on change in one’s one life
as well as change in one’s community. The book’s central theme
reminds readers of the power of scientific discovery and the
importance of engaging in activism and advocacy. As the novel
skillfully navigates the teenage relationship, it also creates a
hopeful larger narrative.
A well-balanced and wide-ranging story for young readers.
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MY VERY PUNNY DAD

Milligan, Ryan
Illus. by Justin Castaneda
Self (34 pp.)
$12.49 paper | $3.49 e-book | Oct. 29, 2021
979-8-74538-050-1
A smug dad makes puns out of everything, driving his daughter up the wall.
In rhyming verse, a brown-haired
girl reports her father’s many crimes—from dawn to dusk, the
man is all puns. Dad wears a sly grin as he stands on one leg
to eat his “balanced breakfast”; he attaches a note to his child’s
science book that says they should go to outer space but need
to “PLAN-ET” first. An apple at lunchtime bears another note
(“You’re awesome to the CORE”). Is Dad just a little overbearing? After our grim-faced protagonist’s dad makes a joke about
her being “bright,” wearing sunglasses, she asks her father to
cut it out—and, respectfully, he does. But it turns out the jokes
are missed, and at bedtime, daughter makes a pun of her own
(“dino-SNORE”). Milligan’s corny jokes abound and may make
kids giggle or groan; Castaneda’s skillful cartoonish art—with
thick outlines and pen hatching, puns on breakfast cereal labels,
and big heads—presents a picture of a happy suburban White
family with no larger problems than a dad who is a little too
pleased with his own goofball nature. But Dad’s love and respect
for his child, and the revelation that their senses of humor are
shared after all, are pleasant to encounter.
A sweet cornball tale.

PUSHING PAWNS
The Chess Club:
Book One

Novak, Dima
Self (156 pp.)
$7.95 paper | $2.99 e-book | Oct. 22, 2021
979-8-49435-107-4

This debut YA novel sees a Black
chess enthusiast commit more fully
to his high school teammates and—
through their camaraderie—tackle problems away from the board.
Fourteen-year-old Moses “Mose” Middleton attends Q722,
a public school in Jackson Heights, Queens. Mose is a keen
amateur chess player and has organized a team to compete in
tournaments run by the NYC Chess in the Schools program.
Though united by a desire to prove themselves, Mose and his
friends have difficulties that prevent them from giving their
best. Mose is prone to concentration lapses, often the result of
focusing too much on his opponent. P.D. “Personality Disorder”
Morales is a genius underachiever with truancy issues that frequently extend to chess. (He will wander off midcompetition
and forfeit games.) Maggie Wang has problems with a creepy
uncle at home. Esther Toussaint is a self-driven overachiever
with little time for the game. And Zamir Hoxha is a recently

TOMMY AND THE ORDER OF
COSMIC CHAMPIONS

his parents, who’ve all but ignored their now-runaway child.
The fantasy sequences in Rapino and Grate’s story revel in
ambiguity. Readers may wonder if these battles are just playing
out in Tommy’s head or if they’re somehow real, which the narrative hints is possible. Although these sequences are exhilarating, the novel is at its best when it centers on real-world troubles.
Tommy’s father, for example, is losing a struggle with alcohol
addiction, and some readers may find the accounts of bullying difficult to read. Likable, intelligent Miranda is a welcome reprieve
from this darkness, and she has more in common with Tommy
than either of them initially realizes. The authors root the story
in familiar popular culture; the cartoon and toy line, for instance,
have more than a passing resemblance to He-Man and the Mas
ters of the Universe. The villains sport such names as Skullagar and
EyeSpy, and Tommy’s own dazzling (and terrifying) bad guy has a
metal claw and an arm that’s a giant cleaver. Likewise, references
to popular films, video games, and classic ’80s tech, such as VHS
tapes and the Sony Walkman, often appear. The authors’ prose
colorfully details everything from fantastical clashes to Tommy’s
breakfast: “The pancakes were as fluffy as cartoon clouds, and
the maple syrup with tiny puddles of melting butter was ambrosia.” The lively story, however, never loses sight of its main theme
as Tommy grows up and learns that one can’t always fight change.
An earnest, entertaining tale of adolescence and fantasy fandom.

A MATTER OF TEMPTATION

Rapino, Anthony J. & Anthony D. Grate
Greenleaf Book Group Press (392 pp.)
$21.95 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-62634-966-7
A young boy in 1980s Ohio embarks
on a harrowing journey of self-discovery
in Rapino and Grate’s middle-grade
coming-of-age novel.
It’s 1988, and it’s 11-year-old Tommy
Grant’s last summer before entering junior high. It turns out to
be a memorable season for all the wrong reasons, though, as his
incessantly feuding parents mull over divorce and his best friend
dumps him. Things don’t get better during the new school year, as
bullies target him and he becomes a social outcast. Tommy takes
solace in his fandom of Order of Cosmic Champ ions, a canceled animated SF TV series that lives on in comic books and action figures.
He also pins his hopes on a contest in which a winning design for
a new OoCC character could score him a college scholarship and
the chance to see his design made into a toy. The eventual results
of this competition lead him to a rash decision: to secretly travel
to Brooklyn, New York, alone to convince a stranger to make a
dream come true. Along with the inherent dangers of hitchhiking, the imaginative 12-year-old faces inner demons that manifest
as menacing OoCC villains, including Mechani-Ghoul, the rather
vicious robotic character that he created. He’ll have to fight off
these baddies if he wants any shot at reaching his destination.
Meanwhile, back in Ohio, Miranda Vitalis, a new girl in school
who’s taken a shine to oblivious Tommy, is worried about him. As
she hunts for clues to where he’s gone, she may have to confront
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arrived Albanian immigrant who is being bullied at school. If
the team is to survive, Mose knows he’ll need to bring the members closer together. His first step? To seek out the mentorship
of Viktor Fleischmann, a Russian player. Viktor “was rumored
to be an international grandmaster who’d lost his marbles and
run out of luck.” Under his guidance, will the five young players
become greater than the sum of their troubled parts? In this
series opener, Novak writes in the first person, past tense from
Mose’s perspective. The dialogue is convincingly Generation Z,
and Mose is an able representative of a non-White, unprivileged
upbringing—someone forced by life to be acutely aware of
racial and social dynamics yet determined to rise above injustice
and always behave appropriately (he is mindful of toxic masculinity). Mose is not without flaws, but he remains a thoughtful, self-aware protagonist who is easy to cheer for. The other
characters are well drawn, and the author is both measured and
respectful in presenting different ideologies. The chess content
is accurate throughout yet not so detailed as to put off nonplayers. The story moves quickly but naturally, weaving with assurance between the chess plot and Mose’s and his friends’ various
issues. Young readers should very much approve and enjoy.
Eye-opening and engaging; a triumphant mashup of
underdog sporting contest and teen drama.

Reid, Stacy
Entangled: Amara (400 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | June 28, 2022
978-1-64937-096-9
In this Regency romance, an emotionally distant earl employs a spirited,
young woman.
Times are tough for Wilhelmina
“Mina” Crawford. Since a scandalous
elopement that ended disastrously six
years ago and the deaths of her parents, the 24-year-old woman
and her twin brother, the Viscount Anthony Crawford, have
lived on their crumbling estate outside London with a barebones staff and rapidly dwindling funds. When Anthony reveals
he’s challenged Simon Loughton, the Earl of Creswick, to a
very illegal duel, Mina—a much more skilled fencer, thanks
to her father’s training—decides to go in his place, disguised
as her brother. (“Her father had fondly called her his fencing
master.”) Upon losing the duel, Simon is stunned to find that
his opponent is a woman with fiery red hair and a lush mouth
he can’t get out of his mind. When he learns of the Crawfords’
dire financial straits and Mina’s sharp wit, 27-year-old Simon—
who’s very involved in local politics, especially when it comes
to voting and property rights for women and the lower classes—
decides to employ her as his secretary, a bold move considering
the time and place. Simon has an ulterior motive as well: Mina
will accompany him to the balls of the season as he searches
for a wife at the behest of his grandmother the Countess of
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Creswick. Mina is thrilled with the opportunity to challenge
her mind and support her family, but will her attraction to the
handsome, intelligent, but aloof earl compromise everything?
And when Simon learns of Mina’s checkered past, will this mean
the end of a potential happily-ever-after? USA Today bestselling
author Reid has deftly crafted a sensuous page-turner from
the alternating perspectives of Mina and Simon, who may be
separate in class but are united in stubbornness, advocacy for
society’s underdogs, and an appreciation for sensual pleasures
such as lovemaking and homemade ice cream. Each of the
striking protagonists has realistic obstacles to overcome as they
navigate a colleagues-to-lovers relationship amid the gossip of
the haut ton. The building blocks of this relationship are thoroughly enjoyable to witness.
Sexy, feminist, and fun from beginning to end.

PLOUGHSHARES
AND SWORDS
India’s Nuclear Program in
the Global Cold War

Sarkar, Jayita
Cornell Univ. Press (300 pp.)
$125.00 | $24.95 paper | July 15, 2022
978-1-5017-6440-0
978-1-5017-6501-8 paper
A scholar examines India’s nuclear
program in this debut book.
An assistant professor of international relations at Boston
University’s Pardee School of Global Studies, Sarkar ranks among
the world’s foremost experts on the history of India’s boisterous
relationship with nuclear technology. In this volume, the culmination of years of international research, she offers readers a
succinct history and compelling analysis of India’s nuclear program. Written chronologically, the book is divided into three
parts, with the first section providing historical information on
the intersection of India’s nuclear ambitions with the nation’s
newfound independence in the 1940s. Part 2 explores the role
of India’s nuclear expansion in the context of the Cold War, and
the final section looks at the program’s history since the 1970s. In
addition to presenting a well-written, concise history, the volume
delivers an analysis that challenges prevailing narratives about
India’s broader history since independence. For instance, the
work dispels the “myth of peaceful India” built on “Gandhian ideals of nonviolence,” emphasizing right-wing demands for a strong
Hindu nation-state. The book also highlights the presence of
anti-nuclear activists as well as their encounters with “spectacular state violence.” This innovative analysis is backed by impressive research that effectively utilizes both Western and Indian
archival sources, demonstrates a firm command of the academic
literature, and gives readers nearly 70 pages of endnotes and
bibliographic material. And while there is much here that will
intrigue scholars in Sarkar’s field, the volume’s accessible writing
will appeal to readers without a niche academic specialization.
The book’s engaging style is complemented by an ample assortment of maps, charts, historical photographs, and other images.
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Although it’s partly inspired by the author’s own upbringing in
India and her vivid memories of the country’s series of nuclear
tests in 1998 that “shook South Asia,” the thorough account ends
rather abruptly in the ’80s, presenting only a brief commentary
on events since the ’90s. Despite this omission, the book provides not only a compelling history of India’s nuclear program,
but also new insights into decolonization, independence movements, and the Cold War in developing nations.
An engrossing, well-researched history of India’s
nuclear ambitions.

ANDREA HOFFMAN GOES
ALL IN

Schneider, Diane Cohen
She Writes Press (328 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $9.95 e-book | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-64742-099-4
In Schneider’s debut novel, a resourceful young woman finds her calling in the
stock market of 1980s Chicago.
Twenty-four-year-old Andrea Hoffman is listlessly working at a boutique
when an armed robber enters the store. She survives unharmed
but promptly quits. After seeing an ad in the newspaper, Andrea,
who majored in philosophy, to the chagrin of her parents, manages to convince Harold Stackman of Mosley Securities to hire
her as his sales assistant. The world of selling stocks often seems
both heartless and pointless, but Schneider, who was herself a
Wall Street executive, manages to make the work interesting and
Andrea’s co-workers human; Harold himself becomes a mentor
to Andrea as she ascends the workplace ladder. She trains herself to drink scotch, snort cocaine, negotiate bigger and bigger
stock trades. But despite Andrea’s accomplishments, she feels
like it’s not enough (“I don’t have kids, I don’t have a husband.
I don’t have a PhD….I don’t count”). And like many women in
their 20s, she has some crappy hookups with bartenders, doormen, and even a married colleague while trying to find a deeper
connection. There are occasional moments of tension, such as
the robbery and the constant reshuffling of stock firm ownership, but this tale is ultimately a charming probe into a young
woman’s pursuit of what she wants to do and who she wants
to be. The book spans multiple years as Andrea approaches 30,
and some threads are left open in the time jumps, but Schneider
has created an endearing, authentic lead.
An accessible story of embracing adulthood anchored by a
charismatic protagonist.

“The author’s eye for the hypocritical and comfort with the
unconventional make her a pleasantly disarming storyteller.”
she’s gone chilaquiles

SHE’S GONE CHILAQUILES
A Memoir

ART OF TEA
A Journal of RItual,
Discovery, and Impact

Schott, Anna
Self (144 pp.)
$12.88 | $7.78 paper | $3.99 e-book
Dec. 2, 2021
979-8-77749-607-2
979-8-77671-300-2 paper

A leading voice in the tea industry
recounts the experiences that shaped his
passion for the beverage in this debut memoir.
Schwartz had a privileged upbringing. He was raised in
Westlake Village, California; attended private school; and went
on vacations that “sometimes involved limos and Hawaii.” His
life dramatically changed after the age of 12, when his parents
entered into an ugly divorce. After finishing high school, the
author received the news of his mother’s cancer diagnosis, and
he spent 10 months giving her end-of-life care. The experience
made him interested in alternative medicine and led him to
enroll at the Ayurvedic Institute in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
So began a voyage of learning that would see him visit herbal
apothecaries in Israel and majestic tea fields in Japan. Schwartz
discusses his desire to become a tea purveyor, founding Art of
Tea, “a one-stop shop from leaf to cup.” The memoir is split
into two parts; the second half, titled “Understanding the Art
of Tea,” offers an impressive range of information, such as
advice on how to become an expert and a collection of recipes.
Schwartz’s writing is characterized by its precise, vivid explanations. The author astutely compares the medicinal use of herbs
with a computer keyboard: “Hit any individual key, and all it
does is display that specific letter, number, or symbol on your
screen. But combine those keystrokes in the correct sequence,
and you can enter in a password that opens up powerful tools.”
Such compelling analogies will stick in readers’ memories.
Schwartz also includes some intriguing tips that may alter readers’ approach to tea drinking: “Pu-erh is best enjoyed when
slurped. This exposes the tea to air, which activates the pu-erh’s
diverse flavors.” The author’s language occasionally strays too
far into a full-blown corporate sales pitch, although given his
passion, this can be excused: “I’ve seen firsthand how more and
more people are excited about and intrigued by tea. Yes, this is
good for business, but that shift makes me happy for so many
reasons.” Schwartz’s life story is an absorbing one that’s punctuated by travel and discovery. But in creating an enlightening
book that touches on every aspect of the subject, he could very
well have created a tea lover’s bible.
A smart, impassioned, and far-reaching study of tea.
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A short, entertaining volume of
autobiographical essays, frequently
involving food.
Schott’s eclectic collection covers a broad range of subjects, from memories of childhood experiences to a raunchy
list of don’ts when reentering the dating world after 15 years
of marriage. The topics of these generally lighthearted offerings are unbound by chronology, loping fluidly back and forth
through various times and places. Her poems, loosely structured in limerick format, are sassy and breezy and are usually
odes to her favorite comestibles: “Hot Stuff ” extols the virtues
of her homemade nachos, and “Ode to Ravioli” is a sensual
delight. Schott also sprinkles in a smattering of spicy, tantalizing vegetarian recipes. But her whimsical, irreverent, funny,
and often very tender essays reveal her contemplative appreciation for life’s quirks, joys, and happenstances. Frequently,
they meander in unexpected directions. Three paragraphs
about a gentle man named Frank who lived next to Schott’s
preschool pivot into a humorous, loving essay about her two
dogs, one of whom, also named Frank, is emotionally fragile.
The author’s eye for the hypocritical and comfort with the
unconventional make her a pleasantly disarming storyteller,
capably dropping surprising tidbits of information. Schott
also effectively shows a fondness for train travel: “People riding the train,” she writes in “On the Right Track,” “seem to
be more sociable than in other environments, more excited
about meeting each other, more curious.” In this essay—one
of several about journeys by rail—she tells of meeting Windy,
an elderly man wearing a cowboy hat, in a dining car and learning that he worked rodeos in California and Texas, just like her
dad. The essay concludes sweetly at a train station, where she
introduces Windy to her father: “Couple of old cowboys, big
grins, keeping it real.”
An enjoyable gumbo of thoughtful musings.

Schwartz, Steve
Lioncrest Publishing (218 pp.)
$38.99 | $24.99 paper | $6.49 e-book
April 26, 2022
978-1-5445-2778-9
978-1-5445-2776-5 paper
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DIVISIBLE MAN
Engine Out and Other
Short Flights

Seaborne, Howard
Trans World Data (310 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | June 6, 2022
979-8-98507-872-5
In this ninth installment of a thriller
series, a pilot capable of floating while invisible runs into danger and desperate people.
Will Stewart survived a plane crash
and acquired a new special ability. He can render himself invisible, at which point his body defies gravity. He essentially
floats, but it’s easy to navigate with the propulsion devices he
keeps handy. This short story collection features characters
from the series’ preceding books, some of whom headline
their own tales. The opening story, “Andy,” for example, tells
of Will’s first encounter with the titular woman he one day
marries—a savvy local patrol sergeant in their Wisconsin town.
Most of those who surround Will are people he works with
at Essex County Air Service. His boss, Earl Jackson, revisits
his own past in “Earl Jackson’s Last Mission,” a time when he
smuggled drugs, although, as he explains to Will, “not voluntarily.” Luckily, Will uses his supernatural ability for good, and
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he’s quick to respond when someone is in trouble, be it an Air
Service client or a person he bumps into at a store. He comes
to the aid of a meek man who is dead set on revenge and later
joins fellow pilot/co-worker Cassidy “Pidge” Page in getting a
young mother far away from her abusive boyfriend. These situations often put Will in jeopardy: He’s in the cockpit during a
snowstorm, and he stares at the business end of a gun. But his
special skills make him a formidable opponent to anyone who
would dare threaten someone he knows or loves.
Seaborne offers a superpowered hero who’s sympathetic.
Will is a pleasantly ordinary guy who uses his abilities in moderation, and only a few people know what he can do. Will’s
attempts to vanish as covertly as possible make certain dilemmas more precarious or, on occasion, lighten the book’s generally somber tone. In one instance, copious police officers and
security cameras prevent invisible Will from rematerializing
until he finally ducks into a men’s room. In the same vein,
there’s nothing flashy about Will’s abilities; they’re merely
talents that couple nicely with his aviation expertise. In fact,
his piloting seems more impressive, as jargon-filled descriptions of aircraft prove keen and concise. This includes the
ostensibly mundane task of refueling: “As I poured 100LL
Avgas into the last of four tanks, I examined the ramp. A shallow downslope flowed away from the gas pumps. I decided to
see if I could simply push the airplane a few fuselage lengths
away from the pumps, rather than start the engines and taxi
clear.” In contrast, the author simplifies the hero’s vanishings
and reappearances with a delightful cue, “Fwooomp!” (a “deep
and breathy” sound Will apparently hears). Despite featuring such villainous deeds as robbery and murder, the volume
isn’t excessively violent. Abundant profanity comes mostly
from charmingly gruff Pidge, who “drops F-bombs on everything”—whether she’s angry or complimenting someone. This
engaging compendium will surely pique new readers’ interest
in earlier series installments.
A captivating, altruistic hero and appealing cast propel
this enjoyable collection of supernatural-flavored tales.

THE SELF-EMPLOYED LIFE
Business and Personal
Development Strategies That
Create Sustainable Success

Shaw, Jeffrey
Page Two (220 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $9.99 e-book | May 4, 2021
978-1-77458-004-2
A book of inspiration and practical
tips for self-employed business owners
that goes beyond the usual.
Shaw, a photographer, podcaster, speaker, coach, and consultant, has been self-employed for his entire career—from
age 14 through midlife—and works with clients who are
also self-employed. In this debut guide he introduces a “selfemployment ecosystem” with the aim of providing everything
necessary to create a sustainable business and lifestyle for

“An audacious, apocalyptic tale that will electrify
SF, horror, and thriller fans alike.”
the proxima plague

THE TOOTH FAIRY

Tarsitano, Davide
Self (280 pp.)
$26.99 | $14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
March 1, 2022
978-0-578-38595-2
978-1-79238-066-2 paper
Tarsitano offers a macabre tale of terror and teeth.
At the opening of this psychological
thriller, Johnny Hawk is tied to an old
dentist’s chair in a basement, terrified and injured, horrified that
his “teeth were gone—and not the ones that were supposed to
go.” Readers learn through flashbacks and chapters told from
other characters’ points of view that Hawk’s life was thrown
into chaos after he discovered his wife was having an affair with
another man, leaving him feeling like “a voiceless spectator in a
red-light theatre that was playing the movie about the failure
of his life.” He eventually heads out toward Los Angeles by car,
picking up a hitchhiker and friend along the way, before crossing paths in New Mexico with dentist Wendy Jag after a painful
tooth causes him to nearly crash his car. Readers soon learn that
she’s actually the novel’s titular character—a sadistic, evil being.

Tarsitano’s debut novel unfolds largely in fictional Copper City,
which one supporting character describes as cursed; it holds
many dark secrets and is, in some ways, reminiscent of Stephen
King’s Castle Rock, Maine. Readers of suspense will enjoy Jag’s
unnerving backstory as well as the friendships between Hawk
and some of the other supporting characters (particularly Jamie,
the hitchhiker). Some elements will specifically remind readers of The Shining (1977) and The Dark Half (1989), including its
creepy talismans, such as an object left at Jag’s father’s gravesite,
“a small pearl, lodged in a thin strip of fresh dirt,” that turns out
to be a child’s tooth. There’s some solid horror writing here,
with a style that has considerable bite.
A spooky, strange, and enjoyable supernatural novel.

THE PROXIMA PLAGUE

Thornton, Robert
Self (327 pp.)
$10.50 paper | $2.99 e-book | Oct. 8, 2021
979-8-49189-787-2
Blending elements from three genres,
this sequel pits a physician and amateur
sleuth against a viral-like illness that, if
left unchecked, could annihilate the
human race within a matter of days.
As the novel begins, Hope Allerd—the
chief of the Infectious Diseases Division
in the Department of Internal Medicine at the University Medical School in Birmingham, Alabama—finds herself suspended from
her position. She faces potential prison time for malfeasance involving a foundation she began to provide care for indigent people in
the Caribbean. But as she attempts to extract herself from her legal
entanglements, she becomes aware of a bizarre outbreak spreading
across the globe that seems to have its epicenter in Birmingham.
Most victims have fevers, respiratory ailments, and a penchant for
chewing other people’s faces off before they die. But others seem to
have supernaturally enhanced cognition, strength, and agility—and
have bodies that slowly transform into nightmarish monstrosities.
As Allerd races to uncover the truth and a cure for the horror-inducing plague with her on-again, off-again boyfriend, journalist Clive
Andrew, and courageous Centers for Disease Control and Prevention investigator Connie Wu, she realizes that humankind’s time as
the dominant race on the planet may have already come to an end.
The seamless fusion of SF, horror, and medical thriller storylines
makes this a virtually un-put-down-able read. At one point, Allerd
encounters one of the plague’s grotesque survivors: “The form, an
inky homunculus shape with arched back, head turned full round
toward her, coal-black eyes, and quiet as a whisper, perched on the
ceiling. A living breathing fun-house gargoyle.” Thornton obviously
knows what powers a superb thriller—relentless pacing, nonstop
action, an impressive amount of bombshell plot twists, and an emotionally connective main character that readers can identify with
and root for.
An audacious, apocalyptic tale that will electrify SF, horror,
and thriller fans alike.
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oneself. An introductory section describes the paradox of selfemployment: wanting to control one’s own destiny while finding oneself in uncontrollable circumstances. It goes on to list
symptoms of work-life imbalance and to present his ecosystem
concept. The main text is organized into three parts: “Personal
Development,” “Business Strategies,” and “Daily Habits.” Each
offers the author’s personal experiences and client success stories as well as useful explanations and pithy, practical advice.
The “Personal Development” section covers such topics as one’s
mindset regarding money and how to deal with obstacles and
limiting beliefs. Clear, memorable explanations abound; for
example, he encourages readers to think of letting go of one
thing to reach another as like Tarzan swinging from vine to vine.
“Business Strategies” includes an explication of what the author
calls “hug marketing,” pictured as a series of concentric circles.
Shaw offers a novel, step-by-step way to conceptualize a website
that’s refreshingly easy to grasp, explaining it as an emotional
journey. The section also covers such elements as defining one’s
niche and inspiring referrals. “Daily Habits” suggests ways to
sustain growth, creativity, and work-life balance through various
techniques and how to handle rejection and self-employment in
midlife. The book’s tone is immediately relatable; self-employed
people in creative fields will feel seen. Throughout, the author’s
style is personal, candid, and conversational, sometimes reading like a pep talk tinged with self-deprecating humor. Several
brief exercises and worksheets will help readers think through
the author’s principles, and an additional workbook (not seen)
is available on the author’s website. Overall, this book will be
worthwhile for anyone running their own business or thinking
of starting one.
Candid, refreshing advice for self-guided businesspeople.

NEW EDEN

Tipirneni, Kishore
Tipirneni Software (327 pp.)
$29.99 | $14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jan. 7, 2021
978-1-73645-620-0
978-0-578-53451-0 paper
Tipirneni’s debut SF novel examines
the repercussions after a small team of
researchers communicates with a representative of an advanced alien species.
Joshua Andrews, a young University of California, Berkeley,
physicist, follows in the footsteps of a late, secretive academic
who had a breakthrough in the field of quantum entanglement
involving particles that behave identically even when separated
by vast distances. There’s a good deal of deep physics talk about
these “spookyons” (“The amount of deflection was correlated
with how aligned the bar magnet’s poles were with the magnetic
field it traveled through”), and it turns out that two captured
spookyons, properly wired, enable real-time two-way communication between any two points in the universe. Joshua, along
with religious Scientific American journalist Rachael Miller and
computer genius Vinod Bhakti, discovers that aliens are already
sending general hails using this technology. The trio respond and
find themselves communicating with a seemingly benign, slangusing entity calling itself Seth. Of course, the United States
government, including paranoid military authorities, initiates
a lockdown on the project. Up to this point, the book dwells
in the general neighborhood of Carl Sagan’s popular novel Contact (1985), and Tipirneni’s snappy characterizations and wowfactor science compete well with Sagan’s. The author effectively
increases the stakes with Seth’s sudden request to experience
Earth firsthand—as much as spookyon technical workarounds
will allow—and, as the extraterrestrial becomes a celebrity,
even Joshua suspects that Seth may be hiding something vital.
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A late-blooming Covid-19–like pandemic plot complication is
a bit convenient in rushing things along, but it does lead to a
satisfying conclusion that doesn’t end things with an expected
cliffhanger. The novel’s exceptionally compelling cosmology
(“Information is everything”) is one of its many rewards.
A brainy first-contact tale that makes well-traveled territory feel fresh again.

CIRCUS OF SHADOWS

Turley, Kimberlee
Sweetwater Books (288 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | May 6, 2022
978-1-4621-4153-1
In Turley’s debut YA fantasy novel, a
teen with a dark past discovers running
away to join the circus could get her killed.
Seventeen-year-old orphan Gracie
Hart has just committed a murder. Now
she needs to get out of Albany before
anyone finds the body. She plans on traveling to Chicago to
find the aunt and uncle who supposedly live there, but she’s
pickpocketed at the train station before accidentally ending
up stowing away on a locomotive going the wrong direction.
It’s not just any locomotive either. The train carries Vincenzio’s Circus Troupe and Menagerie, and it’s on its way to
Montreal. When Gracie is discovered, Vincenzio makes an
unexpected job offer. “You’ll be the new assistant for my magician,” he says, “and it’s so easy a monkey could do it. But the
costume looks much nicer on a young woman—and it helps
that you’re about the same size as our last girl.” The magician is Jack, with whom Gracie has already clashed due to his
identical appearance to the man who pickpocketed her. If
that isn’t enough, Jack is also the troupe’s knife thrower, and
his last assistant ended up with a dagger between her eyes. It
quickly becomes apparent that there are strange goings-on at
the circus—happenings that mere stage tricks can’t account
for—and if Gracie can’t figure them out, she may soon suffer
the fate of the magician’s previous assistant! Turley’s prose
elegantly embodies the glam and drama of the circus: “Gracie raised her arms high over her head, elbows bent to form a
diamond. The flames in the kerosene lights shivered with the
motion of air. The crowd inhaled as Jack raised his first knife
past his ear. Gracie’s breath caught and she couldn’t bear to
keep her eyes open.” Gracie is an immediately engaging protagonist, a surprisingly relatable “guttersnipe” who guides the
reader into the carnivalesque world of the traveling circus.
There are some aspects of the plot that don’t quite coalesce,
but like a good sideshow performance, the book manages to
delight and confound.
A captivating, mysterious YA novel set in the world of
the circus.

“A funny, adventurous tale of a girl who turns small-town sleuth.”
the crabtree monsters

THE CRABTREE MONSTERS

Wieland, Chris
Smart Aleck Press (380 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | May 12, 2022
979-8-9857013-0-2
979-8-9857013-1-9 e-book
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In Wieland’s middle-grade series launch,
the teenage daughter and granddaughter of
police officers gets the investigation bug
herself after a rash of bank robberies.
Kat Dylan isn’t your typical teenager. Sure, she has boy problems and school problems and
sometimes wishes her little brother, Alec, weren’t around.
But she’s also smart as heck, an amateur investigator who
has police work in her genes—her father is a detective in Los
Angeles, and her grandfather is chief of police in Crabtree,
Michigan. Her parents are divorced, and when her mother
is deployed to Afghanistan, Kat and her brother reluctantly
move to Crabtree until their father can figure out something
about after-school care. Crabtree isn’t the slow, lazy town it
seems to be, 13-year-old Kat and 10-year-old Alec soon find.
They get caught in the middle of a bank robbery that lands
their grandfather behind bars. Wieland has created quite
the lively hero in Kat—a teenager with a crackling sense of
humor who’s not afraid of a fight and has a talent for investigation. She, Alec, and their friend Tommy go after the robbers,
dubbed “The Monster Gang” because of the Dracula, Frankenstein, Wolfman, and Mummy masks they wear. Wieland
weaves a tale full of adventure and humor, though the resolution is a bit far-fetched. Kat is a somewhat layered heroine.
Yes, she’s funny and adventuresome, but she also can be sad,
longing for the friends and family she left behind in LA. Adding to her authenticity is her ambivalence toward Tommy, who
could be a love interest. There are a few moments when Kat
sounds wiser than she should be at her age, as when she tells
someone they need to “workshop” their jokes. For the most
part, though, it’s fun to be on an adventure with this modernday Nancy Drew.
A funny, adventurous tale of a girl who turns small-town sleuth.
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Se e n & He a r d
dispatches from the book world

BY MICHAEL SCHAUB

Tom Felton, who memorably played Draco Malfoy in the Harry Potter films,
will take readers behind the scenes of the popular movies in a new memoir.
Grand Central will publish Beyond the Wand: The Magic and Mayhem
of Growing Up a Wizard this fall, the press announced in a news release,
describing the memoir as “the first and only behind-the-scenes Harry Potter memoir from one of the films’ biggest stars.”
Felton began his career as an actor in TV commercials before shooting
to fame in 2001 with the release of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,
the first of several films based on J.K. Rowling’s bestselling books. He
played Draco, the towheaded bully who antagonizes Harry and his friends.
Tom Felton
More recently, he’s appeared in films including Feed and Ophelia.
“Speaking with great candor and his signature humor, Tom shares his
experience growing up as part of the wizarding world while also trying to navigate the muggle world,” Grand Central says. “He
discusses the lasting relationships he made over that decade of filming, including with Emma Watson, who started out as a
pesky 9-year-old whom he mocked for not knowing what a boom mic was but who soon grew into one of his dearest friends.”
Felton announced the book on Instagram and Twitter with a video shot outside a London theater, saying, “I can’t wait for
you to read some of the stories that you’ve never heard before from all of the various Potter years and everything that came
before and after it.”
Beyond the Wand is slated for publication on Oct. 18.

A podcast series based on Laurie Faria Stolarz’s Jane Anonymous is in the
works, with actors Mina Sundwall and Michael Cimino cast in leading roles,
Deadline reports.
Stolarz’s young adult novel, published in 2020 by Wednesday Books, follows a young woman struggling to make sense of her life after being kidnapped
and held against her will for several months. In a starred review, a critic for
Kirkus called the novel “a testament to how the mind can reshape reality in
order to survive” and “powerfully graphic.”
Sundwall, known for her roles in the series Lost in Space and Legends of
Mina Sundwall
Tomorrow, will play the title character in the podcast, while Love, Victor star
Cimino will portray another kidnapping victim.
The series, written by Stephanie Wu and directed by Andres Rosende (Puppet Cop), will air on Apple Podcasts and Fictionz, a
podcast app. Sundwall and Cimino are among the podcast’s executive producers.
“Laurie’s confessional style of writing lends itself well to the podcast medium,” Rosende told Deadline. “This has been a passion project for me since Fictionz brought me the book.”
Cimino shared news of the adaptation on Instagram, writing, “I’m excited for you guys to hear me in a different light and to tell
a great story with the one and only @minasundwall.”
Michael Schaub, a journalist and regular contributor to NPR, lives near Austin, Texas.
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JANE ANONYMOUS TO BE ADAPTED FOR PODCAST SERIES

Stephane Cardinale/Corbis via Getty Images

HARRY POTTER STAR TOM FELTON TO PUBLISH MEMOIR
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Gregory McNamee

Edith Hamilton’s Mythology at 80
The Art Collector/Print Collector/Getty Images

The Greek and Roman gods were not a nice bunch. Divine paterfamilias
Zeus was a serial rapist. Aphrodite, the vain love goddess, reveled when
men fought to win her fickle attentions, fueling wars and vendettas. Artemis and Apollo were so jealous that they slaughtered a dozen-odd children
whose mother had bragged about them, then turned her to stone for good
measure. The gods were no kinder to their kin, driving poor Vulcan, the
lame blacksmith, to live underground, which he repaid by sending earthquakes their way.
Such unpleasantries were not to be found in the bestselling American
book of classical mythology of the Victorian era, published in 1867. Admirably, Boston banker Thomas Bulfinch wanted readers without a classical education to know those myths in order to
understand the allusions of politicians and preachers to them. He was horrified, though, at the thought that readers
might glimpse a naked Aphrodite somewhere, and so, in the words of his obituary, Bulfinch “expurgated…all that
would be offensive” from his Mythology.
Edith Hamilton was made of sterner stuff. Born the year Bulfinch’s Mythology was published, she was homeschooled, mastering Latin, Greek, French, and German in childhood. She entered Bryn Mawr College in 1890, earning a bachelor’s degree in Greek and Latin, then taught classics for years while translating
Aeschylus and assembling a collection of Plato’s dialogues that is still widely read today.
But it was her own book Mythology that would make her famous—and that would supplant Bulfinch as the standard text it had been for fully 75 years. The story is that an editor invited her to write a popular book on Greek literature, which Hamilton obliged with
The Greek Way, published in 1930, when she was 62. Twelve years later, Mythology appeared.
When Hamilton died in 1963, it had sold more than 1.8 million copies.
In Hamilton’s Mythology, the Greek gods drop their Bulfinch-ian proprieties, though
they don’t quite become the full-throated sociopaths that Robert Graves would present in
The Greek Myths (1955). She describes Zeus, rightly, as a deity who “could be opposed and
deceived,” though, she notes, Zeus did plenty of deceiving himself to “hide his infidelity
from his wife.” Hamilton describes Hera, the offended party, as “Zeus’s wife and sister” (a
Chinatown moment avant la lettre), who “chiefly engaged in punishing the many women
Zeus fell in love with.” The story of Jason and the Golden Fleece takes on some of the horrific dimensions that Bulfinch elided, with a love-mad Medea, who “had plenty of intelligence,” disposing most unpleasantly of a rival for Jason’s
affections—donning a poisoned robe that Medea gave her, the woman “dropped dead; her very flesh had melted away.”
Modern mythographers are more direct still (noting, for instance, that Medea chopped her own children to bits).
But Edith Hamilton, a remarkable scholar and fine writer, cleared the path for them, sweeping aside a Parson Weems–
ish tradition and letting readers see for themselves just how complex those gods of old were—and why a smart mortal
would want to steer very far away from them. Still in print 80 years after its first publication, Mythology is a classic in
itself and a pleasure to read.
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Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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Making friends can be hard for
a shy bear, even at summer camp.
“…a detective-duo heist, a moving and
cautionary tale of friendship and openness
prevailing against prejudice, or a chilling
campﬁre yarn…The ﬁrst in a thrilling series,
this one forgoes the cliﬀhanger entirely and
plunges straight over the edge, leaving
readers hungry for more.”
—Kirkus Reviews
The first in a
NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL SERIES
for middle-grade readers!
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